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FOREWORD
Stevan Harrell

Xinjiang, or East Turkestan, as its independence activists call it, has 

been getting increasing attention in world political and journalistic 

circles. Once completely overshadowed by Tibet and Taiwan as margins 

of the Chinese political sphere, Xinjiang has attracted interest because 

of widely publicized riots in 2009, increased PRC government surveil-

lance and repression of native populations, the incarceration of Xin-

jiang Uighurs in the U.S. military prison at Guantánamo Bay, and most 

recently, the arrest and conviction of Uighur economics professor Ilham 

Tohti for subversion and the repatriation of Uighur refugees by the Thai 

government. No longer is Xinjiang the conflict zone nobody but locals 

and specialists have ever heard of. 

There are two pervasive ways of talking about today’s Xinjiang. 

According to the discourse promoted by the world press and most gov-

ernments, Uighurs are a Turkic-speaking, Central Asian Muslim people 

who resent heavy-handed Chinese rule and large-scale Han in-migration 

(some call it occupation), and have expressed opposition in forms rang-

ing from private publications to exile websites to occasional riots and 

acts of terror, spurring further government repression in a vicious cycle. 

According to the official discourse of the PRC government and media, 

however, things are different. In this view, Uighurs are one of the fifty-six 

minzu, or national minorities, who make up the Chinese nation, they are 

progressing toward affluent modernity under Communist Party leader-

ship, and only a tiny minority, probably manipulated by foreign powers 

seeking to weaken China, ever express opposition or cause any trouble. 

What is missing from these discourses, and what Justin Jacobs’s Xin-

jiang and the Modern Chinese State delivers in abundance, is the his-
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torical context of imperial governance. He stresses the important point 

that all three regimes that have ruled mainland East Asia in the last 

two centuries—the imperial Qing, the Republic of China, and now the 

People’s Republic of China—have been empires, multiethnic or multina-

tional countries whose central rulers have had to deal with the problem 

of governing the linguistically, culturally, religiously, and politically dif-

ferent peoples that inhabit their border regions. All three of these impe-

rial regimes have recognized that ruling the ethnic peripheries presents 

different problems from ruling the Han core, and all three have employed 

a variety of strategies for what Jacobs refers to as the “strategic manipu-

lation” of “the politics of difference” in governing their peripheries, par-

ticularly Xinjiang. Using the strategies that Jacobs calls “ethno-elitist” 

and “ethnopopulist,” these regimes have attempted to win over the pop-

ulation of Xinjiang either through their traditional leaders or through 

appeal to the populace at large. They have done this while countering 

the appeals not just of local nationalism and independence sentiment, 

but also the ever-present threat of Russian territorial ambitions—Tsarist, 

Soviet, and post-Soviet. But under no strategy of governance has the 

region been at peace for long. 

Today’s rulers of Xinjiang are thus not facing a new problem. And 

like their imperial and Republican predecessors, they have not been 

very successful in solving it. There is local opposition from Uighurs and 

other local peoples, as there always has been. There are shifting policies 

and pressures from the central regime, as there always have been. There 

are external geopolitical interests, as there always have been. Through 

Jacobs’s analyses of the successes and failures of Xinjiang’s recent his-

torical rulers, we come to appreciate not just the complexity but also 

the depth of its troubles. Perhaps we can better understand just why 

today’s PRC leaders are at such a loss, and why they have not fulfilled 

their announced mission of helping Xinjiang advance harmoniously into 

the Chinese version of modernity. As long as Xinjiang is part of a state 

centered on China, problems of governance and conflict will come, liter-

ally, with the territory. But China will not grant any appreciable degree of 

autonomy, because there are geopolitical interests involved. We can only 
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hope that lessons to be learned from Jacobs’s stories of previous failures 

and occasional successes will somehow be useful in future attempts to 

solve the Xinjiang question. 
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3

INTRODUCTION

O
n july 1, 1911, yuan dahua, the governor of xinjiang, 

sent a telegram to the central government in Beijing. The topic was 

empires and their modes of governance. “In administering their 

interior and exterior territories,” Yuan wrote, “foreigners do not apply 

the same rubric of rule.” The newly minted constitution of his very own 

Great Qing Empire, he noted, emulated that of Japan. But “the system 

of rule that Japan applies to its interior is not the same as that which it 

applies to Korea or Taiwan, and the system Japan uses to rule its prefec-

tures and counties is not the same as that applied to Hokkaido.” Why 

are there such differences? Yuan asked. “Because a system of rule must 

be suitable for that locality,” he said in answer to his own question. “It 

cannot be otherwise.” The point of Yuan’s memorial was that the Man-

chu court in Beijing should emulate the governing tactics of neighbor-

ing empires that Yuan considered to be more advanced. He concluded, 

“Xinjiang is to China as Hokkaido is to Japan.”1

This analogy resonated strongly with Han officials in Xinjiang. After 

all, they ruled over a vast Central Asian land of desert and steppe, home 

to a Mongol and Turkic demographic constituting more than 90 percent 

of the population. Just five years later, Yuan’s successor, Yang Zengxin, 

felt compelled to remind Beijing of the virtues of learning from its rivals. 

Xinjiang, he noted somewhat more insistently, “absolutely cannot 

be managed in a fashion similar to that of the inner provinces.” Yang 

emphasized that he, as governor, would be “reluctant to confine myself 

only to methods that are prescribed for China proper.” Once more, the 

example set by Japanese administrators in their expanding empire 

served as a model for frontier officials in China. “In light of its special cir-
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cumstances,” Yang asked, “can we look into the possibility of allowing 

Xinjiang to be governed in the same way that Japan governs Hokkaido 

and Taiwan? Or perhaps in the accommodating manner that the Qing 

once stipulated for special administrations?” Yang’s choice of words, 

some drawn from precedents set as early as the Tang dynasty (618–907), 

traced a consistent logic. Because the non-Han frontier evinced cultural, 

ethnic, economic, and political norms strikingly different from those 

in the Han heartland, “special conditions” (tebie qingxing) mandated 

adherence to a form of “loose rein” (jimi) governance imbued with the 

“spirit of accommodation” or “flexible arrangements” (biantong).2

During the first half of the twentieth century, Chinese officials in Xin-

jiang had good reason to question the wisdom of exporting to the Muslim 

frontier policies originally designed for the Han heartland. Incorporated 

into the Manchu empire by military conquest in the mid-eighteenth cen-

tury, Xinjiang nonetheless remained an attractive military and economic 

target for states and empires along its western and northern borders. It 

shared with the peoples of these regions extensive linguistic, economic, 

cultural, ethnic, and religious ties. By the late nineteenth century, all 

these neighboring lands and peoples had become territories and sub-

jects of the Russian empire, which knitted together its far-flung domains 

via the Trans-Siberian Railway. In 1884, owing both to the Russian threat 

and to the brief rise and fall of an independent Islamic state in Xinjiang, 

the Qing court decided to consolidate its rule in the northwest by turning 

Xinjiang into a province (sheng), as distinct from its former designation 

as an outer dependency (shudi). In this new provincial bureaucracy, Han 

officials with civil service examination degrees began to replace the long-

standing military aristocracy of Manchu and Mongol bannermen, who 

had once regarded all the non-Han peripheries of China as their unique 

political preserve.3

Regardless of whether the officials in Xinjiang were Manchu, Mongol, 

or Han, however, they all confronted more or less the same problems 

along the non-Han frontier, be it Mongolia, Tibet, or Xinjiang. By the 

late nineteenth century, rival empires across Eurasia had begun to lever-

age their superior economic and military weight to siphon wealth and 
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resources away from Beijing and to reorient the political and economic 

networks of the Qing empire toward their own metropoles. In response, 

during the last decades of the Qing dynasty prior to the 1911 revolution, 

the Manchu court undertook a vigorous program of reform. Just three 

years after Xinjiang became a province, so too did Taiwan, and that was 

followed by the carving of the Manchu homeland into what would even-

tually become the three northeastern provinces of the early twentieth 

century. Many previously closed frontiers were opened to Han migration, 

non-Han elites found themselves grossly in debt to Han merchants, and 

large contingents of modernized New Armies, staffed almost entirely by 

Han, were stationed outside the inner provinces. In Xinjiang, new Chi-

nese-language schools encroached on institutions of Muslim pedagogy, 

much to the dissatisfaction of native elites. Most upsetting, however, was 

the ubiquitous imposition of new taxes to pay for the government’s new 

policies, which for many felt like a form of sinification.4

The backlash visited on the Qing court and its Republican successors 

as a result of these reform efforts conformed to a political mold unique 

to the twentieth century. As the discourse of the nation-state increas-

ingly lent itself to opportunistic application in the realm of geopolitics, 

Chinese elites quickly became aware of the ways in which discontent on 

their own non-Han borderlands could breed results drastically differ-

ent from those engendered by discontent in the heartland. The last time 

Xinjiang had been wrenched from Beijing’s control, for about a decade 

in the 1860s and 1870s, Beijing’s political rivals in Central Asia could 

only produce a single slogan around which to rally the Turkic natives 

against Qing rule: holy war.5 After the fall of the Manchus in 1911, the 

exclusionist discourse of the nation-state, premised on the novel ideal 

of ethnic self-rule, provided a new platform from which rival political 

elites could challenge Chinese rule. Yang Zengxin, governor of Xinjiang 

for seventeen years after the 1911 revolution, made clear what was liable 

to happen if China proved unable to keep the foreigners at bay. “Let us 

imagine,” he wrote to Beijing in 1917, “that trouble was to break out 

in the southwestern provinces today. Eventually they would be reuni-

fied. But if there is even the slightest slip in Xinjiang, so important for 
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national defense, it will fall under the control of a foreign power. Even if 

we then had an eternity, we would not be able to recover it.”6

What Governor Yang was attempting to describe constitutes the nar-

rative focus of this book. The creation of a putative “nation-state” by one 

empire on what was intended to become the former territory of its impe-

rial rival was merely one permutation of a much larger phenomenon: 

the manipulation of ethnocultural difference. In the twentieth-century 

political history of Xinjiang, the only majority non-Han provincial-level 

unit of China never to have slipped from the hands of Han officials, we 

find the most complete case study for an interrogation of the legacy 

and inheritance of empire in the eastern Eurasian mainland after 1911. 

“Strategies of difference” consistently marked Xinjiang as a unique part 

of the Chinese state, a place where the normal rules of political discourse 

in the Han heartland ceased to apply. An extended analysis of what Han 

officials said and did in Xinjiang—as opposed to what Han intellectuals 

or politicians on the eastern seaboard merely said about Xinjiang—will 

thus bring us close to an understanding of the imperial foundation upon 

which modern Chinese political discourse actually operates.7

What are strategies of difference? The pronouncements of Governor 

Yang are instructive on this score. During his seventeen years (1912–28) 

in office, Yang made a habit of announcing surprisingly modest goals for 

himself. In 1925, he proclaimed as his highest ambition nothing more 

than the hope that “Xinjiang should not be delivered from our hands 

during my lifetime.” Elsewhere, Yang would gloss this sentiment in more 

dramatic terms, declaring that only his policies would prevent Xinjiang 

from becoming “the next Outer Mongolia” (wai Meng zhi xu), “the next 

Tibet” (Xizang zhi xu), or “the next Urga” (Kulun zhi xu), the capital of 

Outer Mongolia. After the creation of the Japanese proxy state of Man-

chukuo in the 1930s, “the next northeast” (dongbei zhi xu) also entered 

the political lexicon of Chinese elites who concerned themselves with the 

fate of Xinjiang. As for the rest of the country, Yang occasionally voiced 

his hope that “two or three great and powerful men will rouse their con-

sciences, get rid of predatory armies, and implement policies beneficial 

to the people.” He did not, however, expect that any such savior would 
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come from the non-Han borderlands. As governor of Xinjiang, Yang’s job 

was to sit tight and “wait for the day when the central plains have calmed 

down.” In the meantime, he wrote in 1919, “if I am able to maintain one 

portion [of the country], and the [central] government is able to maintain 

another, is this not for the best?”8

The novelty of Yang’s words becomes apparent only with the realiza-

tion that the deployment of this type of political discourse was largely 

restricted to those areas of China evincing the requisite ethnic, cultural, 

and linguistic criteria capable of allowing rival imperial elites to engage 

in strategic manipulation of the “politics of difference.”9 Unless a foreign 

power (such as Japan) actually invaded the Han heartland, a warlord 

who claimed as his highest ambition the preservation of Chinese sov-

ereignty in Hunan or Jiangxi would have invited ridicule and scorn. For 

men like Yan Xishan, Feng Yuxiang, and Wu Peifu, some of the most 

prominent warlords of the inner provinces, such an “achievement” 

merely marked the starting line. They were further obliged, in a way Han 

officials in Xinjiang were not, to strive for “national salvation” (jiuguo), a 

task made impossible by the geopolitical conditions of the day. In other 

words, far out in Xinjiang and any other non-Han borderland of which 

the Chinese state might find itself steward, local officials could employ 

the politics of difference to support their bid for wealth and power in a 

way that officials operating in the heartland could not. 

Governor Yang, aware of this, took the unusual step of publishing, 

while still in office, several thousand telegrams culled from his own gov-

ernment archives. Records from the Studio of Rectification (Buguozhai 

wendu), issued in handsome thread-stitched bound sets and available 

for purchase throughout the country, effectively showcased the gover-

nor’s novel approach to self-legitimization on the non-Han frontier. The 

flip side of all this was that Yang’s rivals, usually but not always foreign, 

could just as easily turn the politics of difference against him, provided 

they deployed such discourse in support of their designs on Xinjiang. 

Han officials in the heartland, though obliged to strive for the impossible 

goal of national salvation—and then watch as the inevitable denoue-

ment sapped the morale of all but their most ardent enthusiasts—gener-
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ally did not have to worry about hostile charges of Chinese “colonialism” 

or “imperialism.” Run-of-the-mill “autocrats” and “despots” they might 

be, but at least they were not characterized as chauvinist Han nation-

alists who “hated” their culturally alien subjects, as Russians officials 

once alleged of Yang. Viewed from this perspective, it should come as no 

surprise that Yang went to extraordinary lengths to select and publish 

for public consumption only those telegrams showing his manipulation 

of the politics of difference, while omitting entirely the hostile versions 

put forth by his many rivals.

This study is concerned not only with the abstract discourse of differ-

ence but also with the very real institutions of difference that continued 

to undergird Chinese rule in the former Qing imperium, long after the 

words empire and monarchy had succumbed to charges of illegitimacy. 

It is clear that Han officials in the new Republican state consciously 

revived selected rituals and modes of discourse from the Qing empire 

that had originally been designed for interaction with non-Han nobles, a 

tactic elsewhere described as “going imperial.”10 To probe the relevance 

of such a framework in Xinjiang during the first half of the twentieth 

century, it is necessary to shift our perspective from Beijing and Nanjing 

all the way to Urumchi,11 the capital of Xinjiang and home of its Chinese 

governors. The perspective of Han officials resident in Urumchi is indis-

pensable for this task, for the simple reason that no central government 

of the Republican era (1912–49) ever succeeded in enforcing its writ 

throughout the province. Indeed, most of our evidence will come from 

the approximately four decades in which Han officials held the reins of 

government in Urumchi but, owing to the chronic disunity and fiscal 

poverty of the inner provinces, found themselves perennially threatened 

with political disenfranchisement. Almost always, this latter threat came 

at the hands of foreign powers and domestic warlords peddling their 

own versions of the politics of difference.12

Thus, the contest for wealth and power in twentieth-century Xinji-

ang—and by extension, the rest of the non-Han periphery—was medi-

ated both in name and in deed through the strategic manipulation of 

difference. That there was still such difference to exploit underscores 
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the growing realization among scholars that the twentieth century in 

no way marked the transition from “empire to nation-state,” in China or 

elsewhere. Yet if China did not become a Han nation-state, what did it 

become? Should we simply continue to refer to it as an “empire,” or is 

some sort of intermediary term (e.g., imperial formation) more appropri-

ate?13 My analysis suggests that the phrase national empire—related to 

but distinct from the idea of the Soviet Union as an “empire of nations”—

appears to be the most suitable label.14 Even some late Qing intellectu-

als coined a strikingly similar phrase—minzu diguo—in Chinese.15 The 

notion of difference is now regularly acknowledged as an indispensable 

feature of empires, and studies of the Ottoman, Russian, French, and 

other empires throughout history have all deemed the flexible institu-

tionalization of ethnic and spatial difference as a defining character-

istic of the largest and most enduring multiethnic states. In its most 

condensed form, the “politics of difference” is little more than the pre-

sumption “that different peoples within the polity will be governed dif-

ferently” and that “distinction and hierarchy”—or the “non-equivalence 

of multiple populations”—will be maintained even as the state incorpo-

rates new people.16

Key to this interpretation is the distinction between empire as a type 

of state and empire as a type of power. As a type of power, empire is 

usually associated with an emperor or other absolutist monarch, who 

attempts to concentrate wealth and power in the hands of an exclusive 

elite whose ranks are often hereditary and usually closed to the mass 

of commoners who make up the taxpayers of the state. In its more lax 

and often popular usages, this interpretation of empire is almost always 

negative, concerned as it is with the use of brute military force, an elite 

dictatorship, and suppression of subaltern peoples. From this enduring 

paradigm, scholars and pundits have coined the phrase divide and rule,

a concept usually imagined as the guiding ideology of a Machiavellian 

imperial elite. The idea of empire as a type of state, however, derives 

much of its explanatory power from scholarship conducted over the past 

several decades on the major Eurasian land-based empires: Ottoman, 

Russian, and Manchu. 
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The “new Qing historians” have shown the ways in which the Man-

chus forged an expansive empire during the seventeenth, eighteenth, 

and nineteenth centuries, one that drew its wealth from the Han heart-

land but was rooted in institutions of ethnic and spatial difference 

throughout East and Central Asia. Historians of China, however, have 

generally stopped short of adapting such insights toward the twentieth-

century successor states of the Qing. In tracing this Eurasian legacy of 

political difference into the twentieth century, Soviet historians have 

done the most to complicate the enduring paradigm of empire as a type 

of power. In demonstrating how the Soviet state was more a “maker of 

nations” than a “breaker of nations,” they have provided historians of 

modern China with the analytical tools necessary to reconsider the impe-

rial legacy bequeathed to twentieth-century Republican and Communist 

administrators along the non-Han borderlands.17 This in turn enables us 

to interrogate the ways modern China—as a type of state—still resembled 

its imperial predecessors. The study of ethnic classification projects in 

the southwestern province of Yunnan during the 1950s, for example, 

has illuminated our understanding of the modern minzu (or minority 

nationality) regime as well as the imperial legacy in postrevolutionary 

China.18

The present study provides a similar analysis of Xinjiang and much 

of twentieth-century China. In the interests of analytical precision, the 

word empire here will refer to a type of state that creates, maintains, 

and ultimately institutionalizes ethnic and spatial difference over a 

vast swath of territorial holdings. The actual exercise of power by Han 

officials in an ethnoculturally alien land will be captured by refer-

ence to strategies or politics of difference. Every effort will be made to 

avoid deploying politically charged and highly subjective terms such as 

colonialism and imperialism, unless they form part of the discourse of 

historical actors. In evaluating the increasingly liberal deployment of 

provocative words such as imperialism in the scholarly literature, Ber-

nard Porter, a historian of the British Empire, writes that “currently there 

is no general agreement over what the word means or covers,” and that 

“its negative connotations can make it difficult to use dispassionately or 
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truly analytically.”19 In a very basic sense, the building blocks of empire 

are conscious performances of ethnocultural difference within a political 

arena. To describe something as “imperialist” or as the embodiment of 

“imperialism” is almost always to pass a negative moral judgment upon 

that performance. 

In an attempt to drop an empirical anchor somewhere in this sea of 

partisan discourse, this study will confine its analysis of colonialism and 

imperialism to the contextual recognition of when and where it becomes 

rhetorically possible to affix one or both of these terms to the modern 

Chinese state. Less important than the ontological reality of such sub-

jective and pliable terms is the recognition that only certain parts of the 

former Qing state were, in fact, suitable for their deployment by political 

elites. In practice, this meant only those places marked by a substantial 

“alien” ethnocultural demographic that lent substance to the definition 

of empire as a type of state built on the notion of difference. This study 

is not concerned with identifying or highlighting “victims” of imperial-

ism, to the extent that such a phenomenon can actually exist outside the 

hypothetical abstractions of nation-states. Rather, it aims to identify and 

analyze the conditions under which rhetorical claims of ethnocultural 

victimhood can be made to sound plausible. For example, despite the 

fact that the vast majority of Han and Uighurs living in China today face 

similar restrictions in political, religious, and economic affairs, scholars 

do not generally refer to the “oppressed” or “restive” Han of Zhejiang or 

Anhui. Such “disenfranchised” Han are simply referred to as “exploited” 

but unmarked “people,” “peasants,” “prostitutes,” and so on. But once 

the ethnocultural difference of the Uighurs or Tibetans has been fore-

grounded, near identical forms of “oppression” are habitually described 

as “colonialist” or “imperialist” in nature. 

During the twentieth century, the presence of ethnocultural differ-

ence provided fertile ground for the introduction of a novel and unprec-

edented threat to extant paradigms of difference in East Asia: national 

determination. How did Han officials in Xinjiang respond to what they 

perceived as the nationalist threat? Despite a growing interest in Uighur 

unrest among mainstream intellectual and media circles, there is at pres-
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ent no historically informed interrogation of this important question 

from the perspective of those who exercised paramount power in mod-

ern Xinjiang: the Han ruling class. In part, this is due to a long-standing 

methodological bias within modern Chinese history. Because modern 

China is often portrayed first and foremost as a victim of Western and 

Japanese imperialism (both in the narratives of its own political elites 

and in those of foreigners), historians have been slow to recognize that 

not every significant region of ethnocultural difference managed to slip 

from Chinese control after 1911. Despite the permanent loss of Outer 

Mongolia, the lengthy estrangement of Tibet, and the brief emergence of 

the Japanese puppet state of Manchukuo, fully one-sixth of the present-

day People’s Republic of China remained subject to a handful of Han 

rulers who were grossly outnumbered by their non-Han subjects. That 

their writ continued to be observed in Xinjiang without break throughout 

the twentieth century could not be said of Han officials in Manchuria, 

Taiwan, Shanghai, or Beijing. And yet these latter locales are often called 

upon within the scholarly literature to serve as representative micro-

cosms of the “Chinese nation-state” in toto. 

Scholars of all persuasions will be better served by the recognition 

that twentieth-century China was much more than simply a nation beset 

by imperialists. Certainly, from the perspective of a great many residents 

of the Han heartland, this was an apt characterization, and scholars who 

study such communities exclusively can likely rest content with this 

framework. But when we shift our perspective from Shanghai to Urum-

chi, the historian of modern China encounters a case study substantial 

and continuous enough to illustrate the ways Chinese political elites 

continued to engage the rhetoric and realities of empire on the ground 

throughout the twentieth century. Owen Lattimore recognized as much 

during his travels along the northern borderlands in the 1920s, noting 

that “while the Chinese could rightly claim that they suffered from for-

eign imperialism, there was also a second level of Chinese imperialism 

against the Mongols.”20 The words and deeds of Han officials resident 

in Xinjiang constitute the missing link necessary to portray twentieth-

century China first and foremost as an empire among empires, and later 
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as a nationalizing empire among nationalizing empires. In this study, 

the empirical basis for such a portrayal is a detailed analysis of how Han 

officials in Xinjiang attempted to meet, counter, or otherwise defuse the 

nationalist threat over a period of five decades. In so doing, they drew 

from what we might describe as a comparative cabinet of imperial “best 

practices,” borrowed and adapted from rival empires with which they 

were in direct geopolitical competition.

The link between the nationalist threat in Xinjiang and the idea of 

modern China as an “empire of difference” lies in the realization that the 

ideal of national determination has been manipulated for the purposes 

of geopolitical competition among rival empires since its very inception. 

The specter of the nation-state and the notion of ethnic self-rule first 

make their appearance in the documents of Han officials in Xinjiang in 

the form of offensive tactics deployed by rival Russian imperial elites. 

In response, successive Chinese governors formulated defensive tacti-

cal responses designed first to combat, and later to co-opt, nationalist 

politics among their non-Han subjects. Over time, the larger transforma-

tion in evidence here is a new form of the politics of difference: from an 

ethno-elitist alliance of culturally and politically conservative Manchu 

and Mongol bannermen, former imperial Han officials, and Turkic and 

Tibetan nobles, to an ethnopopulist alliance overseen by “progressive” 

and “revolutionary” cadres committed to the evolutionary development 

of ethnocultural and economic levels among a multitude of “backward” 

subjects. For Han officials in Xinjiang during the late Republican and 

early Communist eras, the appeal of the Soviet version of ethnopopu-

lism was to be found in the realization that a preemptive sponsorship of 

national development within one’s own state could do much to defuse 

the appeal of separatist platforms underwritten from abroad. From this 

awareness arose the impulse to nationalize the various territorial and 

human components of one’s own empire before rival imperial elites suc-

ceeded in one’s stead. Whoever managed to do so first could then orient 

that difference toward their own metropole. 

The following chapters narrate this momentous shift in precise 

chronological detail, showing when and where twentieth-century China 
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emerges as an empire within the world rather than a nation set against 

it. In constructing this narrative, I have primarily drawn upon Chinese 

archival sources in Taiwan and China, both published and unpublished. 

At key points, I also incorporate relevant insights from Soviet, British, 

and American archives, in addition to new and exciting research based 

upon Uighur-language source material. Some scholars may wonder 

about the utility of relying so heavily upon published Chinese archival 

sources, particularly those produced in and about a non-Han border-

land. Yet for the historian who wishes to uncover the perspective of the 

Han governor and his ranking officials in Xinjiang, there are few alter-

natives. Of course, there are key moments when unpublished archival 

sources play a decisive role in filling in the gaps. But the idea that five 

decades of Han rule and contentious ethnopolitics in twentieth-century 

Xinjiang can be narrated primarily from source material made freely 

available to foreign researchers working in mainland Chinese archives 

is little more than wishful thinking. Fortunately, it has often been pos-

sible to corroborate sources published on the mainland with those made 

accessible in the less ideologically restricted political climate of Taiwan. 

In every available instance, published Chinese archival sources—even 

those of Governor Yang Zengxin, who personally edited his telegrams 

for publication while still in office—have aligned with unpublished and 

unedited counterparts in all but the most trivial of details. 

Though we can be reasonably certain regarding the integrity of 

those Chinese archival sources that are published, we can only spec-

ulate about those that were not. The suspicion, of course, is that we 

are seeing only what Beijing wants us to see, and that these materials 

must somehow replicate or otherwise reinforce the official view of the 

Chinese government. If that was the goal, then we can only conclude 

that the censors somehow fell asleep on the job. How else to explain 

the inclusion of some of the most scathing and damning indictments of 

Communist ethnic policies ever seen, communicated by Uighur, Kazak, 

and Hui workers on the factory floors of Urumchi in the 1950s? Also 

on full and uncensored display is Governor Yang’s unrelenting persecu-

tion of Uighur expatriates in the Soviet Union during the 1920s, along 

with rebel proclamations characterizing the Han people as “yellow filth” 
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one decade later. Rare published archival documents from the Sheng 

Shicai era freely and openly admit the near total failure of the sort of 

ethnic policies the Communists themselves would one day try to imple-

ment. The facsimile edition of Governor Wu Zhongxin’s handwritten 

diary reveals his chronic frustration and bitter disagreements with top 

Nationalist leaders, and includes every entry that he later attempted to 

cross out to protect both his reputation and that of his colleagues. Of 

course, it is true that these sources portray the most contentious instance 

of indigenous resistance to Han rule—the Ili rebellion of the 1940s—as 

entirely the result of Soviet manipulation and instigation. Fortunately, 

newly available Soviet archives and Russian-language scholarship on 

this topic yield the reluctant admission from behind closed doors that 

Han officials in Urumchi were right to be paranoid about Moscow’s role 

in this uprising. 

Last but not least, it is important to point out that the uses to which 

this source base have been put are about as far as possible from the 

“official line” of the Chinese government. To argue that postrevolution-

ary China continued to act as an empire while calling itself a democratic 

republic is to risk perennial ostracism and vitriolic denunciation in 

scholarly and political circles on the mainland. Many prominent foreign 

scholars of Xinjiang have been denied visas for even suggesting that 

modern China has been anything less than a harmonious multiethnic 

state for the past five thousand years.21 Most recently, in April 2015, 

the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences described prominent American 

proponents of the “new Qing history” framework—which focuses on the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—as “arrogant,” “overbearing,” and 

“imperialist.” Their scholarship, from which much of the inspiration for 

this book was derived, was dismissed as “academically absurd.” Their 

crime? Having the temerity to suggest that the Qing dynasty, which flour-

ished more than two hundred years ago and fell from power in 1912, 

was an “empire” that had “conquered” non-Han peoples and the lands 

they occupied.22

It remains to be seen what the Chinese government will think of a 

scholar who argues for the extension of the empire paradigm into the 

twentieth century and is foolish enough to suppose that an imperial 
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legacy can be identified and studied through Chinese archival sources 

published under its own watch. 
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chapter 1

IMPERIAL REPERTOIRES IN
REPUBLICAN XINJIANG

I
n honing their tools of governance in xinjiang, han 

officials looked to both domestic precedent and foreign models. Their 

source for investigating the former is readily apparent: for the first two 

decades after the 1911 revolution, nearly all Han officials in Xinjiang 

were veterans of the Qing state, claiming extensive experience in the old 

imperial bureaucracy. Most of them were intimately familiar with Qing 

repertoires of rule and had an extensive literature of former imperial 

precedents at their fingertips. But what about their knowledge of con-

temporary European and Japanese models? The journey from Urumchi to 

Beijing, undertaken on camel and horseback well into the 1930s, could 

take upward of three months to complete. Clear into the 1940s, Xinjiang 

was notorious for the extent of the information blockade imposed upon 

its inhabitants by a series of Han warlords. The telegraph system was in 

perennial shambles, earning the derogatory nickname of “camelgraph” 

from the Russians. As a result, the conventional view of Han officials in 

Xinjiang has been that they were of a rather parochial and reactionary 

mindset, scarcely interested in the outside world. Writing about Gov-

ernor Yang in 1917, Xie Bin, an envoy from the central government, 

concluded that “his mind is too steeped in the old ways of thinking and 

his convictions are too deeply imprinted. He has served as an official in 

the northwest for too long and knows nothing of intellectual currents in 

the outside world. He will prove unable to row his boat with the tides of 

progress.”1

Xie may have been surprised to learn just how informed about the 

outside world both Yang and his former Qing colleagues in Urumchi 
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actually were. In 1909, Liankui, the Manchu governor-general for both 

Gansu and Xinjiang and Yang’s superior at the time, was tasked with 

overseeing provincial elections and the formation of a parliament for 

Xinjiang. After noting the miniscule proportion of Han in his province 

and the almost total lack of educated Han gentry, Liankui proceeded to 

regale the central government with his extensive knowledge of ethnop-

olitics in other contemporary empires. “In governing their dependent 

territories,” he wrote, “both Eastern and Western states employ special 

methods. The British in India and the French in Vietnam, for example, 

both maintain an autocratic form of government.” After citing Herbert 

Spencer’s The Study of Sociology, Liankui outlined three types of govern-

ment in European empires: settlement colonies subject to a monarch, 

dependencies with representative organs but no cabinet, and those with 

both representative organs and a cabinet. In those dependencies where 

“white people are many but natives are few,” the “degree of civilization” 

made it possible for “the state to grant them self-governing powers.” 

Thus, according to Liankui, until Xinjiang made significant strides in 

either developing education among the non-Han peoples or resettling 

droves of educated Han to the northwest, the province was not prepared 

to undertake elections.2

As was made evident in the discourse on Hokkaido and Taiwan, the 

once prevalent view of Chinese officials on the frontier as doddering rel-

ics of an intellectual and cultural backwater is almost entirely baseless. 

While they may have striven to limit the contact their subjects had with 

the outside world, the Han governor and his ranking officials in Urum-

chi were fully enmeshed in the intellectual and political currents of a 

cosmopolitan imperial elite. Wang Shunan (1851–1936), the provincial 

treasurer of Xinjiang during the final years of the Qing dynasty, provides 

us with an excellent example. Born into a literati family in Hebei, Wang 

worked his way up through the traditional examination system before 

serving as a magistrate in Sichuan for eight years. After coming to the 

attention of Zhang Zhidong, one of the most vigorous reform officials 

of the late Qing, Wang worked on various modernization projects in 

the Yangzi delta, coming into frequent contact with Chinese students 
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returned from Europe. An ardent admirer of Japan, Wang was sent in 

1898 to escort Western-style munitions to suppress a Muslim rebellion 

in Gansu, just southeast of Xinjiang. Wang would spend much of the 

next two decades in the far northwest, obtaining a transfer to Xinjiang 

in 1906.3

Just as important as his political career, however, were Wang’s schol-

arly labors. During his time in Gansu, Wang wrote five books concerning 

the history of various European countries, with the goal of identifying 

the source of their wealth and power. By the time of his death, Wang had 

authored or edited histories of Greek philosophy and of great wars in 

European history, a massive gazetteer of Xinjiang, the official history of 

the Qing, and a history of Russia under Peter the Great. Among his volu-

minous publications, some are notable as the first-ever treatment of their 

subject in China. More germane to our purposes here, most of Wang’s 

works on European history and culture were written during his time in 

Gansu and Xinjiang and published in Lanzhou, far from the traditional 

centers of Chinese scholarship. When the famous French sinologist Paul 

Pelliot passed through Urumchi in 1907, he was delighted to find so 

many cosmopolitan savants among Wang’s entourage. Wang, “a man of 

great learning” and a “very esteemed scholar,” asked Pelliot to lend him 

astronomical instruments for some scientific experiments. After noting a 

few places in need of revisions in Wang’s history of Peter the Great, Pel-

liot was “overwhelmed” by local officials hoping to pick his brain. One 

asked Pelliot to write several pages summarizing the last two centuries 

of developments in European philosophy, while another asked him to 

pen an article describing the financial conditions of loans and interest 

rates in Europe, with an eye toward eliminating the usurious practices 

of Hindu moneylenders in Kashgar.4

Wang is so important because he presided over a patron-disciple 

relationship with Yang Zengxin, the future Republican governor of Xin-

jiang (1912–28). Indeed, over a relationship that would ultimately span 

more than three decades, Wang secured Yang’s transfer to Xinjiang from 

Gansu, contributed several prefaces to Yang’s Records from the Studio of 

Rectification, authored the epitaph for the tombstone of Yang’s father, 
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published a book of poetry in praise of Yang, and carried out a host of 

political assignments on Yang’s behalf in Beijing. In return, Yang finan-

cially supported Wang and his entire family for nearly twenty years after 

the latter’s departure from Xinjiang. Thus it seems safe to say that Yang, 

the governor of Xinjiang for nearly two decades after the 1911 revolu-

tion, was able to partake amply of the global knowledge economy of 

imperial governance as distilled in his patron’s writings. Nor were Wang 

and Yang unique among Chinese officials in Xinjiang. The large volume 

of travel writings left by Western archaeologists and explorers who vis-

ited Xinjiang during these decades suggests that many—though by no 

means all—of Yang’s subordinates were similarly eager to learn about the 

latest developments abroad. In 1906, when Finnish traveler and future 

statesman Gustaf Mannerheim passed through the southwestern oasis of 

Kashgar, he noted how “during our visits to the Chinese authorities they 

were interested in informing themselves about the political situation in 

Russia,” and that they “expressed the conviction that H.M’s government 

will not be long-lived and that their mighty neighbour is moving towards 

a republican form of government.”5

Their interest in Russia was not misplaced. As with so many other 

areas of modern Chinese history, developments in the Russian empire 

often constituted a preview of social and political vicissitudes that were 

soon to shake China. Nowhere does this realization come through more 

clearly than in the response of Han officials in Xinjiang to the evolv-

ing imperial repertoires deployed by their Russian counterparts. Rus-

sian officials in and around Xinjiang first showed Han officials how to 

turn their newfound imperial liabilities into nationalized assets. Though 

political elites throughout China were closely attuned to strategies of 

difference practiced in the British, French, and Japanese empires, those 

practiced in the Russian empire would ultimately determine the geopo-

litical and ethnocultural configurations on display in today’s People’s 

Republic. Due to Russia’s geographical proximity, superior military 

technology, transportation networks, and economic resources, Han offi-

cials posted along the northern and western borderlands ignored their 

neighbor at their own peril. In fact, more often than not, whenever Han 
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rulers saw fit to import Russian political innovations into their own non-

Han jurisdictions, they did so as part of a defensive strategy designed to 

counterbalance an offensive version of the same tactic first introduced 

by the Russians. 

The concept of imperial repertoires is essential to understanding the 

specific types of institutions and strategies of difference employed in 

support of late imperial and early Republican rule in Xinjiang. These 

can be thought of not as “a bag of tricks dipped into at random nor a 

preset formula for rule,” but rather the evolving tools of governance that 

imperial elites could envision on the basis of past precedents, cultural 

habits, geopolitical context, and rival innovations.6 Flexible in nature, 

they tended to evolve from a pragmatic impulse to pursue the path of 

least resistance in securing the loyalties of diverse constituencies. At any 

given moment during the twentieth century, the changing repertoires 

of Chinese rule in Xinjiang are best viewed as a sort of administrative 

cabinet of “best practices,” an imperial portfolio of governing tactics 

whose contents were culled from domestic precedent and contemporary 

foreign models. Successful Chinese rule in Xinjiang during the twentieth 

century depended upon up-to-date knowledge and innovative applica-

tion of portable repertoires of differentiated rule then circulating through 

the various empires of Eurasia.

A number of specific precedents would have been familiar to Gov-

ernor Yang as he assumed his new post in 1912, less than a year after 

the Wuchang uprising: territorial accommodation, dependent interme-

diaries, supranational civic ideology, deflection of ethnic tensions, and 

narratives of legitimacy. 

territorial accommodation 

The institutionalization of difference in units of territorial administra-

tion has long been a hallmark of empire. For most of the imperial era in 

China, the driving force behind such demarcations was the “northern 

hybrid state.” These political entities combined the military advantages 
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of an Inner Asian conquest elite with the cultural, economic, and admin-

istrative resources of the Han heartland. The largest and most success-

ful empires in continental East Asia invariably evinced strong northern 

and northwestern associations.7 Whenever pastoral peoples from the 

“northern zone” managed to incorporate the sedentary agricultural 

communities of the south into their state, however, they continued to 

treat the Han heartland as a distinct economic, cultural, religious, and 

political unit. While the “inner provinces” (neisheng) were intended to 

provide most of the wealth, labor, administrative knowledge, and cul-

tural resources necessary to run a massive empire, Mongolia, Tibet, 

Manchuria, and Xinjiang were chiefly envisioned as strategic bulwarks 

unique to the geopolitical concerns of an Inner Asian conquest dynasty. 

As such, they were not expected to finance their own administrative and 

military expenses, and instead drew massive subsidies of silver—known 

as “shared funds” (xiexiang)—from the wealthy interior. Their special 

status was captured in the name of the government office tasked with 

their administration during the Qing: the Court for Managing the Exter-

nal (Lifanyuan). Whether envisioned as a “dependent territory” (shudi)

or an “outer dependency” (tulergi golo in Manchu), the point was that 

Xinjiang and other non-Han territories were different, and this difference 

should be recognized in the territorial institutions through which they 

were governed.8

In practice, this meant that a political map of Qing Xinjiang would 

have evinced composite layers of jurisdictional units, which claimed 

varying degrees of autonomy and ties with Beijing. Some of these geo-

graphical units—Ili, Tarbagatai, and Khobdo among them—were gov-

erned by Manchu and Mongol bannermen dispatched from Beijing. 

Others, such as the Muslim khanates of southern and eastern Xinjiang, 

were hereditary fiefdoms granted by the Manchu court to the descen-

dants of the indigenous Turkic supporters of the initial Qing conquest 

of Xinjiang in the 1750s. Muslim princes retained control over the tax-

producing resources of their districts, the most prominent of which were 

located in Hami, Turpan, Kucha, and Khotan. Though cultural and social 

links persisted among these Muslim khanates, the relationship was ulti-
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mately oriented toward Beijing, where each prince and his entourage 

were expected to participate in a periodic round of pilgrimage to present 

tribute to the emperor. The end result very much resembled a so-called 

hub-and-spoke patronage network, “where each spoke was attached to 

the center but was less directly related to the others.” Ideally, horizontal 

intercourse among the constituent parts—such as marriages—could be 

undertaken only through the center (Beijing).9

During the first decade of the republic, this patchwork legacy of terri-

torial and administrative layering induced seemingly unending political 

headaches for Governor Yang Zengxin. Faced with numerous geopoliti-

cal crises in and around these semiautonomous regions, Yang found 

it almost impossible to force their officials to do his bidding. Making 

matters even more difficult for Yang was the fact that his rivals enjoyed 

their own lines of communication with Beijing, thereby allowing them 

to bypass the governor’s censors in Urumchi. It should come as no sur-

prise, then, to learn that Yang made it a high priority to eliminate these 

autonomous jurisdictions. From 1915 to 1921, the governor, aided by 

geopolitical crises occasioned by the Russian civil war, successfully lob-

bied for the abolition of the Ili general, Tarbagatai councilor, and Altay 

minister. In fact, the present-day borders of Xinjiang are largely a result 

of Yang’s efforts to create an administratively homogenous provincial 

unit free from internal challenges to his rule.

Yet a crucial caveat is in order. Whereas Yang was only too happy to 

aggrandize the authority of those (mostly) Han officials sent by Beijing 

to fill military posts once reserved for the Inner Asian conquest elite, 

he did not apply the same model of aggrandizement to the indigenous 

non-Han nobility of the province. Partly this was for the simple reason 

that the Qing court had already done away with most of them. By the 

time Yang became governor, the Muslim princes of Turfan, Kucha, and 

Khotan existed in name only, having been divested of their economic 

and military prerogatives during the reforming zeal of the late Qing. Yet 

the prince of Hami, Shah Maqsut, still lorded over his khanate in both 

name and substance. Yang Zengxin, over a period of nearly two decades, 

never saw fit to continue the late Qing trend of depriving the indigenous 



figure 1.1. Yang Zengxin, governor of Xinjiang, 1912–28. The longest-serving governor
in the history of Xinjiang, Yang consistently promoted a conservative ethno-elitist platform
and was quick to suppress all nationalist platforms, including those that valorized “the
yellow race.” He was assassinated in July 1928, mere months after this photograph was
taken. Sven Hedin Foundation collection, Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.
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Muslim nobility of Xinjiang of their hereditary privileges by eliminating 

the last Muslim prince of Hami. In fact, he often decried the integration-

ist thrust of late Qing reforms in Xinjiang, lamenting how Xinjiang had 

become a “colony” (zhimindi) of the inner provinces.

The cumulative picture to emerge from Yang’s efforts, then, is as fol-

lows. Regarding as a mistake the designation of Xinjiang as a province in 

1884, Yang moved to restore a foundation of institutionalized difference 

in Xinjiang, which he regarded as a land distinct from the inner prov-

inces. To do this, he needed to eliminate those semiautonomous offices 

traditionally filled by appointees from Beijing, for these extended into 

Xinjiang a volatile continuity with the centralization and integrationist 

efforts of the late Qing state. In their place, Yang staffed his provincial 

bureaucracy with veteran Qing officials of the northwest and reserved 

criticism for those who ventured to govern the non-Han borderlands 

without prior experience in the field. In effect, he was recreating the 

principles of territorial accommodation once prevalent in Xinjiang prior 

to the last decades of the Qing, complete with a new occupational caste 

modeled on the Inner Asian conquest elite once assigned sole respon-

sibility for the non-Han borderlands. These men were Han officials who 

had spent most, if not all, of their careers in the northwest. 

Without a doubt, Yang manipulated this legacy of territorial differ-

ence for his own purposes. Yet part of the reason he managed to stay in 

power for seventeen years is precisely because he recognized the very 

real conditions of difference bequeathed him by his Qing predecessors. 

According to Yang, Xinjiang, though still a province in name, must be 

treated differently from the Han heartland. Otherwise, as he was fond of 

telling anyone who would listen, it just might become “the next Outer 

Mongolia.” In 1955, the Chinese Communists, in repudiating Xinjiang’s 

provincial status and designating it the Uighur Autonomous Region—

effectively restoring the early Qing distinction between “inner” and 

“outer” domains—gave formal sanction to what Yang had long acknowl-

edged in practice. 
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dependent intermediaries 

Closely associated with the aforementioned structures of territorial 

accommodation, dependent intermediaries generally belonged to one 

of four categories: indigenous elites from a conquered society (e.g., the 

Muslim princes of Xinjiang); members of the ruling caste intentionally 

displaced from their homeland (e.g., Manchu, Mongol, and Han banner-

men); learned members of a previously marginal group who improved 

their lot by serving the new power (e.g., Jews, Armenians, Germans, 

Tatars, and Jesuits); and members of a stigmatized group suddenly 

placed in a position of authority (e.g., slaves and eunuchs).10 What these 

groups had in common, however, was utter dependence on a transcen-

dent authority, who in turn entrusted them with the most sensitive and 

strategic of tasks. Though certain types of dependent intermediaries were 

more prevalent in Han-dominated polities than in the northern hybrid 

states—the Ming emperors, for instance, employed at least five times as 

many eunuchs as did their Manchu successors—Qing emperors habitu-

ally made use of representatives from each of these four categories. 

Due to the strategic nature of the posting, these dependent inter-

mediaries played a particularly important role along the non-Han 

borderlands. In fact, until the late nineteenth century, the only post a 

successful Han graduate of the civil service examination system could 

hope to obtain was one located within the inner provinces. Mongols 

and Manchus, however, could serve in both the heartland and the non-

Han borderlands. Thus, when Wang Shunan and Yang Zengxin were 

transferred to Xinjiang in 1906 and 1907, respectively, both were rep-

resentatives of the first generation of Han officials to govern the non-

Han borderlands in over a thousand years, all the way back to the Tang 

dynasty. Yet they quickly learned the tools of the trade. During the four 

decades of the republic in Xinjiang, Chinese governors would make full 

use of Tatar expatriates, Manchu bannermen (the Solon and Sibe), White 

Russian soldiers, the Muslim prince of Hami, Mongol and Kazak princes 

and chiefs, Turkic begs, and Hui (Chinese-speaking Muslims) soldiers. 
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Prior to the reassertion of central government control in Xinjiang 

during the 1940s, the goal of Han governors of the republican era was 

to redirect the loyalties of these dependent intermediaries away from 

their traditional orientation toward Beijing and recalibrate the relation-

ship back toward the administration in Urumchi. Unlike the approach to 

rival Han generals stationed throughout the province, the goal was not 

to eliminate Xinjiang’s dependent intermediaries. In the final analysis, 

Yang and his successors, in dealing with matters of religious, cultural, 

economic, or political import, aimed to position themselves as chief arbi-

ters over the affairs of their dependent intermediaries, whom they gener-

ally recognized as continuing to play a critical role in mediating Han rule 

among their subjects. So long as they continued to acknowledge their 

vertical relationship within the hub-and-spoke network of the Chinese 

administration in Urumchi, their livelihoods were typically safeguarded.

When Shah Maqsut, the Muslim prince of Hami, attempted to break 

free of such constraints, he met with stiff resistance from Governor 

Yang. In 1914, the prince requested permission to make his scheduled 

pilgrimage to Beijing via the Trans-Siberian Railway in Russia, bypass-

ing the costly and time-consuming camel paths through inner China. 

Yang begged the republican administration in Beijing not to set what 

he considered to be a dangerous precedent. “If the prince enters Beijing 

through Russia and traverses thousands of miles in a foreign land,” he 

wrote, “he will see with his own eyes the material prosperity and supe-

rior transportation of the outside world. . . . It will then be very difficult 

for us to prevent him from becoming disaffected at heart.”11 When the 

central government seconded Yang’s stance, Maqsut was forced to trod 

the well-worn caravan routes of the inner provinces. In overruling Shah 

Maqsut’s request, the early republican government, not yet plagued by 

warlordism, was acting in a manner familiar to contemporary European 

empires. In 1919, when the paramount chief of Basutoland visited Brit-

ain for an audience with King George V, he was refused permission to 

proceed to Rome out of fear that he “might be unduly impressed by the 

pomp and state of reception at the Vatican, and might form the conclu-

sion that the Pope was more important than the King.”12 Though both 
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states had a vested interest in sponsoring initiatives that reinforced ties 

of politically conservative difference, such difference was beneficial to 

the state only if it was oriented toward its own metropole. 

The Hami prince got his revenge in Beijing by circulating accusations 

of obstruction and sabotage against Governor Yang, who in turn directed 

his own brother, Yang Zengbing, to refute these accusations in the cap-

ital.13 Whatever the truth of Shah Maqsut’s grievances, however, it is 

important to note that Yang never saw fit to complete the course of late 

Qing reforms that had already divested Maqsut’s fellow Muslim princes 

of their khanates. Quite the contrary: no matter how much trouble Shah 

Maqsut created for the Han administration in Urumchi, Yang seems 

never seriously to have considered abolishing his khanate. And yet the 

troubles Maqsut brought about were indeed serious. “The prince of Hami 

has treated his subjects so cruelly,” Yang observed in 1915, “that in 1907 

and 1912 the people twice rose against him in great rebellions.” When 

the British archaeologist Aurel Stein passed through Hami in 1907, he 

too marveled at what the local prince could get away with. Describing 

Maqsut as “a Muhammadan local chief whom the Chinese have found 

politic to keep in power,” Stein noted the ways he “squeezes his people 

far more than the most rapacious Amban [Qing official] would,” result-

ing in “a little riot some weeks before my arrival, which, owing to the 

Wang’s [prince’s] possessing a supply of Mauser rifles, ended quickly 

with a good deal of needless bloodshed.”14

Stein did not know the full story, however. A rebellion stemming 

from the misrule of Shah Maqsut did not constitute a piddling affair from 

which the Han governor in Urumchi could remain aloof. In the end, the 

Chinese administration in Urumchi took chief responsibility for costly 

military operations and the restoration of peace and order within the 

Hami prince’s jurisdiction. After the 1912 uprising, Yang even went so 

far as to invite the chief rebel, Timur, to take up a minor military post in 

Urumchi. When Shah Maqsut reneged on his promise to reduce the cor-

vée labor imposed on his Turkic subjects, Timur began to plot his return 

to Hami. Yang, apprised of the imminent renewal of hostilities, finally 

made his loyalties clear. Timur was arrested and executed, while Shah 
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Maqsut continued to lord over his khanate for another two decades, leav-

ing this world much as he had come into it. Had Yang been looking for 

an excuse to rid himself of a troublesome Muslim peer, this was it.15

In 1930, when Yang’s successor, Jin Shuren, seized on Shah Maqsut’s 

death as a pretext to finally abolish the khanate, a massive rebellion—

one of the pivotal events of chapters 2 and 3—eventually broke out. Even 

then, envoys sent by the new Nationalist government in Nanjing man-

aged to track down Maqsut’s son and promise him the restoration of his 

father’s khanate should the Nationalists emerge triumphant in Urumchi. 

To Han officials in Xinjiang, the political value of retaining what 

many outsiders regarded as anachronistic relics of feudal administration 

extended far beyond a handful of khanates. Throughout the southern 

oases, Yang saw fit to keep in place the system of local Turkic begs, vil-

lage headmen who assumed responsibility for the affairs of their com-

munities. Formerly a hereditary post under the Qing, the begs under 

Governor Yang were a diverse group: some indeed inherited their posi-

tions, while others rose to prominence through economic or religious 

stature. One thing is clear, however. Despite the egregious corruption 

carried out under the cloak of their rank, Yang had absolutely no inter-

est in undercutting beg privileges. Xie Bin, while acknowledging that 

Governor Yang was a “brilliant and level-headed administrator, perhaps 

foremost throughout the nation,” nonetheless criticized him for “having 

made virtually no attempt to eliminate the manifold abuses and exploit-

ative practices of these begs.”16

In addition to the Muslim nobility and local Turkic notables such as 

begs, Yang Zengxin also presided over a vast hierarchy of Mongol and 

Kazak princes and khans who looked to the governor to secure their inter-

ests. The case of a merchant debt owed to the khan of the Torgut Mon-

gols in Karashahr in 1919 will illustrate this point. Having sold seven 

hundred head of cattle to a Russian merchant who later defaulted on his 

payments, the khan looked to Chinese officials to pursue his debt. Yang’s 

minister of foreign affairs, Zhang Shaobo, pestered the Russian consul in 

Urumchi, who wanted nothing to do with the case. “This was originally 

just a private business transaction between the khan and said Russian 
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merchant,” replied the consul, then besieged by the Russian civil war. 

“Seeing as my consulate did not purchase the cattle, this matter does 

not concern us.” The temptation to lobby—and to be seen lobbying—on 

the khan’s behalf, however, was simply too strong to pass up. Zhang 

continued to force the issue, demanding that the beleaguered czarist 

consul produce the debt. Most importantly, Zhang also made sure that 

copies of his protests were forwarded to Karashahr, so that the Mongol 

khan knew exactly who was looking out for his welfare.17

figure 1.2. Che Yuheng, magistrate of Khotan, with his Muslim begs, 1906. Though the 
office of the beg (local headsman) was formally abolished after 1884, they continued to 
serve as unofficial “dependent intermediaries” to Han and Manchu officials in Xinjiang 
throughout the late Qing and early Republican era. Despite the egregious corruption 
widely acknowledged to exist within the ranks of these begs, Yang Zengxin deemed it 
prudent to preserve their influence and functions during his tenure as governor. From 
M. Aurel Stein, Ruins of Desert Cathay, vol. 1, 220–21. 
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Last but not least were the services offered by “people who had ear-

lier been marginal and could see advantages in serving the victorious 

power.”18 In twentieth-century Xinjiang, this designation—which in 

other Eurasian empires often denoted Jews, Armenians, and Germans—

referred to Tatars and White Russians. Members of both these groups 

would find themselves violently displaced by the Russian civil war, and 

both possessed invaluable skills and resources to offer Han rulers in 

Xinjiang. By far the most famous Tatar under Governor Yang—as well 

as under a staggering eight administrations, until his death in 1989—

was a man by the name of Burhan Shahidi. Originally a merchant and 

fur trader, Burhan, fluent in Uighur, Chinese, and Russian, held count-

less job descriptions during his seven-decade career. He makes a cameo 

appearance in the diary of Eleanor Lattimore, wife of the noted Inner 

Asian historian Owen Lattimore. During her time in Turfan, Eleanor 

notes how she and Owen were called upon by “a Tatar gentleman whom 

Owen had met in Urumchi, some sort of an agent of the governor who 

happened to be in Turfan on business, and who took it upon himself to 

be our host, found us our cool room to live in and invited us to an all day 

picnic at Grape Valley.”19 Six years earlier, Burhan had witnessed his 

life and livelihood upended by the Russian civil war. Commenting on 

his application to adopt Chinese citizenship—surely a novel experience 

for a Han official at this time—Yang noted Burhan’s “considerable fam-

ily assets, his respectable bearing, and the high esteem he holds among 

Russian merchant circles.” Bringing this Tatar under Yang’s wing, the 

governor wrote, could only bring “numerous advantages for us.”20

Men like Burhan were attractive to Chinese officials precisely because 

they had nowhere else to go. Thus, much like the eunuchs of yester-

year, they could be entrusted with the most sensitive of tasks. Burhan 

was not a Uighur, yet he spoke their language and could be accepted 

as one of them. He was not a Russian, yet he could move seamlessly 

through Russian social and political circles, and then share with Han 

officials his knowledge of developments across the border. Whereas 

the White Russians, bereft of an alternative sanctuary, offered modern 

military armaments, organization, and battlefield tactics, someone 
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like Burhan offered invaluable intellectual and administrative services 

honed abroad. As a result of his unique background, Burhan was well 

equipped to adapt to one of the most significant developments to affect 

the politics of difference during the twentieth century. Prior to the Rus-

sian civil war and the unwelcome arrival of White and Red partisans 

across China’s northern borderlands, the foundation of ethnopolitical 

difference both in China and elsewhere had been built upon a conserva-

tive alliance of ethnic and religious elites. This discourse, reflecting as it 

did the interests of Manchu and Mongol nobles, their Han civil servants, 

and a largely hereditary non-Han elite, will be referred to throughout this 

study as “ethno-elitism.” 

Yang Zengxin, though obliged to pay lip service to Confucian plati-

tudes of patrimonial concern for “the people,” relied heavily upon the 

high Qing discourse of ethno-elitism. The most concrete emblem of 

Yang’s adherence to this platform is to be found in his Xinjiang Provin-

cial Assembly, established as a concession to republican forms, if not 

substance. The job of this assembly, stocked with prominent Mongol 

princes and Muslim royalty, was to lend legitimacy to the words of a 

Han governor in Xinjiang by issuing sensitive or otherwise controver-

sial decrees in its own name rather than that of the governor. When Jin 

Shuren, Yang’s successor as governor (1928–33), encountered resistance 

from the Nationalist government in Nanjing regarding the assumption 

of his predecessor’s titles, he trotted out the same Mongol and Mus-

lim nobles to speak on his behalf. “It is said that the authorities are 

extremely anxious regarding the lack of a response from the central gov-

ernment,” noted Xu Bingxu, the Chinese codirector of the Sino-Swedish 

Scientific Expedition then resident in Urumchi. “So today they sent a 

telegram to Nanjing under the names of the Mongol and Muslim princes 

requesting the confirmation of [Jin’s] position.”21 The strategic calculus 

on display here is quite clear: if no dissent is evident among the Mongol 

and Muslim elite enjoying the patronage of the Han governor in Xin-

jiang—and the Provincial Assembly took great care to project just such 

an image—how could anyone from outside the province justify disrupt-

ing the status quo? 
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The answer lies in the realization that Yang’s Provincial Assembly, 

like nearly every one of his tools of governance, could undermine only 

competing platforms of ethno-elitist difference, such as those put forth 

by czarist, British, or Japanese rivals. It had no answer for an entirely 

new discourse of difference that was soon to sweep across the political 

landscape of the former Russian empire, a form that we refer to in this 

study as “ethnopopulism.” This new version of political legitimization 

shared with ethno-elitism the goal of justifying the rule of alien elites in 

an unfamiliar ethnocultural milieu. Where it differed was in its identi-

fication of the non-Han (in China) or non-Russian (in the Soviet Union) 

masses as the rhetorical pivot upon which alien rule would continue to 

be justified. Instead of claiming to secure and protect the interests of eth-

nic or religious elites—who in turn usually invoked some sort of divine 

or hereditary right to their position—the discourse of ethnopopulism 

claimed to champion the ethnopolitical enfranchisement of the indig-

enous common people, now portrayed as downtrodden and oppressed 

by corrupt and feudal ethnoreligious elites. The ethnopopulist platform, 

first institutionalized along the borders of Xinjiang by the Bolsheviks in 

the 1920s, attempted to cultivate a new narrative of political legitimacy. 

It did so via promises to help shepherd “backward” minority peoples 

toward their very own unit of territorial and political autonomy, be it a 

sizable republic within a federation or a smaller region within a republic. 

That the ethnopopulist discourse of the Bolsheviks was related to 

the broader discourse of the nation-state is not in doubt. Yet there was a 

clear difference. Whereas the discourse of the nation-state was used by 

the Allied powers after World War I to dismember the German, Austro-

Hungarian, and Ottoman empires along putative “national” lines, Soviet 

ethnopopulism was designed to “disarm” the national ideal by granting 

the forms of nationhood before potential rivals could do the same. In 

essence, the goal was to reconfigure the politics of difference away from 

its conservative origins and toward a progressive future, one defined in 

opposition to—and intended to defuse—the nationalist threat. Another 

way of looking at Soviet innovations to the politics of difference is to say 

that at the very moment when the idea of the “nation” was deployed as 
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an offensive weapon for the first time in systematic and coercive fash-

ion—the Allied dismantling of the Central Powers—the Bolsheviks man-

aged to devise a “defensive” strategy designed to combat the possibility 

of just such a tool being used against their own multiethnic state. 

In some ways, these ongoing innovations in the politics of difference 

during the twentieth century in Xinjiang resemble the shifting criteria for 

political legitimacy in the Han heartland after the Communist takeover 

in 1949. The chief form of political capital in China prior to 1949—the 

“expert” knowledge of long-standing social and cultural elites—vacil-

lated with a new form of political legitimacy after 1949, one that valo-

rized humble origins, practical peasant knowledge, and unadorned 

revolutionary enthusiasm. The “red” versus “expert” pendulum contin-

ued to swing back and forth until the Cultural Revolution, when the ideal 

of the combined “red expert” finally emerged triumphant.22 Similarly, 

in the following narrative, we find a conservative ethno-elitist form of 

difference, invoked since the earliest empires, forced to compete with a 

progressive ethnopopulist form of difference imported from the Soviet 

Union during the Russian civil war. Deployed against one another off 

and on throughout the 1930s and 1940s, the progressive platform of 

ethnopopulism would emerge the victor after 1949, but not before it 

created a new class of dependent intermediaries scarcely distinguish-

able in class and occupation from their conservative predecessors. It did 

not take long before the ethnopopulist intermediaries of the Communist 

era, men like Burhan Shahidi and Saypiddin Azizi, mastered the art of 

speaking for the people while partaking of the same elite power structure 

that ensured their separation from those very people. 

supranational civic ideology 

All large and diverse states need to develop a cosmopolitan civic ideology 

capable of bridging those very differences that its own governing prac-

tices often serve to accentuate. In other words, the foremost goal of any 

metropole is to hold itself up as a sponsor of difference—whether ethno-
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elitist or ethnopopulist—while simultaneously orienting that difference 

toward its own center of political gravity. The tool used to facilitate this 

reorientation process is a supranational civic ideology that stresses real 

and imagined commonalities among the various subjects of the state, 

who otherwise may have little in common. Though the Qing court went 

to great lengths to institutionalize Manchu and Mongol privilege and 

to circumscribe areas of perceived Han dominance, its Manchu emper-

ors made it clear from the start that their possession of the Heavenly 

Mandate—and their concomitant right to rule China—did not stem from 

any inherent birthright. Instead, it arose from their possession of “vir-

tue” (de), an abstract political concept unbeholden to ethnic or national 

prisms. “The empire is not an individual’s private empire,” proclaimed 

the regent of the first emperor. “Whosoever possesses virtue, holds it.”23

The revolutionary ferment of the late Qing dynasty, often expressed 

in the uncompromising discourse of militant Han nationalism, did 

much to undermine the supranational Confucian ideology that had long 

undergirded empires throughout East Asian history. In fact, we might say 

that, after 1911, the greatest threat to a successful reorientation of non-

Han loyalties to an inner Chinese metropole lay in the widespread fear 

that the strident rhetoric of revolutionary Han nationalists might one 

day be translated into equally intolerant institutions of chauvinist Han 

rule. During the twentieth century, such fears were embodied via the 

widespread perception of a normative alignment of “nation” and “state.” 

Both the Republic of China and the People’s Republic of China chose to 

harness the Sinic compound zhonghua (lit. “central florescence”) to rep-

resent the “China” of their official state names. Derived from the shifting 

and vague cognates of zhongguo (“the central states” or “central plains,” 

i.e., “China”) and huaxia (the “florescent and grand” community of civi-

lized people), Zhonghua is the ostensible embodiment of the ideals of 

enlightened inclusion, not xenophobic exclusion. After all, there was no 

historical precedent for zhonghua’s linguistic derivatives, zhongguo and

huaxia, to serve as fixed markers of rigid ethnic identities. Quite to the 

contrary, they served as flexible and ever-shifting points of reference for 

vague categories of political and cultural identification.24
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The Han-led revolutionary struggle against the Manchus, however, 

initiated a dramatic reconceptualization of these terms that has contin-

ued for more than a century now. In attempting to bend an imprecise 

premodern intellectual inheritance into the rigid classificatory parame-

ters of a modern national history, post-Qing Chinese theorists have effec-

tively equated both zhongguo (China) and huaxia (the civilized culture 

sphere) with the ethnic—and virtually genetic—inheritance of a newly 

defined “Han” people. Prior to the twentieth century, such a strict and 

overt alignment of political and ethnic identity had never before been 

articulated for any group defined as “Han.”25 As a result, any Han offi-

cial who found himself in power along the non-Han borderlands of the 

twentieth-century Chinese state had to deal with the common percep-

tion that he represented the very embodiment of chauvinist Han inter-

ests. One way to combat this perception was for Han officials to make a 

public show of protecting the livelihoods and customs of the non-Han 

peoples against the perceived assimilationist juggernaut of the major-

ity Han. For Governor Yang Zengxin, cut from the ideological cloth of a 

loyal Qing civil servant, this was easily accomplished. Until his death in 

1928, suppression of Han nationalism was the order of the day. In 1919, 

when a pamphlet of military songs exhorting the Han people to rise up 

and “wipe clean our national humiliation” was brought to Yang’s atten-

tion, he ordered its immediate confiscation and destruction. The pride 

its authors took in their “yellow skin” was incompatible with the univer-

salist teachings of the Confucian canon upon which he had consistently 

based his own narrative of legitimacy.26

The passing of Yang and the old imperial order in Xinjiang, how-

ever, coincided with the appearance of an innovative rhetorical tactic 

first peddled by Chiang Kai-shek’s newly established Nationalist govern-

ment in Nanjing. To one degree or another, each successive administra-

tion to occupy the Chinese metropole would attempt to defuse hostile 

charges of “Han chauvinism”—the kryptonite of any cosmopolitan civil 

discourse—by engaging in highly visible theatrics involving the public 

scapegoating of a Han villain associated with Xinjiang. Though such 

scapegoats were preferably Han men buried safely in the distant past, 
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the most desperate administrations were willing to skewer anyone. Thus 

in the 1930s, the Nationalist government, shut out of Xinjiang entirely, 

pounced on the opportunity to arraign fleeing Han governor Jin Shuren 

on formal charges of exploiting and otherwise oppressing the non-Han 

peoples of Xinjiang. The trial, covered widely in the media and asso-

ciated with expatriate Uighur intellectuals operating under Nanjing’s 

umbrella, gave the Nationalists a stage on which to advertise their eth-

nopolitical enlightenment with respect to the non-Han borderlands. Just 

one decade later, they would push the envelope considerably farther 

by condoning Uighur periodicals that took “the bloodthirsty swords of 

the tyrannical Chinese butchers” and criticisms of then-governor Wu 

Zhongxin as their topics of discussion. Much like the early Soviet state, 

which found it expedient from time to time to make a grand show of 

criticizing Russian “chauvinism,” the Chinese Communists similarly ini-

tiated periods of overt criticism directed at the majority Han. Common to 

each case, however, was the strategic desire to shore up the integrity of a 

supranational civic ideology by undercutting the novelty of rival charges 

of mainstream ethnic chauvinism.

deflection of ethnic tensions

As much as possible, it is in the interest of imperial elites to devise ways 

of deflecting the association of indigenous bloodshed with rulers consid-

ered to be ethnically and culturally different from their subjects. During 

much of their conquest of the inner provinces, for instance, the Qing 

prudently delegated prosecution of major battles to loyal Han generals, 

who shed the blood of other Han on the government’s behalf. In early 

republican Xinjiang, Governor Yang Zengxin made it a guiding principle 

of his administration that Han commoners were best kept out of Xinjiang 

altogether, and that those who remained in the province should not be 

tasked with suppression of native discontent. Because this approach dif-

fered from that endorsed by late Qing reforms, which had fostered the 

establishment of Han-dominated New Armies in Urumchi and Ili, Yang 
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justified his stance by reference to other successful empires of his day. 

“When the British conquered India,” he wrote in 1913, “they did so by 

making use of native Indian soldiers. When the French took over Viet-

nam, they did so by making use of native Vietnamese soldiers. Under no 

circumstances did they make exclusive use of outside troops [kebing].”27

In Xinjiang, Yang attempted to mimic the British and French approach 

to their empires by organizing an army composed largely of Hui soldiers 

whose families and livelihoods were rooted in the province. According 

to Yang, not only were these Chinese-speaking Muslims “fierce by nature 

and excellent fighters,” but they “all had property and family to which 

they could return,” thus making it easy to decommission them. “Had I 

conscripted itinerant Han, however, it would now be very difficult to get 

them to disperse.”28 As a result, entrusting military bloodshed to loyal 

Hui, whose historical enmities with the Uighurs ran deep, carried logisti-

cal and tactical advantages for a Han governor. In addition to enlisting 

the Hui, Yang continued to call upon the Sibe and Solon, two military 

castes ensconced in the Ili valley whose members were descended from 

Manchu bannermen who had assisted in the initial conquest of Xinji-

ang in the eighteenth century. Perhaps most important were the various 

Mongol banners stationed in and around Karashahr, Altay, and Tarbaga-

tai, whose fearsome cavalry was a reminder of the prominent role these 

Mongols once held as privileged “partners” of the Qing conquest elite. 

In 1931–32, the refusal of the Torgut Mongols in Karashahr to assist 

Governor Jin Shuren in suppressing the rebellion in Hami ultimately has-

tened his downfall. Thereafter, the armed mobility of the Mongols seems 

largely to have been supplanted by White Russian soldiers, who played 

key roles in the military battles of the 1930s and 1940s. 

As for the Uighurs and Kazaks, who together constituted more than 

80 percent of the population of Xinjiang, neither were deemed fit for for-

mal military service. The Kazaks were occasionally tapped for light para-

military duties, such as that witnessed by Owen Lattimore in Tacheng. 

He noted their obligation to “beat up any night wanderer who is not in a 

respectable sleigh or provided with a lantern; a duty they can perform all 

the better for not being able to listen to excuses.” The Uighurs, however, 

referred to in Chinese documents of the day as “Turban Heads” (chan-
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tou), were best kept away from arms and munitions altogether. Yang’s 

official explanation was that they did “not possess knowledge or experi-

ence with regard to military service.” Though this was largely true, it was 

mostly a by-product of the Qing’s long-standing reluctance to arm their 

non-Han Muslim subjects rather than due to any innate characteristics 

of the Uighurs as a people.29

Thus far, the evidence seems to suggest that Yang did not maintain 

a Han army. He did. The difference, however, lay in the unique roles 

assigned to his Han soldiers. On the one hand, there were several 

crack contingents left over from the Qing era, formerly the pride of the 

New Armies or reformed secret society members. Into their arms Yang 

entrusted the most expensive and dangerous weapons, including the 

first machine guns ever fired by a Chinese soldier in Xinjiang. And yet, 

as any list of battlefield engagements in Xinjiang during Yang’s tenure as 

governor will show, these elite Han units were deployed mostly against 

outside threats—in other words, against foreigners (i.e., Russians) and 

warlord armies from inner China.30 The governor sent them to fight Rus-

sians and Mongols during a joint invasion of Khobdo in 1912, and he 

entrusted them with the governor’s precious machine guns during the 

siege of Gucheng in 1921 by the White Russian general Boris Annenkov. 

Aside from these elite but seldom-used Han units, Yang also kept a tat-

terdemalion throng of Han toughs drawn from what he referred to as the 

opium-smoking vagrant population. Numerous foreigners commented 

on their disheveled and miserable appearance. By all accounts, the units 

to which this Han rabble were assigned appear to have functioned as lit-

tle more than a holding ground for social undesirables that Yang wished 

to keep off the streets. They seem rarely, if ever, to have been ordered 

into action, and it is difficult to imagine that the native populace took 

them as a credible threat. More often than not, they were mocked and 

lampooned as dregs of the Han race whom the governor thought best to 

place under organized watch rather than let them roam free through the 

non-Han streets of Xinjiang. 

During the nearly two decades when Yang Zengxin was in power, the 

most prudent military approach to a non-Han region cut off from metro-

pole support was to ensure that organized attacks on the indigenous 
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peoples of Xinjiang were not directly associated with the Han officials 

who had countenanced such violence in the first place. Off the battle-

field, Han governors also had to consider the deleterious effects of the 

inevitable influx of Han migrants from the inner provinces. Manchu and 

Mongol officials had already found the regulation of such migrants—most 

of whom came illegally—to be a difficult task in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries. The integrationist policies of the late Qing 

exacerbated this problem by promoting the “reclamation” of “waste-

lands” in the decades following Zuo Zongtang’s reconquest of the region. 

By the time Yang Zengxin became governor, such migrants had become 

a threat to the stability of the province. “Over the past several decades,” 

he lamented in 1914, “Xinjiang has become the colony [zhimindi] of the 

inner provinces.” The following year the governor implored Beijing to 

stop sponsoring such aggressive policies. “What good can come from 

sending more vagrants beyond the pass?” he asked. “They bring with 

them nothing but trouble.”31 With the collapse of central authority in 

China following the death of President Yuan Shikai in 1916, Yang found 

it much easier to insulate Xinjiang from Han migrants. Indeed, though 

estimates vary, it seems likely that the Han population in Xinjiang did 

not exceed 10 percent of the population until well into the 1950s, and 

may even have been as low as 5 percent at times. Governor Yang, eager to 

downplay the Han presence, was wont to claim that the Han comprised 

less than one out of every hundred residents of Xinjiang.32

After a brief attempt in the early 1930s to resettle Han refugees 

from neighboring Gansu ended in disaster (see chapter 2), two more 

decades would pass before a central government emerged strong enough 

to enforce its authority in Xinjiang. When it did, however, one of the 

first items of business for the Communists—like the Nationalists before 

them—was to plan for a major influx of Han migrants, who were viewed 

as necessary to supply manpower for ambitious agricultural and indus-

trialization projects (the subject of chapter 5). So long as rival powers 

such as the Soviet Union were strong and retained economic interests 

in the province, however, such plans were fraught with danger. As the 

Nationalist government would learn a decade before the Communists 

did, any blueprint for Han migration to Xinjiang offered a rhetori-
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cal tool—most often in the form of labels such as “colonialism”—with 

which rivals of the state could fan opposition to Chinese rule. Though it 

would not protect them from the application of such labels following the 

Sino-Soviet split—the Soviets immediately dusted off rhetorical salvos 

regarding “Han colonialism” that had proven so useful in the 1940s—the 

Chinese Communists did bring with them a more sophisticated rhetori-

cal regime designed to justify the droves of Han migrants who arrived 

in Xinjiang after 1949. Much like Russian migrants to the non-Russian 

borderlands of the Soviet Union, Han migrants to Xinjiang were con-

sistently presented as selfless “elder brother” guides who would bring 

prosperity to a poverty-stricken land. Whether anyone in Xinjiang actu-

ally believed this, from the historian’s perspective, it merely constituted 

the latest attempt by Han rulers in Xinjiang to deflect association with 

ethnic tensions expected to arise as a result of policies their detractors 

portrayed as a repudiation of the politics of difference.

narratives of legitimacy 

Han rulers in twentieth-century Xinjiang devoted inordinate time and 

resources to crafting personal narratives of legitimacy. Unlike a supra-

national civic ideology, which deals with ostensibly universal concepts 

of an abstract nature and may prove equally applicable to competing 

actors over many centuries, narratives of legitimacy were personal and 

specific to the person in office. Why should Yang Zengxin be allowed to 

govern Xinjiang, as opposed to one of his many rivals, some of whom 

were Muslim? What gave the Communists the right to march into Xin-

jiang and displace the Nationalists? Why, indeed, is one person more fit 

to rule over an ethnoculturally alien population than another? Because 

such narratives of legitimacy invariably color much of the discourse 

here, it is important to understand several characteristics common to 

each generation. 

For Yang Zengxin, the first Han governor of republican Xinjiang, a 

narrative of legitimacy needed to accomplish two things. First, in an age 

saturated with the discourse of national determination, it had to explain 
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why a Han official should be permitted to rule a non-Han land. Second, 

it also needed to explain why Yang was superior to other Han and Hui 

officials, both those who had come before him and those plotting to 

replace him. Yang accomplished the first goal by making a clear distinc-

tion between himself and those Han governors of the late Qing who had 

immediately preceded him. “When Xinjiang first became a province,” he 

wrote in 1915, “the early governors . . . all excelled at administration, 

and their directives demonstrated familiarity with frontier conditions. 

Afterward, this all changed.”33 What Yang meant was that the earliest 

Han governors, posted to Xinjiang immediately after its provincializa-

tion in 1884, were cut from the same cloth as the Inner Asian conquest 

elite. These men justified their monopoly on power over the non-Han 

frontiers by pointing to their intimate familiarity with the northern and 

western peripheries. We might say that these early Han governors were, 

in Yang’s view, a sort of “honorary” Manchu or Mongol, whose special 

qualifications made them more fit to rule Xinjiang than were Han who 

only evinced knowledge of the inner provinces. 

Clearly, Yang intended to include himself in this category, as is evi-

dent from frequent mentions of his long experience and office in the 

northwest. In fact, Yang had never held a post in the inner provinces. 

Born and raised in the far southwestern province of Yunnan, he was 

posted to the northwestern province of Gansu—home to a large popu-

lation of Hui—immediately upon passing the imperial examination in 

1889. Once, while noting the approximately twenty years he spent as 

a magistrate in Muslim-dominated counties of Gansu, Yang referred to 

that province as his “second home.” When he traveled to Beijing in 1907 

for an audience with the Manchu court, the imperial censor classified 

Yang as a man uniquely suited to the peripheries, calling him “one of our 

more capable, important border officials.”34 In managing the process of 

official appointments in Xinjiang, Yang demonstrated a marked prefer-

ence for veterans of the Qing state who had spent their entire careers in 

the northwest. Failing that, he often chose to arrange for the transfer to 

Xinjiang of Han officials familiar to him from his time in Gansu. Such 

men, in increasingly short supply as his career dragged on, were often 

permitted to retain their posts for many years at a time.35
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More than anything else, Yang’s narrative of legitimacy was founded 

on the notion that he alone represented a return to the politics of dif-

ference once practiced by the Mongol and Manchu rulers of Xinjiang 

during the high Qing era. In his view, those who eschewed the premise 

that Xinjiang and other borderlands were different—and thus should be 

governed differently—were largely responsible for the alienation of Tibet 

and Outer Mongolia during the last decades of the Qing. As he wrote 

in 1923, the Han “cannot simply blame the Tibetans for the error of 

their ways; it was the degeneracy of Han officials that first pushed Tibet 

toward autonomy. The British simply took advantage of our mistakes. 

Similarly, the autonomy of Outer Mongolia cannot be blamed entirely 

on the Outer Mongols; it was the degeneracy of Han officials that first 

pushed the Outer Mongols toward autonomy. The Russians simply took 

advantage of our mistakes.”36 Clearly, according to Yang, without some-

one like him in power—a man deeply versed in the conditions of the non-

Han periphery—Xinjiang would go the way of Tibet or Outer Mongolia, 

with little hope of reclamation. So long as the politics of difference was 

practiced in Xinjiang by a man of the borderlands, however, Yang was 

confident he could “ensure that indirect rule by the Han is far superior 

to self-rule by the Muslims and Turbans.”37

In his telegrams, public pronouncements, and official audiences, 

Yang constantly advertised his unique ability to understand and inter-

act with his Muslim subjects. The validity of his claims rested largely on 

the fact that he had lived and served in some of the most difficult Muslim 

counties of Gansu for nearly two decades prior to his arrival in Xinjiang. 

During that time, he had forged deep and abiding ties with prominent 

local Muslim leaders and their families. In 1913, an envoy from the 

central government in Beijing traveled to Urumchi and recorded a few 

choice excerpts from his long conversations with the governor: “During 

his tenure [in Gansu, Yang] took the daughter of a Muslim surnamed 

Ma as his concubine. This Ma was a man of great talent and ability, well 

versed in the classics and history, proficient in the art of boxing, and an 

expert in swordplay. As a result, Yang enjoys harmonious relations with 

the Muslim people.”38 In practice, the logic of cause and effect was prob-

ably reversed here: it was unlikely that taking a Muslim concubine in 
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itself had led to “harmonious relations” with the Muslim people. Rather, 

harmonious relations with the Muslims had most likely led to taking 

the concubine. Regardless, in arranging a strategic familial union with 

prominent Muslim families of the northwest, Yang was acting much as 

one of the most famous Qing emperors before him. In the late eighteenth 

century, the Qianlong emperor took the sister of a Muslim Turkic prince 

from newly conquered Xinjiang as one of his many concubines. In both 

cases, the abstract symbolism and political ramifications were clear 

to all.39

Yang rarely missed an opportunity to flaunt his detailed knowledge 

of Muslim scriptures and the complex relationships among the reli-

gious schools of the Hui and Uighur peoples under his rule. Not only 

that, but he frequently contrasted his intimate understanding with the 

ignorance of his predecessors and rivals. Anthony Garnaut notes that 

Yang had earned a reputation as a “capable manager” of Hui affairs in 

Gansu, something for which few late Qing officials won distinction.40 In 

analyzing Yang’s telegraphic directives to local officials and religious 

leaders in Xinjiang—subsequently published for the benefit of political 

observers on the eastern seaboard—one scholar concludes that Yang was 

“confident” in speaking on behalf of Islamic orthodoxy and evinced an 

“overriding interest” in “maintaining boundaries”—between natives 

and foreigners, among various menhuan and mosque communities, and 

between religious practice and other forms of social life.41 Toward the 

end of his career, Yang was perceived by educated Han visitors, such as 

Huang Wenbi, the Chinese archaeologist, as possessing a unique and 

singular ability to defuse tensions among his Muslim subjects: “Last 

year [1927] rumors emerged among the Hui that the Han intended to 

slaughter each and every one of them, and the Hui religious leaders also 

announced this in their mosques. Fortunately, General Yang was able to 

adopt measures to defuse the situation, and nothing happened.”42

It is surely not a coincidence that Yang’s personal narrative of legiti-

macy, as a Han governor who was both a career northwestern official 

and an honorary Muslim “insider,” also served him well in justifying 

several cases of unsavory bloodshed sanctioned during his time in office. 
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In 1916, when a group of republican loyalists from Yang’s home prov-

ince of Yunnan plotted his assassination, Yang was quick to arrest and 

execute them. In explaining his actions—around which much mythical 

embellishment would later accrue—Yang pointed to the conspirators’ 

“ignorance of border affairs” as their chief retroactive sin, eliding alto-

gether the issue of opposition to the governor’s monarchist sympathies. 

“Had Xia and Li managed to overthrow me,” Yang explained one year 

later, referring to his victims, “there is no guarantee that the Mongol 

and Muslim tribes would have submitted [to their leadership]. It would 

then have been very difficult to prevent a war of the races.” Therefore, 

“in the interest of maintaining our borderlands,” Yang had “no choice 

but to execute” the conspirators.43 He would deploy a similar pretext in 

1924 when he decided to send an army to Kashgar to kill Ma Fuxing, 

a Hui general who Yang had learned was in intimate communication 

with warlords in Beijing. Rather than acknowledge the bald power poli-

tics that lay beneath his actions, Yang chose instead to highlight Ma’s 

oppression of the native Uighur populace, an ongoing tragedy ignored 

by the governor for nearly a decade. “Now that Ma Fuxing and his son 

have been eliminated,” Yang reasoned after the affair, “the outrage of 

the Turbans has been appeased, and there will be no further cause for 

any incidents.”44

Much of Yang’s narrative was premised on simple preservation of 

the status quo, in opposition to rivals who he alleged would disrupt it. 

Absent the silver subsidies that Beijing had once directed to Xinjiang 

from wealthier provinces in the interior, and lacking resources with 

which to maintain a respectable army, Yang’s strategy was basically to 

circle the wagons and then warn about what might happen if they some-

how became uncircled. When his successor sparked a massive civil war 

interpreted by many of its participants as a war of the races, however, 

aspiring Han rulers of Xinjiang could no longer champion the existing 

order, nor could they look to the discredited past for models of narra-

tive legitimacy. As a result, conditions were ripe for a major overhaul 

of existing ideological paradigms. The twelve-year tenure (1933–44) of 

Han warlord Sheng Shicai, a man with no experience whatsoever in the 
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non-Han borderlands, witnessed the first steps toward importing a nar-

rative of legitimacy first designed in the Soviet Union. The “affirmative 

action empire,” as historian Terry Martin characterizes it, provided a 

ready-made model for Han rulers to justify the retention of ethnocultur-

ally dissimilar peoples and their lands. Treated in depth in chapters 3 

and 4, the guiding tenets of Soviet affirmative action obliged Han offi-

cials to take a proactive role in shaping national identities. 

In brief, this new narrative of legitimacy, successively adapted by 

Sheng, the Nationalists, and later the Communists, cast the Han-led state 

as an evolutionary sponsor of “less advanced” nationalities toward their 

fulfillment of “mature” nationhood and some form of political autonomy. 

A Nationalist official from the Ministry of the Interior put it best when, 

in 1945, he criticized the tendency in recent decades for Han rulers to 

shun policies of intervention among the non-Han masses of Xinjiang. 

“Most countries, in their governance of minority peoples,” he wrote, 

“intervene in all aspects of their affairs, leaving nothing untouched.” 

As a result of Yang’s hands-off ethno-elitist approach, however, the 

non-Han masses, increasingly aware of the ways the Soviets claimed 

to shepherd their non-Russian masses toward socialist modernity, had 

begun to “make demands on us to nurture them and get involved in their 

affairs.” Otherwise, “they will simply look to a foreign power to take our 

place and nurture them in our stead, thereby bringing about progress 

and modernization.” The conclusion was inescapable. “We must com-

pletely overhaul our past attitude of letting [non-Han peoples] rise and 

fall at their own volition, and strive with all our might to nurture their 

development.”45

Although this may sound like a blatant repudiation of the politics 

of difference, it was in fact simply a new innovation within a familiar 

imperial model. It was certainly true that Han rulers were now intent on 

“intervening” in the cultural lives of their non-Han subjects. But, as will 

become clear in the following chapters, such intervention was still car-

ried out in accordance with the tenets of difference. In this case, it was 

embodied through an ethnopopulist narrative of political legitimacy. As 

Thomas Mullaney has shown, this process would ultimately culminate 
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in the Communist “fathering” of fifty-six distinct nationalities, united 

in recognition of the metropole that had institutionalized their nation-

hood. In Xinjiang, this process had begun under Han warlord Sheng 

Shicai two decades before the arrival of the Communists. Both Sheng 

and the Nationalists had taken the unprecedented step of placing non-

Han figures into government positions of conspicuous—yet often hol-

low—authority. Thus, when the Communists decided in 1949 to leave in 

place the Tatar politician Burhan Shahidi as governor, they were merely 

building upon the ethnopolitical foundation first constructed by the 

Soviets and imported across the border by Sheng Shicai and the Nation-

alists. In fact, the latter own the distinction of appointing the first-ever 

non-Han governor of Xinjiang. 

As is evident in the above quote from a Nationalist official in 1945, 

by the time the Communists took over in Xinjiang, Han narratives of 

political legitimacy along the borderlands had become firmly dependent 

upon promises to keep pace with the latest global trends in ethnocul-

tural engineering—or, as the ministry official put it, the “nurturing” of 

“minority peoples.” After 1949, the Communist state was also able to 

inject credibility into claims that they alone were capable of bringing 

economic prosperity to Xinjiang. Among the more novel additions to 

Han narratives of legitimacy about this time, however, were Communist 

proclamations that they were responsible for having rectified a century 

of “national humiliation” (guochi). Though the Nationalists were acutely 

aware of their “humiliation” and frequently promised its imminent 

reversal, the geopolitical conditions of the day did not allow them to 

succeed in this endeavor. 

For the Communists, however, the discourse of national humilia-

tion—and their purported role in negating it—would become an invalu-

able strategic tool along the non-Han borderlands. Without fail, on 

nearly every occasion after 1949 in which Uighurs or Tibetans have 

engaged in political dissent against the Chinese state, their motives are 

impugned in a way that Han protests in the heartland are not. As Yang 

Zengxin recognized nearly a century ago, it is only in those regions of 

China that Han elites “would not be able to recover” even if “we had 
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an eternity” that Beijing can expect accusations of foreign meddling to 

sound plausible. 

* * *

The ethnopolitical milieu into which the first Han governor of the Repub-

lic found himself thrust after the 1911 revolution was far from auspi-

cious. British archaeologist Aurel Stein, who began his third expedition 

and second circuit of the province in 1913, the year after Yang’s hasty 

promotion, recorded a terse summary of the conditions he faced near 

Kashgar: “Kichik Beg, of Kashgar origin, deplores uncertain condition 

since there is no Emperor. Though all harvests since 1908, with excep-

tion of one were excellent & water abundant, no new lands opened. 

Want of labour felt. Great drain of labour to Farghana. High prices since 

a year or two attributed to uncertain political outlook.”46 And yet Yang 

Zengxin would ultimately remain in power for another sixteen years, all 

the while lacking a single credible military asset. Writing just four years 

after Stein, the central government envoy Xie Bin was surprised to find a 

seemingly anachronistic Chinese administration still ruling over such a 

vast non-Han land. “When the race of those who wear caps and sashes,” 

Xie observed, referring to Han officials, “rules over a people whose lan-

guage is unintelligible and with whom no communication either via 

speech or writing is possible, it has no choice but to use interpreters 

to reach the people, while relying on local chiefs to implement their 

policies.”47 In the best of times, Han officials in Xinjiang already faced 

considerable impediments to the deployment of ethnopolitical poli-

cies not detrimental to the peace and stability of the region. To achieve 

their goals, these officials leveraged every new idea in the transnational 

global economy of imperial repertoires to buttress their rule. Governor 

Yang, however, did not rule during the best of times. How he dealt with 

the nationalist threat to Chinese rule in Xinjiang during the worst of 

times is the subject of the next chapter. 
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chapter 2

COLLAPSE OF EMPIRES
AND THE NATIONALIST THREAT

T
he narrative of china that most historians are famil-

iar with recounts that following the death of President Yuan Shikai in 

1916, “warlords” and “ideas” take center stage. In such tellings, the 

warlords, charged with having “made national politics look like a game 

of musical chairs with guns,”1 provide the backdrop against which pur-

veyors of progressive ideological agendas begin to lay the foundations 

for a new China. More often than not, the landmark political events of 

this decade are scrutinized less for their contemporary geopolitical rel-

evance than for the ostensible influence they were believed to exert in 

stimulating a new revolutionary movement, the realization of which lay 

far in the future.2 Thus the Treaty of Versailles is linked to the May Fourth 

Movement, the Bolshevik revolution to the establishment of two Leninist 

party-states, and the May 30th Incident to the Northern Expedition. For 

those whose interest in China is limited to the lives and livelihoods of its 

ethnocultural majority—Han resident in the inner provinces—this frame-

work of China as a nation beset by imperialists has long proven ser-

viceable. In fact, even when historians look to complicate or otherwise 

interrogate this narrative, they still tend to proceed from a conceptual 

premise that takes the Han narrative of the nation-state as its normative 

focus.

When we adopt the perspective of a Han governor in Xinjiang, how-

ever, it quickly becomes apparent just how inadequate the concepts of 

“revolution” and “nationalism” are to an understanding of develop-

ments outside the Han heartland. As we saw in chapter 1, Governor Yang 
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Zengxin (1912–28) repeatedly justified his policies in terms of their suit-

ability to “empire,” understood to be a type of state that privileges the 

institutionalization of ethnic and spatial difference. Seen from this point 

of view, the era of the warlords in China (1916–28) and the prolonged 

course of the Bolshevik revolution in Russia (1917–23) were marked less 

by ideological ferment than by the contest for geopolitical power in Eur-

asia. In other words, the fate of Han rule in Xinjiang after 1916 allows 

us to reframe the following four decades in China not in terms of the 

success or failure of the revolution—often viewed as a vehicle for Chinese 

nationalism—but rather as the collapse and reconstitution of imperial 

authority across Eurasia, as brought about through competing strategies 

of difference. When the Bolsheviks, free from the entrenched colonial 

interests of outside powers, managed to reconstruct their empire first, 

the stage was set for the exportation of a new form of difference to the 

non-Han frontier of China, with which the former czarist empire shared 

an extensive border.

In Xinjiang, the collapse of imperial authority both in China and in 

Russia was experienced almost simultaneously. The stage on which the 

initial collapse played out was the Kazak and Kyrgyz refugee crisis of 

1916. Long exempt from forcible integration into the political projects 

of European Russia, the Turkic-speaking nomads of Russian Turkestan 

responded to calls for their conscription to the European war front by 

organizing armed resistance throughout the Karakul region. The deci-

sion to renounce a long-standing czarist policy of ethnic privilege for 

the empire’s non-Russian peoples was a repudiation of the politics of 

difference, implemented in response to a geopolitical crisis in the metro-

pole: manpower shortages along the Russian front during the Great 

War. When the consequences of Saint Petersburg’s actions spilled over 

into Xinjiang, Governor Yang was able to obtain his first glimpse of the 

deterioration of central government authority in the Russian empire. In 

attempting to manage the fallout from the Russian collapse within his 

own province, however, Yang would also come to realize just how frag-

mented his own Chinese republic had become in the brief time since 

President Yuan passed.
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russian collapse and reconstitution

“Countless Kyrgyz lie dead in the passes, piled one on top of the other. 

Their frozen corpses, stuck solid to one another, obstruct the mountain 

roads. It is a sight too horrible to describe.”3 This was the gruesome report 

forwarded to Governor Yang’s desk on October 2, 1916. It described the 

fates of thousands of Kyrgyz and Kazak nomads who had fled Russian 

reprisals and ventured up into the Pamir Mountains of western Xinji-

ang. Informed that Russian authorities had no intention of sparing the 

remaining 300,000 Kazak and Kyrgyz refugees from a similar fate, Yang 

Zengxin reflected on the depths to which the Russian state had suddenly 

plunged. “The mountains are littered with corpses,” he wrote. “Russia 

is supposed to be a great civilized country, with respect for human life. 

How can they let this happen?”4 The answer to the governor’s question 

was to be found in the shivering bodies of innocent bystanders, snatched 

as strategic collateral by fleeing nomads. “When the Kyrgyz fled from 

Russia,” Yang later learned, “they took with them a countless number 

of white-skinned women and children as hostages. These women and 

children are now howling from starvation and cold in the passes, their 

plaintive cries for help unanswered.” Before long, Russians armed with 

machine guns and bayonets were streaming over the border at will, in 

frantic search of wives and children, descriptions of whom were posted 

as “missing persons” signs throughout the province.5

For Yang, the crux of the crisis was its timing. Just a few months 

before the first refugees and their heavily armed pursuers crossed into 

his jurisdiction, President Yuan Shikai passed away in Beijing. With his 

passing went all semblance of central authority in China, with no clear 

successor in his wake. In the absence of Yuan’s unifying presence, Han 

officials had only discredited institutions to work with. Whereas the rev-

olutionaries had undermined the authority of the monarchy, Yuan’s abo-

lition of the republic, suppression of parliamentary bodies, and attempt 

to establish his own monarchy had all done irreparable damage to the 

integrity of the republic. Both of these processes were ultimately rooted 
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in the foreign presence in China, in the face of which neither the Manchu 

court nor its Han successors had proven able to protect domestic inter-

ests. As a result, after Yuan’s passing, Chinese officials lacked a clear 

consensus regarding whom they could entrust to coordinate the affairs 

of the former empire. In Xinjiang, the loss of support from the Chinese 

metropole spelled trouble for Governor Yang, who could no longer look 

to a higher authority to enforce his writ throughout the province. The 

Kazak and Kyrgyz refugee crisis thus constituted the geopolitical context 

through which Yang would witness the collapse of imperial authority in 

both China and Russia. 

Outside the provincial capital of Urumchi, the governor’s political 

authority was severely circumscribed. Among those regions of Xinjiang 

still retaining their own military units and the right of direct communica-

tion with Beijing were the Altay minister (zhangguan), Tarbagatai coun-

cilor (canzan), Ili general (jiangjun), and Kashgar commander (titai). As 

any glimpse at a map of contemporary Xinjiang will show, the jurisdic-

tions of these four semiautonomous offices were all situated in strategic 

regions sharing a border with the Russian empire. As a result, the vast 

majority of Kazak and Kyrgyz refugees fled into mountain strongholds 

directly under their administration. Over the next year, Yang engaged 

in a three-way struggle among himself, Beijing, and the members of this 

semiautonomous quartet to determine who held ultimate authority for 

coordinating government policy toward the Russian refugees. To Yang, 

the threat to provincial security was self-evident. “For each chief, there 

are roughly one thousand subordinates under his rule,” Yang explained. 

“Even the lesser chiefs claim the loyalties of several hundred men. If Rus-

sian troops cross the border and begin to hunt down these chiefs, untold 

numbers of their subordinates may rise up in resistance.”6

One by one, each member of the semiautonomous quartet proceeded 

to adopt a martial solution to the refugee crisis, deploying troops or other 

coercive measures to round up Kazaks and Kyrgyz and deliver them to 

the nearest Russian consulate. When Yang’s provincial rivals began to 

justify their actions via recourse to directives issued in Beijing, the gover-

nor responded by insisting on the superiority of policies bred from long 
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experience in China’s northwest—in other words, his own. “Even though 

these are the Ministry [of Foreign Affairs]’s orders,” Yang wrote on one 

occasion, “it appears that they simply do not understand the situation 

on the borderlands. We must act in accordance with local conditions and 

avoid rash actions that will lead to incidents.”7 As heavily armed Rus-

sians tramped across the land and Xinjiang’s officials prodded cornered 

nomads like so much cattle, the governor made frantic efforts to regain 

control of the situation. When some twenty to thirty thousand Russian 

Kyrgyz holed up in the mountains of Aksu—the only region in Xinjiang 

sharing a border with Russia but not subject to the rule of one of the 

governor’s provincial rivals—Yang decided to make a stand. 

Aksu was the only region within Xinjiang to which Yang had ever 

been posted outside the capital, having served as daoyin (circuit inten-

dant) there for three years following his transfer from neighboring 

Gansu. Just as important, its current daoyin, Zhu Ruichi, was, like Yang, 

a veteran Qing official who had spent the greater part of his career in 

the non-Han borderlands. The two men implicitly trusted one another, 

viewing themselves as a distinct class of frontier official whose areas of 

expertise were increasingly impinged upon by carpetbagging Han sent 

from Beijing. When a telegram from Semireche informed Yang that a 

Russian punitive expedition to Aksu was imminent, he and Zhu coordi-

nated a united front in response. Much to the surprise of both men, Bei-

jing had secretly authorized the Russian expedition. “When the Russians 

arrived here,” Zhu reported, “the first thing they told me was that our 

government had already approved the capture of Russian criminals.”8

Zhu, firmly in Yang’s camp, continued to drag his feet, prompting a for-

mal note of protest. “The unwillingness of your officials to assist us in 

the apprehension of these criminals resulted in a host of problems,” the 

Russian consul in Urumchi later complained to Yang. “Please order the 

daoyin of Aksu to help us in capturing these bandits.”9 With the Rus-

sians frustrated in Aksu, Yang sent Zhu to take up the post of daoyin in 

Kashgar, where Zhu and Yang’s brother coordinated a pacifist campaign 

in contravention of the forward approach advanced by Ma Fuxing, the 

Kashgar commander. 
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Zhu’s transfer to Kashgar coincided with the February Revolution 

in European Russia, followed just nine months later by the Bolshevik 

revolution. In Xinjiang, the impact of the former was felt immediately. 

The transitional government in Saint Petersburg, now consumed with far 

more serious matters closer to home, no longer had the time or resources 

to devote to the situation in Xinjiang. Before long, a general amnesty 

was issued, and both sides agreed to peacefully repatriate all remaining 

nomads. As this was what Yang had lobbied for all along, he jumped at 

the chance to usher fugitive Kazaks and Kyrgyz back over the border. To 

his surprise, however, the governor soon came face-to-face with an unfa-

miliar feature of the new political landscape. In short, while the Russian 

central government in Saint Petersburg may have lost all appetite for 

confrontation, vigilante Russians stranded on the ground in Central Asia 

most certainly had not. 

figure 2.1. The Kazak refugee crisis and the autonomous quartet, 1916–18. Cartography 
by Debbie Newell.
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The first tangible signs that Russian imperial authority was in freefall 

came in June 1917, in the form of a report to Kashgar daoyin Zhu Ruichi. 

Eyewitnesses recounted a chilling scene. Approximately seven hundred 

Russian Kyrgyz, armed with little more than consulate-issued amnesty 

papers from Kashgar, had been gunned down as they passed through 

an alpine valley. Vigilante Russians equipped with machine guns were 

almost certainly responsible for the massacre. “What is the meaning of 

all this?” Yang thundered to Beijing. “First they issue a general amnesty, 

then they execute every last one of them!” Getting these nomads to return 

in the first place had been a nigh-impossible task, Yang observed, one 

that required vast amounts of provincial funds and labor. “Not only has 

this inhumane action resulted in the deaths of those who ventured to 

return, but it also ensures that those still remaining will not risk a similar 

fate.” Throughout the summer of 1917, additional reports of massacres 

and poisonings continued to reach an exasperated Yang. The Russian 

ambassador in Beijing, Prince Nikolai Kudashev, could not have cared 

less. “Before they fled to Xinjiang,” the prince patiently explained, “the 

Kazaks pillaged and ravaged the people of Russian Turkestan. It is only 

natural that the people will enact their revenge upon their return.”10

The response from the Russian ambassador, while certainly cold, 

was also a tacit admission that Saint Petersburg was now powerless to 

put a stop to the carnage in Xinjiang. For Yang, this was uncharted ter-

ritory. Never before had a Chinese official of his generation witnessed 

the wholesale collapse of the authority of a European power in China, 

unless the vacuum created by its retreat was immediately filled by the 

advance of a rival. But no one stepped in to fill the Russian void in Xin-

jiang. Similarly, Yang was not accustomed to a Chinese metropole that 

proved unable or unwilling to help him coordinate policy among his 

nominal subordinates in Xinjiang, as had been the case while President 

Yuan Shikai was in office (1912–16). As such, the grim reality of the 

situation soon dawned on the governor: even prior to the outbreak of the 

Bolshevik revolution in late 1917, the political authority of both the Rus-

sian and Chinese empires throughout Eurasia had already suffered irrep-

arable damage. What partial structures of authority still remained would 
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be swept away entirely by the Russian civil war, whose bloody partisan 

battles everywhere spilled over into China’s northern borderlands.

Both developments are on remarkable and candid display in a tele-

gram issued by Governor Yang during the dark days of November 1919. 

The catalyst was the sudden appearance of White partisans in the vicin-

ity of Kashgar, heretofore a relatively quiescent front in the civil war. “I 

see that these Russian troops are equipped with machine guns,” Yang 

observed. “Yet my own government has not only never issued a single 

machine gun for the defense of Xinjiang, but likewise has never even 

provided a single gun or bullet for the most fundamental of tasks.” 

Reminding Beijing of his innumerable requests for weapons that had 

gone unanswered over the past two years, the governor then questioned 

the patriotic credentials of his own central government. “I do not know 

whose land you think Xinjiang belongs to, nor whose government rules 

over its people. Every time I reflect on this matter, it pains me deeply.” 

Yang addressed this telegram to then president Xu Shichang, who, like 

Yang, had served under Yuan Shikai. “Back when President Yuan was 

still in office, you were then state councilor. In those days, we all worked 

in tandem to address the affairs of Xinjiang, like the pulse of a body in 

synchronized rhythm. You were not yet afflicted by your current state 

of apathy and indifference.” Yang signed off with a plea to look beyond 

warlord politics. “I beg you to look upon Xinjiang as part of the Republic 

of China and under the jurisdiction of its central government. Do not 

look upon Xinjiang as simply the domain of one man, Yang Zengxin, and 

thus beyond your purview.”11

But that was exactly what it had become. Moreover, it could not be 

said that the governor was entirely displeased with this state of affairs. 

After all, it was precisely this volatile political environment that allowed 

Yang to spin an elaborate web of isolation about his province. At every 

step of the way, Yang justified his retreat from the outside world in 

terms of the “difference” he—and he alone—knew best how to manage 

in Xinjiang. Already in 1917, Xie Bin reported that Yang maintained 

regular communication almost exclusively with the Ministries of For-

eign Affairs and Finance, only rarely corresponding with the Office of 

the President.12 For Yang, the world outside Xinjiang offered nothing 
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but sabotage for the “sanctuary” of which he now saw himself as the 

sole and wisest steward. “In Kashgar alone,” Yang warned Commander 

Ma Fuxing in late 1919, “we must be on guard against the British and 

Russian consuls, Japanese intelligence agents, and investigative teams 

from China’s Military Advisory and Border Defense departments. Every 

little thing we do is being monitored by foreigners and Chinese alike.”13

In 1920, China’s postmaster-general complained to the governor that 

“inspection procedures in Xinjiang have become quite unnecessary. 

Some items, such as newspapers, have not seen a single copy delivered 

in three years.”14

Not content merely to censor all forms of media, Yang also began to 

thoroughly vet all officials who ventured outside Xinjiang in the course 

of their duties. In 1927, Owen Lattimore crossed paths with several such 

men, including one who had served as the governor’s parliamentary rep-

resentative in Beijing for some time. “He was now returning to Urumchi, 

to take up a new post as Chief of Police,” Lattimore learned. “But so strict 

is the control that the old Governor lays on all subordinates that he had 

been delayed for days at Chuguchak [Tacheng], while his application to 

reënter the province and proceed to the capital was being considered; 

in other words, while other equally confidential agents of the Governor 

were ascertaining that he had not returned from Peking tainted with 

unsuitable ideas, or contaminated by extra-provincial affiliations.” In 

addressing those rivals whom Yang imagined intent on recruiting such 

intermediaries, the governor did his best to advertise his province in the 

grimmest of hues. “Some ignorant people like to wax poetic about how 

lush and fertile Xinjiang is,” the Mongol and Muslim-dominated Provin-

cial Assembly once wrote on Yang’s behalf. “Perhaps they do not know 

how emaciated our oxen are, how their skin clings to their bones, and 

how even this meager ration is fought over both tooth and nail. Perhaps 

they do not know how catastrophic is the state of our finances.”15 In 

the event anyone remained in doubt as to the identity of these so-called 

ignorant people, Yang was elsewhere more explicit. “If [Xinjiang] were 

to fall into the hands of some eminent person from the inner provinces, 

he would find that it is not possible to maintain even a single brigade of 

troops here.”16
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By 1921, it would not be an exaggeration to say that Yang stood 

among the ashes of Russian and Chinese imperial authority in Central 

Asia. And since no one in either metropole had yet demonstrated the 

ability to put the pieces of the former empires back together again, Yang 

had little incentive to relax his control over provincial security, which 

remained tight. At a minimum, the governor could take solace in the 

fact that, during the past five years, he had managed to cull Xinjiang’s 

semiautonomous quartet down to one remaining member: Kashgar 

commander Ma Fuxing. On the other hand, Yang’s long-standing com-

mitment to an ethno-elitist alliance composed of Muslim and Mongol 

nobles presented an institutional legacy of difference that foreign rivals 

could attempt to reorient in alignment with their own agendas. As it 

turned out, White partisans fleeing the battlefields of the Russian civil 

war were the first to try this. In 1919, Viktor Lyuba, the Russian consul 

in Ili, “printed several hundred pamphlets in the Muslim script and dis-

seminated them all over the place,” according to a report delivered to 

the governor. “He is trying to incite the Muslims and Turbans so he can 

form a new army.” Not to be outdone, Red agents on the other side of 

the border adopted the same strategic approach, reportedly paying a 

group of Hui agents 300,000 rubles to return to Ili and inform the local 

Muslims that their day of “liberation” was at hand, and that they should 

rise up in response.17

These overtures to the non-Han peoples of Xinjiang posed a sort 

of threat qualitatively different from anything Yang had encountered 

before. He was, of course, intimately familiar with various incarnations 

of national determination platforms that had long circulated throughout 

the region. “At present,” Yang observed in 1920, “the issue that most 

requires our attention is this doctrine of Muslim independence.”18 Ini-

tially, however, Yang had less reason to worry about such doctrines in 

Xinjiang than he did those aimed at the Russian colonial presence across 

the border, whose hand fell much heavier on their Turkic subjects than 

did the Chinese on theirs. In fact, many of those who criticized Russian 

rule in Central Asia professed a sympathetic attitude toward Chinese 

rule in Xinjiang, which was viewed as more “hands-off” than that of the 
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Russians.19 Thus, from Yang’s standpoint, the goal was not so much to 

suppress widespread Muslim discontent with Han rule in Xinjiang as 

it was simply to prevent nationalist agitations incubating elsewhere in 

the Muslim world from taking root in his province. “Calls to throw off 

the foreign yoke grow stronger day by day,” he wrote in 1920, assessing 

global politics. “Whether in China or elsewhere, everybody now harbors 

such thoughts.” To Yang, the implications of such trends were clear and 

disturbing. “The Turban people are gradually gaining more knowledge 

about the world. In the future, there is little doubt that those in Russian 

Turkestan . . . will drive out the Slavic race of Russians, and restore their 

own Khoqand Khanate.”20

To prevent the Han race from being driven out of its non-Han lands, 

Yang did everything in his power to prevent nationalist propaganda from 

infiltrating Xinjiang. In 1918, when a British tract urging Arabs to throw 

off the yoke of Ottoman rule in the Middle East suddenly showed up in 

Xinjiang, Yang praised “its originally benevolent intent” in furthering 

the aims of one of China’s wartime allies. At the same time, however, he 

ordered any copies of the pamphlet that might surface in Xinjiang to be 

confiscated and destroyed. After all, he wrote, “the tract encourages peo-

ple to extricate themselves from alien rule.” For Yang, there was nothing 

wrong with “the Arabs seeking independence from Turkish rule.” What 

he was afraid of, however, was that “Muslims in other countries will then 

be misled by their actions, and seek to overthrow the ruling government 

in their states.”21 Here we see Yang dealing with the double-edged sword 

of nation-building efforts harnessed for offensive purposes. In other 

words, Yang had finally come face-to-face with the propensity since the 

late nineteenth century for empires to create nations not on their own 

territory but “preferably on another empire’s territory.”22 Assuming such 

a fate did not befall the former Chinese empire, Yang was perfectly happy 

to watch it befall the Ottoman Empire. 

So long as calls for national liberation in Xinjiang produced little 

more than a paper trail, Yang’s countermeasures were relatively straight-

forward and effective. When they entered on the backs of heavily armed 

White Russians, however, the governor faced a crisis of unprecedented 
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proportions. In 1920–21, Yang’s worst fears came to pass. First came 

General Andrei Bakich (1878–1922), a Montenegrin Serb who made 

camp at Tacheng with eight thousand soldiers and another five thou-

sand refugees in tow. One month later, Cossack Ataman Boris Annenkov 

(1889–1927) followed him into the Ili valley, still commanding a force 

of about one thousand battle-tested troops. Through equal parts diplo-

macy, subterfuge, and military coercion, Yang managed to imprison 

Annenkov and his men in the desert wastes of Dunhuang, where they 

proceeded to deface ancient murals in the Thousand-Buddha Caves. 

Bakich, however, heartened by the arrival of one General Novikov and 

his men in Tacheng, began to prepare for a counterattack on Red posi-

tions just over the border. In May 1921, the Reds delivered an ultimatum 

to Yang outlining the consequences in store for him should he continue 

to harbor an enemy combatant in Chinese territory. The governor, unable 

to call on Beijing’s support or confront a militarily superior Russian foe, 

informed the daoyin of Tacheng that “[I] must row my boat with the cur-

rent.” Heaven, he declared, “has presented us with an opportunity to 

destroy the Whites by borrowing the strength of the Reds. We cannot go 

against the will of Heaven.”23

On May 24, the Reds, with Yang’s blessing, burst into Tacheng and 

opened fire on the Whites. Much to the governor’s dismay, nearly two-

thirds of the White force managed to escape and flee toward Altay, putting 

the men in close proximity to Outer Mongolia, itself a major battleground 

in the Russian civil war. Here General Bakich first deployed the national 

idea via the barrel of a gun. “For too long now you have been wantonly 

abused and violently oppressed by your Han overlords,” he announced 

in July. “Now I have driven them out and taken control of Altay.” Bakich’s 

goal was join forces with Baron Roman von Ungern-Sternberg, who had 

just captured Urga, the capital of Outer Mongolia. Bakich outlined his 

preferred denouement in Outer Mongolia while calling for Mongol and 

Kazak assistance in Altay. “The Boghd Khan will soon lead forth an army 

of Mongols to help you loosen your shackles of oppression,” he prom-

ised, referring to the spiritual leader of Outer Mongolia. “Since all of 

you stand to benefit from such developments, I am requesting each and 
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every person to provide cattle, sheep, and horses, as well as rice and 

grain rations.”24

His calls appear to have fallen on deaf ears. Prince Ailin, one of 

the most important members of Yang’s ethno-elitist alliance in Xinji-

ang, remained loyal to the governor and promised to steer his Kazaks 

away from Bakich. And once Red armies invaded Urga and succeeded 

in capturing Ungern-Sternberg —over the futile protests of Beijing and 

other northern Chinese warlords, who had promised to drive him out 

themselves—Yang knew what he had to do. “The ancients teach us: cure 

poison with poison.”25 On September 12, representatives of the gover-

nor met with Red agents in Tacheng and negotiated new terms for a Red 

assault on Altay. A second attack flushed Bakich out of Altay, and he was 

captured in Outer Mongolia soon thereafter. The Bolsheviks then kept 

to the agreement they had signed with Governor Yang and withdrew 

figure 2.2. Annenkov and Bakich in Xinjiang, 1920–21. Cartography by Debbie Newell.
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their soldiers from Xinjiang. In contrast, they elected to remain in Outer 

Mongolia, where they cast themselves as stewards of an independent 

Mongol nation, free at last from Chinese “oppression.” Though this new 

Mongol “nation-state” posed a perennial geopolitical threat to Yang, the 

fact that his Han contemporaries in the heartland had failed where he 

had succeeded provided the governor with one of his most cherished 

platforms of strategic difference. “If we were to implement the rapacious 

policies of inner China in Xinjiang,” Yang warned in 1927, “the people 

would surely rebel, and Xinjiang would go the way of Outer Mongolia 

and Tibet.”26

Yet Yang still had to live with the “poison” of the Bolsheviks, who now 

surrounded his province in some form on three sides. Rumors regarding 

their tactics for soliciting political support, both among Russian Turks 

and Chinese expatriate Turks, had been trickling into Xinjiang for sev-

eral years. “The strength of the Reds is growing fast in Tashkent,” came 

a February 1920 report from Kashgar. “Without regard to nationality 

or ethnicity, they are holding elections that are open to Hui, Turbans, 

Kazaks, and Russians.” An uprising in Bukhara emboldened a group of 

expatriate Turkic workers from Kashgar to declare that “the Turbans in 

Kashgar have been the victims of unbearable exploitation by Han offi-

cials, and that an armed battalion should be sent to drive the Chinese 

officials out of Kashgar so that they may enjoy the same freedoms” as 

did the Turkic peoples of Russian Turkestan. In Andijan, émigré Turkic 

laborers from Xinjiang set up a committee and “issued pronouncements 

concerning independence.” Though the situation across the border was 

far more complex than the governor could have imagined, for Yang, the 

bottom line was clear. Such slogans, he lamented, “cannot be suppressed 

by force, nor can we neutralize them with countermeasures.” By May 

1920, Yang’s spies informed him that “formal autonomy has already 

been implemented in Turkestan. They have established a republic, with 

organized elections, and a seventy-four-member senate. All power rests 

with the Turkestan government.” The governor’s commentary on this 

report is telling. “It is frightening to see these Muslims and Turbans han-

dling their own affairs of state during this time of chaos.”27
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Initially, Yang found that there was very little he could do about these 

alarming developments across the border. Mostly, he seems merely to 

have seized upon the threat of a national liberation movement among 

Turkic expatriates across the border to justify his own attempts to fur-

ther consolidate his power in Xinjiang. In 1924, Yang learned that the 

fourth and only remaining member of the semiautonomous quartet, Ma 

Fuxing, the Kashgar commander, had initiated a suspicious correspon-

dence with the Cao warlord faction in Beijing. The governor’s response 

was to march a Hui army on Kashgar and execute Ma.28 In justifying Ma’s 

death to the outside world, however, Yang said nothing about the com-

mander’s shady dealings with other Han warlords. “He abused his power 

and deprived the people of their wealth and women,” announced the 

Xinjiang Provincial Assembly on Yang’s behalf. “Knowing no restraints, 

he styled himself a pasha and incurred the deep enmity of the people, 

who longed for his execution.”29 But it was not just any “people” who 

longed for the commander’s death: it was “Chinese and Russian Tur-

bans,” who had “gathered in Andijan, proclaiming their intent to lead 

an army on Kashgar and get rid of Ma Fuxing.” In other words, the threat 

of a national liberation movement from abroad—a pretext that only the 

Han governor of a non-Han land could invoke—had motivated Yang to 

kill one of his own officials. “Now that Ma Fuxing and his son have been 

eliminated,” he reasoned after the affair, in a telegram later printed in 

his Records, “the outrage of the Turbans has been appeased, and there 

will be no further cause for any incidents.”30

It is, of course, possible that Yang truly believed the continued pres-

ence of Ma Fuxing in Kashgar would invite the unwelcome attentions of 

radicalized expatriates operating in what had once been Russian Turke-

stan. After all, consolidation of the new Soviet state in Central Asia cer-

tainly gave Yang much to reflect upon. “Ever since Russia reorganized 

its polity, it has become a federation of autonomous parts,” the gover-

nor observed. “There are now over twenty republics within this federa-

tion, which looks quite different from the Russia of the imperial era.” 

Within each republic, representatives of the majority ethnic group had 

been installed in prominent government offices, in an attempt to make 
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each republic look as though it “belonged” to the majority of people 

who lived within its borders. “The governor of Semireche is a Kazak,” 

Yang explained to the daoyin of Altay. “Though still a part of Russian 

territory, officials in this ‘Kazakstan’ are drawn mainly from the Kazaks 

themselves. Similarly, they let Kazaks serve in their own army.” Accord-

ing to Yang, such a novel state of affairs was born not of compassion but 

of pragmatism. “It is not as though the Soviet government is reluctant 

to use military force to suppress their Russian Muslims and Kazaks. But 

the situation in which it finds itself makes it impossible to do certain 

things [qi shi you bu neng].” That is why, according to Yang, they allowed 

“the Russian Muslims in Andijan and Tashkent to set up an autonomous 

Muslim state, and the Russian Kazaks in Semipalatinsk and Zaysan to set 

up an autonomous Kazakstan.”31

What Governor Yang was attempting to describe has been the sub-

ject of much research by Soviet historians over the past two decades. 

One scholar characterizes the Soviet transformation of its non-Russian 

borderlands as “a strategy aimed at disarming nationalism by granting 

what were called the ‘forms’ of nationhood.” In other words, it was a 

preemptive strike against the ideal of national determination, an attempt 

to make nationalism work for the empire, not against it. In much the 

same way as a vaccine protects its host from a fatal disease by injecting 

a less potent version of the same disease into the bloodstream, Soviet 

policymakers similarly “midwifed” silhouette versions of indepen-

dent nationhood, hoping to dissuade non-Russian elites from seeking 

national independence outside the umbrella of Soviet stewardship.32

Governor Yang knew exactly what the Soviets were up to, and he cared 

for it not one bit. “Bolshevik promises of independence for Muslims do 

not respect national borders,” the governor noted with alarm. “The effect 

in Xinjiang cannot be underestimated. . . . The independence of their 

Muslims will spark an unstoppable tide of radicalism, with a political 

crisis sure to follow.”33

The problem for Governor Yang was essentially one of geography. 

“We have no choice but to maintain an active relationship with the Soviet 

Union,” he conceded in 1925. “But their policies of governance are not 
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welcome in Xinjiang.” Soviet ideology, Yang wrote on another occasion, 

was “a lurking menace to the entire world. How can we expect Xinjiang, 

which everywhere shares a border [with the Soviet Union], to be able to 

resist the gradual infiltration of extremism?” Yet no matter how vigilant 

the governor may have been against Soviet affirmative action policies, 

figure 2.3. Soviet national republics: the view from Xinjiang, c. 1924. By 1924, Gover-
nor Yang was surrounded by Soviet nationality projects. Responding to the new republics 
on his western, northern, and eastern borders, he predicted that “the Kazaks of Russian 
Kazakstan will collude with Chinese Kazaks,” the Mongols of “Russian Mongolia will col-
lude with Chinese Mongols,” and the “Muslims of Russian Turkestan will collude with Chi-
nese Muslims.” As a countermeasure, he bargained for the establishment of five Xinjiang 
consulates in Soviet Central Asia, intending to monitor the dissemination of Soviet affirma-
tive action ideas among his own subjects. “If I let Xinjiang’s Turbans cross the Soviet bor-
der with impunity and without any restrictions whatsoever,” he wrote, “the ten thousand 
seasonal expatriate laborers of today will become the ten thousand agitating returnees of 
tomorrow.” Source: Yang, Buguozhai wendu sanbian, vol. 2, 15–16; and vol. 1, 33. Cartog-
raphy by Debbie Newell. 
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he could not silence its most enthusiastic promoters. “The Kazaks of 

Russian Kazakstan will collude with Chinese Kazaks,” Yang wrote with 

resignation in 1924. “The Mongols of Russian Mongolia will collude with 

Chinese Mongols. The Muslims of Russian Turkestan will collude with 

Chinese Muslims.” And on and on. The governor, rarely one to admit 

defeat, finally conceded the brilliance of Soviet policy. “It is now a matter 

of Russian policy to make aggressive use of their Mongols, Kazaks, Hui, 

and Turbans [liyong Meng Ha Hui Chan wei zhuyi]. In response, Chinese 

policy must now turn to defending against Mongols, Kazaks, Hui, and 

Turbans. The Russian position, however, is far superior. All our counter-

measures are destined to fail.”34

Although Yang rarely provided specifics regarding the nature of 

the “collusion” (goujie) he envisioned, Owen Lattimore, who traveled 

throughout Xinjiang in 1927, was quite adept at pinpointing the source 

of the governor’s malaise. “The Qazaqs on the Russian side of the fron-

tier,” Lattimore wrote, “are able to purchase modern arms, a liberty not 

allowed by the Chinese,” who confined most Chinese Kazaks—the Altay 

tribes, bordering Outer Mongolia, being an exception—to lightweight 

paramilitary duties. “Moreover, that part of the old province of Semirech-

ensk adjoining the Ili territory is now the Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic of Qazaqistan. The Russian Qazaqs therefore have a dash and 

initiative to which their kinsmen who are subject to the Chinese cannot 

aspire. Consequently the triumph of the Russian Qazaqs in all encounters 

of border thieves and cattle lifters has a galling effect of attrition on the 

Chinese prestige.”35 In 1924, reports streamed in to Urumchi that Mon-

gols from the new Mongolian People’s Republic, under Comintern direc-

tion, were encouraging Xinjiang’s Mongols to take up arms and “unite” 

with their “motherland.” Yang read these reports with interest. “They are 

telling all Mongols under our jurisdiction to shed the shackles of abusive 

government and endless toil, and join the blissful path of development.” 

Before long, Yang found that the Mongols were expanding their irreden-

tist claims beyond the Altay region, declaring, on the basis of historical 

demographics, that Ili, Tacheng, and even Urumchi should also “return” 

to the Mongol embrace. “Ever since the Outer Mongols began to receive 
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Soviet financial and military backing,” Yang lamented, “their ambition 

knows no bounds.”36

Governor Yang could not similarly promise his Kazaks or Mongols 

their own “motherland,” nor had his career as a late imperial official 

taught him the virtues of sponsoring the development of mass nation-

alisms. “If ethnic boundaries are excessively distinguished from one 

another [zhongzu jiexian guoyu fenming],” Yang argued in 1920, “this 

will cause fish to be separated from water and birds from their flocks.”37

Instead, all Yang could think to do was to reduce the tax burden of the 

nomads in question and broadcast stock Confucian platitudes. “We can 

no longer sanction the treatment of our Altay nomads as so much fish 

and meat,” Yang wrote to one of his officials. “Otherwise, their hearts 

will open up to foreign intervention, and our borders will never know a 

day of peace.”38 Elsewhere, he addressed the threat of “self-government” 

more directly: 

If we do not fix our own internal affairs first and effect a fundamental 

resolution, then it will prove impossible to make the Muslims and Tur-

bans forever endure the rule of Han officials, and the compact among 

our peoples will break. The tide of calls for self-government rises day 

by day. It is not something that machine guns nor artillery can stop. If 

good government and noble instruction cannot be upheld, if virtue is 

absent and principles are not just, then all I can do is eradicate corrupt 

governance, punish greedy officials with extreme severity, strengthen 

the resolve of the people, and eliminate lurking threats.39

For Yang and other Han officials educated during the imperial era, 

the very idea of national determination represented a perversion of the 

natural social order. Though all Chinese officials were exhorted to “love” 

or otherwise “cherish” the common people, there was to be no ques-

tion of who was in charge. In 1913, Yang Zuanxu, a Han general sym-

pathetic to the revolutionary movement, told the Muslims of Kashgar 

that “the age of ignorance has ended” and anyone could now aspire 

to become governor of the province.40 In response, Yang Zengxin shut 
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down the “new method” Muslim schools of Kashgar and arranged for 

Yang Zuanxu’s transfer out of the province. He was fortunate to leave 

Xinjiang with his life, a luxury not accorded some of his allies. The dis-

course of social mobility promised by such an ethnopopulist platform 

was simply not welcome in Governor Yang’s Xinjiang. From his perspec-

tive, the job of those in charge was to ensure that a pretext for political 

agitation—or even mere political engagement—did not percolate down 

to the commoners. 

As Yang must have been painfully aware in the face of Soviet finan-

cial and moral support for national determination across the border, 

his actions came off as decidedly feeble. Though the governor regarded 

Soviet affirmative action institutions with strong distaste, even he was 

ready to acknowledge that they represented a “superior” (yousheng)

adaptation to the storehouse of imperial repertoires with which he had 

been long familiar. Now that the Soviets were “making aggressive use” 

(liyong . . . wei zhuyi) of the non-Russian peoples of Central Asia, Yang 

needed to be equally proactive or risk the extinction of the conservative 

order he so fervently championed. He was not about to cast himself as 

a sponsor of mass ethnic nationalisms. What he was prepared to do, 

however, was search for a way of neutralizing the Soviet ethnopopulist 

“poison” at its source. To do so, he would first need to grab hold of one 

of the most potent institutions of Western political subterfuge in China—

the consulate—and attempt to turn it back on its creators. 

“they call them consulates . . .”

The Bolsheviks were newcomers to Xinjiang, and it took them some time 

to discover that Ili and Tacheng were not cities in Outer Mongolia.41 On 

the other hand, Governor Yang, despite getting on in years, did every-

thing he could to educate himself about socialism and its doctrines, even 

going so far as to attend weekly tutoring sessions with a Soviet consular 

aide. “Wherever there are poor people,” Yang reflected in early 1923, 

“this so-called doctrine of common property [junchan zhuyi] will find 

ready converts.”42 His marked distaste for Soviet economic and ethnic 
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policies notwithstanding, Yang made it a point to attend to each and 

every diplomatic courtesy expected of an official in his position. “The 

days of the Russian empire are over,” Yang wrote in 1920. “In the realm 

of international diplomacy, we are starting anew on equal footing, leav-

ing behind the aggressive policies of the autocratic era.”43 As such, the 

governor paid lip service to the new relationship by extending personal 

condolences to Foreign Commissar Chicherin upon “the early death of 

the great leader, genius, and scientist V. I. Lenin,” while making it a 

point to congratulate the Soviet consul in Urumchi upon the anniversary 

of the October Revolution.44

For their part, the Soviets, while privately disparaging the Han gov-

ernor of Xinjiang in their internal reports, were actually quite willing to 

engage Yang on terms to his liking. Perhaps most importantly for the gov-

ernor, the Soviets promised not to propagate socialist ideologies within 

the borders of Xinjiang. Though it is still unclear precisely to what degree 

they managed to uphold this promise during the time Yang was in office, 

at least in principle, the Soviets do appear to have been committed to this 

end. That is, while the Turkic expatriates of Xinjiang could expect sym-

pathetic treatment and perhaps even an “autonomous” Uighur political 

unit of their own while living within the boundaries of Soviet Central 

Asia, they could not expect Soviet sponsorship of a Uighur nationalist 

platform to accompany the return of expatriates to Xinjiang.45 In other 

words, the moment Soviet affirmative action threatened to make the leap 

from domestic to international policy, Moscow’s geopolitical interests 

would ultimately determine whether that leap would be made. In the 

final analysis, pragmatism trumped ideology.

The problem for Yang, however, lay in his realization, as early as 

1920, that “Bolshevik promises of independence for Muslims do not 

respect national borders.” After all, the very definition of expatriate is 

someone who resides outside the borders of their country of citizenship 

but retains cultural, social, economic, and sometimes political ties to 

their homeland. Thus, even if the Soviets refused to formally sanction 

the designs of some of Xinjiang’s Turkic expatriate community toward 

their homeland, they had little control over what these same Chinese 

subjects might do once they returned to Xinjiang filled with new ideas 
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about nation and state. During his fourth expedition to Xinjiang in 1930, 

archaeologist Aurel Stein summarized his discussions about this prob-

lem with a Han official in Kashgar: “Difficulty from Soviet propaganda 

and how to meet it. Encouragement to be given to those who after visit to 

Farghana report true facts.”46 Yet the Soviets had nothing to hide: their 

institutions of affirmative action were intended to be publicly visible and 

rhetorically omnipresent. No one who left Xinjiang as a “Turban Head” 

could fail to notice that such ethnonyms were now regarded as racist 

and derogatory by Soviet intellectuals, and that, as newly christened 

Uighurs, they were entitled to some form of political autonomy such as 

that bestowed upon their ethnic brethren across the border. All in all, the 

number of Uighur expatriates who resided in Soviet Central Asia—vari-

ously estimated at anywhere from fifty to several hundred thousand—

was considerable, and their potential collective political power certainly 

posed a threat to the governor of Xinjiang.47

It should therefore come as no surprise that Yang’s next demand, 

right after his insistence that socialism not be propagated within Xin-

jiang, was that the Soviet state refrain from transmitting its ideologies 

among “Chinese subjects traveling in Russian territory.” To this the Bol-

sheviks could not agree. Characterizing Yang’s request as compelling 

the Soviets to “prohibit Chinese expatriates from reading the newspa-

pers,” the Bolshevik representative responded with a simple rebuttal. 

“The newspaper offices in socialist countries propagate socialist ideas 

as a matter of course.” As their content involved merely “the guiding 

principles of science and socialism,” Yang had nothing to fear from any 

incendiary political content he may have imagined to exist within their 

pages. As for the governor’s specific request that the Soviets “prohibit 

Chinese citizens from joining various Russian organizations, where they 

will be exposed to speeches and publications, while also forbidding the 

sons of Chinese citizens from enrolling” in Soviet schools, Yang was 

roundly castigated on these points. The Soviet response was that to act 

thus “would be to deprive expatriate Chinese citizens of their rights and 

freedoms, including their right to receive an education while in Russia. 

Not only would this prove difficult to enforce, but it would also infringe 

upon the laws of our country.”48
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This was unacceptable to the governor. He knew what his Turkic 

subjects were exposed to while abroad, and he knew that it would be 

his responsibility to deal with them if and when they returned to Xin-

jiang. By then, however, it would already be too late, obliging Yang to 

resort to coercive measures against his indigenous subjects, the likes 

of which—incarceration and execution—he was not eager to associate 

with his isolated and vulnerable Han administration. What Yang needed 

was a forward base of operations in Soviet Central Asia to head off the 

threat before it crossed the border. He got his first chance in March 1920, 

when Bolshevik agents agreed to meet Han officials in secret at Khor-

gas Pass near Ili. The result, two months later, was the Ili Provisional 

Trade Accord, the first equal treaty to be signed by a Chinese official and 

a foreign government in over seventy years. The accord was, first and 

foremost, an acknowledgment of the extensive economic interests mer-

chants on both sides of the border had in free passage, the obstruction 

of which during the long years of the civil war had meant famine and 

hardship for large portions of the population.49

Even more important from the governor’s perspective, however, was 

the stipulation that the Bolsheviks and the Chinese would each be per-

mitted to install a “commercial representative” within the other’s bor-

der. For the Bolsheviks, who chose to establish their commercial office 

in Ili, this was merely a stepping-stone toward the recovery of all five 

former czarist consulates in Xinjiang. For Governor Yang, who chose to 

send Ili County magistrate Zhao Guoliang to Semipalatinsk, this was an 

unprecedented concession. Prior to Zhao’s appointment, the Xinjiang 

expatriate community across the border had been overseen by wealthy 

Turkic merchants and notable Muslim religious figures who had been 

formally recognized as aqsaqal by the governor in Urumchi.50 In the face 

of ubiquitous Soviet propaganda, Yang could no longer trust these men. 

Now, however, for the first time, Yang was permitted to station abroad 

a permanent Han official who would send back regular reports about 

“commercial affairs” in Semipalatinsk.

Not surprisingly, Zhao Guoliang seems to have been far more inter-

ested in keeping tabs on the radicalization of Chinese citizens in Russian 

Turkestan than he was in facilitating the movement of trade caravans. 
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In one of his very first reports to Urumchi, Zhao noted that the Soviets 

had already begun to make overtures to émigré laborers and merchants 

from Xinjiang, hoping to train them for clandestine missions back into 

Xinjiang.51 The governor’s suspicions appeared to be vindicated. “More 

than half of these men,” Yang wrote, referring to the thousands of itiner-

ant Turkic laborers who crossed the border in search of seasonal work 

each year, “are involved in hard labor. They are an uneducated float-

ing population, and are extremely susceptible to instigation by foreign-

ers.”52 Convinced of expatriate radicalization abroad, Zhao’s first cable 

from Semipalatinsk advised Xinjiang’s local officials “to conduct thor-

ough background checks on any future military conscripts, so as to avoid 

allowing any man who has performed seasonal hard labor abroad from 

filling our ranks.”53

Yang was thrilled to have finally established a forward base in Soviet 

territory, modest though it was. From the Bolshevik perspective, how-

ever, their one commercial representative office in Ili was still a far cry 

from the generous political representation their czarist predecessors 

had once enjoyed. Thus it was only a matter of time before the Soviets 

lodged a formal request with the governor allowing them to reopen the 

five consulates of the imperial era. Yang surely expected this move, and 

likely knew that he could not hope to keep the Soviets at bay forever. 

And yet, in contrast to the troubled decades of the late Qing, this time 

Yang was determined to get something of substantive value in return for 

the concession of so powerful an institution. “They call them ‘consul-

ates,’” observed Aksu daoyin Zhu Ruichi in 1926, “but in reality they are 

bases from which a monopoly on all commercial transactions is forcibly 

imposed.”54 It is unlikely that Yang thought he would be able to impose 

his own economic monopoly on commercial transactions anywhere in 

Soviet territory. But if he could manage to set up a consulate or two of 

his own, he might just be able to impose a political monopoly on suspect 

émigrés who hoped to return to Xinjiang. 

In the end, Yang reached for the stars: he insisted on a regime of 

absolute parity, proclaiming that the Soviets would get the keys to the 

five czarist consulates only if he was allowed five sister consulates in 

Soviet Central Asia, all managed by Han appointees from Urumchi. In 
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acting thus, Yang was attempting to export to virgin territory the institu-

tional embodiment of a foreign ideal: reciprocal diplomatic representa-

tion among ostensibly equal states. Though some late Qing statesmen 

had eagerly lobbied for the liberal establishment of consulates abroad 

and could point to a brief but encouraging precedent set by the first Qing 

officials to be stationed permanently in Korea, Yang’s initiative repre-

sented the most innovative and aggressive adaptation of all.55 The Sovi-

ets were clearly taken aback. “The five consulates that the old Russian 

government maintained in Xinjiang,” came the reply, “are not to be com-

pared with the sudden establishment of [Chinese] consulates in Soviet 

territory, in a region that has never before hosted such consulates.”56

Yang turned such logic right back on its head: Xinjiang, the governor 

pointed out, had likewise never hosted a single foreign consulate until 

the Russians had bullied their way into the province half a century ear-

lier. Initiative had a way of forging its own precedent. 

In October 1924, much to Yang’s delight, the Soviets relented, lead-

ing to the distinctly odd phenomenon of a Chinese province establishing 

and managing its own consulates entirely independent of the Chinese 

central government in Beijing.57 Yang Zengxin touted his diplomatic 

victory as “an opportunity to look after our expatriate merchants and 

obtain compensation for their financial losses” during the long years 

of the Russian civil war.58 No doubt there is some truth to this state-

ment. Yet it is clear from the surviving documentary record that Yang 

was most intent on doing unto the Russians as they had long done unto 

him. If the Soviet consuls made it their business to extend the influence 

of their state into Xinjiang, then Yang would make it his business to 

export the most pressing items on his agenda into Soviet Central Asia. 

“If I let Xinjiang’s Turbans cross the Soviet border with impunity and 

without any restrictions whatsoever,” he concluded, “the ten thousand 

seasonal expatriate laborers of today will become the ten thousand agi-

tating returnees of tomorrow.”59

Alarmed at seeing the tools of imperial competition turned back 

against themselves, the Soviets hatched a plan to eliminate the Chinese 

expatriate community altogether, in order to deprive Xinjiang’s five con-

sulates of their raison d’être. In July 1925, before any of Yang’s consul-
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ates had managed to open their doors, Xinjiang’s trade representative 

in Semipalatinsk informed the governor that the Soviets were forcing 

all Xinjiang émigrés to adopt Soviet citizenship unless they managed to 

obtain a consulate-issued passport within the next three months. At that 

time, the only consular posting even remotely prepared to issue such 

paperwork was the office of the former Semipalatinsk commercial rep-

resentative, which also happened to claim jurisdiction over the smallest 

number of Xinjiang expatriates. Yang sensed an ulterior motive. “Our 

expatriate workers are mostly composed of Kazaks and Turbans, who 

share ethnic and religious ties with the people living all along the Soviet 

border,” Yang observed. “If the Soviets succeed in laying claim to our 

unregistered expatriates, they will be able to expand their network of 

socialist infiltration and avoid all claims for financial restitution by our 

aggrieved merchants.”60

By mobilizing the printing presses, eliminating the six-yuan applica-

tion fee, and threatening to treat Xinjiang’s exiled White Russian popu-

lation in similar fashion, Yang’s five consulates appear to have averted 

the wholesale elimination of their non-Han constituencies—both those 

on whose financial behalf they hoped to lobby and those who they 

hoped would remain vulnerable to Chinese surveillance and other 

political countermeasures, should the need arise.61 For our purposes 

here, what is most fascinating about Yang’s interactions with the post-

czarist state is the way he adapted to Soviet innovations of the Russian 

imperial repertoire, carefully selecting only those tactics and institu-

tions he deemed most suitable for deployment in Xinjiang and its imme-

diate environs. For someone of Yang’s education and temperament, the 

Western consulate and its ability to facilitate political subterfuge abroad 

proved most useful in combating the institutions of Soviet affirmative 

action. Because Yang viewed himself as steward of the last bastion of 

conservative imperial authority in all of China, he found utility only in 

those repertoires that he could deploy to keep disruptive revolutionary 

innovations at bay. 

With the collapse of the regime, however, future Han governors of 

Xinjiang would find far more to admire in the Soviet approach to empire. 
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the chinese collapse in xinjiang

If the morning of July 7, 1928 was like any other for Governor Yang, 

then he most likely rose from bed at four o’clock in the morning, as was 

his routine. He probably ate his standard fare of plain tofu and cab-

bage for breakfast, meditated for an hour, perused a text on Daoism, 

and made his way to the governor’s office to tend to the day’s affairs 

of state.62 It was going to be a gorgeous summer day, complete with 

soaring July temperatures. On Yang’s desk was the usual pile of reports 

and telegrams requiring his attention. At some point in the morning he 

decided to reexamine a directive that he had written up five days prior, 

on July 2. The matter concerned a caravan of Turkic merchants from 

Xinjiang who, owing to bad weather and a host of other difficulties, had 

requested permission to make a detour from the usual border crossing 

at Nilka Pass and instead enter the Soviet Union by another route. For 

Yang, there could be no debate on this issue. “The appointed border 

crossing for trade transactions with the Soviet Union is at Nilka Pass,” 

Yang wrote, still determined to paper over widespread transgressions of 

the 1920 Ili Provisional Trade Accord. “We cannot make an exception to 

this long-standing precedent simply for the sake of a few merchants.” 

The governor had already sent this reply to his officials in Ili, but he 

had not yet forwarded his decision to the provincial commissioner of 

foreign affairs—a bureaucratic oversight he was about to correct. “Print 

and distribute this directive, and make sure your ministry follows up on 

this matter,” Yang wrote. “This is an order.”63

It was the last order the governor would ever issue. After Yang com-

pleted the mundane paperwork of the morning, he retired to take his 

daily nap. That afternoon promised to offer a respite from the morning’s 

bureaucratic drudgery, for today graduation ceremonies were to take 

place at the Xinjiang Academy of Russian Law and Politics. After his 

nap, the governor likely saw to it that sufficient copies of his complete 

works, Records from the Studio of Rectification, had been prepared as 

gifts for that year’s graduating class, along with his favorite Daoist trea-
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tises, as was his habit. He then made his way several blocks to the acad-

emy. Pomp and circumstance proceeded without a hitch, and everyone 

took their seats. Lunch was about to be served. It was two o’clock in the 

afternoon. 

“Suddenly we heard the sound of multiple gunshots,” remembered 

one witness. “Amid the ensuing chaos, someone shouted out, ‘The gov-

ernor has been shot!’”64 Most of the guests thought they were hearing 

firecrackers set off in joyous celebration. But soon the truth emerged. 

Several waiters garbed in formal attire had approached the governor’s 

table with spirits in hand. Yang rose for the expected toast. Instead of 

opening their bottles, however, each waiter pulled out a revolver and 

fired repeatedly into the governor’s chest. He doubled over, gargled the 

words “What the—?!” (ganma), and collapsed onto the ground. Yang 

Zengxin was dead. He was sixty-four years old. 

Once shrouded in mystery, the details surrounding the assassination 

of Governor Yang are now gradually coming to light. A growing body of 

scholarship in Chinese suggests the likelihood that Feng Yuxiang—the 

peripatetic “Christian warlord” in perennial search of a rearguard base 

from which to “save” the nation—somehow managed to orchestrate the 

dramatic events of the Triple Seven Coup, so named for its occurrence 

on the seventh day of the seventh month in the seventeenth year of the 

republic. How Feng’s agents could have plotted beneath the watchful eye 

of the governor—reputed to know of a snake’s fever in Hami—remains 

something of a mystery. Nevertheless, the broad outlines of the assas-

sination are clear. The head of the academy where the shooting took 

place, Zhang Chunxi, apparently maintained covert connections with 

Feng. In 1927, with the establishment of a new Nationalist government 

under Chiang Kai-shek, warlords like Feng scrambled to shore up their 

defenses against the newly acknowledged central government in Nan-

jing. Feng needed an additional rearguard base from which to engage 

the Nationalists, and Xinjiang had long fit his geopolitical criteria for 

such a base.65

By 1928, it had become widely known that Yang was about to retire. 

“I’ve worked my ‘stratagem of the empty citadel’ [kongcheng ji] in Xin-
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jiang for seventeen years now,” Yang told a visitor in 1928, referring to 

an ancient strategy for deterring enemies through the art of illusion. “But 

it won’t work much longer.”66 The spectacular resurgence of the Nation-

alists in the south, helmed by conservative leaders hostile to socialist 

ideologies, initially appeared to be a most welcome development for the 

old governor. On March 17, four months before his passing, Yang told a 

visitor from the inner provinces that “if the southern armies were to take 

Beijing today, he would fly the [Nationalist] white sun and blue sky flag 

tomorrow.”67 Just a few weeks earlier, Yang had sent three cables of sup-

port for Chiang Kai-shek’s new government at Nanjing. “The Nationalist 

revolution has now succeeded,” Yang wrote. “The good fortune of the 

rest of the country is also the good fortune of Xinjiang.” On July 5, just 

two days before the assassination, the Nationalists wrote back, express-

ing fulsome admiration for the preservation of peace in Xinjiang and 

optimism that the coming transition would proceed apace. Meanwhile, 

the governor’s designated envoy, Liu Wenlong, arrived in Nanjing and 

began to initiate concrete discussions regarding the handover.68 On July 

6, the governor let it be known that “he was very excited about national 

unification. As for his own exit, he said it would not be a problem.”69

Unfortunately for Yang, that exit came the very next day, quite ahead 

of schedule. In a gesture of good will, the Russians provided free berth 

for his coffin on the Trans-Siberian Railway, destination Beijing. Today, 

Yang is buried in a handsome tomb in the northern suburbs of the 

national capital, bypassed unawares by millions of tourists every year 

en route to the Great Wall ticket booth at Badaling. More importantly, 

his death initiated a deadly chain reaction that would eventually tempt 

his successor, Jin Shuren, into a decisive breach of Yang’s ethno-elitist 

strategy of difference. The assassination represented much more than 

a simple change in leadership. Rather, it was a geopolitical crisis of the 

sort that is almost always responsible for repudiation of policies that 

privilege the institutionalization of ethnic and spatial difference. Though 

Yang had managed to insulate Xinjiang from rival Chinese warlords for a 

full twelve years following the death of President Yuan Shikai in 1916—a 

year generally acknowledged as marking the inauguration of warlord 
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politics in China—the continuing inability of the warlords in the inner 

provinces to reconstitute a strong central authority almost guaranteed 

that sooner or later someone would manage to infiltrate Yang’s inner 

circle.

When the dust finally cleared, Jin Shuren, a career northwestern offi-

cial whom Yang had taken under his wing during his tenure in Gansu, 

emerged as the new governor of Xinjiang. Since Jin was cut from the 

exact same geopolitical and ideological cloth as Yang—a former Qing 

official from Gansu—he, too, evinced little interest in implementing 

Soviet affirmative action policies in Xinjiang. So long as the land was 

at peace and isolated from outside disturbances, maintaining the status 

quo bequeathed to him by Yang was a viable strategy, as the latter’s sev-

enteen-year tenure as governor had amply demonstrated. But that was 

no longer the case. Yang’s once formidable cocoon had been breached, 

and anyone who wished to avoid following him to his grave needed to 

find a way to raise an army capable of deterring warlords such as Feng 

Yuxiang from marching a full-fledged army on Xinjiang. As the Chinese 

archaeologist Huang Wenbi learned in 1928, just months before Yang’s 

assassination, there was no easy solution to this problem: “It is said that 

Yang harbors a mortal fear of Feng, and is terrified that he is plotting to 

come and take over his land. He wants to raise an army, but is afraid of 

the consequences that may bring. But if he doesn’t raise one, there is no 

way he can defend against an outside enemy. He knows only too well 

that his own military forces are insufficient to engage in battle.”70

To bring these forces up to par, the new governor had to extract more 

resources from the people of Xinjiang than Yang had ever dreamed pos-

sible or prudent. Jin embarked on a state modernization project, heavily 

weighted toward the military and its ancillary accoutrements. The prob-

lem faced by Governor Jin would be faced by the Chinese Communists 

some thirty years later: in the pursuit of wealth and power in Xinjiang, 

the politics of resource mobilization all too often end up resembling a 

Han-led nationalization project by default, if not always by design. In 

his understandable rush to extract capital from his subjects, Jin system-

atically repudiated the ethno-elitist alliance that had once undergirded 

his predecessor’s rule. Though not his original intent, such a result was 
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scarcely avoidable. Had Yang Zengxin survived the Triple Seven Coup 

and remained in office to confront his warlord rivals head on, it was likely 

a blueprint he would have had to follow as well, though with consider-

able distaste and likely under a formidable rhetorical smokescreen. After 

all, in sparsely populated and fiscally anemic Xinjiang, bereft of outside 

support, there were only so many ways to build an army: tax the peas-

ants, squeeze the wealthy, or initiate mass conscription. Jin pursued all 

three measures at once. As Yang had noted more than a decade before, 

the major handicap of a Han governor of Xinjiang during the republican 

era was the lack of a strong central government capable of financing 

the institutions of empire. “Since the establishment of the Republic of 

China,” Yang once wrote, “the disbursement of shared funds from the 

inner provinces to Xinjiang has been cut off entirely. We have not been 

issued a single penny with which to cover administrative and military 

costs.” As a result, Yang continued, “I have had little choice but to print 

unbacked paper currency simply to make ends meet. The dangers of 

such a practice are too great to speak of.”71

Jin would do this and more, extracting from the peasants in his 

province the long-absent fiscal subsidies once provided by Beijing. That 

the peasants of Xinjiang were Uighurs, not Han, only exacerbated the 

problem. As Yang Zengxin had been fond of pointing out, in the Han 

heartland, disgruntled peasants constituted little more than a domes-

tic disturbance: either they were suppressed by their Han rulers or 

they replaced their Han rulers, but outside forces were unlikely to get 

involved. Discontent among non-Han peasants in the borderlands, how-

ever, would facilitate a form of political discourse largely unavailable to 

discontented Han within the pass. In other words, leaders of a Uighur 

uprising could advocate for the realization of exactly what Yang had 

warned against to justify his continued rule in Xinjiang: national libera-

tion from Han rule. This could now be glossed—with more than a little 

encouragement by Soviet intellectuals—as “colonialist” or “imperialist” 

in nature. 

When the British archaeologist Aurel Stein passed through the south-

ern oases in the winter of 1930–31, he witnessed Jin’s creative exactions 

firsthand. After noting the “popular apprehension that a tax of 1M. is to 
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be imposed on every tree cut,” Stein learned that “every sheep killed in 

honour of a guest is now taxed S. 3½!” Several days later, he talked at 

length with his old aqsaqal friend Ghulam Muhammad, who “tells of 

increased exactions of Chinese administration. Bribes extorted in a way 

which [Stein’s Chinese companion] Chiang could not have thought of.”72

In return, Jin had nothing to offer either by way of material compen-

sation or ideological justification, such as an ethnopopulist discourse 

of development might have supplied. The Uighurs sat on agricultural 

wealth, and that was precisely what the governor targeted, in greater 

quantities than ever before. None of Jin’s predecessors had viewed the 

Uighurs as fit for military service, and precious few could be integrated 

into the Chinese bureaucracy. As Han peasants elsewhere in twentieth-

century China knew only too well, the impoverished yet industrializing 

state offered its rural residents—Han or non-Han—but a single role: as 

producers of agricultural surplus for expensive modernization projects, 

in a process known as “primitive accumulation.”

Yet Jin did not stop at the Uighur peasantry. He also took aim at the 

Russians, who operated the only viable trade network in the region, albeit 

at the expense of the Chinese administration. In September 1928, the 

governor issued orders to deport illegal Russian traders in Tacheng and 

Altay, followed eight months later by the detention of Soviet merchants 

in Turfan, all accused of participating in illegal cotton transactions.73

“Recent directives from the provincial government have transgressed the 

long-standing policy of friendly relations between neighbors,” wrote the 

Soviet consul in Urumchi in late 1928. “As a result, the Soviet Union has 

been forced to scale back its commercial operations.” By “illegal,” of 

course, Jin meant any activity not permitted by the 1920 Ili Provisional 

Trade Accord drawn up by Yang Zengxin and the Bolsheviks, a docu-

ment both Soviet and Chinese authorities had been winking at for years. 

The Russians called foul. “Today is nothing like the friendly policies of 

yesterday,” the consul lamented.74 Though Jin knew full well the risks of 

alienating the Soviets, he deemed the bark from the west to be of far less 

consequence than the bite from the east. In the end, the governor got his 

fair share of the merchant cut but paid for it with far more ill will than 



figure 2.4. Jin Shuren, governor of Xinjiang, 1928–33. Following the assas-
sination of Governor Yang in 1928, Jin’s attempt to revisit some of the inte-
grationist and extractive policies of the late Qing state without the support of 
the central government led to a devastating collapse of the ethno-elitist order. 
The political vacuum produced by Jin’s ouster in 1933 was filled by a host of 
belligerents peddling nationalist platforms of every sort. Sven Hedin Founda-
tion collection, Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.
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the Russians alone could muster. After all, it was the Mongol and Turkic 

entrepreneurs of Xinjiang who composed the chief clientele of the Rus-

sians, and they suffered the most when the Russian market contracted. 

Last but not least, there was the Mongol and Turkic nobility, long 

spared the rod of reformation under Yang. Initially, Jin gave every 

impression of continuity with the policies of his predecessor. “I promise 

to observe the principles of our departed governor,” he informed Tsetsen 

Puntsag Gegeen, the Incarnate Lama of Karashahr and regent for the 

khan-wang of the Torguts, “implement a just and fair administration, 

and maintain the peace.”75 In return, the khans, princes, and other non-

Han nobles of Xinjiang had backed Jin’s accession to the governorship in 

the wake of Yang’s death and stood beside him in a united front against 

the warlords of inner China.76 Once he obtained the governor’s seal, 

however, Jin gave free rein to his reforming zeal. He imposed a personal 

monopoly on lambskin, long a bartering staple of Xinjiang’s nomads, 

thereby forcing the Lama of Karashahr to close several processing fac-

tories operating under his wing. By infringing upon the time-honored 

perquisites of the Mongol nobility, Jin alienated one of the most impor-

tant members of Yang’s ethno-elitist alliance. Several years later, when 

Jin called upon the lama to supply Mongol cavalry for the eastern front, 

Tsetsen Puntsag Gegeen instead laid siege to the Chinese garrison at 

Karashahr, a move that ultimately cost him his head.77

The fiasco involving the Incarnate Lama of Karashahr just four years 

into Jin’s reign is a powerful testament to the swift deterioration of the 

ethnopolitical compact that had once existed between Yang Zengxin 

and the non-Han elite of Xinjiang. There was, however, a clear purpose 

behind it all: the creation of a military force capable of ensuring that 

Jin did not join Yang in his grave. And in that, the new governor had 

largely achieved his goal. Less than five months after Yang’s death, Jin 

had expanded his standing army to a mind-boggling thirty thousand 

troops, more than three times what Yang had grudgingly maintained and 

far more than Xinjiang could support on its own. Just one year later, the 

army had again doubled in size, with 74 percent of the provincial budget 

allotted to the military. To facilitate movement of soldiers throughout 
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the province, along with a reliable communication network, Jin poured 

money into road construction and telephony services, with several steam-

rollers imported from—and a handful of students exported to—Germany. 

Most importantly, Jin undertook to finance, in fits and starts, a pair of 

massive arms shipments from British India and the Soviet Union.78

Jin’s new conscripts were mostly Han of Gansu and Shaanxi stock, 

the two provinces providing the most direct path of migration into Xin-

jiang. Yang Zengxin had always deplored the admission of Han migrants 

into Xinjiang, and he did his best to seal off the border at Xingxing Gorge, 

just east of Hami. But times had changed. For much of Yang’s tenure, 

the most destabilizing battles among Chinese warlords had occurred 

far from Xinjiang’s borders, with contestants setting their sights on 

strategic Beijing or affluent Shanghai. But now, with Chiang Kai-shek’s 

Nationalist Party in command of the Yangzi delta and presiding over a 

new capital in Nanjing, some of the most vicious wars, fought far from 

the eyes of Western diplomats and donors, were occurring right on Xin-

jiang’s borders. And that meant a flood of refugees, impossible to stop no 

matter what the governor’s stance on Han migration might be. Jin tried 

to make the best of the situation, employing many tens of thousands of 

refugees in his newly bloated armies. But what to do with the rest, espe-

cially those trailed by women and children? Jin’s solution owed much to 

a fateful turn of events that he could not have anticipated. Ultimately, 

it would serve as the stage upon which the governor managed to alien-

ate the entrenched interests of the Turkic nobility at Hami—the gateway 

from inner China to Xinjiang that no governor could afford to antagonize. 

When combined with the loss of his Mongol allies at Karashahr, this 

move would eventually lead to the end of Jin’s brief and ignominious 

tenure as governor. 

“Found large party of Hajis en route via Chitral,” wrote Stein in late 

1930, as he descended into Kashgar over the Pamirs. “Among them men 

from Kumul & Turfan. Report of Hami Wang’s recent death.”79 The death 

of Shah Maqsut in March 1930 set off a concatenation of events that 

would ultimately end with a coup against Governor Jin in Urumchi, a 

briefly independent East Turkestan Republic in Khotan, and a Japanese-
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trained Han warlord as the new governor. The spark igniting the fuse 

was Jin’s decision to abolish the Hami khanate, reclaim the prince’s 

vast landholdings for the state, dispossess his heirs of their inheritance, 

and resettle some Gansu and Shaanxi migrants on the defunct khan-

ate’s land. This bold move has often been misinterpreted by historians. 

To begin with, it is clear that the prince’s subjects widely chafed under 

his rule, twice taking up arms during the late Qing, the last time under 

Governor Yang’s watch. In addition to the words of Governor Yang on 

this point, we also have the testimony of two envoys from the Chinese 

central government, Xie Bin and Lin Jing, who visited Xinjiang in 1917 

and 1919, respectively, and studied local conditions. Xie noted how the 

Turkic peasants of Hami, hearing of the abolition of the Muslim khan-

ates in Shanshan and Turfan during the late Qing, “twice circled the 

city walls to protest the corvée obligations imposed upon them by the 

Muslim prince, and demanded to be placed under the jurisdiction of 

Han officials.” Xie thought it a “pity” that Yang refused to accede to their 

request. Two years later Lin Jing described much the same situation, 

adding further details about how Yang resisted the demands of both his 

own local Han officials and the Turkic peasants in Hami for the abolition 

of Shah Maqsut’s prerogatives.80 Yang not only refused to impinge on 

Shah Maqsut’s prerogatives, but even went so far as to aid him in brutal 

suppression campaigns, all the while continuing to claim the prince as 

a Muslim ally of the Chinese state. The Hami prince had his ethnicity 

and strategic geographic location to thank. Elsewhere in Xinjiang, Yang 

was perfectly happy to undertake the systematic dismantling of every 

other semblance of Han or Hui autonomy. The Tarbagatai councilor, the 

Altay minister, the Ili general, and the Kashgar commander had all been 

victims of Yang’s consolidation of power during the chaos of the Russian 

civil war and its immediate aftermath. 

Each time Yang took out one of his provincial rivals, however, a spell 

of military tension and political uncertainty had always followed. Such 

periods of brief instability had proven manageable so long as the per-

son deprived of his power remained geographically isolated from the 

southeastern passes connecting Xinjiang with warlords in the inner 
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provinces. Shah Maqsut and his Hami khanate, however, straddled the 

border with Gansu, the sole gateway to inner China and its warlords 

after the loss of Outer Mongolia. Simply put, there was no way an invad-

ing army from the east could skirt around Hami and strike straight for 

Urumchi. Thus, if Hami was at peace, warlords from Gansu would be 

hard pressed to justify its occupation, but neither could they choose an 

alternate stepping-stone to target. If Hami was not at peace, however, it 

was an open invitation for aspiring warlords from the inner provinces to 

try their luck in Xinjiang, with Hami as a rhetorical and strategic foot-

hold. Yang Zengxin, knowing this, opted to leave Shah Maqsut and his 

retainers in place, no matter how much trouble they brought him. Jin 

Shuren, pressed for funds and inundated by Han refugees, viewed the 

timely death of the prince as a convenient pretext to kill three birds with 

one stone. He could gain control of the khanate’s tax revenue, resettle 

destitute Han refugees, and appease the long-suffering Turkic peasants 

of Hami, who had never ceased to pine for the khanate’s departure.

There were problems of implementation, to be sure. Minor skir-

mishes resulted from the perception that legitimate Turkic landowners 

were being dispossessed of their land to make way for Han migrants. The 

surviving documentary record shows that these initial conflicts were eas-

ily redressed or suppressed and did not pose a serious challenge to Jin’s 

administration. Far more threatening, however, were the actions of those 

who had the most to lose from the abolition of the khanate. These men 

were Shah Maqsut’s longtime retainers. Much like the Incarnate Lama 

of the Torgut Mongols, who laid siege to the garrison at Karashahr in 

response to Jin’s intrusions into his lucrative lambskin trade, it was the 

most powerful members of the Hami prince’s inner court who took the 

lead in organizing armed resistance against the governor: Khoja Niyaz 

Haji, captain of the palace guard; Yolbars Khan, the palace ordabegi

(major domo); and Beshir Wang, a claimant to the throne. According 

to Jin, these men, “realizing that land reform was not in their interests, 

spread malicious rumors among the people, saying that the government 

was going to give Turban wealth and women to the Han.”81 From 1931 

to 1933, Khoja Niyaz and Yolbars solicited and received military assis-
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tance from Outer Mongolia, while variously allying or fighting with a 

Hui warlord from Gansu, a brash twenty-something-year-old named Ma 

Zhongying. They may even have colluded with insurgents as far afield 

as Karashahr, Khotan, and Kashgar, who needed no further inducement 

to take up arms against Jin’s relentless impositions.82

By the end of 1932, every corner of Xinjiang was aflame. “The bones 

of the dead lie heaped in piles, steaming blood is everywhere plastered, 

the earth is scorched dry, and no matter where you look, your heart 

aches,” wrote Ma Zhongying, observing some of his handiwork. “The 

celestial garden of refuge has become nothing more than the home of 

tearful gods and wailing spirits.”83 The battlefield machinations of the 

various contestants during these years were decidedly byzantine, to say 

the least, and have been explored in much greater detail elsewhere.84

More germane to the issue at hand is how the chief belligerents justified 

their claims to political authority in Xinjiang. Khoja Niyaz and Yolbars, 

both creatures of the non-Han nobility and its elite Han stewards, quickly 

mastered the discourse of the nation, invoking the prospect of a “repub-

lic” populated entirely by what even they referred to in Turkic as the 

chanto (“Turban”) peoples.85 Even though they once represented some 

of the most important pillars in Yang Zengxin’s ethno-elitist alliance—

Yolbars would speak highly of Yang for the rest of his life—they were 

now determined to forge new careers by borrowing from the discourse 

of mass ethnic nationalisms. In other words, they hoped to reclaim their 

former ethno-elitist class privileges under an ethnopopulist guise.

Insurgents in Khotan broadcast the shrillest pronouncements. 

“Henceforth, we will have no need to the employ the language or place 

names of outsiders,” declared one such call to arms. “The black and yel-

low filth [Hui and Han] have stained our land for far too long. We must 

cleanse ourselves of this filth, and drive out the yellow and black barbar-

ians. Long live East Turkestan!” For his part, Ma Zhongying, a Hui, dis-

tributed leaflets urging Muslims and Kazaks to “rise up and cease being 

slaves of the Han.”86 Such inflammatory rhetoric eventually reverberated 

all the way to Nanjing and Moscow, where the Chinese ambassador to 

the Soviet Union recorded his alarm. “The Muslim groups are all calling 
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for national determination,” he wrote, “and saying they will not tolerate 

Han rule anymore.” In Nanjing, Zhang Fengjiu, the Xinjiang liaison to 

the Nationalist government, cast a wary eye over the new political dis-

course now saturating the non-Han lands of the northwest. “In recent 

years,” Zhang wrote in 1933, “the notion of a great independent Mus-

lim unity has gained widespread currency throughout the northwestern 

regions.”87

By alienating the non-Han nobles and their peasant constituencies, 

Jin Shuren ensured the destruction of the old order bequeathed him by 

Yang Zengxin. Like Yang, Jin was a former Qing official steeped in the 

ideology of the Confucian classics, and words from his brush read much 

like those from Yang’s. Unlike Yang, however, Jin could not claim the 

slightest alignment of word and deed. Though he pursued a roughshod 

agenda of resource extraction and military modernization, Jin was not 

an intolerant racist, nor did he “hate” his Turkic or Mongol subjects, as 

is often alleged. It was simply that in Xinjiang the greatest concentra-

tion of pliable wealth happened to be in the hands of sedentary Turkic 

peasants, while the most glaring conservative political arrangements 

just happened to be draped around the shoulders of the Muslim and 

Mongol nobility. In a similar vein, the most plentiful and vulnerable 

prospects for mass military conscripts intimately familiar with modern 

warfare just happened to be destitute Han migrants from war-torn Gansu 

and Shaanxi. Unfortunately for Governor Jin, this particular constella-

tion of initiatives lent itself all too easily to charges of a bulldozing Han 

assimilationist project. And that in turn facilitated the articulation of its 

mirror opposite: national platforms for the non-Han peoples of Xinjiang. 

As the old imperial order everywhere disintegrated around Jin, 

replaced by a bewildering variety of nationalist platforms, it became 

clear that the eventual victor, whoever it might be, would no longer find 

it possible to rule Xinjiang as Yang and Jin once had. After the events of 

the early 1930s, the political imagination of any future ruler in Xinjiang 

would need to encompass tactics from an imperial repertoire already 

familiar with the appeasement of expectations for political autonomy 

from each and every putative “nation.” And in Xinjiang, that meant tak-
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ing a page from the Soviet Union and its affirmative action regime, of 

which Yang and Jin had been so wary. Ultimately, if Xinjiang was not 

to separate from the Chinese state, its reconstruction would most likely 

fall to politicians born and bred in the inner provinces, men who did not 

feel ill at ease with the progressive rhetoric of revolution so characteristic 

of Han nationalist movements in the heartland. Such men, of course, 

would be denied recourse to a narrative of political legitimacy that 

stressed long-standing ties to, and intimate knowledge of, the northwest. 

The battle for Xinjiang reached its apex in 1933. The pool of poten-

tial victors had shrunk to just three, all Han or Hui and all provincial 

outsiders: Sheng Shicai, a Japanese-trained Han general from the north-

east; Ma Zhongying, the Hui warlord from neighboring Gansu; and the 

Nationalist government of Chiang Kai-shek and Wang Jingwei in distant 

Nanjing. In April, their efforts would gain an added impetus when a 

coup backed by White Russian soldiers in the capital drove Governor Jin 

Shuren out of the province. With that, the stage was set for a political 

showdown. Regardless of who prevailed, one thing was now certain: 

with Jin Shuren went any hope of reconstructing the old ethno-elitist 

order upon which two millennia of East Asian empires outside the Han 

heartland had once rested.
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chapter 3

RISE OF THE ETHNOPOPULISTS

I
n early 1933, mou weitong, head of the xinjiang con-

sulate in Tashkent, received a pair of disturbing telegrams from Ili 

and Tacheng. The military commanders stationed there had asked 

him to “procure, without delay, a large amount of military weapons,” 

in exchange for raw commodities. “Wherever there are many troops,” 

Mou promptly wrote to Governor Jin Shuren, “there will be chaos. And 

wherever one finds many weapons, there he will find rebellion. I cannot 

stop the chaos in Xinjiang, but neither will I contribute to a rebellion.” 

Reports of raging violence across the border convinced Mou that Jin’s 

days as governor were numbered. The consul-general decided to send 

out feelers to the Nationalist government in Nanjing. “Various agents 

have recently arrived in the Soviet Union to purchase a massive quantity 

of firearms,” he reported in April. “But Xinjiang is Muslim territory. If 

we suppress popular uprisings with force, it will be sure to create hatred 

and enmity with the Han.” He ended his report with a vow to take action. 

“So long as I am in office, I cannot bring myself to just sit here and watch 

quietly as foreign munitions are used to lay waste to our borderlands.” 

To Jin, Mou advised a swift exit. “I beseech my governor to sacrifice him-

self for the sake of Xinjiang. I hope you do not sacrifice all of Xinjiang 

for the sake of one man.” He assured Jin that if “you were to explore 

exit strategies, the central government would be sure to give you one.”1

Mou took care to forward all these telegrams to Nanjing, where 

Nationalist officials reached an ominous conclusion. “There is no sin-

gle person capable of putting all the pieces back together,” noted one 

assessment.2 Of course, not all of the belligerents in Xinjiang did want 

to put all the pieces back together. The Nationalists, however, could be 
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counted among those who did. To do so, they would need to draw upon 

a vision far more inclusive than the narrow Han nationalism that had 

fueled the revolutionary movement ever since the late Qing. On April 

12, 1933, opportunity knocked. Former confidantes of Jin, supported by 

a White Russian contingent, chased the governor out of Urumchi and 

elected General Sheng Shicai as military governor (duban) of Xinjiang. 

Sheng was confined to the vicinity of the capital, now under constant 

siege by Ma Zhongying, the Hui warlord from Gansu. When word of 

these developments reached Nanjing, the Nationalists decided that the 

time had come to make their presence felt. Their means for doing so was 

to send a “pacification commissioner” to Urumchi, for the ostensible 

purpose of mediating among the various battlefield contestants. The 

real purpose, however, was to identify possible allies and attempt to 

seize power. 

Suggestions for the formulation of an ethnopolitical message appro-

priate to Xinjiang came pouring into Nationalist offices. Consul-General 

Mou counseled Nanjing to send “a prestigious, high-ranking official who 

holds no prejudice against either Han or Muslim.” Though he thought 

it best to send an official who was not prejudiced against Muslims, Mou 

was adamant about the composition of any new cabinet in Urumchi. 

“Above all else, you cannot allow any Muslim figure to obtain a posi-

tion of real authority in Xinjiang.” The Nationalists heard the opposite 

from Muslim associations in Beijing and Nanjing. “We should send a 

loyal Muslim official who thoroughly understands the Nationalist politi-

cal platform, and who is capable of obtaining the trust of people in the 

northwest.” Others, such as Shandong governor and former warlord Han 

Fuju, only recently integrated into the Nationalist fold, strained to con-

ceal personal ambitions. Han begged Nanjing to allow him to “march 

my armies on the northwest, where I will first quell the rebellion, then 

cultivate the wastelands.”3 Based on these representative samples of 

advice, Nanjing had much to choose from: an inclusive multiethnic 

administration led by Han officials, a Muslim-led coalition premised on 

the tenets of nationally subordinate self-rule, or a muscular platform of 

Han-dominated economic development. 
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By early May, the Nationalists had made up their mind. Wang Jing-

wei, head of the civil government and Chiang Kai-shek’s chief rival for 

control of the party, took the lead. Noting how difficult it was to “com-

municate the reputation and prestige of the central government to the 

distant borderlands,” Nanjing announced that it had selected Huang 

Musong, the vice-minister of foreign affairs, as “pacification commis-

sioner” to Xinjiang. Huang, who would be sent on a similar mission to 

Tibet the following year, found Urumchi in shambles. “Though the resi-

dents appear calm,” he wrote back to Nanjing, “the streets of the city 

resemble a riverbed, with filth and garbage strewn all about. . . . If we do 

not thoroughly renovate the government here, the situation will soon be 

beyond repair.” The message Huang brought was one that Yang Zengxin 

likely would have approved, with minor modifications: an ethno-elit-

ist alliance subordinated to Han rule. While searching for “a powerful 

general upon whom I can bestow a title and work together with,” the 

vice-minister also visited the Urumchi prison, where he sought out the 

dispossessed heir to the Hami throne. In accordance with Wang Jing-

wei’s instructions, Huang promised the hapless heir to restore his noble 

titles, plus compensate him for any wealth confiscated by Jin—that is, 

should the Nationalists take control of Xinjiang.4 In other words, had 

Huang had his way, real power would have continued to be concentrated 

in the hands of a few Han and Hui strongmen, with a supporting cast of 

symbolically important Muslim elites drawn from the hereditary nobility 

and united under recognition of a larger umbrella organization situated 

in China proper: the Nationalist Party.  

Huang, however, did not have his way. Without a single soldier to 

his name, the vice-minister’s attempts to meddle in Xinjiang’s civil war 

quickly led to his ouster. As Huang himself admitted, “the details are 

exceedingly complex, and the general situation is far more complicated 

than I had expected. There is much that I simply do not understand. If 

I slip up even slightly, conflict is sure to break out.” Sure enough, after 

backing an unsuccessful coup attempt against General Sheng, Huang 

found himself under house arrest and his co-conspirators executed. The 

price of the vice-minister’s release was nothing less than the humiliating 
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confirmation of Sheng Shicai as duban of Xinjiang, a man with whom no 

one in Nanjing wanted to work.5 With Huang’s ignominious departure 

from the northwest, Wang Jingwei formulated new plans in Nanjing for 

a second attempt to infiltrate Xinjiang. The pretext revolved around the 

need to formally inaugurate Sheng’s position as duban, an occasion in 

which the Nationalists had a legitimate excuse to participate. 

This time, Wang sent Luo Wen’gan, the minister of foreign affairs, 

to Urumchi to oversee the oath of office. On September 7, immediately 

after the ceremony, Luo made overtures to Zhang Peiyuan, a Han gen-

eral in Ili, and Ma Zhongying, the Hui warlord then based in Turfan. 

Once again, General Sheng’s nose for conspiracy began to twitch, and 

he launched a preemptive attack on Turfan. Luo tucked tail and fled to 

the Semipalatinsk consulate. On October 12, he cabled Wang in Nanjing: 

the time to act had come. “The way I see it,” Luo wrote, “Sheng cheated 

us to get his title, and the central government conceded it only to keep 

the peace. Because Sheng still has not reformed his immoral ways, we 

have no choice but to take him out and remove a pox on our nation and 

people. Otherwise, no one will have any respect for the central govern-

ment anymore.”6

On December 29, 1933, Nanjing’s endgame was revealed. Zhang 

Peiyuan set off from Ili with several thousand troops, intent on reducing 

Urumchi to rubble. Two weeks later, on January 12, 1934, Ma Zhong-

ying set seven thousand of his best men against the walls of the capital. 

Had either Zhang’s or Ma’s armies survived for more than a week, there 

is little doubt that Urumchi would have fallen. Sheng Shicai, outnum-

bered and outgunned, had absolutely no chance of surviving the coming 

pincer attack. Then, as promised by Minister Luo, Ma Zhongying would 

have received jurisdiction over southern Xinjiang, while Zhang Peiyuan 

would have been given the northern half, both men paying something 

more than lip service to Nanjing. 

But it was not to be. On December 30, only one day after General 

Zhang had set forth from Ili, seven thousand Soviet soldiers, under cover 

of tanks, warplanes, and massive artillery, sneaked up behind Zhang 

and decimated his battalion. Six days later Zhang committed suicide, 
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brain-flecked shrapnel staining the snow. Back in Urumchi, Ma Zhong-

ying continued his assault on Sheng. Two weeks later he was on the 

verge of breaking through the city gates. Then, on January 18, Soviet 

planes appeared in the sky and rained a hail of bombs on his encamp-

ment. Ma and a smattering of survivors fled south, never to threaten 

Urumchi again. In a dizzying change of fortune, Sheng duban, instead 

of lying maimed beneath the rubble, somehow stood triumphant atop it. 

There was only one question on everyone’s mind.

What had just happened? 

the rise of sheng shicai

To fully understand this dramatic turn of events, let us take a look at 

a page from the Chinese customs ledger at Nilka Pass for a single win-

ter’s morning in early 1934, drawn at random from the Xinjiang Uighur 

Autonomous Archives in Urumchi:

A convoy arrived at 10:30 a.m., with 9 vehicles, 18 drivers (lead driver 

named Qurban), 625 blocks of tin (27,500 pounds), 164 rounds of ammu-

nition, 272 empty iron canisters, and 7 empty wooden canisters. Released 

at 11:30 a.m.

At 11:30 a.m. another convoy arrived, with 57 vehicles and 103 drivers 

(en route to Xingxing Gorge), 640 barrels of oil (97,428 kilograms, 53,466 

kilograms less than before), 11 rifles, 36 “seven star” revolvers, 8 turtle 

guns, 1,100 bullets, and 56 Soviet commercial representatives.7

The resources described on this ledger represent only a piddling frac-

tion of the enormous amount of industrial and war matériel that Sheng 

had managed to procure from the Soviet Union against the credit of his 

duban office.

But why would the Soviets choose to support Sheng, a relatively 

unknown Han general, against any number of Muslim leaders in the 

field? After all, in an age that valorized national determination, any one 
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of them could construct a narrative of political legitimacy in Xinjiang 

far more convincing than that of Sheng, who was an ethnic and politi-

cal outsider to the region. To answer this question, we must reconstruct 

the early days of the Soviet state in Central Asia with the aid of Rus-

sian archival documents. In 1921, when White Russian general Andrei 

Bakich occupied the Altay region and Turkic expatriate laborers in Andi-

jan were openly calling for an attack on Ma Fuxing in Kashgar, the Soviet 

Politburo broached the idea of creating two separate states in Xinjiang: 

the Republics of Kashgar and Jungaria, to be set up in the southern and 

northern parts of the province. They would be modeled on the national 

republics then being molded throughout Soviet Central Asia. Lenin over-

ruled the proposal, sparking a decade-long debate with the Comintern 

regarding Moscow’s proper stance toward the revolutionary potential of 

“subjugated” peoples the world over. The Comintern viewed the Chinese 

administrators in Xinjiang as purveyors of a “greedy and barbarous colo-

nization” and described its Han rulers as “slavemasters.”8 As a result, 

in 1931, all eyes were on the uprising in Hami. The Comintern saw in 

the movement led by Khoja Niyaz and Yolbars the “characteristics of 

a national liberation movement” and urged dispatching Soviet-trained 

Turkic expatriates into Xinjiang to help direct its course. “We must 

resolutely oppose any platform that provides assistance to the Chinese 

authorities in their suppression of the uprising.”9

Stalin vetoed the Comintern proposal. Instead, on June 23, 1932, the 

Politburo decided to approve sales of US$200,705 worth of munitions 

to Governor Jin Shuren for use against the rebels, a preview of the much 

larger aid package given to Sheng less than two years later. Turkic sup-

porters of the rebels were demoralized and lodged complaints with the 

Soviet consulate in Tacheng. Aware of how the Soviet state claimed to 

empower formerly subjugated, colonized people elsewhere via affirma-

tive action policies, the protesters expressed disbelief. “We were quite 

sure that if oppressed peoples rise up against their oppressors for the 

sake of liberating their nation and homeland from occupation,” the peti-

tion read, “the Soviet state would treat such peoples with sympathy, 

and defend them from oppression. .  .  . We believe that these rumors 
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are false, because the Soviet authorities profess to be defenders of the 

oppressed.”10

This they certainly professed. But profession is several steps short 

of implementation. The problem is that Soviet nationality policies were 

designed for exclusive use within the sovereign borders of the Soviet 

Union and its socialist satellites. In other words, Uighur expatriates liv-

ing within Soviet Central Asia had every right to expect the creation of a 

Uighur autonomous entity of some sort, whether as a region, a county, or 

some other such administrative unit, lodged within the boundaries of a 

much larger national republic (such as Kazakhstan or Kyrgyzstan) under 

Soviet control. For people resident in Xinjiang yet envious of the osten-

sible political autonomy conferred upon their transnational brethren, 

however, Comintern blueprints for national liberation movements could 

not compete with Soviet realpolitik.11 Throughout the 1930s, Soviet eco-

nomic and political interests in East Asia translated into support for a 

Han warlord who would neither secede from China nor be subject to the 

dictates of a resurgent central government. After all, an independent 

Xinjiang—or any single portion of Xinjiang—might encourage secession-

ist sentiments among Moscow’s national republics next door, while the 

installation of Nanjing’s preferred ally in Urumchi would surely bode ill 

for the Russian economic monopoly in the province.

Cognizant of the real power behind Sheng’s office, the Nationalists 

quickly attended to damage control. Once it became clear that the armies 

of Ma Zhongying and Zhang Peiyuan had been eliminated or otherwise 

marginalized, Fu Zuoyi, the governor of Suiyuan and nominal ally of the 

Nationalists, rushed to his telegraph. “The entire nation is rejoicing now 

that the central government has discovered a pillar of loyalty and admin-

istrative talent [in the northwest],” Fu wrote to Sheng. “During these 

times of trouble along our borderlands, we must place absolute trust in 

Chiang and Wang . . . and pay no heed to the inevitable rumors.” Nan-

jing strained to squelch precisely those rumors that described how the 

Nationalist government had tried to destroy the same duban upon whom 

it had conferred its own reluctant blessings just six months earlier. “The 

central government is fully aware of your extraordinary concern for the 
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nation,” came a telegram from Tianjin, “and Chiang and Wang trust you 

completely. Do not listen to malicious rumors.” From Qinghai, Ma Lin, 

a distant relative of Ma Zhongying, told Sheng not to believe anything 

he read in the newspapers. “Due to obstructions in communication 

and transportation, rumors have circulated unchecked throughout the 

nation, often appearing in the newspapers. Such things are truly regret-

table, like gnat droppings in an otherwise flawless piece of jade.”12

What Sheng thought of these disingenuous telegrams we do not 

know, only that he did not destroy them. As records from the Soviet 

archives show, Sheng was far more preoccupied about this time with 

trying to impress his Soviet patrons. In telegrams addressed to Stalin, 

Sheng highlighted his lifelong interest in socialist ideologies, a crude 

understanding of Marxist-Leninist dialectics, and a burning desire to 

join the ranks of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Incredibly, 

he even laid out an elaborate plan to foment a new communist revo-

lution from Xinjiang, link up with the beleaguered Chinese Soviet in 

Jiangxi, and overthrow the Nationalist government in Nanjing. Stunned 

by Sheng’s fawning confessions and reckless proposals, Stalin informed 

the Soviet consul in Urumchi that Sheng’s letter had “made a depress-

ing impression on our comrades.” Concluding that only a “provocateur” 

or a “hopeless leftist having no idea about Marxism” could have writ-

ten it, Stalin issued a blanket repudiation of each of Sheng’s points, 

warning that “if our instructions are not taken into consideration we 

will be forced to deny aid to Sheng.” Sheng wisely retracted his original 

telegram, assuring Stalin that “the instructions you have given me are 

unquestionably correct.”13 With that, an uneasy alliance was born.

Meanwhile, back in Nanjing, the industrious Wang Jingwei returned 

to the drawing board and planned for his next assault on Xinjiang. This 

was part of a larger strategy designed to increase his influence within the 

party vis-à-vis Chiang Kai-shek. This time, however, frustrated by Soviet 

intervention, Wang would change tack, set aside the ethno-elitist blue-

print of Governor Yang, and begin to formulate his own ethnopopulist 

approach to Xinjiang. 

Jin Shuren was to be its first target.  



figure 3.1. Sheng Shicai, military governor (duban) of Xinjiang, 1933–44, with Swed-
ish explorer Sven Hedin, c. 1934. Trained in Japan but excluded from Nationalist circles 
in Nanjing, Sheng Shicai rose to power in Xinjiang on the strength of a comprehensive 
alliance with the Soviet Union. To justify the continued monopoly on power by an ethnic 
and political outsider to the province, Sheng imported and adapted a Soviet platform of 
ethnopopulist affirmative action for the non-Han peoples of Xinjiang. Sven Hedin Founda-
tion collection, Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.
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show trial in nanjing

On July 12, 1933, Jin Shuren, the now disgraced governor of Xinjiang, 

completed an exhausting three-month journey from Urumchi to Tianjin. 

After the April coup, he had traveled first via military escort to Tacheng, 

then by rail from Novonikolayevsk to Vladivostok, and finally by boat 

to Tianjin. “Due to hardships incurred during my journey,” he wrote to 

Wang Jingwei in Nanjing, “my old illness has flared up once more. After 

I have recovered, I will call upon your office and dutifully submit my 

report in person.”14 Wang, however, had no intention of listening to Jin’s 

story over a cup of tea. On October 30, the day after Jin arrived in Nan-

jing, Wang ordered his arrest and indefinite incarceration while awaiting 

trial on four counts: signing an unauthorized trade pact with the Soviet 

Union in 1931 (the arms purchase); absconding with provincial funds; 

wanton destruction of Xinjiang; and forced appropriation of peasant 

land. When Jin hired an expensive lawyer from Shanghai and began to 

defend himself in the press, the stage was set for a cause célèbre.15

Yet the Jin Shuren trial actually had little to do with Jin Shuren. Its 

real point was to put on public display the Nationalist government’s 

newly enlightened stance regarding the ethnopolitical future of Xinjiang. 

In practice, Nationalist emissaries Huang Musong and Luo Wen’gan, in 

their attempts to seize power in Urumchi in 1933, had acted much like 

Hami rebel leaders Khoja Niyaz and Yolbars two years prior. That is, in 

the name of the nation and the common man, each had secretly formed 

alliances with political figures from the old ethno-elitist order. Despite a 

liberal helping of revolutionary discourse, in practice they looked much 

like Governor Yang. If the Nationalists wanted to challenge the Soviet 

grip on Sheng Shicai and Xinjiang, they would need to do a lot more than 

simply talk like the Soviets. They would need to act like the Soviets, too.

In practice, this meant taking under their wing prominent Uighur 

intellectuals from Xinjiang who were willing to broadcast the language 

of ethnopopulism on behalf of their Nationalist sponsors. In 1933, 

Muslim councils in Beijing had urged Nanjing to pay more attention to 
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its image in Xinjiang. “The key to national defense lies not in military 

armaments but in the minds of the people.” This job was entrusted to 

Isa Yusuf Alptekin, a former translator in the Tashkent consulate. For 

reasons not entirely understood, Isa left the consulate in 1931 and made 

his way to Nanjing. Once there, Huang Musong saw the value of an edu-

cated native from Xinjiang and decided to include Isa on his mission to 

Urumchi. Upon his return to Nanjing, Isa began to refer to himself as a 

“representative of Xinjiang” and was allotted funds to publish a host of 

periodicals concerned with border affairs.16 In these, Isa advocated for 

the political enfranchisement of Muslim peoples in Xinjiang under the 

“enlightened” stewardship of the Nationalist government. He was also 

given license to criticize any Han ruler in Xinjiang, past or present, who 

was not an ally of Nanjing. Isa’s agenda proved immensely useful for the 

new image Wang Jingwei hoped to project to the people of Xinjiang: by 

locating political sovereignty in the common Muslim masses, Isa posi-

tioned himself and his Nationalist patrons as ethnopopulist allies of the 

poor and downtrodden non-Han peoples of the northwest.17 As Yufeng 

Mao has shown, Wang’s Xinjiang initiatives were part of a much larger 

propaganda campaign waged by the Nationalists during the 1930s and 

1940s, designed to leverage China’s Muslim peoples to cultivate good-

will throughout the Middle East.18

Isa also served as a magnet for other educated Uighurs from Xin-

jiang who had been excluded from the old ethno-elitist order. In 1934, 

Isa managed to bring Masud Sabri—a future Nationalist governor of 

Xinjiang—to Nanjing. A native of Ili who had spent more than a decade 

abroad completing a medical degree in Istanbul, Masud was well known 

throughout Xinjiang. His tenure in Istanbul, against the backdrop of 

World War I, turned him into an intransigent Russophobe, an endearing 

quality for the Nationalist brass. But he was also considered to be a pro-

gressive advocate of cultural modernization among “his” people. From 

1917 to 1928, Yang Zengxin twice shut down Masud’s Uighur schools, 

twice threw him into jail, and thrice interrogated him—all clear signs 

that he represented a threat to the conservative ethnopolitical order. 

In 1931, when Jin’s administration began to crumble and Turkic mili-
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tants established a short-lived separatist state in Khotan, Masud forsook 

medicine for good and plunged into politics. Before long, disillusioned 

with the movement in Khotan, Masud crossed the Himalayas into India, 

where he accepted Isa’s invitation to begin a new career in Nanjing.19

In 1934, Wang Jingwei gave the public profile of both men a signifi-

cant boost when he allowed Isa and Masud the strategic honor of bring-

ing formal suit against Jin Shuren. The courtroom proceedings for Jin’s 

trial were dominated by the theatrics of Isa and two of Masud’s sons, 

who portrayed the Hami uprising as a revolutionary Turkic national 

liberation movement, much like Khoja Niyaz and Yolbars had before 

them. They also provided the newspapers with a deluge of sentimental 

grandstanding that made Jin look like an insensitive lout. “The judge 

then showed Jin a photograph of an akhund [killed in the fighting] and 

asked him if he knew this man personally. Jin replied, ‘Lots of people 

were killed in the fighting. I didn’t know any of them.’” Though osten-

sibly a forum in which to broadcast the ethnically neutral justice of the 

Nationalist government, no one could fail to miss the potent symbol-

ism of Uighur prosecutors excoriating a Han defendant. From the begin-

ning, Jin’s conviction was a foregone conclusion. On June 29, 1935, the 

court pronounced his guilt, labeled him a “national traitor,” and handed 

down a sentence of three and a half years in prison. Upon his release, Jin 

retired from politics and returned to his hometown in Gansu. A lifelong 

devotee of the opium pipe, he died in 1941, at sixty-two.20 He has not 

been remembered fondly.

The Jin Shuren trial in Nanjing had proven to be the perfect stage for 

Wang Jingwei to showcase his increasingly sophisticated strategy for the 

future recovery of Xinjiang. The key elements would remain part and 

parcel of the Nationalist approach to Xinjiang for the next two decades, 

long after Wang ended his career in disgrace and ignominy. The formula 

was simple: elevate non-Han figures to positions of conspicuous pres-

tige, then permit them to criticize the frontier policies of anyone who was 

not the Nationalists. More often than not, Isa’s rhetorical targets were 

Han or Hui officials. As the years wore on, however, he and his Turkic col-

leagues increasingly took aim at the Nationalists. The limits of such criti-

cism thus had to be constantly renegotiated, usually through trial and 
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error. In the context of Nanjing’s attempt to infiltrate Xinjiang in the early 

1930s, the ethnopopulist rhetoric of Isa and Masud proved most use-

ful as a counter to Soviet affirmative action, which, all along Xinjiang’s 

borders, located sovereignty in poor and “downtrodden” non-Russians. 

But the Nationalists were nothing if not flexible, and they continued to 

cultivate aristocratic non-Han elites as well, so long as they learned to 

speak in the name of the nation. After all, Japan, with its entrenched 

interests in China’s northeast, consistently peddled a conservative poli-

tics of difference: Tokyo’s answer to Soviet populists of “humble” origin 

in Outer Mongolia was to elevate men like Puyi, the last emperor of the 

Qing dynasty, to the throne of Manchukuo. 

Shut out of the northwest for the next decade, the Nationalists had 

plenty of time to determine the proper balance of progressive ethnopopu-

list and conservative ethno-elitist strategies of difference for Xinjiang. In 

1937, Yolbars, a representative of the latter, fled Hami and joined Chiang 

Kai-shek in Nanjing. Mohammed Emin Bugra, a Uighur politician living 

in exile in Afghanistan and a representative of the former, accepted an 

invitation to join Isa and Masud in the wartime capital of Chongqing. 

The next time the Nationalists marched into Urumchi, this cabinet of 

non-Han personages, both conservative and progressive, would all have 

major roles to play and bigger Han scapegoats to skewer. 

affirmative action in xinjiang

Back in Urumchi, Sheng Shicai had a decision to make. What, if any, 

posture should he evince toward the kangaroo court then vilifying 

his predecessor in Nanjing? Sheng had every reason to gloat over Jin 

Shuren’s downfall. Four years earlier, during a scouting mission in Nan-

jing, Jin’s agents had recognized Sheng’s superb martial qualifications 

and urged the governor to offer him a job training soldiers in Urumchi. 

Sheng accepted, but Jin, ever wary of this Japanese-trained mercenary in 

his midst (prior to his arrival in Nanjing, Sheng had served a Manchurian 

warlord named Guo Songling and studied in Tokyo), used him sparingly. 

Even in disgrace and exile, Jin could not bring himself to say anything 
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nice about his former general. “Sheng Shicai is merely of ordinary talent, 

a man whose ambitions far outstrip his abilities,” Jin wrote to Nanjing in 

1933. “He will not be able to maintain peace along the borderlands.”21

So, in 1934, when the Nationalist courts sent a formal request to Sheng 

for damning evidence against Jin, he might have been expected to leap 

at the chance to consign his former boss to the gallows. 

He did not. Certain incivilities, of course, were in order. “Jin has a 

corrupt mind, and his worldview is outdated,” the High Court of Xinjiang 

informed Nanjing in December, undoubtedly with Sheng’s approval. “He 

delegated tasks poorly and left office without any accomplishments to 

speak of.” Speaking ill of Jin was one thing, appropriately relished; con-

doning a Nationalist show trial against a one-time governor of Xinjiang 

was quite another. “As for the present accusations against him . . . we 

find that all of his actions were proper and justified by the circumstances 

at the time, and do not constitute grounds for legal culpability.” The 

High Court of Xinjiang proceeded to defend the 1931 land reform efforts 

in Hami as “in accordance with the doctrine of our late premier Sun 

Yat-sen that we should eliminate systems of feudal governance,” and 

reminded the courts that the Turkic peasants of Hami had themselves 

long petitioned for the abolition of the khanate. Those who sought to 

accuse Jin of anything other than gross incompetence were engaged in 

“nothing more than malicious slander.”22 In the final analysis, any ini-

tiative with the potential to ingratiate the Nationalists with a popular 

audience in Xinjiang boded ill for Sheng. It was thus little wonder that 

he chose to repudiate the charges against Jin. 

Moreover, Sheng scarcely could have failed to note the uncomfortable 

parallels between his own precarious position and the current National-

ist posture toward Xinjiang. Sheng and the Nationalists were responding 

to an apocalyptic war waged in response to what was widely perceived—

or at least widely propagandized—as a Han colonization project. Both 

needed to come to terms with an unprecedented outburst of anti-Han 

vitriol in the public sphere, and both found themselves facing strident 

calls for the expulsion of all Han from the northwestern borderlands 

(even some Hui subscribed to this platform, as the pronouncements of 

Ma Zhongying revealed). Yet try as they might, there was simply no way 
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to disguise the fact that both Sheng Shicai and Chiang Kai-shek belonged 

to an ethnocultural community regarded by Khotan insurgents as “yel-

low filth.” For his part, Sheng, unlike Yang and Jin, was not even a career 

northwest official. “Sheng is from the northeast,” a central government 

report noted. “With respect to a platform of national determination, he 

is not qualified to fill the post of either duban or chairman in Xinjiang.”23

If the duban hoped to last even half as long as his predecessor, he would 

have to justify the installation of yet another Han governor in Urumchi, 

and he would need to do so in the aftermath of substantial bloodshed 

directed against its reoccurrence. He needed exactly what the National-

ists were slowly cultivating in Nanjing by means of Isa and Masud’s asso-

ciation with the Jin Shuren show trial: a Han narrative of ethnopopulist 

legitimacy. 

Yet Sheng was in a hurry. He needed an instant narrative of legiti-

macy. Fortunately, the Soviets were prepared to sell him precisely that. 

The “goods” came in the form of a rehabilitated Han administration 

newly legitimized by a modified application of Soviet affirmative action 

policies and economic stimulus packages. The “price” was to turn Xin-

jiang into an exclusive sphere of Soviet interest, with a near complete 

monopoly over the extraction of the province’s agricultural and mineral 

wealth. Of necessity, the first few years of Sheng’s tenure as duban were 

marked by providing the promised “goods.” As early as May 1934, a team 

of Soviet engineers drew up plans for four thousand miles of highways, 

bridges, and tunnels, all oriented westward toward the Turksib Railway 

in Soviet Central Asia. From 1935 to 1937, Moscow extended eight mil-

lion U.S. dollars in loans to the duban, while welcoming more than three 

hundred students from Xinjiang to study in Soviet universities (by con-

trast, Jin had sent five students to Germany). On the ledger of somewhat 

less savory initiatives, Sheng also received instruction in the ways of a 

Stalinist police state, quickly recruiting a network of secret police and 

plainclothes informants to go along with Urumchi’s expanded prisons 

and execution grounds.24

In 1934, and again in 1937, the Soviets also undertook three sepa-

rate military operations designed to destroy Sheng’s rivals: Zhang Pei-

yuan in Ili, Ma Zhongying in Urumchi, and Ma Hushan in Khotan. The 
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Soviet treatment of Ma Zhongying—who, unlike Zhang Peiyuan, survived 

the battle for Urumchi in early 1934—is one of the enduring mysteries 

of modern Xinjiang history. For the past several decades, the only thing 

historians knew for certain was that he willfully crossed over into Soviet 

territory in July 1934, leaving behind one of his generals, Ma Hushan, to 

take command of their Hui army at Khotan. Though no reliable evidence 

ever emerged to support the theory, it was simply assumed that the Sovi-

ets had somehow managed to convince Ma to enter the Soviet Union 

in hopes of using him as a bargaining chip against both Sheng Shicai 

and Ma Hushan. Recently declassified Soviet archives now confirm this 

strategic calculus beyond a doubt. Documents dating from 1935 to 

1937 reveal at least eight references to Ma and whether he should be 

“released” back into Xinjiang. These discussions reached a climax in 

the summer of 1937, when the Politburo announced that “the Soviet 

government is ready to permit the departure of Ma Zhu-ying” upon the 

condition that Ma Hushan lay down his arms and agree to work within 

the new Sheng-led order. Instead, Ma Hushan’s decision to renew hos-

tilities with Sheng soon thereafter likely sealed Ma Zhongying’s fate, 

especially if he was suspected of playing a role in Ma Hushan’s return to 

the battlefield. Following a terse Politburo decree of July 29, 1937 (“Do 

not release Machuin [Ma Zhongying]”), his name does not surface in the 

archives again. It is interesting to note, however, that as late as January 

1944, Han officials stationed in the Xinjiang consulates in Soviet Central 

Asia continued to believe that Ma Zhongying was still alive and capable 

of being “released” back into Xinjiang.25

The most visible transformation, however, came with the introduc-

tion of Soviet nationality policies. To assist Sheng in implementing 

affirmative action in Xinjiang, Moscow sent to Urumchi a sizeable con-

tingent of Han and Turkic expatriates who were already familiar with the 

Leninist-Stalinist line. These men included Han members of the Chinese 

Communist Party undergoing education and indoctrination in Moscow, 

along with former residents of Xinjiang’s southern oases. The latter were 

long resident in Soviet Central Asia and long hopeful of exporting Soviet 

nationality policies back to their homeland. Yang Zengxin had main-
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tained the utmost vigilance against their return. These expatriate Turkic 

activists championed replacing the ethnonym Turban with Uighur, and 

they agitated vociferously for the political enfranchisement of Xinjiang’s 

non-Han peoples along Soviet lines. Until now, Moscow had kept them 

on a tight leash, forbidding the exportation of affirmative action policies 

intended for use only within the Soviet Union and its satellites. Now that 

Xinjiang had become precisely that—a Soviet satellite—these “Uighurs” 

were at last permitted to cross the border. Yet they were saddled with one 

very ironic caveat: they could apply their knowledge of Bolshevik nation-

ality policies only in support of the Han warlord whom Moscow now 

regarded as one of its most important strategic allies: Sheng Shicai.26

In adapting Soviet nationality policies for Xinjiang, Sheng eschewed 

one long-standing condition: that every nationality be institutionally 

tethered to a physical plot of land bearing its name. In omitting this 

cherished stipulation of Stalin’s, Sheng hewed closer to what was known 

as the Austro-Marxist line than the Bolshevik line. Thus, unlike the Sovi-

ets before him and the Chinese Communists after him, Sheng made no 

attempt to establish “autonomous” regions, counties, or other such 

administrative units in Xinjiang, and certainly not in the name of the 

Kazaks, Kyrgyz, Uighurs, or Tajiks. Xinjiang was still a “province” for-

mally indistinct from any other province of China, and Ili County was 

still Ili County, not the Ili Kazak Autonomous County (as the Chinese 

Communists would label it). The defining feature of Sheng’s administra-

tion was ethnocultural autonomy, not territorial autonomy. Other than 

this, however, Sheng’s approach, with some other slight variations, gen-

erally aped that of the Soviet Union. His chief advisers were Garegin 

Apresov, the Soviet consul in Urumchi, and Yu Xiusong, a Han member 

of the Comintern. Yu urged Sheng to preside over “national representa-

tive conferences,” where leading nobles and community leaders traveled 

to Urumchi for an audience with the duban. The idea was to convince 

the people of Xinjiang that Sheng was genuinely interested in sharing 

power and that the days of exclusive Han governance were over. Nothing 

embodied this promise more than the appointment of Khoja Niyaz Haji, 

the former rebel leader of Hami, as deputy governor of the province. 
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After the Hami rebellion, Han narratives of political legitimacy in Xin-

jiang hinged on ostentatious demonstrations of political equality with 

non-Han peoples. As a result, Khoja Niyaz was by no means the only 

such representative to be incorporated into the new government.27

Unlike those of his predecessors, however, the viability of Sheng’s 

regime depended upon much more than merely a pragmatic alliance of 

non-Han personages, many of whom had only recently begun to speak 

in the language of revolutionary ethnopopulism. To reach the mass of 

indigenous commoners ignored by Yang and Jin, Sheng sponsored two 

new organizations: the Anti-Imperialist Society (Fandihui) and the Asso-

ciation for Ethnocultural Advancement (Minzu Wenhua Cujinhui). The 

Anti-Imperialist Society was the official mouthpiece of Sheng’s admin-

istration, and it constituted the first and only organization into which a 

resident of Xinjiang could gain admission as a card-carrying party mem-

ber. The very name of the organization was strategic: if Sheng defined 

himself as an enemy of “imperialism,” it became much harder for his 

rivals to tar him with the brush of “colonialism.” (Two decades later, the 

Chinese Communists would adopt the same rhetorical approach, even 

going so far as to insist that those who participated in an anti-imperialist 

national liberation movement were fundamentally incapable of practic-

ing imperialism.) 

Under the direction of the Anti-Imperialist Society, residents of Xin-

jiang experienced a revolution in print culture. Every time they went to 

the market, they paid in bills displaying both Chinese and Uighur script. 

By 1936, there were 260 different booklets, magazines, journals, pam-

phlets, and newspapers available for purchase on the streets. Later, the 

society consolidated operations into a single flagship monthly journal, 

Anti-Imperialist Frontline (Fandi zhanxian), which soon tallied a print 

run of 5,000 to 15,000 copies, in both Chinese and Uighur editions. To 

reach distant nomads and rural residents, the society organized “back 

to the homestead” work teams, composed of students and low-level 

government functionaries who spent their summers circulating Sheng’s 

message to their hometowns and tribes. Hoping to hone the persuasive 

capabilities of these work teams, the society sponsored speech competi-
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tions and training sessions in public rhetoric. “Though we have many 

kinds of print materials . . . if we want our message to penetrate to the far-

thest corners of the province and take root in villages and marketplaces, 

we must hone our skills in public speaking and household persuasion, 

and communicate via the simple language of the streets.”28

Those literate in both Chinese and a native language suddenly saw 

their political stock skyrocket. One Mongol official was targeted for pro-

motion based on the fact that “he is fluent in Chinese, thoroughly conver-

sant in the government’s policies, and has spent much time translating 

the speeches of the duban and other important figures.”29 Any man so 

linguistically endowed would have been sent to the annual national 

representative conferences, where he—or, for the first time, she—would 

be able to learn the ins and outs of Soviet affirmative action policies. 

“Other than the Soviet Union, which is the only country in the entire 

world to have completely and correctly solved its nationality problems,” 

Yu announced in 1937 to a group of Mongol representatives, “Xinjiang 

is the only place to have adopted a correct nationality policy.”30 Yu was 

determined to prove that, thanks to the “scientific” remedies of the 

Soviet approach, ethnic tension in Xinjiang was a thing of the past. Such 

a miracle was supposed to have been achieved by revoking “the special 

privileges of former ruling groups such as the Han” and elevating into 

visible positions of authority representatives of all fourteen nationalities 

now determined to populate the province. As Yu frequently reminded his 

audiences, “from the deputy chairman to provincial committee members, 

from deputy departmental heads to deputy bureau heads, from deputy 

divisional heads through various organizations throughout the govern-

ment, everywhere are representatives of the various nationalities.”31

The work of the Anti-Imperialist Society was largely relegated to 

the realm of discourse, in that it attempted to shield Sheng from hostile 

charges of “Chinese imperialism” or “Han chauvinism.” By contrast, the 

tasks assigned to the Association for Ethnocultural Advancement tell us 

much more about the concrete transformations the duban intended to 

pursue on the ground. The association, compartmentalized into nine 

sub-bureaus devoted to the affairs of one or more closely related nation-
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alities (Han, Uighur, Hui, Mongol, Kazak-Kyrgyz, Sibe-Solon-Manchu, 

White Russian, Tatar, and Uzbek), was charged with bringing the cul-

tural levels of “backward” peoples up to par with those of “advanced” 

peoples. At least, that is what it claimed to do. In reality, the available 

archival evidence—admittedly lean—suggests that the association and 

its nine sub-bureaus were committed to an extractive economic agenda 

couched in the language of ethnocultural populism. If successful, the 

association would help Sheng accomplish two pressing goals. First, he 

would be able to pay off his Soviet creditors with surplus agricultural 

product culled from “unproductive” nomadic pastures. Second, he 

would succeed in breaking the power of entrenched non-Han elites by 

investing the non-Han masses below them with political agency. In other 

words, Sheng would become the first governor to develop Xinjiang’s nat-

ural resources on the basis of an inclusive progressive platform rather 

than an exclusive conservative one.

The Association for Ethnocultural Advancement was tasked with the 

creation and promotion of attractive pretexts with which to lure non-

Han commoners to Urumchi. Once there, they enrolled in new institu-

tions designed to indoctrinate them in the Soviet-inspired policies of the 

duban. In his drive to foster a mass non-Han ethnic constituency, Sheng 

poured sizable resources into cultural and educational initiatives. In 

missives exchanged among Sheng and the heads of the various sub-

bureaus, for example, the expense of a Mongol Lama temple in Urum-

chi—a symbol of the old order—is justified for its potential in converting 

Mongol youth. “The Mongol people are simple-minded adherents of the 

Lamaist faith, and are steeped in superstitions,” wrote a man named 

Saliq, head of the Mongol Association for Ethnocultural Advancement, 

to Sheng. Therefore, “it would seem best to establish a Lama holy site in 

Urumchi, which would then give Mongol youth a reason to come to the 

capital. Once here, they can worship freely as they please, while simul-

taneously being compelled to enroll in a course of study that will intro-

duce them to the new education.” This way, the Lamaist religion would 

“naturally dissipate,” and Mongol youth would become “fully cogni-

zant of the government’s policies.” In another directive, Sheng made it 
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clear what he expected of anyone—in this case, a nomad—who received 

food and board in Urumchi. “In the future they are to return to their 

pastures and thoroughly indoctrinate their people’s minds with our 

policies.”32

Education offered an important venue for attracting non-Han recruits 

capable of eroding the authority of their elders back home. Within a year 

of taking office, Sheng approved compulsory student quotas for each 

nationality and region of the province. In the spring of 1935, one of 

the first groups of Kazak and Mongol youth enrolled in an elementary 

school designed specifically for the children of nomads. The Bureau of 

Education, working in tandem with the association, initially expressed 

satisfaction at the fulfillment of the quotas. Before long, however, the 

students’ lackluster performance became cause for concern. Four stu-

dents left school without explanation, three returned home due to 

“special circumstances,” and a staggering thirteen—nearly half the 

class—showed up on the first day with festering ulcers and boils covering 

their bodies. After these were sent home, only eight students remained 

to attend classes. Clearly their Kazak and Mongol elders back home had 

not sent the most fit and promising youth to Urumchi. Why? For many, it 

was a simple economic calculus. “Some people say,” a newspaper edi-

torial observed, “‘Our family is poor and we live on a day-to-day basis. 

Our children must stay home to help, making it impossible to send them 

elsewhere to study.’”33

For others, however, an alarming pattern had begun to emerge. 

When young men and women ventured out to the provincial capital, 

they tended to return home with ideas threatening to the old ethno-elitist 

order. This was not a coincidence: Sheng’s policies were deliberately 

designed to undermine the conservative status quo and create an ethno-

populist politics of difference centered on the non-Han masses. At first, 

some younger non-Han elites, such as Manchuqjab, khan-wang of the 

Torgut Mongols, thought it possible to stave off Sheng’s antagonism by 

aping his rhetoric. In late 1936, when Manchuqjab made the momen-

tous decision to relocate to Urumchi—a decision he would live to regret—

he offered an assessment of his peers back home that was tailor-made 
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to please the duban. “The current chief is a doddering old man, who 

spends his days reciting the scriptures and ignoring matters of state,” 

the khan-wang wrote to Sheng. “To carry out our tasks of improvement, 

we must promote a talented new person. The current incumbent is not 

the man for the job.”34

For those who did not come to the capital, Sheng chipped away at 

their authority from afar. One such opportunity came in early 1936, 

when Sheng learned of the plight of eleven-year-old Patima, a Uighur 

girl whose prepubescent marriage in a southern oasis had culminated in 

injuries to her genitalia. “The marrying off of adolescent girls is an age-

old custom among the Kazaks and Uighurs,” the report noted. Sheng’s 

response was firm. “Post bulletins banning this custom, and convene 

all village heads and tribal chiefs to explain to them that this practice is 

henceforth to be strictly forbidden.”35 Though we are more likely today 

to side with Patima and Sheng than with the wealthy Uighur clerics 

implicated in her abuse, we should note that such a decree undermined 

precisely those conservative power holders with whom Sheng saw him-

self in competition: men of long-standing wealth, title, or both. Unfor-

tunately for Sheng, his agents searched in vain for signs of compliance 

with the new decrees. “[The people here] know nothing of official gov-

ernment policies,” reported a downcast official from Karashahr in late 

1938. “Though our various leaders have enthusiastically propagated 

government policies, speaking until our tongues are dry and wisdom 

depleted, we can claim less than one enlightened convert out of every 

hundred people.”36

Faced with a gradual circling of the ethno-elitist wagons, Sheng 

shifted to less admirable tactics. A Soviet historian has described the 

“soft-line” and “hard-line” policies deployed in support of the new affir-

mative action platform in the Soviet Union.37 While he takes pains to 

stress the synchronous nature of the two (i.e., executions for national-

ist zealotry did not necessarily preclude further stimulation of nation-

alist pride), in the case of Sheng Shicai, a clear progression from soft 

to hard-line tactics appears to be in evidence. The turning point came 

in 1937.
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deplete and replenish

“On December 4, 1937, at two o’clock in the afternoon,” came a report 

from Wulungu Lake County, in the Altay region, “we convened a meet-

ing of approximately five hundred people. We explained the sentences 

of death for the most heinous offenders and announced the liquidation 

of their property. The audience responded with thunderous applause.” 

Throughout the late fall and early winter of 1937, the people of Xinjiang 

were repeatedly regaled with harrowing accounts of traitorous officials 

occupying the highest echelons of power. These officials were said to 

have been “bought off by the imperialist powers,” to have served secretly 

as “running dogs of the imperialists,” and to be bent on “the mass mur-

der of our compatriots.”38 The endless meetings were necessary not only 

because the charges were so fantastic but also because the purported 

offenders were so well known. In the three months from August to Octo-

ber 1937, more than eight hundred government officials received invi-

tations to political gatherings held throughout the province. Upon their 

arrival, agents from Sheng’s security network placed them under arrest 

and escorted them to a jail in Urumchi. Among the most prominent were 

deputy chairman Khoja Niyaz Haji, former Kashgar daoyin Ma Shaowu, 

Soviet consul Garegin Apresov, and Comintern agent Yu Xiusong. All 

four men were eventually executed.

The immediate context for the political drama of 1937 was the hys-

teria of Stalin’s great purges in the Soviet Union. We know very little of 

the substance—if any—behind Sheng’s accusations. It is clear, however, 

that the men and women tossed into prison included nearly everyone 

who had risen to positions of power during the past three years. Seem-

ingly the only people immune to arrest were members of the duban’s 

own patronage network, most of whom dated their relationship with 

Sheng to the days of Jin Shuren. It was not a purge directed toward any 

particular nationality; if anything, by the time he left Xinjiang, Sheng 

probably had more Han blood on his hands than that of any other ethnic 

group. Shrewdly parroting the discourse of “Trotskyites” and “running 
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dogs of imperialism” then in vogue across the Soviet border, the duban

saw an opportunity and pounced. After years of warfare, the rehabilita-

tion of a viable government administration in Xinjiang had led Sheng to 

incorporate numerous Han and non-Han adversaries into office. Once 

enemies on the battlefield, Sheng did not trust any of them in the halls of 

power. Therefore, just as Soviet affirmative action had expertly disguised 

the recrudescence of Russian imperial power, so too did the Stalinist 

show trials in Moscow deftly legitimize Sheng’s consolidation of power 

in Urumchi.  

The terror of the “great purge” in Xinjiang fundamentally shifted the 

balance of power between Sheng and the entrenched non-Han elites of 

the province. The latter now knew exactly what the duban was capable 

of and what might happen to them if they continued to resist his intru-

sions into their communities. Furthermore, it was apparent to all that 

the Soviet Union stood firmly behind Sheng, as clearly demonstrated by 

Moscow’s acquiescence in the execution of Consul Apresov. As a result, 

models of appropriate demonstrations of loyalty to Sheng were duly cir-

culated. In 1938, the Incarnate Lama of Tacheng received praise for “vol-

untarily stepping aside and letting the pastures bordering Heshi County 

undergo household registration and be donated for urban construction.” 

Conversely, held up for vilification were those tribal chiefs who “do not 

let any outsider settle on their pastures. As a result, no one is able to 

commit to serious cultivation, and the land lies fallow for decades.”39

Progressive local leaders were those who welcomed Soviet-trained vet-

erinarians and their vaccines, and did not begrudge the collection of 

“surplus” sheep resulting from projected increases in herd size. 

Still, compliance with the new directives from Urumchi could only go 

so far. In the end, Sheng was determined to take out all vestiges of the old 

ethno-elitist order, erecting in their stead the structures of ethnocultural 

populism, if not its substance. Less than a year after the purges, Qiu 

Zongjun, Sheng’s father-in-law and the minister of provincial adminis-

tration, urged his daughter’s husband to abolish the hereditary titles of 

the non-Han aristocracy. “It would be best if this tribe could request the 

implementation of a local administration and dissolution of the old titles 
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of nobility on its own initiative,” Qiu wrote of one Mongol community. 

“Then, after we carry out their request in accordance with the relevant 

statutes, those who are upset with the administrative change will have 

no pretext [to retaliate].”40 Just one year earlier, such a request likely 

would have gotten nowhere. After 1937, however, local power holders 

who chose not to emulate Urumchi’s depictions of model behavior did 

so at their own risk. By the time Sheng had left Xinjiang, not a single 

non-Han eminence from the days of Yang and Jin still retained his liberty. 

Among those languishing in jail, regretting their decision to meet with 

the duban in Urumchi, were Manchuqjab, the khan-wang of the Torgut 

Mongols; Prince Ailin of the Altay Kazaks; and the descendants of the 

Muslim princes of Kucha, Hami, and Turfan. 

If Sheng’s promises of Soviet-style affirmative action turned out to be 

hollow, his desire to develop the resources of Xinjiang was not. Partly 

it stemmed from his promise to bring the fruits of socialist modernity to 

his subjects. Mostly, however, the impetus came from Moscow, to whom 

Sheng was grossly in debt. In 1938, Mao Zemin, the younger brother 

of Mao Zedong, passed through Xinjiang en route to Moscow, where 

he hoped to receive medical treatment. Ten days after his first meeting 

with Sheng, Mao, working under the pseudonym Zhou Bin, was named 

deputy director of the Ministry of Finance. He was appalled at what he 

saw. “In little more than five years,” he wrote to his brother in April, 

Sheng “has recklessly printed thirty billion silver taels and taken out 

twenty million yuan in foreign currency loans. Who knows what other 

unconscionable acts have been committed here?”41

The problem was not that Xinjiang lacked a tax base capable of 

financing its government, provided its rulers—like Yang—were in a posi-

tion to refrain from investing in the military. The problem was now the 

Soviets themselves, who acted in a capacity analogous to the Qing gov-

ernment half a century earlier: as a financial wet nurse for a fiscally fam-

ished province. Unlike Beijing, however, which dreamed of wealth but 

settled for sovereignty, Moscow wanted nothing but wealth. As such, it 

expected to receive a lucrative return on its investment. And that meant 

sooner or later, Sheng would have to pay his bills—or else. “If we had a 
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similarly vast revenue in northern Shaanxi,” Mao noted, referring to the 

Chinese Communist headquarters in Yan’an, “we would find ourselves 

with an enormous surplus. But when we consider the unconscionable 

size of the foreign debt here, the situation is simply unsustainable.”42

Mao appears to have spared no effort in trying to relieve Sheng of his 

Soviet creditors, who continued to finance one-third of Xinjiang’s annual 

budget. But the late 1930s witnessed the rise of the wartime economy in 

Moscow, and Mao simply could not capture enough “floating capital” to 

satisfy Sheng’s creditors. Had he done so, it is unlikely the duban would 

have placed Mao in charge of one of his least reputable organizations: 

the Rebel Assets Committee. Having failed to sate the Soviet behemoth 

by “soft” economic initiatives, Sheng and Mao turned to “hard” meth-

ods. The Rebel Assets Committee, though injurious to Sheng over the 

long term, proved a seductive short-term salve. Charged with seizing and 

managing the wealth of anyone deemed a “rebel” by the state, the com-

mittee soon found itself in charge of considerable assets. To take just one 

example, the confiscated estate of former deputy chairman Khoja Niyaz 

Haji consisted of seventy-six camels and four thousand sheep in Urum-

chi; five irrigation canals, one factory, and a hundred wells in Turfan; 

five thousand sheep and sixty irrigation canals in Hami; a house and 

tillable fields in Wushi; and one flower garden in Kucha.43

During Sheng’s tenure as duban, anyone who went to jail could 

expect the majority of his family’s assets to be confiscated. Though esti-

mates vary, a veteran of Sheng’s security force later put the number of 

executions in Urumchi at 14,000. As this does not include the many 

more people who were imprisoned but later released or anyone outside 

the capital, we can probably concur with the assessment of another for-

mer official, Guang Lu, that the total number of people jailed during 

Sheng’s tenure as duban was likely close to 80,000—in other words, 2 to 

3 percent of the population of Xinjiang.44 So many people were thrown 

into prison on trumped-up charges that visitors to elementary schools in 

Urumchi began to comment on the striking prevalence of female teach-

ers. Half the students said they had no father at home. In 1944, with 

Sheng’s departure, his Nationalist successor was inundated with twenty 
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to thirty petitions per day from relatives of the duban’s victims. While 

Sheng was in office, urban residents had been known to recite the fol-

lowing maxim: “Whether you go to jail now or go to jail later, only one 

thing is certain: sooner or later, you will go to jail.”45

The evidence suggests that Sheng’s security apparatus identified 

prominent subjects of some means, then lodged trumped-up charges 

against them to facilitate confiscating their wealth. Education and the 

military, two of the most costly institutions funded by Sheng and the 

Soviets, seem to have been the chief recipients of these confiscated 

assets. In 1939, poor classroom conditions in Khotan prompted a local 

official to register his intent to “move the entire current group of students 

to the seized courtyard of the rebel Ablajan, where they will hold class 

and assume lodgings.” Another school received 150,000 taels worth of 

auctioned-off “rebel assets” for “educational and cultural expenses.”46

In Hami, rebel assets helped purchase sixty-three camels for the local 

military garrison, while seized buildings were used to quarter troops.47

Anything not funneled into the military or schools appears to have found 

its way straight into the coffers of Mao’s Rebel Assets Committee in 

Urumchi. “We have taken possession of former magistrate Chen’s rebel 

assets,” reported an official in Yarkand in May 1940, “and auctioned off 

his interests in copper and steel for $1,477.26 in foreign currency. We 

will soon transfer these funds from the branch bank in Yarkand to the 

Rebel Assets Committee in Urumchi. The remaining five hundred pounds 

of copper will be delivered on the next truck out.”48

Sheng extracted financial capital from the people of Xinjiang in 

another way, too, this one more tactfully disguised. Donation campaigns 

were run for almost anything that could be construed as a public cause. 

When the streets of Urumchi turned into a muddy morass in the spring, 

municipal authorities launched a “public hygiene” campaign. Though 

the Sino-Japanese War was being fought far from Xinjiang’s borders, 

the patriotic slogan exhorted residents to maintain “healthy bodies if 

we are to drive out the Japanese bandits!” In late 1936, a devastating 

earthquake in Lanzhou, the capital of neighboring Gansu, provided the 

pretext for a “disaster relief” campaign. The residents of Kucha County 
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submitted 122,000 silver taels for the victims, while thirteen wealthy 

donors in Weili turned in 250,000 taels.49 Despite the supposedly “vol-

untary” nature of these donations, clear quotas were imposed. In Urum-

chi, all public servants were told to donate two days’ salary for the front 

line in Suiyuan. During the public hygiene campaign in 1941, an Urum-

chi shopkeeper observed that, due to a lull in business, “I am unable to 

submit my donation. I beg you, sir, to look upon me with pity, and order 

your subordinates to collect my donation in accordance with the lowest 

possible household regulations, as relief for your people.”50

In those cases where overt quotas did not apply, a measure of subtle 

coercion did. In late 1937, one of Sheng’s generals turned a covetous 

eye on the property of native-place Han guilds from Hunan and Hubei. 

“Currently, these buildings stand as the private possessions of a minor-

ity of the population, and provide no benefit whatsoever to the general 

masses,” he noted. “Without instigating any suspicions, I propose that 

we send someone out to make contact with the guild heads, convince 

them of the greater good they will be serving, and explain to them that 

we are not confiscating their property.”51 Of course, the guild heads were 

free to decline the general’s entreaties. But in a climate where any per-

son of means was liable to be thrown into prison on imaginary charges, 

they did so at their own peril. The clearest indication of the use of coer-

cion, however, is to be found in the preemptive justifications of the col-

lectors. “The donations I collected this time were solicited without an 

ounce of forceful coercion,” wrote an agent for the Mongol Association 

of Ethnocultural Advancement in September 1939. “I took only from rich 

nomads who were willing to assist. No poor nomad was compelled to 

donate.” Collection agents working for the Anti-Imperialist Society also 

denied any wrongdoing. “These donations of sheep and jewelry were 

offered without the slightest bit of coercion, and every one of them was 

entirely voluntary.”52

That Sheng’s agents in the field now felt compelled to defend their 

collection methods suggests that the duban had experienced a backlash 

of sorts, one sufficiently worrisome to prompt a modest retrenchment 

of operations. By this point, after years of imprisonments, executions, 
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and compulsory donations, Sheng had every reason to be anxious. After 

all, in resorting to shady tactics for the repayment of Soviet largesse, 

he had inadvertently endangered the most precious thing Moscow had 

given him: a convincing narrative of Han political legitimacy in Xin-

jiang. The acute pushback Sheng felt from the residents of Xinjiang in 

response to his incessant donation campaigns forced the duban to try to 

rein in his officials. That, of course, was easier said than done. “In every 

district, despite repeated directives to the contrary, [local officials] con-

tinue to run rampant donation campaigns among the masses,” Sheng 

wrote in 1940. Henceforth, there would be no more mercy for offenders, 

and “anyone who proposes or advocates donation campaigns must be 

assumed to be a running dog of the imperialists, intent on sabotaging 

the policies of our government.”53 Local officials, who had grown depen-

dent upon such “donations,” resented Sheng’s change of heart. Attrib-

uting any and all misunderstandings to “errors in translation,” they 

appealed to Sheng with the justness of their cause. “I was just about to 

proceed with collection duties for this year’s famine preparation dona-

tions,” wrote the magistrate of Korla County in the fall of 1940, “when 

I received your orders that all donation campaigns should stop.” The 

magistrate appealed for an exception. “Can I continue to collect these 

donations or not?”54

By the late 1930s, the view of Sheng among the people of Xinjiang 

could not have been anything but negative. His avowed commitment 

to a program of ethnocultural populism had merely been a political 

façade designed to help him break the power of the non-Han elites and 

confiscate their wealth. His highly touted program of economic develop-

ment for the masses turned out to be a thinly veiled siphon of provincial 

wealth, payable to the Soviets, who themselves had betrayed their own 

oft-publicized principles by propping up a power-hungry Han warlord. 

For non-Han intellectuals who had bought into the first three years of 

the new administration, the Sheng-Soviet alliance turned out to be an 

unholy union. Thus far, however, Sheng had proven himself merely a 

proponent of equal opportunity exploitation for the people of Xinjiang. 

Now, bereft of administrative talent and in desperate need of qualified 
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candidates to fill government vacancies, Sheng was at the point of no 

return. During his last few years in office, the duban would embark on 

a series of initiatives that would make him look very much like the har-

binger of Han colonialism that the Comintern had always believed him 

to be. 

 After the purges of 1937, lack of administrative talent, always a prob-

lem in Xinjiang, became even more acute. Not only had Sheng removed 

his provincial rivals, Han and non-Han alike, but he had also imprisoned 

much of the Han and Uighur personnel sent to him by Moscow. As a 

result, complaints about unqualified officials and widespread vacancies 

began to flood the duban’s office. “Ever since these two officials fled their 

posts,” wrote a Mongol from Karashahr in May 1938, “affairs of state 

have gone untended. I alone certainly cannot assume the burden.”55

Sheng’s security agents began to scour the countryside for suitable 

replacements, at one point embarking on a weeklong search for talent 

in the Altay region. The local security bureau reported on “mannerisms 

of speech and body language” and cast in a positive light youth born of 

mixed Han-Mongol marriages. “Since they are Han, they are completely 

loyal to the government.” Other candidates were required to undergo an 

exhaustive vetting process designed to ensure complete political reli-

ability. One candidate was ready to depart, but his local handlers “await 

the duban’s detailed investigation and directives before we send him to 

Urumchi.”56

As is evident from these quotations, the cultivation of non-Han talent 

not connected to the old ethno-elitist order of Xinjiang took considerable 

time and resources. Meanwhile, there was a great temptation to install 

locally prominent Han in vacancies throughout the province. After all, in 

republican Xinjiang, only Han were likely to meet all the criteria estab-

lished by the Sheng administration: humble birth, ample education, and 

lack of ties to existing religious or tribal institutions. “The positions of 

deputy county magistrate and deputy bureau magistrate should all be 

filled with Han officials,” wrote the district magistrate of Karashahr in 

early 1939. “This will enable us to carry out our work.”57 Even better 

for Sheng would be if they were vulnerable outsiders entirely depen-
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dent on his patronage. Such was precisely the criteria fulfilled by several 

hundred Chinese Communist cadres sent from their base in Yan’an to 

lend fraternal assistance to the Soviet Union’s favored duban-in-arms. 

Between 1938 to 1940, upon the explicit instructions of Sheng’s Soviet 

advisers, they were posted throughout the southern Uighur oases. “Ever 

since taking office as magistrate of Moyu County,” Sheng observed in late 

1940, referring to a suburb of Khotan, “Nasirjan has not had any accom-

plishments to his name. Relieve him of his post and fill the vacancy with 

Chen Jiexu, deputy director of the Khotan Tax Bureau.” Ten Han cadres 

were sent to Khotan alone, where they undertook the delicate task of 

divesting the locals of the very firearms they had used to shoot Han like 

themselves just five years earlier.58

Of course, Sheng turned to the Chinese Communists because they 

were educated, resourceful, and vulnerable, not necessarily because 

they were Han. This last point cannot be emphasized enough. In fact, 

the clearest indication that Sheng was not engaged in a Han-led disen-

franchisement of indigenous leaders lies in the fact that he eventually 

executed a considerable number of the Yan’an cadres, including Mao 

Zemin, the younger brother of Mao Zedong. All that, however, occurred 

behind closed doors. As far as the non-Han peoples of Xinjiang were 

concerned, the Han governor had marginalized or killed every one of 

their established leaders, replacing a visible majority of them with Han 

officials. By the time Sheng left Xinjiang, virtually no Turkic or Mongol 

official—or any Han whose influence predated Sheng’s rise—occupied 

a position of political substance. Very few of Sheng’s subjects had the 

means to resist him, if for no other reason than that they knew the Sovi-

ets still stood behind the duban, warplanes and machine guns at the 

ready. 

Even had the Soviets withdrawn their support for Sheng, what hope 

was there? Moscow had already helped Sheng collect his subjects’ fire-

arms, destroy their armies, imprison or execute their leaders, deprive 

them of the next generation of talent, and insulate the province from 

any outside force with whom they might possibly form an alliance. The 

only place in Xinjiang where one or more of these conditions still failed 
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to apply was Altay, home to several tribes of Kazaks and Mongols. Not 

surprisingly, then, it was in Altay that many of the pivotal events of the 

next decade were to occur. 

the birth of a kazak ethnopopulist

Long the least integrated and most remote region of the province, Altay 

lacked even a rudimentary road connecting it to the provincial capital. 

Yang Zengxin once called it the “most desolate and remote region” (juedi)

in all of China. Though Altay’s steeded nomads could reach Urumchi in 

mere days, convoys of mechanized transport could take weeks to go in 

the other direction. Clear up until the 1950s, access from Urumchi was 

typically achieved not in a straight beeline to the northeast but via a 

roundabout journey first to Tacheng in the northwest, then east to Altay 

City (formerly Chenghua Si). Faced with the unlikely prospect of defend-

ing Altay with soldiers from Urumchi, Yang Zengxin had attempted to 

curry favor with the Altay Kazaks by decreeing a lower tax burden for 

them than for any other nomadic group, along with the right to bear 

arms—a rare privilege—in the event the Outer Mongols crossed the bor-

der. And since Altay had played only a marginal role in the warfare pre-

ceding Sheng’s rise, it was not devastated in subsequent mopping-up 

campaigns. As a result, as the new decade approached, anyone looking 

for a viable source of resistance to the status quo would have done well 

to look toward Altay. 

The first signs of trouble arose in 1937, when Sheng issued a blanket 

order abolishing the nomads’ right to hunt. “We have always depended 

on hunting to survive,” protested a Kazak chief. “If we cannot hunt, we 

will be unable to maintain our livelihood.”59 Though Sheng was not bent 

on starving the nomads of Xinjiang, he was determined to deprive them 

of firearms. And since Sheng was now a close ally of the Soviets, the 

nomads of Altay in theory had nothing to fear from the Mongolian Peo-

ple’s Republic, which deferred to Moscow in all matters of foreign affairs. 

Therefore, if deprived of the legal right to hunt, Kazaks and Mongols no 
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longer had any pretext to retain their firearms. Unfortunately for Sheng, 

the Kazaks and Mongols of Altay did not see things this way, and no 

weapons were forthcoming. In response, the duban invited their chiefs to 

Urumchi for a “meeting,” where he promptly placed them under house 

arrest. The game was blackmail: chiefs for guns.60 The plan backfired 

when one leader defied the duban, gathered his followers, and fled the 

capital. Though Sheng sent emissaries out to assure him that his “life, 

wealth, and status would be safeguarded,” most of the duban’s entreat-

ies fell on deaf ears.61 In early 1940, under cover of night, a team of 

Kazak raiders laid siege to a security bureau in Koktogay and ambushed 

a firearms liquidation depot. Their message to the duban was carved 

on the bodies of their victims, dumped unceremoniously at the gates of 

Altay City: corpses without eyes or tongues, and hearts and intestines 

dangling from their torsos.62

Sheng responded by strafing the Altay steppes on repeated flyby mis-

sions. The Kazak rebels, soon fifteen hundred in number, shot down 

several warplanes. In September, Sheng brokered an uneasy peace 

with a series of concessions. He promised to close down local security 

bureaus, release imprisoned leaders, and cease confiscating firearms. 

Yet Kazak unease continued, fueled by the increasing presence of Soviet 

prospectors. The wartime economy of Europe had altered Moscow’s pri-

orities in Xinjiang. No longer did the Soviets demand only cotton, sheep, 

leather, silk, and oil from Sheng. Now they wanted the building blocks 

of industrial war munitions: tin, aluminum, copper, gold, silver, wol-

fram, and beryllium.63 For Lu Xiaozu, the onetime daoyin of Altay dur-

ing the days of Governor Yang, this explained the sudden surge of Soviet 

interest in the region. “Its rich deposits of metals are known through-

out the nation,” Lu observed in 1945, a year after being released from 

the duban’s prisons. According to Lu, the departed governor had long 

ago recognized Altay’s importance in an industrial world: “[Yang] said, 

‘Northern Xinjiang is more important. Even though southern Xinjiang 

has an abundance of agricultural products, their accumulated value 

still comes nowhere close to the worth of the Altay mountains.’”64

Moscow’s response to the duban’s reports of Kazak unrest was to 
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push Sheng aside and further enshrine its access to the mines of Altay. 

In November 1940, the Soviets submitted for Sheng’s approval a docu-

ment that would allow them the right to unearth tin and other “ancillary 

minerals” in Xinjiang for a period of fifty years. Sheng, swimming in 

debt, duly affixed his seal. In later years, the Xinjiang Tin Mines Agree-

ment (formerly referred to as the “Sin-Tin” accord) would be described 

by Chinese policymakers and historians as the most humiliating, 

unequal treaty to be signed in China since 1915, when Japan submitted 

the Twenty-One Demands to Yuan Shikai. For Sheng, the increased Rus-

sian presence in Altay only made things worse. The following summer, 

Koktogay flared up yet again. This time the Kazaks took aim at Russian 

convoys prospecting for gold, beryllium, and other precious metals. 

Altay officials begged Sheng to send reinforcements. “Because we lack 

any authority capable of keeping the peace out here,” wrote an alarmed 

official in Burjin in 1941, “our ability to develop agriculture has been 

compromised.”65 Sheng reverted to familiar tactics. He invited those still 

willing to risk a meeting to proceed to Altay City, where officials there 

convinced them to fly to Urumchi. Not surprisingly, Sheng had them 

arrested on touchdown.66

Left to his own devices, Sheng likely could have contained the Altay 

rebellion. Incarceration and machine guns had silenced previous rivals, 

and there is no reason to think they would have proven any less effective 

in this case. By the summer of 1941, however, the Soviets, besieged on 

the European front, were more desperate than ever before for war maté-

riel. Sheng, deeply in debt to Moscow, could no longer drag his feet. In 

the following years, as Soviet mining expeditions continued to agitate 

the Kazaks, mounting bills for other expenses came due. Most of them 

were paid for with Altay minerals and the products of animal husbandry. 

In 1942, Sheng was forced to authorize the ruinous sale of 50,234 

horses at basement prices. An additional ten thousand were taken in 

1943 as “donations” to the provincial government, this time entirely 

from Altay pastures. The following year, Sheng repaid an aeronautics 

debt with 400,000 head of sheep from Tacheng and Altay, purchased 

at prices well below market value.67 While the Soviets bled the turnip 
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white, Sheng could only exhort his public servants to be more frugal, 

write on both sides of the paper, fix broken office chairs, ride bicycles to 

work, and stop drinking tea. Before long, the duban ordered everyone in 

Urumchi to turn off the lights, an austerity measure implemented during 

working hours.68

By 1942, Sheng was a pauper. Not only was the treasury bankrupt 

but so too was his vaunted ethnopopulist platform. Indeed, by this 

point, the only non-Han ethnopopulists of any substance to be found 

in Xinjiang were those that had taken up arms against the duban. After 

Sheng jailed the second batch of emissaries from Altay, a Kazak shep-

herd named Osman stepped into the void. Openly hostile to Sheng, Rus-

sians, Mongols, and any Han settlers in his midst, Osman quickly earned 

a unique calling among his Kazak peers: batur, an honorific bestowed 

upon self-made “heroes” of non-noble birth. Several years later, when 

Osman’s social “betters” were finally released from prison, they looked 

down upon this Kazak upstart with scarcely concealed scorn. “Osman 

is a shepherd from Koktogay,” noted the wife of Prince Ailin. “He is a 

nobody.”69 Yet it was precisely such non-Han “nobodies” that Sheng had 

vowed to elevate to positions of true wealth and power. When that wealth 

instead flowed to Moscow and all power gravitated toward Sheng, the 

hollow ethnopolitical rhetoric of the duban became ripe for appropria-

tion by others. 

The most famous of these “others” was Osman Batur, whose cha-

risma and presence soon won him the mass Kazak constituency Sheng 

had once promised to cultivate. “Over the past four or five years,” Osman 

announced in 1943, with charismatic aplomb, “I have toiled without 

cease and have not slept at night. I have endured the cold of winter and 

the heat of summer. When I sleep, it is on a bed of horse droppings, with 

a hard rock for my pillow. All day long, I spur my steed across riverbeds 

and do battle with the enemy.” For those not yet resigned to Orwellian 

compliance with the Soviet-inspired rhetoric of Sheng, Osman was an 

exhilarating breath of fresh air. “We are not animals,” he continued. “We 

are the same as any other people. And when we see that the actions of 

the duban do not match his words, how can we not rise up and fight 
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for the interests of the Kazaks?” For many, Osman was the embodiment 

of everything Sheng had promised but failed to deliver. He called for 

local Kazak self-government, the formation of a Kazak militia, an end to 

Han settlement of Kazak pastures, and active resistance to the Han offi-

cials in Sheng’s government. The pride that Osman felt in his imagined 

community of Kazak braves was tangible. “If, among you, there are any 

heroes who wish to fight for the future of our people, then come with 

me. Grab your guns and mount your horses. Otherwise, you may as well 

turn your back on the customs and traditions handed down to us from 

our ancestors.”70

Osman would not go away. Invited to Urumchi for “negotiations,” he 

instead fled south to the Bulgin River. Though Sheng continued to pur-

sue Osman, events in Europe soon overtook developments in Xinjiang. 

With the Soviets fighting for their lives at Stalingrad, Sheng sensed an 

opportunity to divest himself of his creditors. In July 1942, the duban

pulled off an astonishing about-face. Without warning, he executed 

those Chinese Communists still in his employ, invited to Urumchi a 

delegation of Nationalists from their wartime base in Chongqing, and 

offered to cede all authority for the foreign affairs of Xinjiang to Chiang 

Kai-shek. The Generalissimo was understandably thrilled. “For all mat-

ters pertaining to Xinjiang,” Chiang rushed to inform the Soviet ambas-

sador, “your government must now deal with the central government of 

China. You are not permitted to discuss anything with Sheng duban.” In 

his diary, Chiang referred to the recovery of the northwest as “the great-

est accomplishment in the history of the Nationalist government.”71 For 

Moscow, it was an astonishing affront, all the more so due to the many 

outstanding bills on Sheng’s ledgers. It did not surprise anyone, then, 

when the Soviets turned to Osman to recover Sheng’s debt. 

the hami rebellion deferred

Sheng Shicai was the first Han official to pursue a platform of ethnopo-

litical populism in Xinjiang, one designed to unite its Soviet-defined 

nationalities under a single Chinese roof. When the discourse is stripped 
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away, however, it is apparent that Sheng pursued the same agenda of 

intensified resource extraction and industrial development to which his 

reviled predecessor, Jin Shuren, had once aspired. To the extent that Jin 

and Sheng countenanced the imposition of a Soviet economic monopoly 

in the province, Moscow supported this agenda, as evidenced by its arms 

sales to Jin and comprehensive aid packages to Sheng. As long as such 

outside support was tendered with interest, however, the entire enter-

prise merely constituted a deferred reckoning. When the bills finally 

came due—as they did, with a vengeance, at the turn of the decade—

Sheng began to look remarkably similar to Jin Shuren, only with a vastly 

superior regime of rhetorical sophistication and coercive machinery at 

his disposal. In both cases, the impetus for change was the same. That 

is, the moment Xinjiang became enmeshed in larger geopolitical com-

petition, the inability of the Chinese central government to finance a 

competent standing army necessitated raising an army with provincial 

resources. As Xinjiang’s resources were invariably insufficient, their 

diversion to the military quickly destabilized the ethnopolitical balance. 

Jin Shuren was a casualty of the first destabilization. For a time, 

Sheng Shicai avoided being a casualty of the second by adapting the 

ethnopopulist discourse and institutions of Soviet affirmative action into 

Xinjiang. When those institutions proved to be window dressing on a 

program of resource extraction far more intense than anything Jin had 

ever attempted, Sheng resorted to the tools of a Stalinist police state 

to safeguard his position. But when the Soviets began to take by force 

what Sheng and Mao Zemin repeatedly proved incapable of producing, 

the day of reckoning finally arrived. Its poster child was Osman Batur, a 

Kazak ethnopopulist entirely of Sheng’s making. At this point, the only 

way to avoid a repeat performance of the Hami rebellion—this time in 

Altay—was to write off the balance owed to the Soviets by transferring 

the bill to the Nationalists. This is precisely what Sheng tried to do in 

the summer of 1942, while the Soviets were preoccupied with the Ger-

mans. But someone had to foot the bill of costly modernization projects 

in Xinjiang, and Moscow had no intention of letting the Han stewards 

of Xinjiang fly the coop. By his act of stealth and ingratitude, Sheng had 

merely gotten himself off the hook.  
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Now it fell to the Nationalists to reap what Sheng had sown. In so 

doing, they would find themselves pulled into an elaborate ethnopo-

litical bluffing match marked by a degree of Kazak and Uighur agency 

unique in the twentieth century.
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chapter 4

RAISING THE STAKES IN
NATIONALIST XINJIANG

S
heng shicai was the first ethnopopulist to serve as 

governor of Xinjiang. But he was by no means alone in his admi-

ration of Soviet affirmative action policies. In the summer of 1941, 

as German panzer divisions raced across the Ukrainian steppe, Sheng 

invited a Nationalist diplomat from the Chinese embassy in Moscow to 

visit Urumchi. En route to Xinjiang, the envoy passed through the Soviet 

national republics of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. “Though native peo-

ples are installed in office,” he wrote in his report, “every important lever 

of decision-making is controlled by the Russians.” The envoy, noting that 

Sheng had adopted a similar approach in Xinjiang, was duly impressed. 

“In just two years he achieved impressive results, and there appears to 

be no downside to this approach. In the future perhaps we can employ 

similar tactics for our own profit.”1 For his part, Chiang Kai-shek needed 

little encouragement on the matter. Now that Wang Jingwei, who had 

become a Japanese “collaborationist,” was out of the picture, the Gen-

eralissimo, charged with governing actual non-Han borderlands for the 

first time in his career, had adopted his rival’s one-time ethnopolitical 

portfolio. Of paramount importance were the lessons of the Jin Shuren 

trial: the idea that an ostentatious display of non-Han ethnopopulists in 

the public sphere could help construct a narrative of Chinese political 

legitimacy along the borderlands. 

It should therefore not surprise us in the least to learn that Chiang 

Kai-shek, far from begrudging the duban his decade of estrangement 

from the central government, instead took great pains to enshrine a 

legacy for Sheng far more positive than that accorded to Jin Shuren. In 
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1945, when Isa Yusuf Alptekin and Masud Sabri attempted to use the 

Sixth Party Congress to treat Sheng in much the same manner as they 

had Jin a decade earlier, the Generalissimo would have none of it. “Yes-

terday one of our colleagues accused Comrade Sheng of wanton mass 

murder during his time in Xinjiang,” Chiang announced. “Yet the fact 

that Comrade Sheng was eventually able to use his talents to deliver Xin-

jiang back to the central government is a contribution to both nation and 

party. Everyone here needs to understand this. Let us look at the larger 

picture, and stop fixating on culpability for the past.”2 Part of Chiang’s 

statement can simply be attributed to the discourse of national humili-

ation, embodied along the non-Han peripheries by the fate of Outer 

Mongolia and Tibet: so long as Xinjiang did not become “the next Outer 

Mongolia” (wai Meng zhi xu), incidental unpleasantries accrued during 

the course of Sheng’s rule could all be forgiven. 

But there was more to Chiang’s support of Sheng. The Generalis-

simo was among the most determined of advocates for granting Isa and 

Masud their own prominent ethnopopulist platform in Xinjiang. But he 

was also supremely envious of the political discipline and organization 

evinced by the Soviets and Chinese Communists in their bid to mobilize 

the common masses. When Chiang studied Sheng’s time in Xinjiang, he 

saw someone who had taken the best of what the Soviets had to offer and 

used it to great effect against its original innovators. In short, Chiang saw 

in Sheng an ideal version of himself, before the trials and tribulations 

of the past fifteen years had stripped his party of all cohesion and disci-

pline. As a result, Isa and Masud were free to criticize the abstract sins 

of past Han officials like Jin Shuren, in addition to advocating for Uighur 

ethnocultural autonomy in the present. But they were not allowed to tear 

down the entire ideological edifice that held together the diverse peoples 

and lands of China. With a few key adjustments, Sheng’s ethnopolitical 

platform represented the future of Chinese stewardship over the non-

Han borderlands. Much like Khoja Niyaz Haji under Sheng, men like Isa 

and Masud were a pragmatic means to an end. They were not an intrinsic 

source of pride for their patrons.

In emulating much of what passed for political engagement in Xin-

jiang during the era of the duban, the Generalissimo put himself at odds 
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with the conservative wing of the party. Wu Zhongxin, a founding mem-

ber of the party and the man chosen to replace Sheng as governor in 

1944, was one such person. Wu’s sympathies are evident in his diary, 

where he constantly ruminated on the actions of those who preceded 

him. For Wu, Yang Zengxin was a surprising source of pride, given the old 

governor’s demonstrated hostility toward revolutionaries of all stripes. 

Conversely, when Wu reflected on Sheng Shicai and his methods of keep-

ing the peace, he was far more judgmental. While the duban earned full 

merit for “his ability to preserve Xinjiang as part of Chinese territory,” 

Wu wrote, “his means of conducting foreign and military affairs, in 

addition to economic and political matters, were so extreme that they 

have made it quite difficult today to resolve their complex legacies.” Wu 

eagerly recorded every rumor and piece of gossip about Sheng that came 

his way, only to cross them out later while preparing his manuscript for 

publication. For his true feelings toward Sheng and his political career, 

we need only read Wu’s musings after bumping into the former duban in 

Chongqing, where the stresses of life after Xinjiang had taken their toll. 

“It seems that, in accordance with the tenets of Buddhism,” Wu con-

cluded, “he has descended to the lowest depths of hell as recompense 

for his past crimes.”3

These two very different interpretations of the legacy of Sheng Shicai 

represent the tensions within the Nationalist Party over the ethnopoliti-

cal posture best suited to governing Xinjiang. On the one hand was Chi-

ang Kai-shek, who thought Sheng’s progressive ethnopopulism and use 

of provincial outsiders had facilitated “the greatest accomplishment in 

the history of the Nationalist government.” On the other end of the spec-

trum was Wu Zhongxin, who reserved heartfelt praise for Yang Zengxin, 

the architect of an ethno-elitist alliance composed of conservative non-

Han personages and career northwest Han officials. In his day, Yang had 

despised men like Sheng. Sheng returned the favor, ritually scorning 

the “feudal” mindset of his robed predecessors. Though the National-

ists were avowed revolutionaries (and thus closer in spirit to Sheng than 

Yang), by the early 1940s their motto tended to be a pragmatic “what-

ever works.” What brought together the two poles of Yang and Sheng—or 

Wu and Chiang—was the discourse of national humiliation, evident in 
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the jarring loss of Outer Mongolia. Staring down the Soviet Goliath in 

Xinjiang would require both conservative and progressive ethnopolitical 

postures. What neither Wu nor Chiang yet knew, however, was just how 

far beyond their comfort zones they would have to push their respective 

agendas.

For their part, the Soviets engaged in deep introspection following 

their betrayal by Sheng. No longer would they commit resources to con-

structing a Chinese narrative of political legitimacy in a non-Han land. 

Instead, the time had come to tear down the very edifice of ethnopoliti-

cal enlightenment they themselves had once taught the Han to build in 

Xinjiang. 

manufacturing an insurgency

The origins of what would eventually become known as the Ili rebel-

lion have long constituted one of the most scrutinized and contentious 

subjects in the history of modern Xinjiang. Under the microscope is the 

question of agency—in other words, who bears the brunt of responsibil-

ity for the initial outbreak of the rebellion and its subsequent expan-

sion? Was it mostly an “organic” Uighur and Kazak rebellion against Han 

misrule, or was it largely concocted and manipulated by Moscow? Using 

contemporary Chinese-language news reports, memoir literature, and 

the archives of the British and American consulates, previous scholars 

have proposed a wide range of answers, running the gamut from “justi-

fied” Muslim resistance to a Soviet puppet state.4 None of these studies, 

however, has been able to draw upon documentation of the rebellion 

from the perspectives of Soviet and Chinese archives. The remainder 

of this chapter will do precisely that. Taken in isolation, the unwaver-

ing conviction of Han officials in Xinjiang that the insurgency was con-

ceived, implemented, and manipulated by the Soviets from start to finish 

naturally invites a healthy skepticism. When the evidence presented in 

the Chinese archives is consistently corroborated by the Soviet archives, 

however, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain a stance of agnos-

ticism regarding the causes and course of the rebellion. 
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On May 4, 1943, the Politburo of the Central Committee of the Com-

munist Party of the Soviet Union passed a new resolution regarding the 

Chinese province of Xinjiang. According to the minutes for this meeting 

preserved in the Soviet archives, it called for the creation and support 

of “national revival groups” along the Soviet borders with Xinjiang. The 

types of aid envisioned, openly acknowledged by the authors of this 

document as “illegal,” were staggering in scope: comprehensive propa-

ganda efforts, covert infiltration and aggressive sabotage, military educa-

tion and logistical support, and large-scale operations on the battlefield. 

Moreover, these “national revival groups” would be created “on the ter-

ritory of Xinjiang among Uighurs, Kazakhs, Kirgiz, Mongols, and others 

composed of both local ethnic personnel as well as specially trained per-

sonnel from Soviet Central Asian republics.” Three years later, Stalin and 

Lavrentii Beria, the Soviet minister of internal affairs, conferred medals 

on everyone who had helped carry out the May 4th directive. During 

the planning and execution stages, the neighboring Soviet Central Asian 

republics of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan were ordered to 

allot a fixed amount to be used for training, arming, and transporting 

non-Han insurgents. The goal was simple: drive Sheng Shicai out of the 

province and install in his place an administration composed of indig-

enous Xinjiang residents loyal to the Soviet Union.5 In other words, the 

Soviets wanted to return to the early days of Sheng, when Uighurs and 

Kazaks had briefly occupied visible positions of authority in his cabinet. 

Only this time, there would be no Sheng. In fact, there would be no Han 

officials at all. 

Such a monumental project was to be inaugurated by an unabashed 

flaunting of what John Muccio, an American diplomat in Urumchi, 

referred to as Soviet “swank.” “The Soviet Consul-General has two 

very large FAS limousines,” he wrote. “[They] gain face with their cars 

and the pretentious consular compound—one large block square—they 

maintain, housing about 180 members of the consular, Sino-Soviet air-

lines, Sino-Soviet cultural institute, and hospital staffs.”6 This swank 

was particularly useful for convincing potential recruits that Moscow 

would reward those who labored on its behalf as well as protect them 

from any backlash their activities might engender with the Chinese 
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authorities. Soviet archives reveal that, in 1943, the five Soviet consul-

ates in Xinjiang were tasked with canvassing their corners of the prov-

ince to determine which site offered the best conditions for fomenting 

an insurrection against Han rule.7 While the detailed findings of the 

consul in Ili—the future capital of the East Turkestan Republic—have 

not come to light, reports from Kashgar have, thanks largely to the 

efforts of clandestine Nationalist agents who managed to track down 

Soviet recruits. 

As it turned out, swank had its downside. To unravel the trail of 

Soviet plots in Xinjiang, Nationalist agents needed only shadow con-

spicuous symbols of Soviet power. “I was chatting with Ibrahim at the 

entrance to the Kyrgyz school,” reported a Kashgar security agent in 

August, “when suddenly an official Soviet car drove quickly past us, 

heading toward Tokkuzaq Street. We immediately followed the vehicle 

to Gulshdin, where it stopped briefly, then sped away. A man appeared 

where the car had stopped, so I rushed forward to apprehend him. As we 

struggled, a bag attached to his waist came undone and flyers fell into 

the gutter. After I yelled for Ibrahim to come help me, we were able to tie 

the man up and collect all the flyers.”8 The man they caught went by the 

name of Sadiq, the head of the local Uighur Association for Ethnocul-

tural Advancement. He was typical of the men targeted by the Soviets. A 

product of Sheng’s Soviet-inspired ethnocultural institutions, Sadiq was 

familiar with Soviet rhetoric yet thoroughly disillusioned with Sheng’s 

vow to realize such promises on the ground. 

According to Sadiq, his contact in the Kashgar consulate was a short, 

fat man he referred to as “Shapin.” In exchange for generous sums of 

cash, Sadiq carried out assignments on Shapin’s behalf. Shapin was 

most interested in determining what the Uighur masses of the south-

ern oases thought of the Chinese government. Shapin ordered Sadiq to 

canvas village sentiment toward government conscription efforts and 

rumored immigration plans. “When you go to the countryside this time, 

I want you to pay close attention to whether the people are talking about 

these matters, and then report back to me,” Shapin allegedly told him. 

When Sadiq failed to find evidence of local discontent, Shapin opted 

for more proactive measures. Handing Sadiq a stack of Uighur-language 
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pamphlets, he ordered his spy back to the countryside. “Take these 

leaflets to the people and disseminate them among the peasants and 

akhunds.” This time, Sadiq’s mission was to “wake the people.”9 Upon 

the conclusion of this meeting with Shapin, Sadiq was ushered into a 

vehicle, dropped off on Tokkuzaq Street, and immediately apprehended 

by the Kashgar police.  

The Soviets apparently pursued similar tactics with other recruits. A 

Uighur man by the name of Ariz was told to “investigate public opinion 

and write up a report,” then hand it over to a man who would utter the 

phrase, “Two fewer books, please.” A Tajik man by the name of Zemi, 

tasked with smuggling firearms into Tashkurgan, was assured that “the 

Soviets are not just recruiting you alone to go to the Soviet Union. We 

have people all over the place disseminating propaganda.” In Khotan, a 

Soviet agent working under the cover of a geological mission conducted 

a social experiment. “Twenty days after I depart, under cover of night, 

post ten billboards in public that read as follows: ‘Our akhunds have 

sold us out to the Han, our extinction is imminent.’ . . . Pay attention 

to the public response, and report immediately to Kashgar. Then, after 

another ten days have passed, post more signs, under cover of night, 

that read: ‘There are 800,000 of us Khotanese living here. Why do we 

not wake up and fight for our rights?’ Again, pay attention to the pub-

lic response, and send your reports along to Kashgar.” Only when the 

Kashgar Police Bureau forwarded this stack of confessions to Urumchi 

did it finally begin to dawn on the Nationalists just how industrious the 

Soviets had been. “It is evident from these reports,” wrote Wu Zexiang, a 

special agent sent to Xinjiang by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “that the 

Soviets have dispatched a considerable number of spies who are agitat-

ing all over the province.”10

What was their message? A Kazak-language brochure seized near 

Tacheng provides an apt summation: 

Following the invasion and occupation of Xinjiang by China over a 

period of many centuries, there came a decade of colonial policies by 

Sheng Shicai. The people have been oppressed, cheated, exploited, sub-

jugated, and made ignorant. Our leaders have been eliminated, and now 
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the Han and their armies control the entire province. The Solon, Kazak, 

Kyrgyz, Mongols, Tatars, Uzbeks, and other oppressed peoples have all 

become the slaves of Sheng Shicai and his running dogs. We cannot take 

this anymore. Let us initiate a glorious battle for freedom and equality.

From the street corner scuffle with Sadiq in Kashgar, the following cri-

tique was gleaned from one of his pamphlets: “Sheng duban proposed 

the concept of national equality and established the shells of cultural 

organizations in various districts. These organizations were just a means 

to an end, a veil, and one that everyone has now seen through. . . . At the 

locality, are there any district or county magistrates today who are Mus-

lim? No, they are all Han, and no matter what crimes they commit, they 

always go unpunished.” Additional leaflets drew attention to the pros-

pect of mass Han immigration and mocked Sheng’s affirmative action 

platform. Back in Urumchi, there was little doubt that such handbills 

were the products of Soviet presses. “These Kyrgyz, Kazak, and Uighur 

pamphlets,” observed the same ministry official, “are printed on the 

presses of ‘a certain party,’ and are absolutely not something that could 

be produced in Kashgar.”11

After canvassing their corners of the province, the Soviet consulates 

in Kashgar, Ili, and Altay submitted their reports to Moscow. The Kashgar 

consul, convinced that his spies were missing ubiquitous signs of anti-

Han discontent, reported on the intense hatred for Han in his district. He 

added, however, that any uprising in Kashgar “must allow the participa-

tion of the Muslim clerical establishment; otherwise we will not be able 

to develop the struggle for national liberation.” Since a movement united 

by nothing more than religion could turn just as easily against the Sovi-

ets as against the Han, Kashgar was promptly removed from the list. The 

consul in Ili submitted a much more positive report, drawing attention 

to the sizable community of Soviet-educated intellectuals living in the 

area. Promoted to office during the early days of Sheng’s reign but now 

thoroughly embittered at their expulsion from government, these men 

would serve to offset the influence of Muslim clerics, who were viewed 

as key but unpredictable allies.12
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So it passed that Ili was selected as the most promising site for a 

Soviet-led rebellion against Han rule. Just as the pro-Soviet outlook of 

Ili’s Muslim elite worked substantially in its favor, so too were most other 

clandestine recruits culled from among those familiar with Soviet poli-

tics and culture. The chief training grounds for the insurgency appeared 

to be in Tashkent and Almaty, the capitals of Soviet Uzbekistan and 

Kazakhstan.13 In January 1944, Feng Zuwen, the consul-general for 

all five Xinjiang offices in Central Asia, reported on the “frequency last 

year of suspicious Uighur expatriates applying for a visa to pass through 

Irkeshtam Pass on their way to Kashgar.” After further inquiries revealed 

intimate dealings with the Soviets, Feng ordered all such applications to 

be rejected. The Andijan consulate compiled a list of twenty-four agents 

whose covert dispatch to Xinjiang was known to be imminent, and for-

warded it to Urumchi for future reference. The consul in Zaysan kept tabs 

on twenty expatriates believed to have been sent to Moscow for training, 

then whisked back to Tacheng and Altay for undercover missions.14 If 

Yang Zengxin would have been pleasantly surprised to learn of the pro-

Chinese mission assigned to Uighur expatriates during Sheng’s reign, 

his paranoia would have been fully vindicated by the subversive tasks 

finally entrusted to them during the 1940s. 

Back in Xinjiang, Soviet consular staff continued to make overtures 

to the non-Han commoners. In Ili, they set up free Russian-language 

schools, hospitals, and film venues. They drove to the distant country-

side and steppe to hand out candy and consumer goods, inquire into the 

health of the locals, and disseminate Soviet citizenship papers. “Whether 

these actions constitute the first steps toward initiating a major conflict 

along the borders,” the Ministry of Foreign Affairs warned Chongqing, 

based on reports from its men in the field, “it is too early to surmise.” 

In Urumchi, the Soviets targeted battle-tested White Russians, many of 

whom would become key generals for the insurgency. Tracts designed 

to tug at the heartstrings of expatriate Russians in Xinjiang were placed 

between the pages of books sold at the Soviet International Bookstore. 

The same store also distributed leaflets in Uighur extolling “how won-

derful life is for Uighurs in the Soviet Union.” Yaqub Beg, the leader of a 
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briefly independent Islamic state in Xinjiang during the nineteenth cen-

tury, was presented as a national hero.15 Those inspired by these tracts 

were assured that the Soviet consulate would protect them should they 

need protecting. In the spring of 1944, when Chinese police in Urumchi 

tried to escort a White Russian to prison, their route happened to pass 

by the Soviet consulate. “Suddenly the consulate opened its front gates, 

and the criminal broke away and rushed into the compound,” a police 

report read. The Soviets refused to produce the man in question, instead 

accusing the Xinjiang authorities of “provocative” behavior.16

The five Soviet consulates in Xinjiang could do little to stop the 

meticulous documentation of their clandestine activities by Nationalist 

agents deployed throughout the province. If Moscow wanted to retaliate 

before the formal outbreak of the rebellion, the natural place to direct 

their retribution was toward the five Xinjiang consulates in Soviet terri-

tory. Aware that all five consulates were submitting detailed reports to 

Chongqing regarding activities in their jurisdictions, Moscow decided 

to make life miserable for their staffs. “I went to the local foreign rela-

tions office to pick up our monthly provisions,” wrote Sun Wendou, an 

employee in the Zaysan office, in early 1944, “and was told that they 

had not yet arrived. . . . This is nothing more than an excuse.” Repeat-

edly rebuffed, Sun soon found himself with provisions barely sufficient 

to last two weeks, with similarly diminishing supplies of horse feed. In 

Semipalatinsk, the situation was similar. “Ever since we returned to the 

central government,” wrote Wen Songling in August 1944, “the atti-

tude of the local authorities has changed considerably toward us.” Wen 

detailed sudden resignations of hired help, denial of firewood, refusal 

of foodstuffs, broken door locks, derailed telegrams, and disconnected 

telephone wires. “The weather is still warm now, so we can bear such 

neglect at present,” Wen observed. “But if this situation continues into 

the winter, our lives will become miserable.”17

It did, and they were. By October, a downcast Sun submitted his res-

ignation, adding, “We are waiting here to die.” His resignation rebuffed, 

Sun and his colleagues were soon forced to prepare their own meals and 

sweep their own floors. But mealtime pickings were scarce. “They will 
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not even give me a single potato or head of cabbage here.”18 When the 

temperature dropped below freezing indoors, Sun was forced to scav-

enge for cow dung to light a fire. Faced with a struggle for mere survival, 

Xinjiang’s consular staff no longer had any time or energy to report on 

Soviet activities, which, of course, was precisely the point. “My entire 

staff is shivering from the cold,” wrote Wen Songling in Semipalatinsk. 

“We cannot get any work done.” Based on the posture of their Soviet han-

dlers, Sun Wendou was decidedly pessimistic about the future. “Since 

it seems that this is all being done for the sake of revenge, there is little 

hope that the situation will change.” Fu Bingchang, the Chinese ambas-

sador in Moscow, came to the same conclusion. “Whenever I forward 

our reports to the Soviet foreign ministry, the manner of their response 

suggests that this is all being done in the spirit of revenge.”19 Not to be 

outdone, Sheng Shicai appears to have tried to make life equally intoler-

able for Soviet consular staff in Xinjiang.20

By the spring of 1944, preparations for the Ili rebellion were nearly 

complete. And if that meant Sheng’s days as duban were numbered, then 

it was Osman’s job to initiate the denouement. “Under favorable condi-

tions,” wrote the Soviet consul in Altay, “Osman’s Kazaks can play a 

decisive role in preparations for an uprising in Altay.” Once conquered, 

an Osman-controlled Altay would be expected to merge with the com-

ing movement in Ili. If handled correctly, Osman, the Soviets believed, 

could eventually “contribute a large portion of the district’s popula-

tion.” In 1941, after spurning Sheng’s offer to negotiate a peace treaty 

in Urumchi, Osman took refuge along the Bulgin River, near the border 

with Outer Mongolia. In late 1942, petty disputes between his Kazaks 

and local Mongols over grazing rights suddenly faded when Russian 

generals appeared on the scene. For the next two years, Osman received 

generous helpings of arms and military training, the only stipulation 

being that he direct both at Sheng. Osman’s favorite tactic was to launch 

a surprise attack on one of the duban’s garrisons, then flee into Outer 

Mongolia. If just one of Sheng’s men crossed the border—as they did in 

March 1944—the Soviets had all the excuse they needed to rain down a 

hail of bullets and bombs from the sky. After this, Osman struck north 
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and, with twelve Soviet planes providing cover, occupied the town of 

Chingil with ease. Taken prisoner in retreat was a young Mongol soldier 

who confirmed Nationalist suspicions that the Soviets were responsible 

for Osman’s sudden resurgence. “We were told that we were here to help 

the Kazaks resist government troops,” he informed his captors.21

For his part, Sheng had seen enough, and demanded to know when 

the Nationalist government was going to file a formal note of protest 

with the Soviet ambassador. Chongqing, however, had little to gain by 

sticking out its neck for the duban. If the Generalissimo raised a fuss, 

“naturally the Soviets, via pretty phrases and misleading words, will 

deny all involvement, and then we will have no other recourse.” The 

Soviet response to such protests could be predicted with distressing 

regularity. “We are currently investigating the matter and will get back 

to you shortly,” Chongqing was duly informed in September. “But we 

have encountered such problems before, and our investigations have 

never confirmed the accusations brought forth,” the memo read. “The 

Sino-Soviet border is extremely long,” it continued, “and investigations 

over this vast area are extraordinarily difficult to undertake.”22 What the 

Nationalists did not want Sheng to know was that troubles for the duban

were blessings for Chongqing. After the Osman fiasco, Sheng figured this 

out for himself and attempted to pull off one last reckless return to the 

Soviet fold. In the summer of 1944, he placed under sudden arrest more 

than seventy Nationalist officials posted to Xinjiang, accusing them of 

spying for the Chinese Communists in Yan’an. To Stalin, Sheng character-

ized his Nationalist prisoners as Japanese spies. Both accusations were 

painfully outlandish, a sign of just how desperate Sheng had become. 

In August, the Generalissimo responded with a simple message, hand-

delivered by Nationalist emissaries to Urumchi: Sheng was to report to 

Chongqing to take up the post of minister of forestry and agriculture. 

In the event the subtext was not obvious enough, Chiang also moved 

several fighter jets to the Gansu border and ordered Nationalist armies 

to march on the provincial capital.23

Sheng’s eleven-year tenure as duban was over. He duly submitted 

his resignation and boarded a plane to Chongqing. In a letter delivered 
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to Sheng upon his resignation, Chiang Kai-shek aired his assessment 

of the duban’s decade in Xinjiang. “For over ten years now you have 

maintained and protected the borders, keeping them perfectly intact,” 

he wrote. “Words can hardly describe the unspeakable hardships you 

have endured. Since the founding of the Republic, no one has succeeded 

as you have in preserving the nation’s borders.”24 Unfortunately for the 

Nationalists, however, Sheng’s departure had no discernible effect on 

covert Soviet activities in Xinjiang. This they had long feared. According 

to one of Chiang Kai-shek’s top generals, “The question of personnel is 

only secondary. The chief concern is still the Soviet Union itself. . . . If the 

Soviets have no intention of improving relations with us, our removal of 

one major official will have no impact.”25

He was right. The border raids, training camps, weapons smuggling, 

and Soviet denials continued apace, in spite of Sheng’s departure. 

the ili rebellion

Mere days after he stepped off the plane in Urumchi, new governor Wu 

Zhongxin received what he later referred to as a “cryptic” report from 

Kashgar. “Just before the last consul in Kashgar returned to the Soviet 

Union, he told his staff not to talk to anyone. When the new consul 

arrived, he also told his employees not to talk, assuring them that they 

would know why in two months’ time.” Several weeks later, Wu learned 

of a Kazak uprising in Nilka County, just south of Ili. Those reports, full of 

suspicious details, seemed to confirm the words of the departed Kashgar 

consul. According to intelligence passed along to the governor, thirty 

Kazak bandits had suddenly morphed into six hundred well-heeled 

soldiers. As they approached provincial garrisons, the rebels waved 

flags brandishing the words East Turkestan Republic. Further sleuthing 

led Wu to believe that professional Soviet soldiers had been disguised 

within their ranks, and that poor vagrant men had been recruited with 

free cloth, eggs, tea, and sugar. A few days later, after broadcasting stri-

dent anti-Han propaganda throughout the countryside, the bandits, now 
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clearly made up of Kazaks, Tatars, and White Russians, moved toward 

the affluent oasis of Yining, the urban jewel of the Ili valley. There they 

picked off Han policemen in a wave of sniper attacks. At the same time, 

the Soviet consulate in Ili unveiled a machine gun on its roof, ostensibly 

for “defensive measures.”26

On the morning of November 7, 1944, with disconcerting reports 

from Ili on his mind, Governor Wu made his way to the Soviet consulate 

in Urumchi to celebrate the twenty-seventh anniversary of the Bolshevik 

revolution. The Soviet consul bent over backward to accommodate Wu, 

adjusting the ceremonies to the governor’s schedule and giving Wu the 

honor of first toast. Afterward, he escorted Wu to his vehicle, where the 

governor praised Stalin as a “remarkable leader.” Had he known of the 

horrific bloodshed then taking place in the streets of Yining, Wu might 

have tempered his praise. Several hours prior, a well-armed force com-

posed of White Russians and Kazaks had fanned out onto the streets of 

Yining and proceeded to occupy a middle school. From there they fought 

their way into several key buildings, chosen with an eye toward waging 

an extended siege. Confronted with state-of-the-art machine guns, heavy 

artillery, and ample vehicular support, approximately two thousand Han 

residents, officials, and officers retreated to three defensive locations: 

an air force training camp, a Chinese temple, and the municipal airport. 

According to eyewitness reports, those captured were stripped of their 

clothing, then shot in the head.27

For Governor Wu, there could be no doubt that the Soviets were 

responsible for the mayhem in Ili. Multiple eyewitness accounts con-

firmed the participation of Soviet soldiers and generals, the latter direct-

ing all major offensives. The rebels were frequent visitors to the Soviet 

consulate in Ili, where they held meetings and procured weapons. From a 

mountaintop perch, one witness described a view of “endless convoys of 

vehicles traveling back and forth between Yining and Khorgas Pass both 

day and night.” Armed with such intelligence, Wu cabled Chongqing 

to request antiaircraft weapons capable of defending the capital. “The 

insurgents have no planes and no aircraft personnel,” Chiang’s befud-

dled secretary wrote back, on the logical assumption that these must 
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be indigenous rebels. “How can they bomb Urumchi?” Wu scrambled 

to organize reinforcements but knew full well they would prove insuf-

ficient. “Xinjiang does not have the resources to deal with this problem 

all on its own,” he wrote in his diary. The governor’s pessimism proved 

well founded. Long before his reinforcements reached the outskirts of 

Yining, the rebels pinned them down and cut off their retreat. Many lost 

limbs to frostbite, while others were forced to eat leather.28

Over the next two months, the defenders trapped in Ili found them-

selves in increasingly desperate straits. In late January, the survivors, 

having retreated from the temple and air force training camp, converged 

on the airport. When food ran out, they slaughtered camels, dogs, and 

horses to eat. The last telegrams from Yining, sent at the end of January, 

crushed Wu’s heart. “We have no more blood to spill or bones to break,” 

the governor read. “When are reinforcements due to arrive? Should we 

continue to starve and await our deaths, or is there a chance that we 

might be able to link up with reinforcements if we were to break out 

of our encirclement?” Once the suicide attempts began, the surviving 

generals made plans for a desperate break through enemy lines. On the 

evening of January 30, 1945, over a thousand survivors charged through 

the encirclement and headed straight for the wintry countryside. Three 

days of frantic pursuit ensued before the rebels caught up, opening fire 

indiscriminately. The last few survivors scattered to the wind. By the 

time Wu learned of these developments a week later, all vestiges of Chi-

nese authority had disappeared from the Ili valley. “The bodies of over a 

thousand of our revolutionary soldiers are now buried beneath endless 

heaps of snow,” Wu concluded.29

The loss of Ili introduced a sense of urgency into Nationalist delibera-

tions on the ethnopolitical future of Xinjiang. If the wanton bloodshed 

was not enough to give pause, the shrill rhetoric emanating from Ili cer-

tainly was. “Before long we will march on Urumchi,” declared Ali Han 

Tore, the leader of the rebels, after the fall of the city. “We will overthrow 

the Han government and drive all the Han out of this province.”30 An 

Uzbek mullah who had fled the Soviet Union in 1931, Ali Han Tore rose 

to power as part of a broad Soviet coalition that included both secu-
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lar intellectuals and Muslim religious leaders. Captured Kazaks later 

reported that the original rebel leaders were “elected by local Islamic 

gentry.” Real military power in the field, however, was placed in the 

hands of Soviet or White Russian generals.31 The Soviets viewed Ali Han 

Tore as a charismatic Muslim cleric from the Ili valley who could bring 

legions of foot soldiers on board. During the early stages of the insurrec-

tion, his fire-and-brimstone rhetoric provided a clear rallying cry: drive 

the “heathen” Han from “our” land. “God is on our side,” he told his 

followers. “To my Muslim brethren, I say this: you must be on guard and 

you must be brave. When the time comes for our final victory, we will 

drive the barbarous Han out of our homeland. We will throw them out 

of our precious ancestral land of East Turkestan.” To hear Ali Han Tore 

tell it, the Han, “a people of little culture themselves” who “consider us 

a lower race,” were “the enemy of God.” It goes without saying, then, 

that the idea of Xinjiang belonging to China was an “absurd fallacy.”32

Soviet archives largely confirm the preceding account of the Ili rebel-

lion as documented by Governor Wu and his agents in the field. V. A. 

Barmin, the only historian to have gained sustained access to Soviet 

archives on this subject, concludes that there is “no doubt” early rebel 

success was due in large part to “the assistance provided to them by 

the Soviet state.” Barmin openly laments these actions as “illegal.” For-

mally, of course, all such assistance was “undertaken at the request of 

the Prime Minister of the ETR, Ali Han Tore.” In reality, however, it was 

common knowledge that the Soviets were providing copious weapons, 

equipment, instructors, and soldiers to the insurgency. Barmin, based on 

his reading of available Soviet archives, describes “sustained, serious, 

and tangible support.”33 Other documents that emerged only recently 

from the Soviet archives paint a similar picture. Stalin and Beria cor-

responded over the precise number of officers and soldiers of “Central 

Asian nationalities” to be decommissioned from the Red Army and spir-

ited into Xinjiang, along with the number of serviceable fighter aircraft 

(nine) to be stationed in Ili. Their avowed goal was to create “intoler-

able conditions for the Chinese troops in Xinjiang.” A general-major by 

the name of Yegnarov, sent to Xinjiang by the People’s Commissariat for 
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Internal Affairs, surfaces in these files to report on his personal direc-

tion of rebel forces in the field and the brisk traffic back and forth across 

the border. Ali Han Tore also appears, writing personal letters to Stalin 

thanking him for “giving us comprehensive aid in this cause.”34

In April 1945, two months after Ali Han Tore became a household 

name in Nationalist circles, Chiang Ching-kuo, the Generalissimo’s 

Soviet-educated son and minister of education, stopped in Urumchi 

on his way to Moscow. Governor Wu played the role of host. “He sug-

gested that we might now adopt the idea of some of our comrades in 

other clans, and try to appoint some of their talented people to govern-

ment positions,” Wu noted in his diary, adhering to the official party 

line of “clans” (zongzu) and “tribes” (buluo) rather than “ethnicities” 

(minzu). Ching-kuo also recommended “placing representatives from 

other clans as heads of government bureaus, with a Han occupying a 

secondary post.” Eventually, he told Wu, the Nationalists might even 

consider appointing someone from another “clan” as deputy governor 

of the province. Wu might have been forgiven for thinking that he was 

talking to a Soviet adviser rather than the Generalissimo’s own son. Wary 

of just whom Ching-kuo and his father were considering for such posts, 

Governor Wu assured his guest that he had already made considerable 

progress toward the cultivation of non-Han personnel. He then laid out 

all the details of his ethnopolitical vision for the future of Xinjiang. As 

the Generalissimo and his son were about to learn, Wu was an avid spon-

sor of an ethno-elitist platform of political difference.35

Over the past six months, Wu told Chiang, an illustrious group of non-

Han figures had joined the governor’s camp. Just a week after his arrival 

in Urumchi, Wu had scoured Sheng’s prisons for signs of the old heredi-

tary elites. “Among the imprisoned are many Kazak leaders,” Wu noted. 

“If we used men like Prince Ailin in a prudent manner, we just might be 

able to quell the Kazak uprising.” The incarceration of Prince Ailin had 

sparked the first Kazak uprising in 1940 and opened the door for Osman 

Batur. Wu sent Ailin numerous gifts in jail before eventually securing his 

release. “From here on out,” Wu told the prince, doing his best imper-

sonation yet of the long departed Governor Yang, “I will take the moral 
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policies of Confucius as my guide, supporting and caring [for the Kazaks] 

as if they were my own younger brothers.” Visibly touched—according to 

Wu—Ailin promised to rein in the insurgents. He then told Wu all about 

the good old days under Yang Zengxin. “In the past, we Kazaks lived 

peacefully and without incident,” Ailin told his newfound patron. “It 

was only when the government started to imprison Kazak leaders that 

a handful of bad elements took the opportunity to incite a rebellion.” 

Before long, Ailin and his wife began to make overtures to some of their 

followers in the Altay region, where they achieved instant results. “The 

nomad bandits have been deeply touched by the return of Prince Ailin to 

Altay,” some Kazaks reported back to Urumchi, “and are submitting in 

droves. . . . They are calling Governor Wu the ‘savior of the nomads.’”36

Next up were the Mongols. Wu learned that Manchuqjab, khan-wang 

of the Torguts, was still languishing in an Urumchi jail cell after seven 

long years of incarceration. With the departure of Sheng, droves of Mon-

gols from Karashahr lined up to petition Wu for his release. The new gov-

ernor was only too happy to comply and in return received declarations 

of loyalty from the representatives of seventy thousand Torgut Mongols. 

Manchuqjab, bitter and depressed, took somewhat longer to warm up to 

Wu. When he finally did, however, Wu promptly returned all the khan-

wang’s wealth, property, and armaments, which had been confiscated 

during the Sheng era. According to reports from the newly appointed 

Han official in Karashahr, the rehabilitation of Manchuqjab and his wife 

had encouraged their substantial following to turn a deaf ear to Soviet 

overtures. “The magnanimous overtures of Governor Wu have greatly 

moved us,” Wu learned from a Mongol emissary. For the remainder of his 

tenure in Xinjiang, Karashahr and its Mongols, which had once played 

an integral role in the downfall of Governor Jin, were staunch allies of 

the Nationalist government. “It was said that there had been much rest-

lessness among the Karashahr Mongols previously,” Wu observed in 

early 1945. “But the release of Manchuqjab Khan and the return of his 

wife . . . have put their minds at ease and quelled their unrest.”37

Looking to complete the resurrection of Governor Yang’s non-Han 

cabinet, Wu next sought out Burhan Shahidi, the Uighur-speaking Tatar 
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“dependent intermediary” whom Yang had once rescued from the Rus-

sian civil war. Wu found him, like so many others, wasting away in an 

Urumchi prison, his home ever since the duban had him recalled him 

from the Zaysan consulate and placed him under arrest. “He is just the 

sort of educated professional that Xinjiang needs more of,” wrote Wu 

in his diary. “During his seven years in prison, he spent his days trans-

lating the ‘Three Principles of the People’ and the works of the Gen-

eralissimo into Uighur. This is most commendable.” Recognizing his 

value—and fortuitous dependence on the Chinese state—Wu offered 

Burhan the prestigious posts of commissioner and head of public secu-

rity in Urumchi, making him the first non-Han ever to hold these posts. 

“[His appointment] clearly shows the government’s commitment to eth-

nic equality and public welfare.” It also reinforced the governor’s belief 

that the Nationalists had no need of ethnopopulist posturing derivative 

of the Soviet experience.38

Wu rested his case with a plea to utilize only “local Xinjiang leaders 

of real influence and power,” who are “loyal to the nation.” Such men, 

which Wu was convinced could be found “all over the province,” were 

worthy of an invitation to Chongqing, where Wu would “escort them . . . for 

a personal audience with you.” For Wu, the reason his entreaties all 

seemed to fall on deaf ears was because so few of the Nationalist brass 

had actually visited Xinjiang. “A small number of uninformed people 

in the central government,” he wrote in his diary, “knowing little about 

the actual situation, mistakenly believe that all of Xinjiang’s problems 

are rooted in ethnicity.” To hear Wu tell it, it was these “uninformed 

people” who had “irresponsibly condoned and encouraged Masud.” If 

Wu’s colleagues would only listen to him, they would learn that Xin-

jiang’s real problems stemmed from nothing more than shoddy trans-

portation infrastructure and incessant foreign meddling. Wu thought it 

of the utmost importance for “senior officials from inner China to make 

a trip out here and live in Xinjiang for a few months. Then they would 

experience a great awakening.”39 They would see, he hoped, that the eth-

nopopulist discourse of Masud, Isa, and their Soviet foils was an artifi-

cial and deceptive political agenda that lacked resonance on the ground. 
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According to Wu, such a platform paled in comparison with the tangible 

prestige and influence of conservative upper-class non-Han elites, who 

exerted a real presence among their communities and had long leaned 

toward the Chinese central government. 

Unfortunately for Wu, one of those “uninformed people” who had 

“irresponsibly condoned and encouraged Masud” was Chiang Kai-shek. 

As far back as 1942, just two months after Sheng had turned his back 

on the Soviets, the Generalissimo went out of his way to condone the 

increasingly bold pronouncements of his Uighur protégés in Chongqing. 

When Chiang’s inner circle of strategists became alarmed at reports that 

Masud and Isa—then in Lanzhou—were calling for self-government or 

even independence for Xinjiang, one of his aides took the liberty of draft-

ing a directive recalling the pair back to Chongqing. According to the 

report, such inflammatory rhetoric was old hat for Masud and Isa, who 

had “demanded independence for Xinjiang a decade before, when they 

openly called China an imperialist country.” Wu had agreed back then 

with the decision to recall Masud and Isa. And yet, the Generalissimo 

“alone holds a dissenting opinion, and has simply instructed [the gov-

ernor of Gansu] to keep an eye on them.”40

Before long, Chiang went even farther, instructing the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs to devise a plan that featured Masud and Isa in a promi-

nent role in Xinjiang. The ministry, having already received early reports 

on clandestine Soviet activities, considered “a set of principles on eth-

nic equality” that would “inspire patriotic sentiment among Xinjiang’s 

Muslim peoples, so as to combat the detrimental effects of foreign pro-

paganda.” Bu Daoming, head of the West Asia Division, submitted a 

draft proposal to Chiang for “making the nationalities content both in 

their political and daily lives, so that the Soviets cannot instigate them 

from the sidelines.” One of Bu’s proposals was for a “provincial senate in 

which representatives of the nationalities could participate.” Though the 

Generalissimo urged caution on the idea of a senate, his belief that the 

Nationalists needed their own proponents of a non-Han ethnopopulist 

platform in Xinjiang remained firm. “I have already received notification 

from the Generalissimo himself,” noted Wu in late 1944, as Ili lay in a 
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state of siege. “He has instructed [Chen] Guofu and [Chen] Lifu to find a 

way to use Masud.”41

Two months after Chiang’s son departed from Urumchi, Wu traveled 

to Chongqing for an audience with the Generalissimo. On June 15, 1945, 

Wu did his best to convince his boss of the folly of sending Masud and Isa 

back into Xinjiang. Chiang wasn’t listening. “Can Masud and the others 

return to Xinjiang now?” he asked Wu over tea. “They can return any-

time,” Wu replied. “But they harbor incorrect ‘East Turkestan’ thoughts. 

We must first rectify this shortcoming.” In the notations following this 

incident in his diary, later to be crossed out, Wu vented his frustration. 

“Whenever border figures are treated too generously during their time 

in the central government, I fail to see any good come out of it. Quite 

the contrary, they bring nothing but trouble to the state.”42 Wu could 

scarcely believe his ears. Perhaps with an eye toward posthumous vin-

dication, the governor took great care in his diary to record the “absurd 

proposals” of his Uighur colleagues, all of which were sure to “sabo-

tage national unity”: that Xinjiang be renamed East Turkestan; that the 

people of Xinjiang govern Xinjiang; that the central government not be 

permitted to station troops in, or sponsor migration to, Xinjiang; and 

that the various nationalities of Xinjiang all be considered part of the 

Turkic—not Chinese—race.43

As Wu and Chiang sparred over the ethnopolitical face of the Nation-

alist government in Xinjiang, events on the ground continued to develop. 

After a dark and miserable winter, Wu Zhongxin welcomed the summer 

snowmelt. “The cold spring beyond the pass is something those living in 

inner China simply cannot imagine,” he wrote. “The snow does not melt, 

and everywhere the ground remains an endless expanse of white.”44 In 

the summer of 1945, however, the long-awaited thaw simply brought 

more heartache. In May, several thousand Kazaks joined forces with 

Mongols and raided the Altay region. Soviet planes were spotted every 

other day or so, and one Kazak detachment was sent south to attack 

Barikol. In June, Ali Han Tore ordered the armies of the East Turkestan 

Republic back on the warpath. A thousand rebels made a beeline south 

through the Heavenly Mountains, toting heavy artillery behind them. 
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Though their sights were set on Kucha, the severed heads of ten Han men 

were found strung up along the road outside Aksu as well.45

Then, on July 2, officials in Tacheng sounded the alarm. Bandits 

had appeared in the surrounding countryside, and entire villages had 

defected to their side. Vast caravans of pillaged livestock headed toward 

the Soviet border, where their cargo was exchanged for firearms. Lack-

ing reinforcements, Wu watched from afar as the bandits took over the 

countryside and approached Tacheng. A White Russian general led the 

assault, on orders signed by Beria and approved by Stalin. Though most 

Nationalist officials managed to escape to the Soviet Union, ten thou-

sand Han civilians were not so lucky. Trapped behind the city walls, they 

soon met a gruesome fate. On July 31, Wu received his last telegram from 

the Tacheng authorities, marked “extremely urgent.” “Their weapons 

are state-of-the-art and they have heavy artillery. The sound of wailing 

shakes the earth. . . . Lacking appropriate words, I send my tears with 

this telegram.”46

With the fall of Tacheng, the Ili rebels continued toward Altay. By now, 

Osman’s Kazaks were expected to play only a supporting role. The latter 

struck first, however, raining heavy artillery upon the streets of Altay. 

In one sustained succession of six assaults, more than three hundred 

bombs cascaded over the city walls. The only bodies on the battlefield 

were Han, as “the Kazak warriors tie their feet into their saddles, so that 

their horses transport the dead riders away.” The regional zhuanyuan,

Gao Boyu, informed the governor that “if no bomber planes come to our 

assistance within the next twenty-four hours, the entire district will be 

lost.” Three days later, the Ili army from Tacheng finally drew near, stop-

ping along the way to occupy Burjin. On September 5, Gao zhuanyuan

sent his final telegram. “If you were planning on sending any reinforce-

ments, it is now too late,” he wrote. “Soon there will be nothing more to 

report from Altay. This is my last telegram.” Altay fell to the rebels two 

days later, and it was reported that every Han resident not married to a 

Kazak was slaughtered.47

Before he fled the city, Gao warned Wu that “unless you fight back, 

the same suffering will be visited upon you. Before long, Urumchi will 
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become the next Altay.” Rebel movements appeared to confirm Gao’s 

prediction. In late July, the Ili march on Tacheng was matched with an 

eastern drive toward Jinghe, the first town out of Ili on the road to Urum-

chi. After a heavy artillery attack on Nationalist forces at Jinghe, the Ili 

rebels struck forth for the Manas River.48 Then the Japanese surrendered 

to the Allies, and the rebels paused. During the interlude, Chongqing 

and Moscow signed the Sino-Soviet Friendship Treaty, a document con-

taining wide-ranging implications for China’s northern borderlands. In 

exchange for Stalin’s pledge to refrain from intervening in the affairs 

of Xinjiang and Manchuria, the Nationalists formally recognized the de 

jure independence of the Mongolian People’s Republic, long known to 

them as Outer Mongolia.49 “As far as China is concerned,” Wu wrote after 

learning details of the accord, “the recovery of the northeast is of para-

mount importance. This should also make it easier to settle the situation 

in Xinjiang.”50

It thus came as a profound shock to the governor when, less than 

a week later, the Ili rebels renewed their advance on the Manas River. 

“The bandits are now vigorously expanding, obviously in fulfillment of 

some planned and organized joint movement,” Wu observed. Though 

the Soviets had promised not to meddle in the affairs of Xinjiang, “in 

reality, they are still unwilling to release their grip.” During the first 

week of September, as the rebels closed in on the approach to Urum-

chi, General Zhu Shaoliang ordered his men to make a stand. By all 

accounts, the fighting was intense. The Soviets rose to the challenge. 

“There are frequent reports of heavy weaponry and brand new firearms 

among the rebels,” Wu wrote. “Vehicles transport grain and ammuni-

tion, and new soldiers appear in their ranks.” On September 4, the reb-

els reached Dushanzi, where the Soviets had once operated lucrative oil 

rigs under Sheng. The next day, two bombers strafed the approach to 

Wusu, less than two hundred miles from the capital. Refugees poured 

into Urumchi, and Nationalist officials sent their relatives out of the 

province. By contrast, the American consul, typically skeptical of Chi-

nese charges of foreign instigation in Xinjiang, was baffled. “He first 

expressed extreme concern over the recent bombings,” Wu noted, “and 
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then asked me, ‘Where did the planes come from?’” The day after the 

bombings at Wusu, Liu Zerong, a Nationalist official from the Chinese 

embassy in Moscow, arrived in Urumchi. Convinced that the Sino-

Soviet Friendship Treaty—which he had helped broker—would lead to 

an immediate ceasefire, Liu met Wu with a smile on his face. It fell to the 

governor to bring him down. “You place too much trust in other people, 

my friend.”51

The imminent threat to Urumchi finally pushed Chongqing into 

decisive action. Prior to that, Wu lamented, the central government had 

not sent a single bullet for the defense of Xinjiang, echoing a similar 

complaint broadcast by Yang Zengxin more than a quarter of a century 

earlier. Pushing the melodramatic envelope, General Zhu threatened to 

commit suicide if the Generalissimo did not send help. If tangible sup-

plies or troops could not be sent, Wu begged Chiang to at least send 

a “big official.” On September 13, his prayers were answered: General 

Zhang Zhizhong stepped out onto the runway at the Urumchi airport. 

Zhang, then the head of the political department in the Military Affairs 

Commission, was one of the most respected figures in all of China. He 

had distinguished himself in several high-profile, tense negotiations 

with the Chinese Communists, rightfully earning an epithet as China’s 

“peace general.” He was briefed on touchdown. Rebel armies were two 

days from Urumchi, and the capital was on the verge of starvation. Under 

no illusions regarding the chief force behind the rebels, Zhang walked 

straight to the Soviet consulate and delivered an ultimatum. “The rebel 

army must halt its military movements immediately. This will allow both 

sides to send representatives to engage in formal peace talks,” he said. 

“If military operations continue to expand, I am afraid that there will be 

no opportunity for a peaceful resolution.”52

In exchange for their services as “mediator,” the Soviets asked that 

Chongqing submit a proposal for Sino-Soviet economic cooperation in 

Xinjiang. Zhang agreed. With that, hostilities came to an abrupt halt. In 

London, Molotov informed Wang Shijie, the Chinese minister of foreign 

affairs, that the situation in Xinjiang “was simply transitional in nature, 

and that we should not overly concern ourselves with it.” Wang himself 
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suspected that recent events “had all been planned prior to the signing 

of the Sino-Soviet treaty.”53 In other words, the military aggression on 

display in late August and early September belonged to an earlier Soviet 

blueprint, and the fulfillment of its provisions trumped any promises 

made in the Sino-Soviet Friendship Treaty. After the meeting in London, 

less than twenty-four hours were to pass before the Soviet consulate in Ili 

made an astonishing announcement. The Ili rebels, he said, had asked 

the Soviets to mediate peace talks with the Nationalists. As other histo-

rians have pointed out, had this truly been the case, it would have been 

a coincidence of cosmic proportions. There had not even been enough 

time for a single telegram to make a round trip from Moscow to Chongq-

ing, much less to Urumchi and Ili.54 Furthermore, having sliced through 

figure 4.1. The Ili rebellion, 1944–45. With the fall of Altay and advance to Manas in 
September 1945, the boundaries of the East Turkestan Republic encompassed the oil rigs 
at Dushanzi and the mineral and pastoral wealth of Ili, Tacheng, and Altay. Cartography 
by Debbie Newell.
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Nationalist armies like steel on tinfoil, it beggars belief to think that Ali 

Han Tore would have suddenly experienced a complete change of heart. 

Quite the contrary, it is clear that Moscow, having pushed Chongqing 

into a compromising position, had now decided to call off the rebel 

advance and wait for the economic concessions to roll in.   

It was no mystery to Governor Wu why the rebels had stopped their 

advance. “According to reports,” he wrote in early October, “most of 

the Soviet members of the Ili army returned to the Soviet Union in late 

September.” In fact, following the arrival of Zhang Zhizhong in Urum-

chi, not only had Soviet personnel been recalled from the front lines. 

In addition, every last scrap of heavy artillery and modern weaponry, 

including all aircraft bombers, had been pulled from the rebel camp. 

What remained were Uighur and Kazak foot soldiers sporting the same 

rusty rifles and ramshackle artillery wielded by their Nationalist coun-

terparts. In other words, just enough firepower to fend off a Nationalist 

advance, but nothing that might enable them to further their gains. The 

reason was simple: the Soviets had achieved their goals. The gold and 

mineral mines in Altay, the beryllium mines in Koktogay, the trade hubs 

of Ili and Tacheng, and the oil fields of Dushanzi—all had been wrested 

from Nationalist control. Viewed as collateral damage were the deaths 

of fifteen thousand Nationalist soldiers and ten thousand civilians, most 

of whom were Han.55

To consolidate its newfound gains, Moscow now needed to put out 

the fire. The original rebel leaders in Ili, however, having been prom-

ised sovereignty over all of Xinjiang, refused to lay down their arms. 

Tasked with sending representatives to the peace talks in Urumchi, Ali 

Han Tore informed his followers that they were to ignore the ceasefire.56

At the same time, his men laid siege to Aksu, the only city in southern 

Xinjiang to come under sustained attack. This offensive was carried out 

in direct violation of Moscow’s directives, which focused on the min-

eral-rich steppes of the Kazak north rather than the agriculturally rich 

Uighur oases of the south. Three weeks after rebel armies in northern 

Xinjiang halted their advance, the battle for Aksu continued, but this 

time without Soviet aid. On October 6, after a month of encirclement, 
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Nationalist forces lifted the siege. Without Soviet help, the tide quickly 

turned. President Ali Han Tore openly criticized the fickle calculus of 

the Soviets. His profound disillusionment with his once magnanimous 

patron echoes through the Soviet archival record. In letters to Beria and 

in meetings with General-Major Yegnarov, he warns that the people of Ili 

are starting to believe Chinese claims that “wolves in sheep’s clothing” 

are acting as “champions of Islam” in Ili, and that they had been “sold 

out by the Bolsheviks.”57

In response, Moscow, likely suspicious that Ali Han Tore was the real 

instigator of such rumors, facilitated his swift replacement with a new 

crop of leaders. It was time for secular ethnopopulist intellectuals to 

take over. By early 1946, Ali Han Tore had exited the scene, seemingly 

without a trace. Though a Chinese source asserts that he continued to 

reside in Soviet Uzbekistan until his death in 1976, the only thing known 

for certain is that he was never seen again in Xinjiang.58

the nationalists fight back

By the autumn of 1945, the Soviets had achieved what they had set out 

to achieve: to re-create the era of Sheng Shicai without Sheng—or any 

Han replacement, for that matter. To legitimate its newfound gains, Mos-

cow needed the Chinese central government to acknowledge that the 

rebellion was essentially indigenous in origin. And that meant negotia-

tions, in which the Soviets offered to act as “mediators” for the Kazak 

and Uighur leaders who had only recently replaced Ali Han Tore. On 

September 11, General Zhang Zhizhong wrote to Governor Wu from 

Chongqing. “The Generalissimo is very concerned about recent events,” 

he told Wu. “If the rebels are willing to send a representative to talk with 

us, then I will bring Masud, Isa, and Emin [Mohammed Emin Bugra] 

to Urumchi to facilitate communications. What is your opinion?” Wu, 

despite his conviction that Masud, Isa, and Emin—the latter active in 

Nationalist circles ever since accepting Isa’s invitation to emerge from 

exile in Afghanistan in the early 1930s—were peddlers of a “narrow-
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minded ethnic nationalism with ulterior motives,” was powerless to 

object. “If the arrival of Masud and company will benefit the situation,” 

he replied, “then by all means they are welcome.”59

Try as he might, Wu never understood just how Zhang’s team of 

Uighur ethnopopulists was supposed to benefit the situation in Xin-

jiang. “If the talks [with the Ili representatives] proceed smoothly,” Wu 

learned after their arrival, “then we will not let Masud and company 

meet with the bandit representatives. If the talks experience difficulties, 

however, then we can consider using them as intermediaries.”60 From 

Wu’s perspective, this made little sense. Wouldn’t the strident anti-Han 

rhetoric of the Ili rebels become even worse once Masud and Isa joined 

its chorus? Foremost in Wu’s mind were the belligerent pronouncements 

of Ahmetjan Qasimi, the secular, Soviet-educated successor to Ali Han 

Tore. “The current era is an era in which invaders get punished,” he 

wrote in early 1946, in the midst of the talks.61 What Wu failed to realize 

was that Masud, Isa, and Emin had not been brought to Xinjiang to be 

used as grist for the Soviet mill. Instead, they were intended to buttress 

Nationalist claims to speak on behalf of a mass non-Han constituency 

in Xinjiang. Their job was to demonstrate to the people of Xinjiang that 

the Nationalists were not as intolerant and chauvinistic as the anti-Han 

rhetoric from Ili had made them out to be, thus negating the sole claim 

to political leadership proffered by the rebel leaders. 

For how could anyone accuse the Nationalists of Han chauvinism 

when they sponsored and condoned the sinophobic activities of Uighur 

dissidents operating within their own party? John Hall Paxton, the 

American consul in Urumchi, was one of those impressed by Nationalist 

demonstrations of ethnopolitical tolerance in Xinjiang. In a confidential 

report dated November 20, 1947, and entitled “Charges by Secretary 

General Aisabek [Isa Yusuf Alptekin] of Chinese Oppression of the 

Natives of Sinkiang,” Paxton highlighted the remarkable way the Chi-

nese administration suffered “a considerable party . . . among the Mus-

lim natives that is restless under Chinese control, critical of its abuses 

and eager for increased liberties for the native inhabitants of the area, 

without any reason to suppose that it is under Soviet influence.” During 
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an extensive interview with Paxton and Eric Shipton, the British consul, 

Isa “stated over and over again that he was without any hope that the 

Chinese would do anything to redress the grievances of the Turki people 

or grant them any real liberty.” Taken aback by Isa’s tirade, Shipton char-

acterized the rest of his talking points as “an indictment of Chinese rule 

in the province.” For their part, Chiang Kai-shek and Zhang Zhizhong 

were fully aware of Isa’s truculent critique of Han rule in Xinjiang but 

regarded his statements as “exaggerated” and “not shared by the major-

ity of the Turki people.”62 And yet this was precisely the sort of person 

they wanted to hold up as the non-Han face of the newly “enlightened” 

administration in Xinjiang: an intractable pessimist who never missed 

an opportunity to excoriate the Nationalist government to anyone and 

everyone who would listen. This was the sort of Uighur ethnopopulist 

with whom they wished to associate themselves, even if his views were 

not, according to Zhang and Chiang, representative of the majority of 

Uighurs in Xinjiang.  

Governor Wu was a nervous wreck. “Since the middle of last month,” 

he wrote in November, “these three people have been running around 

instigating the populace and exhorting young people to demand high-

level autonomy. . . . Masud tells the Muslim clergy to take up the issue 

in their weekly sermons, and counsels the people not to be afraid of 

speaking up anymore. Our detractors now openly insult the government 

and say that the Han have lost their strength. They demand the transfer 

of power and threaten to take up knives, axes, clubs, and rocks to exter-

minate us.” Wu could hardly contain himself. “When General Zhang 

invited them to Xinjiang, he intended for them to help resolve the Ili 

affair. Instead, they have organized and incited the masses, and stirred 

up a wave of discord.” Editorials in the Nationalist press echoed the gov-

ernor’s concern. “On the surface they follow the central government,” 

opined a Shanghai pundit, “but behind the scenes they are collaborating 

with the Ili rebels. Uighur akhunds who used to gravitate toward the cen-

tral government have now joined their ranks.” Wu concluded his analy-

sis by lamenting how “the rhetoric of Masud and company is exactly the 

same as that of the Soviets and the Ili bandits.”63
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That, of course, was precisely the point. How far were Chiang Kai-

shek and Zhang Zhizhong willing to push the envelope of ethnopopulist 

posturing? “It is said that Masud will be given the post of an inspector-

general of Xinjiang,” Wu learned in February, with no small distress. “I 

have nothing against him personally, but he propagates a pan-Turkic 

doctrine that will split our country apart.” Two days later, the governor 

learned that his paranoia did not run nearly deep enough. The inspector-

general post had been intended merely as a stepping-stone. Masud’s ulti-

mate destination was the governor’s quarters.64 This realization created 

considerable friction between Wu and Zhang, whose personal friendship 

dated to the earliest days of the Nationalist Party. When Wu urged Zhang 

to exercise extreme caution with Masud, Zhang finally had to reprimand 

his friend. “You and I agree on 80 percent of our ideas on how to rule 

Xinjiang,” Zhang replied. “But our viewpoints regarding Masud and the 

others are different. I still intend to use them, as a counterweight to the 

Soviet Union.”65

General Zhang dominated Xinjiang politics for the remainder of the 

republican era, first as successor to Wu (1946–47) in Urumchi, then as 

northwestern commissioner (1947–49) based in neighboring Gansu. 

Zhang led negotiations with Ahmetjan Qasimi and the rest of the Ili 

camp, while trying to implement economic and political concessions 

pleasing to their Soviet patrons. Once Moscow was satisfied with the 

progress of the talks, Ahmetjan began to sing a radically different tune. 

In 1946, he assured Zhang that “our national liberation movement is not 

directed at any particular ethnic group, but only at that group’s ruling 

class and its authoritarian government.” These mild statements were 

worlds apart from the fire-and-brimstone pronouncements of Ali Han 

Tore. They were also considerably tamer than the anti-Han sentiments 

now routinely expressed in Uighur-language periodicals published 

under the liberal forbearance of Zhang’s administration in Urumchi. In 

1946, one such journal, Khan Tengri, lionized several departed heroes 

of the Uighur intellectual elite by decrying their deaths at the hands of 

“the bloodthirsty swords of the tyrannical Chinese butchers.” Other arti-

cles decried the “oppressive imperialist and colonialist policies” of the 



figure 4.2. The Nationalist cabinet of Uighur ethnopopulists, 1947 or 1948. Throughout 
the latter half of the 1940s, the Nationalist government countered the Soviet patronage of 
Uighur and Kazak leaders in the East Turkestan Republic by raising the stakes and elevat-
ing non-Han personages into conspicuous positions of political authority throughout the 
province. From left: Isa Yusuf Alptekin (general-secretary, 1947–49), Masud Sabri (gov-
ernor, 1947–48), Burhan Shahidi (governor, 1949), and Mohammed Emin Bugra (deputy 
governor, 1949). Also pictured on the far right is the Han official Liu Mengchun. John Hall 
Paxton Papers (MS 629). Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.
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Chinese government, which had kept the people of Xinjiang in a “state 

of ignorance and slavery.” One even went so far as to lump Governor Wu 

Zhongxin with Sheng Shicai, labeling him as a proponent of oppressive 

policies that had denied “political freedom” to the non-Han peoples of 

Xinjiang.66

This was all very surreal for Wu, who began to complain of a weak 

heart and begged the Generalissimo for a transfer out of the province. 

His wish was granted in the summer of 1946, as Ili representatives relo-

cated to Urumchi to join a coalition government under Zhang. Wu left 

his successor with a cabinet of non-Han personages steeped in the impe-

rial regalia and titles of a bygone era. They were delivered to General 

Zhang as a symbol of what a conservative politics of difference could still 

accomplish in Xinjiang. Zhang and his team of Uighur intellectuals were 

committed to an ethnopolitical vision of Xinjiang that located legitimacy 

in progressive representatives of the “people,” not in their social “bet-

ters.” Wu, however, wanted nothing more than to show Zhang that the 

“people” were little more than a deceptive pretext, and that the living 

embodiments of the old order still exerted very real power on the ground. 

To make his point, Wu drew attention to his crowning achievement while 

in office, one that bore fruit just as he departed Xinjiang for the last time. 

courting osman batur

“If I could just get these Altay bandits to submit,” Wu wrote in early 

1946, “it would bring succor to the people, considerably weaken the Ili 

camp, and constitute a devastating blow to the Soviet Union, the bandit 

manipulator.”67 For the governor, the insurgencies of Altay and Ili repre-

sented entirely different phenomena. Ili, guided by the “bandit manipu-

lator” from Moscow, merited an international response orchestrated at 

the highest levels of the Chinese government. There was little that Wu, 

the governor of a single province, could do about it. But Osman had 

shed his blood long before it became useful to Moscow, reacting “purely 

against the oppressive policies of the former duban.” In fact, the only 
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reason Osman even became a batur in the first place was due to the spe-

cific policies of Sheng Shicai, who had imprisoned two rungs of heredi-

tary Kazak leadership before him. Whereas the Soviets had recruited an 

ethnopopulist constituency from scratch, Osman merely stepped in to 

fill the shoes of a departed noble. Handled correctly, therefore, he just 

might prove receptive to “trading in his weapons of war for silks and 

jade.” Wu’s plan was to imitate the tactics of imperial administrators 

throughout history: in return for demonstrations of loyalty to the Chi-

nese state, Wu would confer upon Osman and his descendants entry into 

an exclusive and conservative club of hereditary elites.68

Initiating contact with Osman proved more difficult than Wu had 

expected. Watched closely by his Soviet handlers on the Mongol border, 

Osman did not learn of Wu’s arrival in the province until nearly four 

months after Sheng Shicai had left Urumchi.69 Prior to the creation of the 

East Turkestan Republic, Osman’s chief appeal to Moscow lay in his abil-

ity to inflict damage on Chinese military forces. In other words, he was 

the only self-made ethnopopulist in Xinjiang who commanded a mar-

tial following. But the Soviets wanted native non-Han leaders indebted 

to themselves. Self-made men who had facilitated much of their own 

rise could not be reined in easily once strategic objectives were met or 

altered, as had been the case with Ali Han Tore. After Sheng left the 

province, Soviet support for Osman lost its raison d’être. In mid-1944, 

Moscow brought in a Kazak named Delilhan Sugurbaev to serve as a 

more pliant version of Osman, consigning the one-time batur to house 

arrest in Mongolia.70

Governor Wu, catching wind of developments across the border, 

encouraged Prince Ailin and his wife to send their agents back to the 

Altay steppe. In just one month, they achieved encouraging results. 

Three of Osman’s top leaders, disheartened by their batur’s dramatic 

demotion and confronted with the imminent return of the prince, indi-

cated their desire to submit to the government. Wu was ecstatic. “With-

out firing a single bullet, our pacification efforts have already succeeded. 

The eastern marches may soon be at peace.” Immobile and abandoned, 

Osman began to look for an exit strategy. He slipped messages across 
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the border, conveying his greetings to Governor Wu. “The people do not 

listen to my rallying cry anymore,” he admitted to one of Wu’s agents. 

“I am fully aware of how the Outer Mongols intend to treat me. Before 

long, they will throw me in jail or they will kill me.” At the same time, two 

of his former comrades-in-arms made a pilgrimage to Urumchi, where 

they vowed to initiate their own pacification missions. “In the past we 

used to fight against the Communists,” one of them said. “And now we 

are supposed to listen to them and act on their behalf? Just think for a 

moment how stupid this is.” Taking aim at the separatist rhetoric of the 

East Turkestan Republic, he spread the message that “no country in the 

world can be composed of so few people [as us]. We were born in China. 

We are Chinese.”71

Alarmed at the sudden success of Kazak recruiting efforts inspired 

by the return of Prince Ailin, the Soviets abandoned their ethnopopulist 

posturing and tried to match Governor Wu move for move. In early 1945, 

Osman, fearing the rapid eclipse of his once promising career, tried to 

curry favor with Prince Ailin, sending him a tribute of eight horses, fifty 

sheep, and two yurts. The Soviets responded by urging the Mongols to 

bestow upon Osman the title of khan, something that only an osten-

sible descendant of Chinggis Khan—the embodiment of the nomadic 

aristocracy—could do. Wu believed the Soviets were using the title of 

khan “to cheat and deceive” Kazak youth. We might describe their tactics 

more dispassionately as resorting to a conservative politics of difference, 

deployed to parry the conservative assault of Governor Wu and Prince 

Ailin. The fact that the Soviets felt the need to rehabilitate a Kazak eth-

nopopulist with the trappings of imperial conservatism likely came as 

sour vindication to Wu. It was also a shrewd strategic move, one that put 

Wu back on the defensive. Before long, Osman “Khan” sent out orders 

to apprehend Prince Ailin’s emissaries and deliver them to the Mongol 

authorities.72

Although the Soviets had outmaneuvered Wu, the governor refused 

to admit it. “Osman is an incorrigible man,” he fumed in August. “We 

are now resolved to exterminate him.” Over the coming weeks, however, 

Wu’s anger gradually abated as new details trickled in regarding the siege 
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of Altay City, the final offensive of the Ili rebels. The presence of Osman 

“Khan” notwithstanding, the Soviets had entrusted logistical command 

of the operation to Delilhan Sugurbaev, with Osman’s men confined to a 

less prestigious supporting role. Apparently, the manipulation of Osman 

was merely a ploy to contain Wu and Ailin’s conservative brand of influ-

ence in Altay. Moscow was still not willing to trust a self-made man like 

Osman. The final insult came in early September, when the city fell. 

“When Osman arrived at Altay, he heard that a Soviet official had been 

sent from Ili to assume control over the city,” Wu learned. “He turned 

away and left immediately.” The realization that his khan moniker had 

been a sham all along finally disabused Osman of any further illusions 

regarding the Soviets. “We fought the government for many years, long 

before the uprising at Ili,” he announced. “They were inspired by our 

lead. We were the original vanguard. So how can we just sit by and allow 

them to come in and take over our affairs in Altay?”73

Osman’s open defiance of Delilhan and the Ili rebels was quickly 

brought to the attention of Soviet officials in Moscow. Beria, the Soviet 

minister of internal affairs, observed that the “Kazak Robin Hood” does 

“not intend to recognize the government of East Turkestan . . . and believes 

himself to be Khan of the Altay.” Though Osman ultimately accepted a 

face-saving post in the new coalition government as zhuanyuan of Altay, 

the days of exposing himself to the whims of great power politics were 

over. Instead, Osman raided Nationalist and Ili garrisons alike, in the 

process recruiting a new Kazak constituency from scratch. Governor Wu, 

while deploring Osman’s methods, could not help but admire his pluck. 

“He was the earliest of all the rebels,” he wrote, “and the Altay Kazaks 

love him.” More than anything else, it was Osman’s uncanny ability to 

re-create a loyal following seemingly at will that most impressed the 

governor. “The people are embracing Osman with enthusiasm,” Wu 

learned after the fall of Altay, “and turning their backs on Delilhan.” One 

month after accepting the zhuanyuan post, Osman withdrew his men 

from Altay, sent an exposé of illegal Soviet mining activities to General 

Zhang, and commenced large-scale raids on their camps.74 He was now 

a loyal ally of the Nationalists. 
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Osman’s successful recruitment to the Nationalist fold stood as 

supreme vindication for Governor Wu. Born into a shepherd’s family in 

Koktogay, Osman was a nobody whose rise to power was made possible 

only by Sheng Shicai’s sidelining of the traditional Kazak elites. Having 

based his legitimacy as batur on a form of Kazak ethnopopulism that no 

longer reflected new sociopolitical realities under Prince Ailin, however, 

Osman quickly faced the limits of his potential. When the Soviets trans-

ferred their support to Delilhan Sugurbaev, an ethnopolitical creature 

even more artificial and dependent than Osman, the prestige of the latter 

suffered. The return of Prince Ailin’s emissaries to Altay ultimately forced 

Osman to salvage what little remained of his self-made name by taking a 

subordinate yet prestigious position under Governor Wu’s reconstituted 

conservative order. In response, the Soviet decision to designate Osman 

as khan was an attempt to beat Governor Wu at his own game. It worked, 

for a time. Ultimately, however, Osman came face-to-face with the hol-

low authority of his khan title and opted to embark on the re-creation of 

a new ethnopopulist constituency unbeholden to either the Nationalists 

or Soviets. His ability to do just that allowed him to join the Nationalists 

voluntarily from a position of strength, owing nothing to the Mongols, 

Prince Ailin, the Soviets, or Governor Wu. 

As Osman’s tumultuous saga clearly demonstrates, the clash of 

conservative and progressive platforms of political legitimacy in 1940s 

Xinjiang offered tremendous potential for an ambitious non-Han actor 

such as himself. In 1943, when the Soviets made the fateful decision 

to exploit, rather than conceal, the Han crisis of political legitimacy in 

Xinjiang, they effectively fired the opening salvo of an ethnopolitical 

tug-of-war in which each side endeavored to sponsor as much non-Han 

agency as possible. On every point of contention, there was room for two 

at the table: Osman and Delilhan, Masud Sabri and Ahmetjan Qasimi. As 

Russian and Chinese officials competed to prove just how enlightened 

they were in all affairs susceptible to charges of colonialism or imperial-

ism, a brief window of upward mobility and access to resources opened 

up for their Uighur and Kazak beneficiaries. In a game of constant one-

upmanship, however, it was only a matter of time before the possibilities 
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of harmless ethnopolitical bluffs exhausted themselves. By 1947, any-

one who understood the rules of the game must have started to wonder: 

just how much farther could the envelope safely be pushed?   

zhang zhizhong’s coup de grâce

On May 28, 1947, Zhang Zhizhong resigned his post as governor. For his 

successor, Chiang Kai-shek appointed Masud Sabri, the first-ever native-

born governor of the province.75 The impact was immediate. Halfway 

around the globe, in Southern California, the Los Angeles Times called 

Masud’s appointment “unprecedented,” while Zhang, claiming that 

Nanjing was bowing to native wishes to see “a Xinjiang man rule Xin-

jiang,” portrayed it as a demonstration of Chinese “respect for the politi-

cal rights of minorities.”76 As governor, Masud remained remarkably true 

to form and continued to issue incendiary statements regarding Chinese 

rule in Xinjiang. “Today, the government of China is telling the world: 

‘We are democrats and are struggling for democracy.’ But regardless if 

imperialism is white or blue, it always oppresses minority nationalities 

or even tries to annihilate them and wipe them out.”77 To his detractors, 

General Zhang played down Masud’s well-known separatist rhetoric and 

instead highlighted the benefits of a Uighur figurehead adored by the 

non-Han masses of Xinjiang. “Masud is a highly virtuous gentleman, 

who enjoys a senior position of authority among the Uighurs,” wrote 

an anonymous journalist in China News. “But in truth, even though 

Masud has ascended to the governorship, he wields very little real 

power.” Assuring his Han audience that Zhang, “the real power behind 

the throne,” was still in command, the author characterized Masud as 

Zhang’s “ace card.”78 The political calculus on display here is almost 

identical to that of the Nationalist report on Soviet affirmative action six 

years earlier, with which this chapter opened. 

Masud’s appointment was the banner event of Zhang’s elaborate 

propaganda campaign against the Soviet-directed rebellion in Ili. With 

Masud’s presence effectively negating the novelty of Ahmetjan Qasimi as 
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leader of the Ili camp, Zhang felt secure enough to hit the road to publi-

cize his ethnopolitical “enlightenment” to audiences in inner China. With 

a Uighur and Kazak dance troupe in tow, Zhang embarked upon a three-

month tour of Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou, and Taiwan. His colorful 

entourage initiated a frenzy of media reportage. To his Han audiences, 

Zhang played up the idea that long-estranged branches of the Chinese 

family were about to reconnect. For their part, Isa and Emin were given 

free rein to propagate a pan-Turkic agenda designed to appease their 

constituencies back in Xinjiang. A striking example of just such a dichot-

omy appeared in the pages of the official party newspaper, the Central 

Daily News, which reprinted a sample of Uighur calligraphy likely pro-

vided by Isa on behalf of the dance troupe. The Uighur version, penned 

in Arabic script, read as follows: “Let us forever develop our national 

art of Turkestan” (Türkistanniñ milliy sänitimizni abadi rawajlanduraili).

A classic expression of Isa and Masud’s pan-Turkic platform, this mes-

sage was reinforced elsewhere with ubiquitous images of mosques in 

Turkey. In its Chinese translation, however, the Uighur message was ren-

dered somewhat differently: “Develop the culture of Xinjiang” (fazhan 

Xin[jiang] wenhua). In a similar vein, the Chinese newspapers, instead of 

focusing on Turkish mosques, chose to print pictures of Uighur perform-

ers paying homage to Sun Yat-sen’s shrine in Nanjing.79

The Soviets, recognizing Zhang’s multifaceted campaign for the 

threat it was, attempted to cast the new governor as an ultraconser-

vative “reactionary” associated with the chauvinistic “CC Clique” of 

the Nationalist Party. As Masud took the oath of office in Urumchi, 

rebel authorities in Ili organized massive protests through the streets 

of Yining demanding his immediate resignation. According to inter-

nal reports, the Ili rebels had much to fear from Masud’s appointment. 

Uighurs were heard to claim that “good things will happen during the 

era of Masud,” and many proceeded to thank the central government 

for giving them the “blessing” of Masud. As a result, Ahmetjan decided 

to expose the Nationalist plot for what it really was. “To those who do 

not understand how the colonialists operate, here is what they do. They 

say: ‘We have given you a leader from among your own people.’ They 

say this to attract people to their side and fracture our indomitable, 
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united front of national liberation.” According to Ahmetjan, Masud was 

nothing but an ambitious careerist, a man who “babbles manure” for a 

living. He had deceived himself into thinking the Nationalist authori-

ties would allow the realization of his pan-Turkic “fantasies.” On the 

contrary, Ahmetjan claimed, he was simply doing the work of the Han 

colonialists for them.80

What is most fascinating about the reaction from Ili is its call to rein-

state Zhang Zhizhong as governor of Xinjiang. Nearly a year into Masud’s 

figure 4.3. This sample of Uighur calligraphy was provided to the Central Daily News
in Shanghai in December 1947 by a member of Zhang Zhizhong’s Xinjiang Youth Song 
and Dance Troupe. It is most likely that of Isa Yusuf Alptekin, who traveled with the dance 
troupe and oversaw its daily affairs. The Uighur text reads, “Let us forever develop our 
national art of Turkestan” (Türkistanniñ milliy sänitimizni abadi rawajlanduraili ). The Chi-
nese caption below, however, translates the same passage as “Develop the culture of 
Xinjiang” (Fazhan Xin[jiang] wenhua). Kai Lei, “Xinjiang gewutuan canguan ben bao ji,” 
Zhongyang ribao, December 18, 1947, 4–5. 
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governorship, long after the Ili representatives had withdrawn from the 

coalition government, Ahmetjan still demanded “the dismissal of Gov-

ernor Masud as a precondition for any return to Urumchi for further 

talks.” Nothing can better illustrate the futility of taking seriously the 

charges of “Han chauvinism” and “Chinese colonialism” levied by the 

Ili camp. Because the goal had never been to bring about “enlightened” 

Han rule in Xinjiang, but was rather to facilitate the perpetuation of a 

Soviet economic monopoly in the geologically rich regions of the north, 

nothing the Nationalists could do would ever satisfy the Ili rebels. The 

unprecedented level of vitriol directed at Masud—the living embodiment 

of a Chinese commitment to precisely the sort of ethnopolitical tolerance 

demanded by the rebels—was in direct proportion to the severity of the 

blow Nanjing had managed to land against the ethnopopulist platform of 

the Soviet proxy government in Ili. The irony of the situation must have 

been apparent to many: in calling for a demonstration of Nationalist 

commitment to indigenous sensibilities in Xinjiang, Ahmetjan insisted 

on the reinstatement of a Han governor from Anhui. As such, there was 

simply no way Chiang Kai-shek would consider withdrawing Masud. 

According to the Ministry of Defense, the call for Masud’s removal was 

“the most difficult demand to meet, and the primary source of the cur-

rent impasse.”81

If Masud served as an antidote to the rebel mind, then Osman offered 

Zhang an opportunity to strike at the rebel heart. By 1947, the Kazak 

batur had successfully negotiated his entry into an elite club of con-

servative Kazak allies formally aligned with the Chinese state. “I am 

an official in service to my country, and I have a duty to defend its ter-

ritory,” he announced in 1947. “To protect our national territory, we 

Altay Kazaks must deliver a severe blow to any evil power attempting to 

destroy national unity.”82 Among his newfound peers, however, Osman 

was perhaps the least dependent upon resources from Urumchi for his 

continued political survival. This fact would become more and more 

apparent as time wore on. In April, Osman set up camp in the Baytik 

Mountains, four days northeast of the capital. He immediately clashed 

with Mongol border patrols, from whom he took eight hostages. In June, 

the Mongols announced that severe repercussions would ensue if the 
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hostages were not released within forty-eight hours. Osman ignored the 

order. As promised, four or five unidentified aircraft crossed the Chinese 

border and laid waste to Osman’s camp. For the next two months, Osman 

and the Mongols traded bullets and casualties all along the mountain-

ous border. Kazaks flocked to Osman’s banner in droves. In just four 

months, he increased his following more than eightfold, peaking at 

1,700 warriors.83

 The aerial assault on Osman—executed by the Mongols but almost 

certainly countenanced by the Soviets—coincided with Masud Sabri’s 

appointment as governor. As the Soviets knew all too well, the two phe-

nomena were intimately related. For his part, Osman, emboldened by 

his success over the summer, set his sights on Altay. Though Zhang told 

him to stay put, Osman again ignored the order. In late August, Osman 

reconquered Chingil and drove out Soviet mining camps in Koktogay. 

Several weeks later, he laid siege to Altay and drove Delilhan from the 

city. Nationalist authorities declared that Osman was “acting entirely 

on his own initiative,” a rhetorical move that made the recovery of rebel 

territory appear to enjoy the spontaneous support of Kazaks desirous 

of a more proactive Nationalist role in the province.84 Faced with the 

stunning loss of Altay, the Ili camp fell into disarray. Then, in a move 

that surprised almost everyone, Osman continued to ride westward to 

conquer Tacheng, far outside his customary route of pastoral migration. 

At this point, Moscow, now deeply committed to mining operations in 

Altay, had no choice but to rearm Delilhan Sugurbaev and send him back 

into the fray. He returned to Altay at the head of an army with six tanks. 

Confronted with such an onslaught, Osman wisely abandoned his gains 

and retreated to the Baytik Mountains. 

As expected, Osman soon received the same vitriolic treatment 

accorded to Masud. In his speeches, Ahmetjan condemned Osman as a 

“dog,” “rapist,” “enemy of the people,” and an “agent of Nationalist fas-

cism.”85 As with criticisms of Masud, the goal was not to explore any sort 

of common ground between potential non-Han allies, but rather to neu-

tralize a rival narrative of ethnopopulist legitimacy in Xinjiang. Viewed 

from this perspective, Ili’s hyperbolic response bears testament to the 

blow that Zhang’s Kazak and Uighur allies had managed to land against 
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the Soviets. The Ili camp demanded both “the arrest of the so-called 

‘Altay bandit Osman’” and his arraignment before the people “for a pub-

lic trial as a precondition for any return to talks in Urumchi.” Judging by 

their “tone of language and grotesque posturing,” Zhang concluded, “I 

do not see any willingness to meet us halfway. Thus the situation will 

only get worse, and the current deadlock is likely to intensify.”86 Zhang 

could not have been much surprised by these developments. Like the 

Soviets, the Nationalists had little intrinsic interest in fostering non-

Han agency for its own sake. The goal was simply to stop the rhetorical 

bleeding of the Chinese body politic begat by the Ili rebellion and little 

more. Judged by that standard, by late 1947 the Nationalists had met the 

Soviet test in Xinjiang.  

Nevertheless, the incessant raising of the ethnopopulist stakes in Xin-

jiang carried troubling implications of its own. With Ahmetjan Qasimi 

president of the East Turkestan Republic and Delilhan in nominal con-

trol of its armies, Moscow had placed “proletarian” Uighurs and Kazaks 

at the top of a “national” republic, thus violating its own taboo against 

replicating the principles of affirmative action outside the borders of the 

Soviet Union and its satellites. With Governor Masud in Urumchi and 

Osman Batur on the field of battle, the Nationalists had aped the Soviets 

to perfection, in the process completing their transition from a conserva-

tive to a progressive brand of the politics of difference. In the back-and-

forth struggle to construct and deconstruct narratives of Han political 

legitimacy in Xinjiang, both the Nationalists and the Soviets had finally 

exhausted their capacity for innovation.

Everyone knew where the script of national determination was sup-

posed to go from here. For fifteen years, the people of Xinjiang had been 

promised an ever greater share of the ethnopolitical pie. These mostly 

hollow pledges nevertheless gave rise to a very real logic of rising expec-

tations, one with a momentum all its own. Therefore, if independence 

for the non-Han peoples of Xinjiang was not in the offing—and it most 

certainly was not—then some sort of surrogate compensation must be 

found. In the event, it would fall to the Chinese Communists to deter-

mine just what sort of compensation would be offered.
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chapter 5

THE BIRTH PANGS OF
CHINESE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

I
n october 1949, the central committee of the chinese 

Communist Party received a report from Deng Liqun, a special agent 

sent to infiltrate the Ili valley two months prior. “Some of the young 

people out here,” Deng wrote, “are wondering why the new Chinese 

leadership is not adopting the Marxist-Leninist principles of national 

determination as a means to national liberation.” Instead, “they say we 

are merely implementing regional autonomy. How do I respond to such 

queries?”1 Deng’s report highlights the thorny legacy of rising expecta-

tions in Xinjiang that would confront the new leadership in Beijing after 

1949. Over the past two decades, the Soviets had alternately concealed 

and exploited the Han crisis of political legitimacy in Xinjiang by playing 

various permutations of the affirmative action card. The general trajec-

tory, however, was toward an ever larger political role for the non-Han 

masses of Xinjiang. Thus ethnocultural autonomy under a Han warlord 

bereft of territorial claims had gradually given way to a sinophobic East 

Turkestan Republic firmly wedded to the administrative boundaries of 

Ili, Tacheng, and Altay. The Nationalists, negotiating from a position 

of weakness, were forced to engage the Soviets on their own terms. As 

a result, they too did their part, however reluctantly, to reinforce the 

notion that men like Masud Sabri and Osman Batur represented the real 

ethnopolitical future of the province. 

During the latter half of 1949, the Chinese Communists, for reasons 

entirely unrelated to anything that took place in Xinjiang, gradually sup-

planted Nationalist authority throughout the northwestern regions. In 
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nearly all matters of ethnopolitical import, however, the people of Xin-

jiang could have been forgiven for thinking the Nationalists had never 

left the province. Both parties were committed to placing Kazaks and 

Uighurs in prominent positions of largely symbolic authority. For exam-

ple, Burhan Shahidi, the Uighur-speaking Tatar appointed to succeed 

Masud as governor in early 1949, was retained in that post for another 

six years by the Communists. Though both parties were determined to 

rein in the Ili rebels, the Communists, aided by the Soviets, had a far 

easier time of it. In the end, the East Turkestan Republic would be recast 

by party historians as the Three Districts Revolution (sanqu geming), 

whose leaders had always intended to merge with the progressive forces 

of Chinese Communism. In line with this retelling, the anti-Han pogroms 

carried out in Ili, Tacheng, and Altay were largely written out of official 

narratives.2

Most importantly, however, the Nationalists and Communists were 

both committed to some form of administrative autonomy as a surrogate 

compensation for the national ideal. (In the Nationalist version, this was 

glossed as gaodu zizhi, or “high-level autonomy.”) The only difference is 

that the Communists could dial back the rhetoric of the past two decades 

from a position of strength, a distinction of no small significance. Let us 

recall for a moment the specific causal agent of the political malaise that 

had undermined every single central government administration since 

the late Qing: foreign powers, who deprived China’s ruling class of the 

opportunity to harness domestic resources for domestic consumption. 

In a sense, the great misfortune of the Nationalists was their precocious 

rise to power. Simply put, until the foreign powers left China, whoever 

held custody of the central government was destined to bear the brunt of 

repeated onslaughts on the very foundation of their narratives of politi-

cal legitimacy. For the Nationalists, the enormous expenditure of capi-

tal and resources necessary to meet the Western and Japanese threats 

saddled them with an additional handicap, one largely evaded by the 

Communists: the superficial but necessary incorporation of numerous 

warlords, whose independent bases of support severely undercut the 

ideological and organizational cohesiveness of the party. 
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By contrast, the early setbacks of the Communists and their retreat 

to the margins of inner China proved to be a blessing in disguise. As 

Jay Taylor has shown, unlike the Nationalists in Nanjing, Mao Zedong, 

holed up in the hinterlands of Shaanxi, was not forced to watch his con-

siderable investments in German industry and munitions destroyed by 

the Japanese. Nor was he obliged, as a show of good faith to the Allies, 

to send his best fighting forces to the Burma theater, where, under the 

command of Joseph Stilwell, far too many perished. In Yan’an, Mao did 

not have to engage in protracted conventional warfare against vastly 

superior Japanese forces, nor did he have to integrate capricious war-

lords into his chain of command. As the Communist Party expanded by 

leaps and bounds during wartime, Mao was able to maintain an orga-

nizational discipline and ideological purity of which the Generalissimo 

could only dream.3 In 1945, when the Communists finally emerged from 

Yan’an, they could maneuver their forces without fear of succumbing 

to foreign assaults on their narratives of political legitimacy, as had 

already happened to the Nationalists. The surrender of Japan and the 

Allied renunciation of extraterritoriality two years prior had taken care 

of all that.

The same conditions that allowed Mao to achieve a swift victory over 

the bruised and battered Nationalists also enabled the Communists to 

adopt a less concessionary approach to matters of ethnopolitical import. 

In response to the concerns of Ili youth expressed in Deng Liqun’s tele-

grams, Premier Zhou Enlai was sympathetic yet firm. “Without a doubt, 

every nationality has a right to self-determination,” he explained. “But 

now the imperialists are attempting to split Tibet, Taiwan, and even Xin-

jiang from our country. Under such circumstances, we will call our state 

the People’s Republic of China, and not a federation.” Wang Enmao, the 

new party secretary in Xinjiang, seconded Zhou’s statement. The idea 

of a Chinese “federation,” he added, “in which Xinjiang would become 

a republic within the People’s Republic of China,” represented “incor-

rect” thinking.4 It was that easy. No need to sponsor public demonstra-

tions of public penance for the suffering of non-Han frontier peoples, as 

Wang Jingwei and Chiang Kai-shek had once felt obliged to do. No need 
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to convene contentious conferences that gave non-Han officials like Isa 

and Masud a platform to berate their “chauvinistic” Han colleagues and 

demand “high-level autonomy” for Xinjiang, as the Nationalists had felt 

compelled to do in 1945. With foreign patrons for disaffected non-Han 

figures now in short supply, the Communists no longer feared what a 

spurned successor of Masud or Isa might do. After 1949, those who dis-

agreed with Zhou’s and Wang’s statements were confronted with a short 

list of options: flight (Isa, Emin, and Yolbars), imprisonment (Masud and 

Manchuqjab), or execution (Osman and Janimhan, the Kazak provincial 

minister of finance for the Nationalists). 

The profound disparity of resources available to the two parties along 

the non-Han borderlands also illuminates the tone of pronouncements 

for public consumption. As anyone familiar with the official writings of 

Chiang Kai-shek and other top leaders is well aware, the Nationalists 

were not known for progressive statements regarding non-Han peoples 

and their eventual integration into the Chinese state. The most famous 

distillation of the official party line can be found in China’s Destiny,

ghostwritten by Tao Xisheng and published under the Generalissimo’s 

name in 1943. In it, Chiang concluded that the differences among China’s 

various ethnicities were attributable to “regional and religious factors, 

and not to race or blood,” and that the “various clans actually belong to 

the same nation, as well as to the same racial stock.” Wu Zhongxin, an 

enthusiastic promoter of the Chinese melting pot, once told Masud that 

“those peoples who followed the Han have risen high, while those who 

turned their back on the Han have disappeared.”5 As we have seen, how-

ever, the words and actions of these same “chauvinist” Han look very 

different when viewed from the unpublished archival documents they 

did not intend for public consumption. As we saw in the previous chap-

ter, behind closed doors the Nationalists evinced a remarkable degree of 

flexibility, pragmatism, and compromise.

In stark contrast to the Nationalists, the Communists have culti-

vated a reputation for being far more “enlightened” than their predeces-

sors. After all, they formally recognized the existence of fifty-six official 

nationalities within China, making sure that representatives of each 
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group filled seats in the National People’s Congress. It was also the Com-

munists who finally enshrined the Soviet ethnopolitical model along the 

borderlands, unveiling the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region (Xin-

jiang Weiwuer Zizhiqu) in 1955. But if we confine our analysis to sub-

stantive action rather than abstract discourse, it soon becomes apparent 

that there is a direct relationship between the strength of the state and 

the ethnopolitical discourse it chooses to broadcast. For example, in 

1884, when imperial administrators conferred provincial status upon 

Xinjiang for the first time in history, they did so in an attempt to project 

a centralizing reach that the state did not actually possess. Similarly, the 

Nationalist refusal to recognize distinct ethnic groups, preferring talk 

of subordinate “clans” and “tribes,” was a rhetorical strategy rooted in 

weakness. After all, why give China’s border peoples yet another pretext 

to collude with foreign powers by formally acknowledging their lack 

of historical ties with the Han race? With the Communists, the oppo-

site was true: Beijing could afford to recognize a multitude of non-Han 

nationalities and grant them some form of regional autonomy on paper 

precisely because they no longer feared that such concessions could be 

realized on the ground. 

There is a great deal of irony in all this. The Communists, while 

talking a more progressive talk, walked a far less permissive walk. The 

National People’s Congress, which included representatives of each 

newly recognized ethnic group, was never anything more than an orna-

mental government body whose job was to rubber-stamp whatever 

legislative proposal came its way. The Communist equivalent of Masud 

Sabri berating his Han colleagues in 1945 was a staid political ritual 

exactly one decade later in which fifty-seven delegates to a conference 

in Urumchi submitted their views on the proposed designation of a Xin-

jiang Uighur Autonomous Region. The first words out of the mouths of 

thirty of them were “I completely agree” (wanquan tongyi). Eleven oth-

ers expressed their “firm” or “complete support,” while two decided to 

hedge their bets by both “completely agreeing” and “firmly supporting” 

the proceedings.6 Would that Chiang Kai-shek had enjoyed such ideo-

logical and political conformity! As for the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous 
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Region, time would eventually make a mockery of the very name, which 

today describes a region lacking either a Uighur majority or any sem-

blance of political autonomy. 

And yet the Nationalists, who talked an embarrassingly chauvinistic 

talk, had walked a comparatively progressive walk. They did so out of 

necessity, to be sure, but with tangible implications nonetheless.7 In the 

more than six decades since the Nationalists withdrew from Xinjiang, 

no Uighur or Kazak figure has ever managed to exert as much influence 

on Chinese policy as did Isa, Masud, or Osman. It is now clear that the 

Nationalists were obliged to tolerate a degree of non-Han agency that 

their successors would never seek to replicate. Conditioned by the geo-

political crises of the 1940s into a brand of “progressive” ethnopolitical 

pragmatism, the Nationalists, had they somehow emerged victorious 

from the civil war, might well have found that they had no choice but 

to bow to certain elements of the logic of rising expectations that they 

themselves had helped to foster.

Ultimately, however, this is all an exercise in counterfactual 

speculation. By early 1950, the Communists had extended their writ 

throughout the province and were eager to prove the superiority of their 

ethnopolitical platform. Not surprisingly, this would entail dramatic 

structural and rhetorical transformations. First and foremost, the Com-

munists attempted to pick up where the late Qing state had left off. In 

practice, this translated into a revival of the integrationist thrust that 

the beleaguered Manchu court had tried but failed to implement more 

than half a century earlier. Then, as now, the goal was to guard against 

rival foreign empires who might use the pretext of “national liberation” 

to further their economic interests in Xinjiang. From a structural per-

spective, the key innovation was the creation of the Xinjiang Produc-

tion and Construction Corps (Xinjiang Shengchan Jianshe Bingtuan). 

Described by one scholar as “an empire almost to itself,” subordinate 

only to Beijing, the bingtuan represented the reassertion of political, 

economic, and cultural ties between Xinjiang and the Han heartland. 

It was an overwhelmingly Han-dominated organization, composed in 

its early years almost entirely of demobilized Communist and captured 

Nationalist soldiers.8
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The Production and Construction Corps fulfilled every political and 

economic goal once aspired to by the late Qing court. By funneling mil-

lions of Han migrants into Xinjiang, it strengthened cultural and demo-

graphic ties to the inner provinces and struck a blow at any attempt by 

political dissenters to portray Xinjiang as “deserving” its own Uighur 

nation-state on the basis of ostensible ethnocultural homogeneity. It also 

oversaw massive agricultural reclamation projects and the development 

of new boomtowns in areas of the region rich in natural resources. In 

addition, the Production and Construction Corps received enormous 

investments of capital from the central government. None of this had 

been possible during the late Qing or republican eras, when the cen-

ter had no money to give and chronic political disunity discouraged 

the cultivation of ties between the Han governors of Xinjiang and the 

rest of China. But even during relatively quiescent times, few Han gov-

ernors possessed the wherewithal to manage the fallout sure to ensue 

as a result of such a bold repudiation of the politics of difference. The 

cultural, economic, and political integration of Xinjiang with the rest of 

China, while deemed essential, was a very risky proposition. After all, 

the last time a Han official had overseen large-scale Han migration to 

Xinjiang—Jin Shuren in the early 1930s—the apocalyptic Hami rebellion 

was the result. 

Thus it was the job of Chinese Communist ethnopolitical discourse 

to mitigate the inevitable backlash to its integrationist thrust in Xin-

jiang. But before we examine how this integrationist approach was 

experienced on the ground, let us examine the response of top Com-

munist leaders to the delicate question posed by Uighur intellectuals to 

Deng Liqun in Ili: why is Beijing giving us less than the Soviet blueprint 

allows for? 

justifying regional autonomy

Examined in light of the legacy of the Qing empire, the decision to turn 

Xinjiang Province into the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region makes 

perfect sense. Quite simply, it was an attempt to recapture the spirit of 
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differentiation inherent in the administrative status originally assigned 

to the province prior to 1884: a non-Han dependency (fanshu or shudi) of 

the Qing empire, sharing little in common with the inner Han provinces 

(neisheng) of the heartland. The Communist move was merely a formal 

recognition of what had long been apparent in practice. In 1909, when 

the Qing court oversaw China’s first-ever general elections, all prov-

inces were allowed to nominate and elect candidates for their assem-

blies—all provinces, that is, except Xinjiang, whose “special conditions” 

precluded its participation. Later on, even as Nationalist officials duly 

referred to Xinjiang as a province in official paperwork, some policymak-

ers despaired over the ways Xinjiang remained “special,” and thus resis-

tant, to integration with the rest of the country. Governor Wu’s refusal 

to elevate Uighur expatriates to prominent office in Urumchi had been 

based on his adamant belief that such appointments made Xinjiang 

appear even “more special” than it already was. In fact, he and some 

of his colleagues reasoned, the Nationalists should be trying to make it 

less special, so as to guard against Soviet plots aimed at exploiting its 

unique conditions.9

So Xinjiang clearly had always been special. In and of itself, this was 

not necessarily a bad thing. Indeed, the politics of difference depends 

upon the preservation and often valorization of ethnic and spatial dis-

tinction to achieve its strategic goals. Difficulties arise only when the 

Chinese state no longer proves capable of acting as the sole source of 

mediation and legitimization for the special conditions in Xinjiang. This 

is a crucial point. Chiang Kai-shek had no problem placing men like 

Masud Sabri in the governor’s seat, so long as the Nationalists—and the 

Nationalists alone—had put him there. But the Soviet installation of 

Ahmetjan Qasimi in Ili was totally unacceptable, even though many of 

his public pronouncements were less provocative than those of Masud. 

The Chinese Communists picked up where the Generalissimo had left 

off. In practice, this meant that Beijing would need to find a way of rein-

forcing certain categories of difference while orienting that difference 

toward the Chinese state. This is a tricky balancing act for any state. 

Writing about the Soviet Union, Francine Hirsch has called this process 

“double assimilation”: by subscribing to a set of characteristics alleg-
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edly common to all members of a particular ethnic group, the members 

of that group acknowledge their subordination to the state that defines 

and institutionalizes such categories in the first place.10

The People’s Republic of China was that new state. In place of Nation-

alist “clans” and “tribes,” the Communists went to great lengths to 

codify fifty-six nationalities, each of which acknowledged its allegiance 

to Beijing by participating in institutions designed to reinforce a sense 

of state-sponsored difference.11 Whether created from scratch or sim-

ply inherited from republican forebears, each nationality was to regard 

itself as one of fifty-six fraternal twins: different in appearance (culture, 

language, etc.) but identical in paternity (the Chinese state). All were 

united in looking to Beijing to sponsor their collective progress toward 

socialist modernity. It is for this reason that the phrase empire of nations,

first coined by Hirsch for the Soviet Union, is nearly as applicable to the 

People’s Republic of China as it was to its Eurasian neighbor. The goal 

was to see how the politics of difference could facilitate the acquisition of 

wealth and power for the metropole. The only difference lay in what was 

meant by difference. In place of the conservative ethno-elitism champi-

oned by imperial administrators and some of their republican admirers, 

we now find the language of progressive ethnopopulism. This was well 

suited for justifying the encroachment of the state into the economic and 

private lives of its subjects, much as it had for Han warlord Sheng Shicai 

two decades earlier. 

Thus far the Communist approach looks very much like the Soviet 

approach. The chief distinction is to be found in the obligation of the 

fraternal nationalities of China to recognize a Chinese rather than Soviet 

father. That single distinction would make a world of difference. Though 

many of these fifty-six nationalities could ultimately trace their institu-

tional genesis to a Soviet blueprint, no one but the Chinese Communists 

could now claim the authority to regulate and legitimate their affairs. 

This was the political breakthrough eagerly sought but never achieved 

by the Nationalists. For the Communists, recovering national sovereignty 

enabled the creation of a unique political discourse still with us today: 

“socialism with Chinese characteristics.” Though this phrase dates from 

attempts in the post-Mao period to reconcile the contradictions of Lenin-
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ist governance with market economics, we can see its rhetorical fore-

bears in the ethnopolitical platform of the 1950s. Such a convenient and 

flexible discourse allows the Chinese state to claim that it is only doing 

what more developed states have already done, but in accordance with 

the special conditions of China. Simply put, unlike the Soviet Union, the 

People’s Republic had no intention of giving its nationalities their own 

“national republics,” complete with the right of secession. This radical 

departure from the Soviet affirmative action blueprint needed to be jus-

tified, not least because the peoples of Xinjiang—more than any other 

region of China—were intimately familiar with the Soviet model. 

The discourse brought to bear upon this problem is best described as 

Soviet affirmative action with Chinese characteristics. Its messenger was 

Premier Zhou Enlai, who delivered a sweeping lecture on the subject two 

years after the creation of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. The 

reason the Bolsheviks had given some of their non-Russian peoples their 

“own” national republics, Zhou said, was because the Russian state had 

emerged from the same “colonialist” impulse that characterized other 

European empires. To make amends for the “imperialist” legacy of the 

czarist era, the Bolsheviks needed to prove that they were different from 

other Western powers. The creation of national republics, along with 

their associated right of secession, were thus tangible demonstrations 

of ethnopolitical progressivism, without which no one would have taken 

seriously the Bolshevik commitment to a new world order. China, how-

ever, was different. “As everyone knows,” Zhou asserted, “imperialism 

came from the West.” As a result, China could be a victim of imperialism 

but not its perpetrator. And since imperialism was a uniquely Western 

phenomenon, it followed that granting national republics as a show of 

imperialist remorse and negation did not apply to China. Western pow-

ers, Zhou claimed, had embarked upon linear conquests far from their 

own borders. But the spatial and human dimensions of China looked 

more like an ever expanding and contracting amoeba, in which Han and 

non-Han “naturally” mixed and merged.12

So went the rhetorical justification for Soviet affirmative action with 

Chinese characteristics. Because China did not emerge from the Western 

imperialist tradition, the only criteria capable of determining the proper 
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relationship with its minority peoples should derive from the lessons of 

Chinese history, not European or even Russian history. As for the lessons 

of Chinese history, Zhou claimed, they teach that the people of China 

have mixed and merged in a natural and harmonious fashion, eschew-

ing the violent displacement so characteristic of Western history. It was 

precisely such violent displacement that had once forced the Bolsheviks 

to come up with the idea of establishing national republics, as a drastic 

tonic for a uniquely Western vice. But since China is a stranger to this 

vice, Zhou insisted, imbibing its tonic is unnecessary and counterpro-

ductive. As a result, granting independence or national autonomy to any 

non-Han peoples within China would be akin to forcing a healthy patient 

to take medicine for a disease he does not have—an analogy Commu-

nist leaders were fond of drawing. This, in turn, would weaken China’s 

defenses against the future return of the ever-predatory Western impe-

rialist powers.13

The logic of Soviet affirmative action with Chinese characteristics is 

also evident in the discussions that took place regarding the name to 

be applied to the new autonomous region in Xinjiang. Mao himself pro-

posed Xinjiang Autonomous Region, preferring to omit formal mention of 

the Uighurs as its “steward.” Prominent Uighurs in the Communist gov-

ernment, however, expressed far more concern at the inclusion of Xin-

jiang than the omission of Uighur. Burhan Shahidi apparently echoed the 

sentiments of many when he told Deng Xiaoping that “some of the eth-

nic groups in Xinjiang are not very fond of these two characters.” What 

he meant was that Xinjiang—variously translated as “New Dominion,” 

“New Territories,” or “New Frontier”—connoted a relationship with the 

rest of China that could easily be construed as colonialist or imperial-

ist. He proposed replacing it with Tianshan, the Chinese name for the 

“Heavenly Mountains” that divided the province into distinct northern 

and southern halves.14

Mao would have none of it. He insisted that Xinjiang remain. One 

month later, Deng Xiaoping duly broke the news to Uighur cadres. “The 

name Xinjiang does not contain any sense of an insult to the minority 

peoples, and therefore a change to Tianshan would be inappropriate,” he 

wrote. As a concession, Mao agreed to the insertion of Uighur, so long as 
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Xinjiang retained its position at the front of the line. The end result was 

a curious amalgam. Though the new autonomous region “belonged” to 

the Uighurs, it was branded with a Chinese name that sounded much like 

those given to New World colonies in North America and Australia (e.g., 

New England, New South Wales). Mao’s logic, of course, was irrefutable: 

since China is incapable of practicing imperialism, the name Xinjiang

could not be interpreted as the rhetorical embodiment of an imperialist 

past. To agree to its omission would constitute a tacit admission that 

China was, in fact, capable of acting just like the Western imperialist 

powers. When stripped of its associated discourse, however, the new 

name merely represents one of many pragmatic attempts undertaken by 

Han statesmen during the twentieth century to reconcile contemporary 

“best practices” of empire imported from abroad with the domestic dis-

course of Chinese nationalism on which nearly every Han revolutionary 

had been weaned. Uighur Autonomous Region embodied the former, the 

retention of Xinjiang the latter.

If the Communist discourse on borderland “autonomy” skillfully 

elided any mention of the geopolitical pragmatism behind it—that the 

legacy of national humiliation lay behind the decision to eschew both a 

federation of republics and the right of secession—we are still left with 

the question of why Beijing decided to territorialize its own version of 

“autonomy.” Neither Sheng Shicai nor the Nationalists had seen fit to do 

so, and the Communists clearly had no compunctions about adapting 

the Soviet model to suit “Chinese conditions.” From a purely strategic 

point of view, it would seem that the ethnocultural model pursued by 

Sheng—also known as the Austro-Marxist platform—offered the least 

chance of separatism while retaining the discourse of progressive eth-

nopopulism. After all, cultural autonomy still provides the state with 

its coveted role as an evolutionary sponsor of substate nationalisms, 

while simultaneously denying the “beneficiaries” of such autonomy the 

administrative tools necessary to merge political activism with preex-

isting ethno-territorial categories. One suspects Beijing’s reluctance to 

revive Sheng’s program to be rooted in the duban’s execution of numer-

ous Communist cadres (including Mao’s brother), while aversion to the 
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Austro-Marxist model might be attributable to its heretical status in the 

contemporary political culture of the Soviet Union. 

Whatever the reason, the end product was an awkward ethnopolitical 

regime. It asked non-Han peoples to aspire to a national consciousness 

while settling for regional autonomy. As the sociologist Rogers Brubaker 

figure 5 .1 . The Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, 1955. The new administrative 
divisions in Communist Xinjiang awarded seven nationalities a degree of regional 
autonomy at the county, prefectural, or regional level: Uighur (one region, five dis-
tricts), Mongol (two prefectures, one county), Kazak (one prefecture, two counties), Hui 
(one prefecture, one county), Kyrgyz (one prefecture), Tajik (one county), and Sibe (one 
county). As was the case in the Soviet Union, much debate preceded the assignment of 
new administrative boundaries and their association with a nationality. The most con-
tentious surrounded the designation of the Ili autonomous prefecture as “belonging” 
to the Kazaks, despite the presence of an urban Uighur demographic of long-standing 
political and economic weight. Uighur and Kazak cadres were both told they needed to 
emulate the Han in learning to balance the demands of political sovereignty and ethnic 
diversity. Cartography by Debbie Newell.
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has shown, for most people in most circumstances, there is likely to be 

nothing at all provocative about this. The discourse of ethnopolitics is 

far too abstract to figure much in the daily lives of most people, and it 

usually takes a backseat to economic matters. There are, however, sev-

eral circumstances in which ethnic conflict can rise to the fore, of which 

two are relevant for our purposes here. The first is a sudden influx of 

alien migration perceived by local residents as disruptive to preexist-

ing economic relationships. The second is when the demographics of a 

particular locale are no longer weighted in favor of a single ethnic group 

but are instead split roughly between two or more groups of unequal 

economic status.15

During the 1950s, these two conditions did not yet obtain in most 

of Xinjiang. In the provincial capital, however, a sizable population of 

Uighurs, Hui, and Kazaks did brush shoulders with the massive influx 

of new Han migrants. The factory floors of Urumchi provided the back-

drop. Close analysis of rare municipal party reports concerning modes of 

interaction among the state and its Han and non-Han workers in Urum-

chi provide a suitable litmus test for the ethnopopulist discourse of the 

new state. 

unveiling affirmative action in urumchi

In October 1949, as the People’s Liberation Army poured into Xinjiang, 

a Nationalist officer in flight to India passed through the southern oasis 

of Kucha. The local Han magistrate invited the officer into his home. 

Once inside, the officer met his host’s Uighur wife and two children. His 

curiosity got the better of him.

“The Uighurs of southern Xinjiang are against Han men marrying 

their women,” he said. “But here you are, and you have gone and mar-

ried a Uighur girl. How come they don’t resist our immigration?” 

His Han host shot back, “What is there for them to resist? All the chil-

dren born here speak Uighur. Not only that, there are plenty of akhunds 

who say openly in public that ‘even if a hundred thousand Han come 
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out here, we will simply assimilate a hundred thousand Han. What are 

we afraid of?’”16

This exchange between a Nationalist officer in retreat and a lonely 

Han official in Kucha speaks to the ways shifting demographics can exac-

erbate or mitigate what is often thought of as ethnic conflict. As Brubaker 

discovered among Romanian and Hungarian communities in Transyl-

vania, towns marked by a clear demographic majority weighted toward 

one ethnic group were least likely to become sites of ethnic conflict, even 

when local politicians from the majority group went out of their way to 

antagonize the minority community. By contrast, ethnic tensions and 

ethnic conflict were most likely to occur in places divided more evenly 

between two ethnic groups, particularly if such parity had been brought 

about by demographic trajectories experienced within living memory.17

When the Han official in Kucha explained why local Uighurs did not 

oppose his marriage to a Uighur woman, he was giving voice to the first 

set of conditions, which had facilitated Mongol and Manchu rule before 

him. Simply put, an isolated handful of alien elites in no way threatens 

the socio-economic fabric of the community as a whole. 

Indeed, for the duration of the Mao years and in some places right up 

until the present day, circumstances conducive to ethnic conflict have 

been absent from much of Xinjiang. The reason is simple: Han migra-

tion, managed on principles of difference familiar to China’s imperial 

predecessors, was an intentionally segregated process. As a result, Han 

migration and its attendant capital investment—both embodied through 

the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps—were largely funneled 

into agricultural reclamation sites or new industrial boomtowns located 

far from preexisting Uighur or Kazak communities. In this as in other 

matters, segregation was deemed the height of prudence. Thus a study 

of ethnopolitics after 1949 must focus not so much on the highly segre-

gated and exclusionist bingtuan, but rather on places where representa-

tives of different ethnic groups interacted and intermingled on a regular 

basis, under state supervision and with the possibility of state interven-

tion. After all, though statistical charts quickly reveal the presence of 

majority-Han districts and counties throughout Xinjiang, it is not diffi-
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cult to find entire cities and counties that have remained overwhelmingly 

Uighur, particularly in the south. Mao Zedong repeatedly butted heads 

with proponents of such a segregationist approach. Whenever the Chair-

man pursued one of his labor-intensive economic campaigns, he criti-

cized the idea—apparently well entrenched—that non-Han peoples must 

be insulated from “disruptive” mobilization toward a socialist future.18

Prior to 1949, few if any oases in southern Xinjiang were home to a 

Han demographic exceeding 5 percent of the population. In most cases, 

the percentage was far lower, a realization belatedly cherished by those 

who ventured north in search of work after the Communist takeover. 

Upon experiencing difficult conditions in an Urumchi factory, a group of 

Uighur petitioners from Kashgar declared its intention to “go back home 

even if you put a bullet in our heads.” Others expressed “discomfort” in 

the workplace by requesting a transfer back to what they referred to as 

the “pure Uighur” oases of the south.19 As a result, it fell to Urumchi, 

with its 60/40 demographic ratio in favor of the Han, to serve as a bell-

wether for the government’s ethnopolitical platform. That such a bell-

wether exists at all is quite new. Prior to 1949, no Han administration 

had been able to sustain its penetration to the ground level of society for 

more than a few years at a time. As such, the only organic ethnopolitical 

platform of any substance was that which had obtained among conser-

vative elites, and it was upon this basis that claims to Chinese political 

legitimacy had long been made, in practice if not in name. Even when 

Osman Batur managed to recruit an ethnopopulist constituency follow-

ing the imprisonment of Prince Ailin and other hereditary Kazak nobles, 

he proved quite willing to adopt the traditional title of khan and transfer 

his loyalty back to Urumchi once it became clear that Governor Wu was 

committed to both Prince Ailin and the old ethno-elitist order. 

After 1949, however, the first traces of a stable, organically grown 

ethnopopulist constituency began to emerge in Xinjiang. This means 

that we can finally take stock of the state’s claim to a narrative of politi-

cal legitimacy in a non-Han land on the basis of the progressive ethno-

populist agenda long peddled—but never fully realized—in the region. 

Such a dramatic reorientation of our analytical priorities necessitates a 
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paradigm shift of sorts. As one scholar has shown with respect to Soviet 

Kazakhstan, the vast majority of ordinary citizens typically do not assess 

the culturally alien state in terms of the “colonialist” abstractions so 

familiar to intellectuals, historians, and political elites. Instead, the cri-

tique from below tends to focus only on those aspects of state discourse 

relevant to the daily lives of upwardly mobile urbanites, who generally 

want to rise up through the system, not subvert it.20 Thus, while politi-

cal activists in Ili continued to promote geopolitical abstractions such 

as “Han colonialism” and “eggshell autonomy” well into the 1960s, 

Uighur smelters in the August 1 Steel Factory complained of far more 

pedestrian matters: dirty dormitories, pork-filled baozi, and a lack of 

on-the-job training. 

On that note, let us take a closer look at what the first generation of 

Uighur, Hui, and Kazak “proletariat” in Xinjiang encountered in the fac-

tories of Urumchi. Before they ever set foot in the workplace, they would 

have been inundated with state-sponsored “development discourse” and 

the idea that “elder brother” Han were in Urumchi merely to train the 

non-Han peoples to take their places. The journalist Chu Anping painted 

a heartwarming portrait of this tutelage process. Not only did the Han 

“respect the local customs and unite with their fraternal ethnic neigh-

bors,” he wrote, but they also assumed an active and positive leadership 

role. When Uighur workers “enter the factory floor for the first time, it is 

apparent that they need constant care and attention from their Han co-

workers, both in technical skills and in daily living.” According to Chu, 

the Han did not shirk their responsibility. When one Uighur employee 

needed additional guidance outside normal work hours, her Han super-

visor visited her dormitory and chatted until late into the night. On one 

occasion, when this same worker accidentally spent all her wages and 

was unable to purchase her next meal, her Han boss “purchased sev-

eral dollars’ worth of food tickets and delivered them” to her. As another 

Uighur worker put it, her Han manager routinely “treats me better than 

my own mother does.”21

Woven into Chu’s anecdotes is the silhouette of a pragmatic economic 

hierarchy that would consistently bedevil implementation of the state’s 
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ethnopolitical platform. Two irreconcilable priorities are in evidence 

here, resolved only in Chu’s flight of literary fancy: while the Uighurs 

were supposed to be “masters of their own house” (dangjia zuozhu), 

that house could only be built with a massive influx of Han economic 

and technical assistance. As party secretary Wang Enmao put it several 

years later, during the first eight years of Communist rule, “the value of 

materials sent from the inner provinces to Xinjiang has amounted to two 

million tons.” Meanwhile, he claimed, “Xinjiang has only sent a meager 

fifty thousand tons in return.” The only reason Xinjiang had attained fis-

cal solvency for the first time in half a century, he continued, “is because 

the central government has invested an enormous amount of capital 

into Xinjiang’s economy.”22 And since that investment naturally favored 

those with advanced skills and education undertaken in the official lan-

guage of the new state, Han migrants to Xinjiang quickly became the 

new de facto masters of the house. Had these new Han migrants treated 

their non-Han understudies as Chu Anping’s reports claimed they did, 

the disconnect between economic and ethnopolitical policies might not 

have been a problem. 

Unfortunately, they did not. As the municipal branch of the Com-

munist Party in Urumchi was soon to discover, the imperatives of indus-

trialization left little time or energy for such altruism. After a series of 

non-Han strikes broke out at the October Automobile Repair Factory, 

July 1 Cotton Factory, and August 1 Steel Factory, the party carried out its 

own internal “ethnic policy inspection” (minzu zhengce jiancha). What 

they found was discouraging. Meetings were conducted exclusively in 

Chinese, while documents written in Uighur either “piled up” or “disap-

peared.” In the factory, “none of the dispatches, announcements, door 

plates, slogans, or labor regulations are written in Uighur, and even 

some places with a ‘danger’ sign lack Uighur translation.” Hiring deci-

sions were based almost entirely upon the applicant’s fluency in Chi-

nese, a criterion that consigned one otherwise talented Uighur cadre to 

a demeaning career as a janitor. The interview process for Uighur and 

Kazak job applicants was often limited to a single question: “Do you 

understand speech or not?” (ni dong bu dong hua). In one case, an indig-
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nant reply was recorded: “We’re humans, too, you know. How could we 

not understand speech?” By “speech,” of course, the Han interviewers 

meant standard northern Chinese (Mandarin), the default language of 

all state-led economic activity. Despite repeated admonitions from the 

party, the only people who bothered to study Uighur, Kazak, Mongol, or 

Kyrgyz were Uighurs, Kazaks, Mongols, and Kyrgyz, a duty required of 

them by the newly “enlightened” government. The Han, free to ignore 

repeated admonitions that they study minority languages, could instead 

learn Russian or English, thus dramatically expanding their opportuni-

ties for professional advancement.23

For those Kazaks and Uighurs who did manage to land a job, the fac-

tory floor turned out to be an unusually hostile place. Libraries lacked 

even a single book not in Chinese, and work unit entertainment catered 

almost entirely to a Han audience. (In two factories, only 7 of 391 phono-

graph records were in Uighur or Kazak.) Contrary to Chu’s heartwarming 

portrait of Han supervisors patiently cultivating Uighur understudies, 

“many Han cadres claim that ethnic cadres lack ability, cannot accom-

plish the work, and cannot communicate with them.” Some work units 

were “unwilling to receive ethnic cadres transferred from other units, 

and they attempt to devise methods for getting rid of those they already 

have.” No one wanted to devote precious time to training non-Han work-

ers. “They believe incorrectly that minority cadres are all of a certain 

type, and completely shirk their leadership responsibility to assist them.” 

Han treated non-Han with open contempt, “even to the point of despis-

ing them.” Tricking Muslim colleagues into eating pork-filled baozi and 

then laughing at them in the cafeteria was openly tolerated, as was the 

quartering of pigs next to the Muslim dormitories. Han cadres “believe 

that ethnic cadres are dumb and suitable only for crude tasks.” Another 

added that perhaps “another thirty years” of training might help. One 

Han worker said that he would “prefer to teach three Han rather than one 

Uighur” and that “a few are better than many, and none is best of all.” In 

response, Kazak and Uighur workers chose to remove themselves from 

the workplace: extended sick leave and suspicious vacation time became 

frequent topics of discussion among Han managers.24
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Not that all managers were Han. At the August 1 Steel Factory, the 

deputy director of production was a Kazak, one of several non-Han cad-

res who were said to “feel ill at ease in the workplace.” The deputy direc-

tor did not mince words: “Every day I go to my office, but there is no one I 

can talk to and nothing for me to do. So I sit at my desk all day and waste 

away. Everyone calls me deputy director, and this sounds swell. But in 

reality, I have nothing to do with the work that goes on around here. 

Sometimes I don’t even know that the director has left for a business trip 

until after he returns, to say nothing of taking over in his absence.” As 

a result, he chose to “spend most of the day at home rocking his baby,” 

occasionally showing up at work just to “pull a few handles.” It soon 

became apparent that Uighurs and Kazaks in positions of visible author-

ity were usually “just for show.” When one Uighur received a prestigious 

promotion from personnel to production, “he was extremely happy.” Of 

course, that was before he learned he was expected to show up for work 

but not to do any work. When a colleague asked him if he was busy, he 

exploded in anger: “I’m busy as hell! I’m so busy I can’t get all my work 

done!” Eventually he requested the revocation of his “promotion” and 

a transfer back to his more humble yet substantive work in personnel.25

These helicopter promotions of non-Han workers to positions of 

conspicuous but hollow authority did more than undermine the dignity 

of the recipients. They also generated considerable resentment among 

their Han colleagues, who “think that all achievements are theirs alone, 

and say that the revolution was made by the Han.” To understand the 

perspectives of these recent Han arrivals, we should note that few had 

chosen to relocate to Xinjiang. In fact, in later reminiscences about their 

early days in the northwest, the two most common refrains emphasized 

their “dispatch” from the inner provinces and the considerable “hard-

ship” they experienced as a result. In other words, most of them had 

been sent to Xinjiang against their will, to apply their advanced educa-

tion and skill set to an environment deemed far more backward than the 

provinces from whence they came. As a result, in an ironic inversion of 

the state’s affirmative action discourse, these Han migrants felt entitled 

to special treatment in Xinjiang. “In all of Kucha,” bragged one Han 
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accountant in the local bank, “you won’t find a single person capable of 

doing the work I do.”26 In light of their perceived sacrifices and suffer-

ings, the last thing these urban Han migrants wanted to see was Kazaks 

and Uighurs, often illiterate in Chinese, promoted to positions of privi-

lege based purely upon the accident of their birth. 

This disdain carried over into the workplace. “They do not respect 

the customs of the local ethnic groups,” one report observed, “and view 

short hair and Han fashion as the definition of ‘progressive,’ while read-

ing the Koran at funerals and doing namaz prayers are seen as backward.” 

Han cadres were overheard to say things like “Namaz is something rich 

people do. You can do it all you like, but God won’t give you a penny.” In 

the workplace, Han openly criticized their non-Han colleagues for taking 

paid leave during religious holidays. “Who pays for your salary during 

such a long holiday?” asked one Han man who could not take such time 

off. In retaliation for such piecemeal demonstrations of respect, some 

Han went out of their way to denigrate their “undeserving” colleagues 

by ordering Uighur subordinates to transport pigs or tricking them into 

eating pork-filled baozi. No opportunity was missed to remind non-Han 

colleagues that all real and important tasks were reserved for the Han, 

regardless of what the state said. One insult pointed out that “the pilots 

of airplanes and drivers of vehicles and tanks are all Han. You guys aren’t 

fit for such work.”27

Faced with such dysfunction in the workplace, the party made a great 

show of official concern. Complaints from Han migrants were singled 

out and criticized as instances of “Han chauvinism,” and attempts 

were made to solicit the opinions of Kazaks, Uighurs, and Hui. Yet few 

believed the party would make any sincere or sustained efforts at ame-

lioration. “Talk won’t solve anything,” one man was heard to say after a 

meeting convened to discuss the issue. Another predicted that the ethnic 

inspection campaign “was just a passing wind” and that nothing would 

change. “While the ethnic policy inspection is going on, there are Uighur 

posters and Uighur-language films. After the inspection they’ll all dis-

appear.” He was right. “On the first Sunday after the inspection con-

cluded,” the official report noted, “this is exactly what happened. Not 
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only were there no Uighur-language films . . . but none of the announce-

ments on the wall or in broadcasts were in Uighur . . . and all movies were 

projected exclusively in Chinese.” The report concluded on a pessimistic 

note. “We believe that the chief cause of the problems listed above is that 

the party’s ethnic policies are not being studied sufficiently, and most 

people have only a superficial understanding of them. Another reason is 

that most people concede only that our ethnic policies are important in 

principle, but then fail to undertake any tangible actions on the ground 

to implement them.”28

The findings of the Urumchi Municipal Party Committee might be 

taken as an apt summation of the tensions inherent in the Soviet and 

Chinese versions of affirmative action. That is, nationality policies were 

important in principle, and an initial good faith effort would be made to 

realize them in official institutions and regulations. In reality, however, 

the desire to overtake the industrialized nations of the world as quickly 

as possible meant that economic development would always constitute 

an infinitely higher priority than issues of ethnopolitical import. And 

much as was the case under Jin Shuren two decades earlier, the demo-

graphic and economic imperatives of a developing Xinjiang oriented 

away from the Soviet Union inevitably required a massive influx of Han 

labor and capital. The difference after 1949, of course, was that Beijing 

was finally both able and willing to leverage its military and political 

resources to safeguard its investment. In an age in which national deter-

mination is valorized, however, the state needed to continue to maintain 

the pretense, however transparent, that the “natives” were the real stew-

ards of progress in Xinjiang. 

The more Beijing developed Xinjiang, however, the harder it became 

to camouflage the Han presence. In 1954, municipal authorities in Urum-

chi grew alarmed at a steady stream of unregulated Han migrants from 

the inner provinces. Some fled persecution, others called on relatives, 

but common to all was the misinformed perception that “money is easy 

to make in Xinjiang.” Armed with an exaggerated sense of self-worth 

on the non-Han frontier, they refused offers of manual labor, instead 

demanding managerial cadre positions. When some took to begging 
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on the street, party authorities began to deplore the “extremely nega-

tive effect” imparted by these itinerant Han.29 It was precisely with such 

vagrants in mind that Yang Zengxin, hoping to alleviate indigenous fears 

of unchecked Han migration, had once advertised Xinjiang’s oxen as 

“emaciated” and the local economy as “catastrophic.” When that failed, 

he drafted the worst of the Han migrants into a decrepit military estab-

lishment that effectively quarantined them away from the natives. With 

the land at peace and the transportation infrastructure intact, however, 

the Communist state no longer had any need of the old governor’s tac-

tics. A handful of illegal migrants notwithstanding, Beijing wanted noth-

ing more than to resettle millions of Han workers to Xinjiang.30 So long 

as they skirted around long-established native communities, these Han 

migrants offered few downsides: vulnerable, pliant, and expendable, 

they could be used in appalling labor conditions without fear that their 

discontent might be exploited by foreign powers. 

The Communist state thus valued two types of Han migrants: urban-

ites for their education and technical skills, and peasants for endlessly 

exploitable labor. Though it should not come as a surprise to see Beijing 

leveraging its most readily available and least costly human resources 

in Xinjiang, it is important to note the unintended consequence of such 

demographic dependence: a non-Han populace that felt excluded from 

the economic boom taking place right in its own backyard. The Urumchi 

Municipal Party Committee was not ignorant of this sentiment. During 

its investigation of select factories, it found that “minority workers are 

very insistent on receiving political and technical training, and they hold 

many opinions on these matters.” Some of these opinions held that “we 

have not done a sufficient job in nurturing minority cadres or in helping 

them perform their tasks. They generally feel that they have titles but 

no authority, are unable to perform in a managerial capacity, and thus 

cannot accomplish any work.” Much as was the case across the border 

in Soviet Kazakhstan, discontent stemmed not from integration into a 

culturally alien system, but rather from exclusion from that system and 

its hierarchy of material rewards. According to the committee report, 

one person expressed precisely this fear: “I don’t care about any of the 
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other stuff. I’m only afraid that no one will teach me any useful skills.”31

Similar refrains echoed well beyond the factory floors of Urumchi, 

in one of the few other regions to witness substantial interethnic mix-

ing in Xinjiang. In May 1957, the party secretary in Ili, obliged by Mao’s 

injunction to criticize the party’s shortcomings during the Hundred 

Flowers movement, inadvertently gave voice to a wide swath of discon-

tent among the people of his district. More than two years had passed 

since the designation of Ili as a Kazak Autonomous District, he observed, 

yet “not a single governing document has been issued in Kazak.” Official 

signs were still written only in Chinese. Never mind highly placed non-

Han cadres “just for show”; in Ili, many government and party offices—

invariably the most important ones—still lacked even a single non-Han 

cadre. Industry, the lifeblood of the socialist economy, was dominated by 

migrant Han. “Some people say, ‘This isn’t a Kazak Autonomous District, 

it’s a Chinese Autonomous District.’” One memorable critic character-

ized the system of regional autonomy as “eggshell autonomy” (danke 

zizhi). Plans to convene a meeting to discuss the issue were met, just as 

in Urumchi several years earlier, with jaded skepticism. “Whether we 

discuss it or not hardly matters,” one Kazak cadre responded. “It’s all 

the same in the end.”32

In the summer of 1957, the Anti-Rightist Campaign revealed even 

more strident critiques of Chinese Communist policies in Xinjiang over 

the preceding decade. Saypiddin Azizi, the Uighur who succeeded 

Burhan Shahidi as the civil governor, took aim at unnamed critics of the 

regime in a lengthy speech later published in full. “Some people,” he 

alleged, had called for an “independent Uighuristan or an East Turkestan 

Islamic Republic.” Saypiddin himself received letters denouncing “Han 

party members who have stripped us of our land, our wealth, destroyed 

our religion, and turned the people of Xinjiang into homeless vagrants.” 

Other anonymous critics characterized the arrival of Han migrants as a 

“natural disaster,” described Han cadres as the new “landlord class,” 

and branded all Han in Xinjiang as “colonialists.” The natives of Xin-

jiang were “like slaves,” subject to “assimilationist policies.” Those who 

held real power in party and government “are all Han,” while those non-
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Han who accepted hollow positions of authority alongside them were 

“Han agents,” “running dogs of the Han,” or “ethnic Khitay [Chinese].” 

Despite Saypiddin’s insistence that such sentiment was confined to a 

few egregious proponents, he acknowledged its prevalence throughout 

“government offices, industry, and schools.”33

As is clear from these examples, Communist attempts to fashion a 

new narrative of Han political legitimacy on the non-Han frontier met 

with a great deal of resistance among those Uighurs and Kazaks who 

could still remember the inflated promises of previous decades. The 

pivot upon which nearly every critique of the new government turned 

was the success or failure of the state’s new ethnopopulist platform. 

Ever since the 1930s, Han governors and Soviet consuls in Xinjiang had 

peddled such platforms in piecemeal fashion, with varying degrees of 

success and sincerity. By the 1950s, however, the Chinese Communists 

were finally expected to deliver tangible and sustained results on the 

ground. Had they done so, the discourse of “elder brother Han” help-

ing to develop Xinjiang for the non-Han minorities might have evinced 

a viable staying power for many more decades. Ideally, from Beijing’s 

perspective, charges of “Han imperialism” or “colonialism” would have 

searched in vain for a receptive audience in Xinjiang. But if the preceding 

analysis of Chinese Communist affirmative action in Urumchi and Ili is 

indicative of trends throughout Xinjiang in later decades, there is only 

one conclusion that the historian can reach: the ethnopopulist platform 

of the Chinese Communist state was hollow and insincere. Top party 

leaders were eager to pay it lip service but not to ensure its realization 

on the ground. As a result, the integrationist structural transformations 

undertaken on the ground in Xinjiang after 1949 have been continually 

plagued by the lack of an ethnopopulist discourse and constituency to 

match. 

So long as the discourse of national determination is valorized in 

world politics, Han political and economic leaders in Xinjiang will feel 

the lack of a demonstrated record of ethnopopulist success capable of 

defusing aspirations among Uighur intellectuals for substantive politi-

cal enfranchisement. The opportunity to develop just such a discourse 
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arose in the first decade of the new state, but the state failed miserably 

to meet its own barometer for success. Beijing has been dealing with 

the consequences of this failure ever since. Outside China, however, 

Xinjiang has attained an international profile only over the past several 

decades, in stark contrast to the Dalai Lama and the Tibetans. In light 

of the fact that the Communist platform of ethnopopulism in Xinjiang 

crashed and burned almost immediately upon takeoff, amid a period of 

sustained and sometimes traumatic economic, demographic, and politi-

cal transformations, this lack of international attention to Xinjiang dur-

ing the Mao years begs explanation. We must therefore ask the following 

question: why has global awareness of Xinjiang, targeted for accelerated 

Han migration and economic development far earlier and far in excess 

of that aimed at Tibet, lagged so far behind that of its southern neigh-

bor? Did no one hear the cries of disillusionment that accompanied the 

protracted birth pangs of Chinese affirmative action in Xinjiang? Or were 

other, more powerful forces at work, intent on silencing any attempt to 

draw global attention to the fate of China’s largest remaining colony? 
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chapter 6

THE XINJIANG
GOVERNMENT IN EXILE

I
n july 1947, an emissary from the tiny himal ayan 

princely state of Hunza met with a Chinese Nationalist consul in India. 

During his meeting, the envoy “produced documentation proving their 

former allegiance to us and requested the resumption of their status as 

a dependency of China.” Several months later, Mohammad Jamal Khan, 

the mir of Hunza, sent another representative to Kashgar, with a letter 

stating his desire to “restore our friendship of old.” The envoy himself 

had much more to say. Declaring that Hunza “was originally part of Chi-

nese territory,” he expressed a willingness to “return to China, for whose 

people we have particular affection.”1 The backdrop for these sudden 

overtures was the looming partition of India. The mir of Hunza faced a 

difficult set of choices. Should he accede to Pakistan, to India, or attempt 

to establish his own dominion? His efforts at soliciting the interest of 

the Nationalist government in Xinjiang were intended to hedge against 

potential threats from Pakistan or India, either of which might claim 

Hunza for itself. 

At first, the Nationalists failed to detect any ulterior motives in the 

mir. After checking its files, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs learned that 

Hunza had once sent tribute to Manchu—later Han—officials at Kash-

gar, the last recorded submission having occurred in 1935. Noting a 

preponderance of British influence in the princely state, the ministry 

duly added Hunza to its growing list of “lost territories” (sangshi tudi). 

With the decolonization of the British Empire, however, came tantaliz-

ing opportunities for the Chinese. “Although they are a vulgar and rustic 
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people,” observed a Nationalist official in Xinjiang, “they are capable 

of appreciating the majesty and virtue of the central government. As 

their annual submission of tribute has shown, they have not forgotten 

their ancestral nation.” Before long, the ministry ordered its officials in 

Xinjiang to “dispatch a courier informing the Hunzans of the restoration 

of their tributary status” as a means of “respecting our sovereignty and 

securing our borderlands.”2

From his office in Urumchi, Zhang Zhizhong did a double take. “Issu-

ing a hasty order for Hunza to resume its imperial tribute does not seem 

to be the proper posture for a modern country to adopt,” he wrote to Nan-

jing. What happened next is remarkable. In a response to Zhang’s rejoin-

der, the ministry decided to abolish the “feudal system of submitting 

tribute and establish a Hunza Autonomous Region in its stead, under 

the jurisdiction of the Administrative Yuan.” From Kashgar, Nationalist 

officials, parroting the progressive ethnopopulist rhetoric of the Soviets, 

praised the new relationship as capable of facilitating “our lofty policy 

of succoring and uplifting the weak and small peoples of the world.” 

As part of this new plan, Mir Mohammad would become Commissioner 

(Zhuanyuan) Mohammad, and party and military officials would be 

sent to “participate in the government and act in an advisory capacity.” 

Excitement within the Nationalist ranks was palpable. “If we are able 

to hold up Hunza as a precedent and broadcast the virtue of the central 

government to northern India,” wrote one official from Kashgar, “then 

Ladakh may follow, and in light of the current conflict between Pakistan 

and India, perhaps even Kashmir.”3

 By early 1948, however, the mir’s calculus had become all too clear. 

After throwing in his lot with Muslim insurgents fighting on behalf of 

Pakistan, Mir Mohammad reiterated his desire to initiate a relationship 

with China only upon “the old terms and bases, because the old terms 

are much more acceptable and respectable to both nations.” These terms 

included a customary selection of “presents” from the Chinese govern-

ment, “of which I hope you have got the list,” along with various grazing, 

agricultural, and taxation rights in southern Xinjiang. To fulfill his end 

of the tributary bargain, the mir sent to Kashgar “a very small present 
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of shoes, which I hope you will accept.” Ministry officials, perhaps won-

dering if someone was playing a cruel joke on them, closed the case. As 

Bu Daoming, head of the West Asia Division, put it, the mir’s requests 

were “detrimental to our interests.” Therefore, “we will not accede to 

this request.”4

If the Nationalists had emerged victorious from the Chinese civil war, 

what sort of posture would they have adopted toward the non-Han bor-

derlands? The curious twists and turns of the Hunza affair reveal much 

regarding the evolving response of those Han administrators who con-

tinued to operate under the ideological umbrella of the Nationalist party. 

From the perspective of the modern Chinese state, the goal was still—and 

always had been—the consolidation of sovereignty and exploitation of 

resources within lands imagined to have once been subject to the will 

of the Qing court. In pursuit of this objective, the Nationalists had been 

forced by unfavorable geopolitical conditions to adopt a bewildering 

array of ethno-elitist and ethnopopulist platforms of difference in Xin-

jiang. In 1947, as the Hunza affair illustrates, they were still experiment-

ing with a range of ethnopolitical options, many bearing the imprint 

of contemporary rivals. When the initial response from the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs was to “dispatch a courier informing the Hunzans of the 

restoration of their tributary status,” General Zhang Zhizhong, from 

his office in Xinjiang, reminded the ministry that the revival of forms 

of diplomacy once practiced by the Manchu emperors “does not seem 

to be the proper posture for a modern country to adopt.” Rather, the 

proper posture was to delineate a form of “high-level autonomy” (gaodu 

zizhi)—clearly related to the Communist blueprint for “regional auton-

omy” (diqu zizhi) already deployed in Inner Mongolia—as a demonstra-

tion of “our lofty policy of succoring and uplifting the weak and small 

peoples of the world.”

Despite such blatant borrowing of Soviet forms of ethnopolitical dis-

course, the Nationalists were obliged by their internal ideological schisms 

to peddle forms of ethno-elitist difference, such as that championed by 

one-time Governor Wu Zhongxin in Xinjiang. Thus the proposed Hunza 

Autonomous Region, an obvious concession to the ethnopopulist plat-
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form of the Soviets and Chinese Communists, would be presided over by 

Commissioner Mohammed, a Muslim king. Such flexibility would serve 

the Nationalists well after 1949, when geopolitical circumstances forced 

them into the most untenable position yet. In the midst of it all, how-

ever, they would continue to pursue the recrudescence of the modern 

Chinese state, a goal that, when viewed from the non-Han borderlands, 

effectively placed Nationalists and Communists in the same geopoliti-

cal camp. As this chapter will demonstrate through an analysis of the 

office of the Nationalist “governor” of Xinjiang from Taiwan, when faced 

with the united ethnopolitical front of two powerful Chinese metropoles, 

any alternative platform of difference, be it conceived in Xinjiang, Soviet 

Central Asia, or in the Middle East, was doomed to fail. A brief history of 

the Xinjiang government in exile will go a long way toward explaining 

why the refugee community from Xinjiang proved unable to construct a 

credible narrative of ethnopolitical legitimacy independent of the Chi-

nese state. Their failure stands in stark contrast to the narrative put forth 

with considerable success by their Tibetan counterparts. It will also help 

explain why the Chinese Communists did not have to reckon fully with 

the failure of their ethnopopulist platform in Xinjiang during the 1950s 

until after their rivals on Taiwan could no longer speak for “free China.”

a cold war scramble

In August 1947, the Soviet Union abruptly ordered the Chinese consul-

ate in Semipalatinsk to shut its doors and cease operations. The Chi-

nese ambassador in Moscow submitted a cryptic report on the situation. 

“Though their motives remain a mystery,” he wrote to Nanjing in Novem-

ber, “rumor has it that an earthquake is expected in the Kazak capital 

[Almaty] sometime before 1950, and that there may be some relocation 

efforts. Thus it is possible that sensitive military or chemical installa-

tions will be transferred soon, and they do not want foreigners to spy 

on them.”5 The ambassador’s reference to an “earthquake” may very 

well have been a form of prudent political doublespeak, particularly in 
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light of what followed. Two years later, on August 29, 1949, the Soviets 

successfully tested their first atomic bomb just outside the city of Semi-

palatinsk. Though there were no longer any Chinese diplomats stationed 

nearby to report on the matter, Douglas Mackiernan, a CIA operative 

stationed in neighboring Xinjiang, was able to determine, based on the 

atmospheric composition of prevailing winds, that an atomic blast had 

indeed taken place somewhere north of the Caspian Sea.6

Less than a month after the Soviets detonated their first atomic bomb 

in Kazakhstan, a steady exodus of Nationalist officials and soldiers, 

along with more than ten thousand anxious Kazak nomads and various 

other Communist irreconcilables, streamed south toward the Himala-

yan passes, eager to exit the province before the arrival of the People’s 

Liberation Army. Those fortunate enough to flee on wheels sped reck-

lessly through local oases, plowing through donkeys and other livestock, 

whose intestines came to decorate the vehicles in macabre fashion. As 

they neared Tibet, motorized transport was abandoned, and everyone 

either struck out on foot or took mount, scaling snowy slopes in sub-

zero temperatures. Pack animals slipped on a daily basis and fell to their 

demise, their splattered innards and mangled limbs traumatizing those 

who dared to look down. The elements were just as brutal, with lips 

and facial extremities peeling beyond all recognition. Numerous chil-

dren froze to death, debilitating injuries were common, and few escaped 

chronic sickness. Some two to three months later, however, the survivors 

found themselves in Gilgit or Kalimpong, from whence they proceeded 

to Srinagar or New Delhi, many panhandling to make ends meet.7 By 

1952, some 2,300 Kazaks, 1,300 Uighurs, and several hundred Chinese 

refugees had managed to survive the flight into South Asia from Xinjiang. 

As British and American diplomats in New Delhi and Isfahan were 

soon to learn, many carried fond memories of Douglas Mackiernan. Long 

an enigma, he is now tacitly acknowledged as the name behind the first 

star on the Memorial Wall at CIA headquarters, having been shot and 

dismembered by Tibetan border guards in April 1950. “I knew Mackier-

nan very well, from the time he was in charge of a small detachment of 

army meteorologists,” recalled an assistant to J. C. Hutchison, the Brit-
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ish chargé d’affaires in Beijing, in 1950, “and always wondered why a 

man with his exceptional qualities stayed on in Urumchi after the end 

of the war.”8 We now know why: from 1945 until his death five years 

later, Mackiernan seems to have cultivated extensive ties with potential 

anti-Communist guerrilla warriors, the most famous of which was Kazak 

chieftain Osman Batur, executed in 1951. The Chinese Communists were 

convinced Mackiernan had spent his time dangling the prospect of sig-

nificant American aid to disaffected nomads come World War III, and 

said as much in reams of post-1949 propaganda.9

With the benefit of archival hindsight, such charges are beginning to 

appear less and less outlandish. Upon their arrival in Srinagar or New 

Delhi, prominent Uighur and Kazak refugees invariably asked Ameri-

can and British visitors the same two questions: What had happened to 

their good friend Douglas Mackiernan? And when was World War III due 

to break out? Yolbars Khan, the onetime ordabegi (major-domo) of the 

Hami khanate who had once parlayed his resistance to warlord Sheng 

Shicai into an advisory post in the Nationalist government in Chongqing, 

was canvassed soon after his arrival at the British embassy in New Delhi. 

He “has reconciled himself to awaiting hopeful developments, among 

which he seems (like so many other refugees) to include the possibility 

of a third world war.”10 Husayin Taiji, the head of some three hundred 

Kazak refugees in Srinagar, revealed extensive prior contact with Macki-

ernan, as well as considerable apprehension over whether he could still 

leverage the latter’s investment in him. “I am very much eager to hear 

any news about Mr. Meckarneen who is, however, expected to have been 

settled down in the free world,” he wrote to John Hall Paxton, the former 

U.S. consul in Urumchi, now posted to Isfahan. “I did my best to wel-

come and preceed him at Gas-kul, my dwelling place, where I got the 

chance to treat and entertain him for five months as my only guest I have 

ever had. I am still carrying his notes and an introduction as souvenir he 

had written for me. I would be thankful to you if you be kind enough to 

get me hear of him as soon as possible.”11

Just as the tragic fate of one past suitor came to light, however, another 

suitor quickly stepped in to fill his shoes. This was the Nationalist gov-
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ernment in Taipei, which soon issued numerous invitations for Kazak 

and Uighur refugee leaders to relocate to Taiwan. Delilhan Haji, the son 

of former Xinjiang minister of finance Janimhan, a Kazak chieftain exe-

cuted by the Communists in 1951, relayed his invitation to sympathetic 

American diplomats. Speaking in “a cultured and well-modulated voice” 

to those who visited his camp in Srinagar, Delilhan—not to be confused 

with Delilhan Sugurbaev, the Soviet-sponsored general of the Ili rebel-

lion—also sought advice from John Hall Paxton in Isfahan. “I received a 

letter from Formosa in which I have been invited to come to Formosa,” 

he informed Paxton in admirable English, adding that the Nationalists 

had already agreed to send him funds and a passport for the journey. 

“But I afraid if I will go to Formosa, the Communists may reach there. 

Therefore I require your consultation weather I will go to Formosa or 

not.”12 Delilhan ultimately decided to remain in Srinigar, where he kept 

an open and sympathetic line of communication with Taipei. For Yol-

bars, however, who was then sixty-three years old and thus Delilhan’s 

senior by some four decades, the prospect of a comfortable sinecure on 

Taiwan was most appealing. During an interview with British diplomats 

in New Delhi, Yolbars “stated his intention of going first to Kashmir to 

see the Sinkiang refugees there and then of continuing to Formosa where 

he was proposing to tell Chiang-kai-Shek of his mistake in giving arms 

to the Commander-in-Chief of Singkiang .  .  . who surrendered to the 

Communists, when he might have given them to Yolbas who fought the 

Communists.”13

Also frequent participants in such meetings were Isa Yusuf Alptekin 

and Mohammed Emin Bugra, both of whom ranked high on the list of 

Xinjiang personages desired by the Nationalist government in Taiwan. 

Neither man expressed any interest in relocating to Taipei, however; they 

instead appear to have spent most of their time lobbying the Indian and 

Turkish governments to look after the welfare of the refugees in Kashmir. 

The most influential factor driving the various postures of Isa, Emin, 

and Yolbars toward Nationalist Taiwan appears to be their assessment 

of prospects for Xinjiang’s geopolitical future. “We understand,” wrote 

F. E. Cumming-Bruce, a British diplomat in the New Delhi embassy, “that 
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whereas [Isa Yusuf] Aliptakin holds that an independent Turkestan is 

possible, Yolbas sees that such a state would be unable to withstand 

Soviet determination and that the only hope for Turkestan is to seek the 

protection of China, while endeavouring to secure the maximum degree 

of autonomy.”14 As a result, the Nationalists were able to recruit only one 

of these four coveted personages to Taiwan (though Delilhan, from his 

base in Srinagar, later proved willing to make official appearances at the 

occasional political conference in Taipei).

The failure to convince either Isa or Emin to take up residence in Tai-

wan did not sit well with many of the Nationalist faithful in Taipei, some 

figure 6.1.  Yolbars Khan, gov-
ernor of Xinjiang from Nationalist 
Taiwan, 1951–71. After the Nation-
alist government failed to convince 
Isa or Emin to take up the post of 
governor, Yolbars assumed respon-
sibility for cultivating loyalties 
from Xinjiang refugees throughout 
South Asia and the Middle East. For 
two decades, he led the Nationalist 
assault on Isa and Emin’s dissent-
ing ethnopopulist narratives from 
Turkey, thus buttressing narratives 
of Chinese rule in Xinjiang put 
forth by the Communists. Zhong-
yang Yanjiuyuan Jindaishi Yanjiu-
suo Dang’an Guan, 119.51/0001, 
“Xinjiang xianfei qianhou qingxing 
baogao,” 21. 
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of whom were not enamored of the geriatric Yolbars. Isa and Emin were 

learned, cosmopolitan Uighurs, in the prime of their careers, respected 

throughout the Muslim world, and thoroughly versed in the power of 

propaganda. By contrast, Yolbars was a product of the battlefield, and 

a parochial one at that. Until then, he had never set foot outside China. 

Furthermore, his well-known loyalty to the Nationalist government 

made his recruitment to Taiwan something less than a public relations 

coup. Of course someone like him would work for the Nationalists. In 

the mid-1940s, when the Nationalists finally succeeded in appointing 

a governor to Xinjiang, Yolbars leveraged his well-known loyalty to Chi-

ang Kai-shek into reclaiming his former authority in Hami. Ever since 

his return, wrote one admiring Nationalist official at the time, Yolbars 

“has extolled the virtue of the central government to various leaders 

and . . . strenuously refuted the absurd proposals for independence and 

high-level autonomy.”15 By contrast, luring Isa or Emin—showcase eth-

nopopulists of the Nationalist platform during the 1940s whom Yolbars 

and Governor Wu disdained—to Taiwan would have allowed the Nation-

alists to parlay their recruitment into substantial political capital among 

Xinjiang refugees abroad. 

Some top Nationalist officials in Taiwan were determined to pursue 

an alternative to Yolbars well into the 1950s, many years after he first 

set foot on the island. In November 1953, K. L. Rankin, the American 

ambassador in Taipei, solicited the views of foreign minister George Yeh 

regarding future Nationalist policy toward the non-Han borderlands, 

should the government one day succeed in retaking the mainland. Yeh 

took the occasion to excoriate Yolbars, calling him “ridiculous,” “illiter-

ate,” and a “drag on the situation.” Most importantly, Yeh charged, “he 

is quite unacceptable to Mehmet Emin BUGRA and Isa Yusuf ALPTEKIN, 

whom Dr. Yeh regards as among the real leaders of the Sinkiang people—

despite their unfriendly attitude towards the Chinese Government. Dr. 

Yeh wished that these two men would come to Taipei but declared that, 

owing to Yalpus Khan’s being here (and to other reasons), they would 

not come here.”16 Yeh’s allegations—several of which were question-

able—reflected the views of an influential faction within the National-



figure 6.2. Isa Yusuf Alptekin, c. 1948. After serving as secretary-general (1947–49) 
for the Xinjiang provincial administration under the Nationalist government, Isa fled to 
India in 1949 and helped arrange for the resettlement of Uighur and Kazak refugees to 
Turkey. From his new base in Istanbul, Isa continued to lobby various world bodies to 
put pressure on both Chinese governments to recognize the aspirations of Uighur and 
Kazak peoples for an East Turkestan state in Xinjiang. Yolbars and other prominent Hui 
officials in Nationalist Taiwan rarely missed an opportunity to refute and rebut Isa’s 
demands, most often by pointing out his extensive history of past cooperation with the 
Nationalist government. John Hall Paxton Papers (MS 629), Manuscripts and Archives, 
Yale University Library.
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ist Party. The very next year, Chu Chia-hua, president of the prestigious 

Academia Sinica, published a series of letters he had exchanged with 

Mohammed Emin Bugra, in which he continued to implore his “mis-

informed” Uighur friend to take up residence on Taiwan, all the while 

somehow managing to avoid even a single reference to Yolbars, who by 

then had already been “governor” for three years.17

Xinjiang exile politics were contentious because there were so few 

men with the necessary credentials to serve as a convincing ethnopo-

litical representative for the province. Of the five former governors of 

Xinjiang who were still alive in 1950, two (Zhang Zhizhong and Burhan 

Shahidi) had defected to the Communists, one (Masud Sabri) was wait-

ing to die in a Communist jail cell, and two (Wu Zhongxin and Sheng 

Shicai) had fled to Taiwan. Unfortunately for the Nationalists, the two 

ex-governors who had chosen to seek refuge in Taiwan were both ethnic 

Han. Quite apart from the obligation, ubiquitous in the age of decoloni-

zation, to elevate “indigenous” politicians to positions of conspicuous 

authority, both Wu and Sheng were effectively barred from participation 

in Xinjiang refugee politics for reasons entirely unrelated to their ethnic-

ity. Wu Zhongxin, governor for two years dating from late 1944, was an 

implacable foe of both Isa and Emin, having long viewed them as “ambi-

tious careerists” who had shrewdly played the race card to advance a 

separatist platform from within the party. As a result, if the goal was to 

lure Isa and Emin to Taiwan, Wu would be useless. 

That left Sheng Shicai. The obligations of national determination 

notwithstanding, there is no reason an “enlightened” Han official could 

not play some substantive role on behalf of Chinese claims on Xinjiang, 

as former governor Zhang Zhizhong continued to do for the Commu-

nists after 1949. Sheng, for his part, had once been considered among 

the most “enlightened” Han officials to ever set foot in Xinjiang, having 

developed and sponsored numerous institutions of Soviet affirmative 

action during his eleven-year tenure as duban. That, of course, was all 

before 1937, the year when Sheng began to purge nearly everyone he 

had briefly enfranchised. Yolbars, in particular, dated his first period of 

exile from Xinjiang to Sheng’s attempts to kill him in the mid-1930s, and 
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the two men must have taken strict pains to avoid one another at party 

gatherings in Taipei. Former American consul John Paxton, during a visit 

to Hami in 1948, noted how Yolbars “continued throughout to extol the 

Chinese Government of the province since the overthrow of Sheng, for 

whom, alone of Chinese, Yolbars had no good word.”18

Even for those more concerned about placating Emin and Isa rather 

than Yolbars, General Sheng was anathema. In the chaos of 1949, when 

eleven members of Sheng’s extended family were brutally murdered as 

part of a revenge plot, Isa made a special trip to Lanzhou to console the 

perpetrators—recast in his account as “heroes”—and lobbied for clem-

ency in the courts.19 Throughout his remaining years on the mainland 

and well into the 1950s on Taiwan, Sheng grew accustomed to calls for 

justice whenever he attended a party conference. By the late 1950s, the 

uproar over Sheng’s lack of accountability reached a peak, and some 

people suggested that he should “commit suicide to appease Heaven.”20

It was only the personal intervention of the Generalissimo that insu-

lated Sheng from his detractors. Following his collaboration with Allen 

S. Whiting in 1958—with whom Sheng co-authored Sinkiang: Pawn or 

Pivot?—Sheng promptly dropped out of public life, changed his name, 

and began to carry a revolver, supporting himself on the 50,000 taels 

of gold he had siphoned from Xinjiang’s coffers two decades prior. For 

such a man, there was no public or private role possible within the Xin-

jiang exile community. Instead, Sheng appears to have limited himself to 

accepting the occasional consultant gig for those in government or media 

who were looking for historical context to Soviet designs on Xinjiang.21

All of the above did not constitute an auspicious beginning for the 

borderland platform of the new regime on Taiwan. In the final analysis, 

the Nationalists had managed to procure only one aging Uighur digni-

tary, whose degree of literacy was dubious and whose loyalty had never 

been in question. Optimists within the party might also point to the tacit 

support of a young Kazak general in Srinagar, Delilhan Haji, who looked 

upon a veteran man-of-arms like Yolbars with reverence. Pessimists, 

however, could have noted Isa and Emin’s considerable head start in 

the cultivation of refugee loyalties in Kashmir, as well as their extensive 
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prior contacts throughout the Muslim world. How were Yolbars and Del-

ilhan going to compete against Isa and Emin, who had mastered the art 

of Nationalist ethnopopulist rhetoric but were no longer constrained by 

party discipline? 

recruiting kazaks

Once settled in Taiwan, Yolbars received for his daily paperwork a Nation-

alist government seal demonstrably out of place in tropical Taiwan: Office 

of the Chairman of the Xinjiang Provincial Government (Xinjiang Sheng 

Zhengfu Zhuxi Bangongchu). This was a special office reserved specifi-

cally for the chairman (governor) of Xinjiang alone, bereft of any claim to 

territorial administration. Three other provincial administrations oper-

ated by the Nationalists after 1949—Taiwan, Fujian, and briefly, Yun-

nan—all retained a living tax base and tangible clumps of land to look 

after.22 Not so in the case of Xinjiang. The raison d’être for this office 

derived entirely from its symbolic power. By 1951, the dramatic plight of 

Uighur and Kazak refugees had caught the attention of Western media, 

culminating first in a lengthy National Geographic spread, and later in 

a highly embellished novelistic treatment, Kazak Exodus.23 “The world 

is looking at developments in Xinjiang very closely,” a planning com-

mittee on Taiwan observed. It was Yolbars’s job to ensure that whenever 

the global spotlight shone on Xinjiang, the Nationalists came out the 

better for it. 

He began by sizing up his competition. The archival record in Taiwan 

opens in 1952, with letters to and from Isa and Emin, who by this point 

had left South Asia and relocated to Turkey. The extant missives, written 

in Uighur and translated into Chinese by Yolbars or his secretary, strain 

to maintain a façade of civility. “I served in the central government for 

thirteen years,” Isa wrote to Yolbars in December. “Thinking back on 

it now, I accomplished absolutely nothing. It was all a waste of time. 

In the formulation of policy, the government never once consulted us, 

and it never adopted a single piece of our advice.” Embittered by the 
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glass ceiling experienced by non-Han figures such as himself within the 

Nationalist government, Isa used his correspondence with Yolbars as 

an opportunity to vent his dissatisfaction with Han rule in Xinjiang. “If I 

go to Taiwan, won’t it be just like before? It is enough that you are there. 

Until I finish my work abroad, and until the central government recog-

nizes our achievements, then there is nothing for me to do in Taiwan. It 

is better for me to stay here.”24

“Here” was Istanbul. As it turned out, in the three years since 1949, 

Isa and Emin had been quite the industrious exiles. When they were not 

shuttling between New Delhi and Kashmir, they were crisscrossing the 

Middle East on fund-raising tours among Xinjiang refugee communities 

from an earlier era, when Sheng Shicai had taken aim at his province’s 

Kazaks. One gold mine was Saudi Arabia, where some eight thousand 

refugees had long since integrated into local society and were eager to 

donate to Isa and Emin’s cause. In 1951 alone, Yolbars learned, Emin 

had collected six thousand U.S. dollars in Saudi Arabia and an additional 

two thousand in Egypt, where the local press referred to him as the for-

mer “governor of Turkestan.”25 The funds were intended to help relocate 

several thousand Kazak refugees in Kashmir to Turkey as well as to pub-

lish anti-Communist propaganda from their new offices in Istanbul.26 To 

speak for Xinjiang in the non-Communist world, Isa and Emin needed 

a Xinjiang constituency that would lend legitimacy to their words. Tur-

key, now the only Turkic-speaking nation not under Communist rule, fit 

the bill. Working tirelessly with representatives from multiple govern-

ments and charity organizations, Isa and Emin ultimately succeeded in 

securing asylum in Turkey for 1,734 Kazaks, along with several hundred 

Uighurs. The former settled in rural Anatolia, the latter in Istanbul.27

By the time Yolbars got his office in Taiwan up and running, Isa and 

Emin’s resettlement plans for Turkey were nearly complete. Neverthe-

less, Yolbars still sent out feelers to the refugees, ensuring that some 

funds from the Association for Mainland Refugee Assistance were redi-

rected to Kashmir. He also dangled the prospect of resettlement in Tai-

wan. Upon learning of the proposal to send Kazak nomads to a tropical 

island, a British clerk in India recorded a caustic observation: “The idea 
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of sending Kazakhs to Formosa seems fantastic.” Nevertheless, Yolbars 

was determined to make up for lost time, and in the three years from 

1951 to 1953, he managed to direct US$16,000 to the refugees in Kash-

mir.28 Two of them, Kali Beg and Hamza, duly began to parrot the rhetoric 

of the Nationalist government. Noting that 176 Kazaks and 13 Uighurs 

had already left for Turkey, Kali Beg announced that the remainder of 

his band, some 180 Kazaks, “swore an oath to remain behind in Kash-

mir and await orders to invade Xinjiang and eliminate the Communist 

bandits. We are loyal to party and state, and will follow the blue sky and 

white sun flag as we march forward.”29 Unbeknownst to Yolbars, how-

ever, these two Kazak chieftains had also been in touch with American 

and British authorities and seemed to be soliciting anyone with deep 

pockets.30 In early 1952, Consul Paxton, from his office in Isfahan, was 

moved to send a personal check for almost three hundred dollars to the 

same Kali Beg and Hamza. “We have the pleasure to inform you that 

this amount was equally distributed by us amongst ourselves,” Kali Beg 

wrote back in March. “So please accept our heartfelt thanks for this aid 

especially from the refugees of Kazaks 340 in number.”31

At the same time that Yolbars and Kali Beg were exchanging let-

ters, representatives from the Communist government on the mainland 

approached a large group of Kazak refugees in Pakistan. After a month of 

free banquets and regular allowances paid out in Russian rubles, a deep 

split emerged. Some refugees returned to the mainland by sea, while oth-

ers were persuaded to recross the Himalayas on their own initiative. Isa, 

alarmed by the sudden overtures from Beijing and Taipei, attempted to 

reel Kali Beg back in. “The Turkish government has recently sent repre-

sentatives to agitate among us, and they are inviting us to go to Turkey,” 

Kali Beg informed Yolbars, referring to Isa and Emin’s outfit in Istanbul. 

“But I was resolute and told them that my government is the National-

ist government, and that I will always be a citizen of the Republic of 

China.” By late 1953, however, the allure of the resettlement deal in Tur-

key, brokered almost entirely by Isa and Emin, proved too much for the 

destitute refugees to turn down. Only Kali Beg and a hundred of his fol-

lowers remained behind, in a final bid for Nationalist largesse. “People 
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from Xinjiang are scattered throughout many Muslim countries now,” 

Kali Beg wrote. “If the central government ignores us, then it will have 

a negative impact on foreign relations with the Muslim nations of the 

Middle East, and they will begin to suspect that the government looks 

down on the weak peoples of the world.”32

Yet news of the resettlement of 1,734 refugees to Turkey had severely 

undermined Kali Beg’s declarations of loyalty to the Nationalist govern-

ment in Taiwan. This in turn undermined Yolbars’s ability to lobby on 

their behalf. “In light of current financial difficulties,” the Executive Yuan 

in Taiwan announced soon after hearing of the resettlement in Anatolia, 

“it will no longer be possible to provide relief funds to Xinjiang refugees 

in India and Pakistan. At this time of hardship, we hope our compatriots 

will be able to cultivate a spirit of ‘overcoming all hardship’ and look 

after their own provisions.” Though Yolbars scrambled to come up with a 

formal blueprint to bring Kali Beg and his hundred followers to Taiwan, 

the anticipated price tag (US$30,000) for their relocation was seen as too 

high for the benefits of the publicity. Instead, the Nationalist government 

decided—quite optimistically—that it could try to work through Isa and 

Emin and attempt to foster symbolic declarations of loyalty from among 

the resettled refugees.33 Unwilling to admit that Isa and Emin had “won” 

the opening round of Xinjiang refugee politics, certain voices within the 

Nationalist Party, such as foreign minister Yeh, instead took to blaming 

Yolbars for the exodus of nearly two thousand Kazaks—former citizens 

of the Republic of China—to Turkey.

the rift

The idea that the Nationalist government could simply work through 

Isa and Emin was based upon a faulty assumption—namely, that the 

interest was mutual. Once the refugees were settled in Turkey and the 

prospect of additional aid from Taiwan diminished, serious doubts 

began to surface. “Of course we are extremely excited about news of 

an impending counterattack on the mainland,” Emin wrote to Yolbars 
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in February 1953. “But never once did we receive a clear indication of 

what the government’s position will be regarding Xinjiang.” To facili-

tate preparations for retaking the mainland, Emin demanded that Taipei 

issue a clear statement regarding its “attitude” toward Xinjiang. “If the 

government insists on being as stubborn as before and continues to view 

Xinjiang as an inseparable province of China,” he added, “then I assure 

you that the disputes and disagreements will never end.” Yolbars coun-

tered with vague assurances. “As far as I know, the government plans to 

respect the opinions of local figures and implement regional autonomy,” 

he replied. He then cautioned Emin not to let political ambitions cloud 

his judgment. “You are an old veteran cadre of the party,” he wrote, “and 

you have served the central government for a long time now. You have 

studied the dictates of our late premier [Sun Yat-sen] and know what 

the fundamental policies of the party are. Surely you do not harbor any 

misconceptions on that front.” Instead, Yolbars tried to focus all atten-

tion on the Communist threat to their homeland. “Mutual suspicions and 

individual pursuits will only serve to divide our strength.”34

But the rift was clear, and Yolbars was quick to remind his detrac-

tors of Emin’s continued “intransigence.” Just three months after this 

exchange, Yolbars submitted a comprehensive plan to the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs to raise the Nationalists’ profile in the Middle East. He 

now blamed the “conspiracy of Emin” for the way “two thousand of our 

Kazak compatriots were seduced into adopting Turkish citizenship” and 

elsewhere referred to “selfish and scheming individuals like Emin and 

Isa.” To make matters worse, the Communist government in Beijing had 

begun to send formal Muslim diplomatic delegations to the Middle East, 

an initiative that dovetailed with its interest in those refugees still living 

in Pakistan. In response, Yolbars proposed a detailed list of counter-

measures. He suggested bringing some of the refugees from Turkey to 

study in schools on Taiwan, staffing Nationalist embassies abroad with 

Muslim personnel, sending an annual delegation to the World Muslim 

Council, and participating in the hajj to Mecca. This last proposal met 

with enthusiasm, and plans got underway to organize a pilgrimage to 

Mecca the following year. Yolbars himself would headline the delega-
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tion. In the meantime, in January 1954, Emin paid a visit to the National-

ist embassy in Ankara with his wife, not realizing that Yolbars had been 

forwarding his letters up the Nationalist chain of command. Much to 

Emin’s surprise, the ambassador lashed out at him for “advocating Xin-

jiang independence and separation from the Republic of China.” In no 

uncertain terms, Emin was told that “the central government will never 

grant you independence” and that “bad things” would happen to him if 

he persisted in “pursuing such proposals abroad.” Though the ambas-

sador still forwarded Emin’s request for $400 to Taipei, it was clear now 

that any further largesse would come with tight strings attached.35

On July 17, 1954, with tensions running high, Yolbars, his son, and 

three other prominent Hui officials boarded a plane for Egypt. Though 

the Nationalist press touted this hajj delegation as an opportunity to win 

over Middle Eastern leaders, the real goal was to bring Isa and Emin to 

heel. Chiang Kai-shek approved additional relief funds for distribution 

among Xinjiang refugees, and Yolbars vowed to convince Isa and Emin 

to relocate to Taiwan.36 On July 26, the long-awaited reunion took place 

in Cairo. Yolbars handed Isa a goodwill gift of $2,000 and asked him 

to come to Taiwan. According to Yolbars, Isa countered with a request 

for another $10,000 as a Nationalist show of faith in his cause. Yolbars 

must have demurred, because suddenly the gloves came off. “The gov-

ernment has never trusted me,” Isa said, “instead giving power to Zhang 

Zhizhong, Masud, and finally Burhan [the last three governors of Xin-

jiang]. Though I once received the post of secretary, still the government 

did not trust me.” Five years later, Isa was still smarting from an incident 

in 1949 with Nationalist border guards, who had apparently detained 

and roughed him up as he tried to flee the province. He now realized that 

his service for the Nationalists in Xinjiang a decade prior had all been 

a charade, and that Chiang Kai-shek had simply used him as a rhetori-

cal counterweight to the Soviet puppet government in Ili. “The govern-

ment fanned my hatred for communism and the Soviet Union, but then 

let Xinjiang fall into their very hands. As a result, untold numbers of 

anti-Communist youth were slaughtered and thousands of refugees fled 

abroad. The government cannot shirk responsibility for this tragedy.”37
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Yolbars appears to have been taken aback by Isa’s tirade, for his 

account contains no indication of a rebuttal. Not so two weeks later, 

when they met again in Mina, a town just outside of Mecca. This time 

Isa showed up with a host of refugees in tow. They immediately put Yol-

bars on the defensive. “We hear that you are destitute in Taiwan and 

have had to borrow money to make ends meet,” Yolbars later recounted 

them as saying. “If you like, you can remain here with us and we will 

make sure that all of your living expenses are met. Rest assured that we 

have the means to take care of you.” In addition, they blamed the loss of 

Xinjiang on the Nationalist failure to grant high-level autonomy to the 

province. This time, however, Yolbars came prepared with a rebuttal. “It 

is inappropriate to raise words of accusation at this time and place,” the 

minutes record him as saying. “Unless we succeed in our goal of retaking 

the mainland, all talk of other matters is nothing more than hot air.” If 

they wanted high-level autonomy in Xinjiang, Yolbars suggested, then 

they would have to earn it by deeds, not words. “I obtained my current 

titles as governor and commander of Xinjiang pacification neither before 

the loss of Xinjiang nor after arriving in Taiwan,” he explained. “They 

were bestowed on me while I was in the mountains waging war on the 

Communists.” If Isa wanted an official statement on high-level autonomy 

or independence for Xinjiang, Yolbars suggested, he and the refugees 

would first have to unite with the Nationalist government on Taiwan and 

work together for the liberation of the mainland.38

In the evening Isa returned for a third meeting. Yolbars did not even 

bother to record a detailed set of minutes for the occasion, noting merely 

that he “again complained about the government’s lack of trust in him 

and revisited his abuse at the hands of the border patrol officer” in 1949. 

When Yolbars again visited Isa at his lodgings the next day, he found 

sixty refugees waiting. They must have had some choice words, for Yol-

bars immediately launched into a spirited defense of his past. “When 

Sheng Shicai leaned toward the Soviets and united with the Comintern,” 

Yolbars said, “I fled to the central government and met high-ranking 

officials on Isa’s introduction. The details of my service in the central 

government are well known to Isa, and he can vouch for me. I have never 
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been bought off by the Han, and I am certainly not their running dog. Isa 

is in attendance here today. Go ahead and ask him whether or not this 

is true.” One month later, upon his return to Taiwan, Yolbars hurried 

to debrief the Generalissimo. His conclusion was decidedly pessimistic. 

The goal of “preventing Isa and Emin from being used by others” would 

prove “very difficult to meet,” he wrote. Over the course of four heated 

meetings in Egypt and Saudi Arabia, two things had become clear. First, 

Isa and Emin’s “true colors” had emerged: they were now hostile to Han 

rule in general, be it in Nationalist or Communist guise. And second, 

Xinjiang refugees throughout the Middle East were fast falling under 

their wing, imbibing a narrative of ethnic conflict that elided the many 

contributions Isa and Emin themselves had once made on behalf of Chi-

nese rule in Xinjiang.39

Faced with a propaganda war on two fronts, Yolbars quickly got 

to work. He renewed his correspondence with Kali Beg in Turkey, and 

through him learned of other former nomads in rural Anatolia who 

were either unhappy with the life of a farmer, annoyed at Isa and Emin, 

or both. Working through the Nationalist embassy in Ankara, Yolbars 

extended an offer of free university education for any disaffected refu-

gees willing to study in Taiwan. Among the hundred or so volunteers was 

Kali Beg’s own son. At the same time, Yolbars petitioned George Yeh, the 

Nationalist minister of foreign affairs, to build a new mosque in Taipei, 

in hopes of making a positive impression on visiting Muslim dignitaries. 

The hajj trips to Mecca became a near annual occurrence, though poor 

health and advanced age precluded Yolbars’s inclusion. As for the rift 

with Isa and Emin, Nationalist authorities simply acted as though noth-

ing had happened, continuing in the press to claim both men as allies. 

They combined their public silence on the “East Turkestan” issue with 

a slew of new propaganda from Yolbars’s office, including Frontier Cul-

ture (Bianjiang wenhua), a monthly pictorial highlighting Uighur, Kazak, 

Tibetan, Hui, and Mongol loyalty to the Republic of China.40

The publication of Frontier Culture in October 1955 coincided with 

Beijing’s designation of Xinjiang as the Uighur Autonomous Region. If 

Yolbars understood the modified Soviet calculus of the Chinese Commu-
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nists on this front, his pronouncements in the press gave no indication. 

He went on public record denouncing the move as a “stepping-stone” 

to formal annexation of Xinjiang by the Soviet Union and claimed that 

Moscow had succeeded in “swallowing up” China’s northwestern prov-

ince. Aware only of Beijing’s discourse but lacking eyes on the ground, 

Yolbars may actually have believed that Beijing “had to satisfy its master 

in the Kremlin.” The Nationalist Ministry of Foreign Affairs, however, 

was less quick to jump to such conclusions. After thorough examination 

of an atlas recently published on the mainland, one official observed 

that “Yining, Tacheng, and Altay are all still present on the bandits’ 

map.” This official, thinking that perhaps Yolbars had based his com-

ments on dubious intelligence gleaned from refugees, concluded that 

the comments in the press by Yolbars and other Nationalist officials were 

mere hyperbole, and that Xinjiang had not literally been “swallowed 

up” by Moscow. “Though Soviet ambitions in northern Xinjiang are well 

known,” he wrote, “even the Communist bandits would not lightly give 

away a chunk of our national territory.”41

It was this uncompromising aspiration for political and national sov-

ereignty, a goal shared by Chinese Communists and Nationalists alike, 

that ultimately determined the fate of Chinese border politics during the 

Cold War. Simply put, neither Chiang Kai-shek nor Mao Zedong would 

willingly countenance the separatist activities of non-Han actors, be they 

in Turkey or Tibet. During the 1959 Tibetan uprising against the Com-

munist government, the Generalissimo, while eager to exploit the revolt 

for his own aims, was unable to bring himself to support the goals of 

the rebels.42 To do so would be to betray the ideal of national unity. It 

was the same with Xinjiang. In July 1956, when Yolbars issued a com-

prehensive report on the Middle Eastern activities of Isa, Emin, and the 

Chinese Communists, he made a telling assessment. “Taking advantage 

of their physical proximity,” he wrote, Isa and Emin “frequently lure [the 

refugees] with promises of gain, threatening and cajoling them with con-

siderable skill. From their bases of operation in Istanbul and Cairo, they 

publish journals and magazines, thereby swaying hearts and minds and 

influencing international opinion.” The implications for Nationalist poli-
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cies on Xinjiang were clear and surprising. “We should worry more about 

these activities than those of the Communist bandits.”43

In other words, the threat of non-Han separatism was deemed of 

greater concern than that of a Communist regime committed to the pro-

tection of China’s national sovereignty. To be sure, Yolbars kept metic-

ulous tabs on the many cultural and religious delegations sent by the 

mainland to various Middle Eastern countries, and he often noted the 

participation of “the traitor Burhan.” But these reports quickly became 

routine. Far more worrisome were indications that Xinjiang refugees in 

Turkey were lending a willing ear to the increasingly hostile ethnopopu-

list platform of Isa and Emin, who now ran the East Turkestan Refugee 

Association in Istanbul. These shifting dynamics were apparent in a let-

ter sent to Yolbars in 1958 by a Uighur man who identified himself as 

Wahad. Once a lieutenant-colonel in the Nationalist army in Xinjiang 

during the 1940s, Wahad fled to Istanbul in 1949 and there came in 

touch with Isa and Emin’s refugee community. In 1957, he wrote a letter 

to Chiang Kai-shek requesting a military pension. His plea apparently 

fell on deaf ears, for the following year he wrote a letter to Yolbars filled 

with violent imagery. “It is very difficult to get one’s debts back from the 

Han,” he wrote. “Unless you slit their throats you can’t get anything.” 

Referring to the Chinese staff at the Nationalist embassy at Ankara as 

“authoritarian Han,” he lambasted the “many excuses they have for 

why they cannot help a Uighur compatriot.” But the Han themselves, 

he continued, “have tons of money, travel to all the gorgeous places in 

the world, and live in beautiful Western houses.” To enforce his claim 

for a military pension, Wahad stated his intention to murder an embassy 

employee. “Maybe if I do this, I can knock some sense into the Han.” He 

signed off with a declaration that “it will be my glory to dispatch of such 

an enemy.”44

It seems safe to say that Wahad’s letter did not elicit much sympathy 

in Taiwan. Yet it must have been unsettling to see a former lieutenant-

colonel in the Nationalist army transformed into a hate-spouting pro-

ponent of ethnic violence. This was a loyal Uighur who had once risked 

his life for the Nationalist cause. Once he arrived in Istanbul, however, 
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where the close-knit Uighur community numbered in the hundreds, it 

would have been difficult to remain aloof from Isa and Emin’s orbit, if for 

no other reason than the indispensability of their services in navigating 

the Turkish immigration bureaucracy. The lesson for Yolbars and the 

Nationalist government on Taiwan was clear: without vigorous counter-

measures in relief funds, education, and propaganda, Xinjiang refugees 

throughout the Middle East would eventually begin to parrot the anti-

Han discourse of Isa and Emin.

the glass ceiling revisited

Despite the insinuations of Isa’s refugees in Mecca, Yolbars appeared 

to be doing quite well for himself on Taiwan. In 1966, the United Daily 

News (Lianhe bao) reported on a thief who had broken into his home 

and stolen ¥200,000 worth of jewelry and other valuables, suggesting a 

life of considerable wealth and privilege.45 Yet Yolbars, now entering his 

seventh decade, felt his age more than ever and was often confined to 

his desk. This, however, did not prevent him from continuing to attend 

official government functions, hosting the occasional delegation from 

Muslim countries, and arranging for more exchange students from Tur-

key. In 1960, one such student, Chengis Yarbaǧ, asked for more money 

to fund his studies. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs informed Yolbars that 

expenses for these refugee students were becoming “excessive.” Still, 

the cost was worth it. “Since it is our nation’s policy to take care of our 

border peoples, and seeing as Isa and Emin continue to raise the flag 

of independence at this time,” the same memo observed, “we too will 

actively continue to cultivate the loyalty of our expatriate sons overseas 

for our own ends.”46

Things changed again in the mid-1960s, when new developments 

began to alter the refugee landscape. First, in 1965, Emin died in Istan-

bul at sixty-four. Isa, who would live another three decades, now moved 

to exert even greater control over the exile community in Turkey. He 

immediately took the East Turkestan movement to a new level. In April 
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1965, he traveled to Mecca to make a presentation at the eleventh ses-

sion of the World Muslim Congress. He asked the delegates assembled 

there to pass a resolution encouraging the Nationalist government on 

Taiwan to declare “East Turkestan” independent of China and to abol-

ish the “colonial name” of Xinjiang. In addition, member nations were 

asked to commit to providing both tangible and moral support for 

Xinjiang refugees throughout the Middle East. When a representative 

from Syria seconded the motion, Nationalist spokesman Sun Shengwu 

immediately lodged a note of protest, invoking Congress prohibitions 

against involvement in politics. The next day the representative from 

Saudi Arabia, a staunch ally of the Nationalist government, rallied to 

Sun’s defense, declaring that Muslims everywhere must adapt to the 

conditions of the country in which they live. In his notes, Sun recorded 

his satisfaction in seeing Isa pack up his briefcase to leave, only to be 

dissuaded by the Congress host.47

After the initial blindside, Sun Shengwu regained his composure. 

Several days later, he issued a rebuttal. “Mr. Isa was appointed by our 

very own government as secretary-general of the Xinjiang Provincial 

Government,” Sun read. “Once the Communist Party began to occupy 

the mainland and Xinjiang, all the provincial leaders fled abroad. Except 

for a small number of ambitious careerists like Isa, the majority of them 

have continued to embrace the legal government of the Republic of 

China.” It was here that recruiting Yolbars and two decades of fund-

ing the activities of his office paid huge rhetorical dividends. “In Tai-

wan we have set up an Office of the Chairman of the Xinjiang Provincial 

Government, and it is chaired by Yolbars Khan, a Uighur Muslim. This 

office provides relief aid and succor for dispersed refugees and draws up 

plans for the recovery of lost territory.” The biggest blow to Isa’s narrative 

of legitimacy, however, came when Sun divulged his extensive history 

of cooperation with the Nationalist government, a rhetorical strategy 

deployed to great effect by Yolbars during his spirited debate with Isa 

at Mina. “The political status of China’s Muslims is not below that of 

any other Muslim nation,” he concluded. “Indeed, Mr. Isa himself has 

now been nurtured and mentored by our government for more than 
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three decades.” In his report, Sun again recorded with relish the sight 

of Isa “folding up his briefcase and preparing to depart.” In front of the 

assembly, however, Sun attempted to retain the moral high ground. He 

made a grand show of inviting Isa to come to Taiwan and “participate in 

the sacred task of resisting communism and recovering the mainland,” 

and promised to submit his grievances to the Nationalist government for 

“consideration.”48

Back in Taiwan, Yolbars was getting help from unexpected quarters. 

The disastrous famines of the Great Leap Forward (1958–61) and per-

secution campaigns on the mainland had resulted in a renewed crop of 

701 refugees from Xinjiang. (In an unrelated incident in 1962, tens of 

thousands of Uighurs and Kazaks fled to the Soviet Union, where neither 

Beijing nor Taipei could attempt to win their loyalties.) These new refu-

gees ended up in Pakistan and Afghanistan, neither of which recognized 

Taipei. One refugee in particular stood out from the pack, a man by the 

name of Sabik. In December 1963, two years after his escape from Xin-

jiang, he wrote a letter to the Nationalist ambassador in Ankara, who duly 

forwarded it to Yolbars. Sabik related the following story. A native of Yar-

kand in southern Xinjiang, he was once a member of several Nationalist 

Party organizations, including the local branch of the Uighur Association 

for Ethnocultural Advancement, a vestige of the Sheng era. Formerly 

a well-to-do man, he described repeated imprisonments after 1949, 

including the confiscation of US$60,000 in assets. During the famines 

of the Great Leap Forward, he claimed—most improbably—that starving 

Han had resorted to eating Uighur babies.49 In 1961, following his wife’s 

remarriage, he contacted relatives in Afghanistan and managed to flee as 

part of a trade caravan. Once in Kabul, the Afghan government pressured 

the refugees either to return to Xinjiang or to resettle in another country. 

After turning to the Americans for help, he was encouraged to get in 

touch with both Isa in Istanbul and the Nationalist embassy in Ankara.50

Yolbars sensed a golden opportunity. Sabik’s background was not 

unlike that of Wahad, the one-time loyal Nationalist lieutenant-colonel 

turned violent anti-Han racist. Furthermore, because Sabik was from 

Yarkand, where Isa had once maintained an influential base of opera-
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tions, Yolbars worried that the two men would quickly form a bond. 

When, for reasons that are unclear, Isa proved slow to respond, Yolbars 

sprang into action. “In this hour of need, when life and death hang in 

the balance,” he wrote to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Isa and Emin 

have abandoned these refugees. The political significance of a rescue 

effort undertaken by our government at this time would be consider-

able.” Though Yolbars wanted to bring them to Taiwan, the ministry 

urged them to relocate to Turkey, which was now offering to pay reloca-

tion expenses. Events soon conspired to undermine this arrangement. 

First, Isa finally wrote back to Sabik, “scolding me for exchanging let-

ters with Governor Yolbars.” Suddenly aware of the deep schism that 

ran throughout the Xinjiang refugee community, Sabik informed Yolbars 

that he “no longer wanted to go to Turkey, since it will be hard to get 

along with my compatriots there if Isa is acting like this.” Instead, Sabik 

asked Yolbars if he could help them travel to Saudi Arabia, where the 

Xinjiang exile community was more prosperous. But even that would 

prove difficult now. Alerted to Turkey’s offer of resettlement, Beijing 

began to put pressure on Kabul to reverse its stance and let the refugees 

remain in Afghanistan. At least in this case, it seems, the Communists 

were more determined than the Nationalists to keep potential recruits 

out of Isa’s reach.51

For his part, Yolbars, informed that his own government was unwill-

ing to assume the burden of mass resettlement in Taiwan, saw little rea-

son to help them relocate to Saudi Arabia, where the existing refugee 

community maintained extensive contacts with Isa. In Afghanistan, 

however, Sabik could continue to work on behalf of the Nationalist gov-

ernment as a covert agent among the steady stream of refugees who con-

tinued to file out of Xinjiang. With relocation efforts stalled, Kabul fast 

became the next battleground for Isa and Yolbars. According to Sabik, 

Isa sent his men to Afghanistan to spread rumors about the negative 

repercussions of carrying a Nationalist passport and further promised to 

sponsor free annual hajj trips for anyone who relocated to Turkey. They 

apparently also brought letters from refugees in Istanbul attesting to the 

luxurious life they were living under Isa’s patronage. Yolbars countered 
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by lodging urgent requests with his own government for relief funds to 

be distributed among Sabik’s followers. It is not clear how much, if any, 

money was dispensed at this time, but something in Yolbars’s overtures 

must have given many of the refugees pause; by 1967, when Isa finally 

succeeded in leveraging United Nations support for their resettlement in 

Turkey, only 235 of Sabik’s 701 followers took up the offer. The remain-

der—how many in each case is not clear—either moved on to the Soviet 

Union, relocated to Taiwan, or simply remained in Kabul, where Sabik 

continued to speak on their behalf in his correspondence with Yolbars. 

In his documents, Yolbars began to refer to Sabik as “my secret agent and 

contact man in Afghanistan.”52

For the next four years, Sabik was exactly that. The complex wheel-

ing and dealing of the Xinjiang exile community need not detain us here, 

but suffice it to note that during these years Sabik seems to have served 

as a highly effective counterweight to Isa among the Middle Eastern exile 

community. Shuttling back and forth among Iran, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, 

Afghanistan, and Taiwan, he was entrusted with ever greater sums of 

money, numbers that peaked in 1969 with the deposit of US$25,000 

in an Iranian bank account. Such large sums inevitably opened Sabik 

to accusations of graft, and—if the counteraccusations can be trusted—

Isa’s men never missed an opportunity to fan the rumor mill in Kabul. An 

investigation by Yolbars’s son purported to clear Sabik of any wrongdo-

ing and merely advised him to obtain a signed receipt whenever money 

changed hands. In 1969, the Xinjiang refugee population in Afghanistan 

suddenly swelled to 12,000, largely as a result of renewed chaos dur-

ing the Cultural Revolution (1966–76). Yolbars gave Sabik his biggest 

task yet, flying him to Taiwan to draw up comprehensive blueprints that 

would provide this exile community with the necessary start-up capital 

to maintain a livelihood in Afghanistan. The archives for this time period 

are filled with requests for relief funds from newly arrived refugees. More 

often than not their wishes were granted, with gifts ranging anywhere 

from one to six hundred U.S. dollars apiece. With confidence running 

high, Yolbars, cognizant of his impending mortality, even offered his 

governorship to Isa, provided he assumed it on Taiwan.53
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During the late 1960s, the momentum continued to shift in Yolbars’s 

favor. By 1969, the son of former Xinjiang governor Masud Sabri (1947–

48), once a devout follower of Isa, had broken off contact with his former 

mentor and informed Yolbars that he would like to visit Taiwan. With 

his coterie of covert agents across the Middle East growing fast, Yolbars 

decided that the time was ripe to spur his greatest ally into action. This 

was General Delilhan Haji, the one-time Kazak guerrilla warrior and 

son of the former minister of finance in Nationalist Xinjiang. Delilhan, 

who had remained in Srinagar but kept up a voluminous correspon-

dence with Yolbars, declined numerous offers of relocation to either 

Turkey or Taiwan. He did, however, deign to fly to Taipei on several 

separate occasions in the 1950s and 1960s to participate in Nationalist 

Party congresses as a formal “representative” from Xinjiang. In posses-

sion of an Indian passport, Delilhan also made several trips to Afghani-

stan to liaison with Sabik and even took over the latter’s responsibilities 

for a time when accusations of graft temporarily sidelined Yolbars’s 

“secret agent.”54 That same year, however, Delilhan made his biggest 

move yet: he and his brother decided to abandon their home of nine-

teen years in Srinagar and spend their twilight years in Istanbul, Isa’s 

home turf.

Neither Delilhan nor his brother, cut from the same ideological cloth 

as Yolbars, liked what they saw. The second generation of Kazak youth 

had been almost entirely assimilated into Turkish culture, and Uighur 

exiles in Istanbul enjoyed far better living conditions than their Kazak 

counterparts, confined as they were to the impoverished Anatolian coun-

tryside. Delilhan immediately blamed Isa, whom he accused of siphon-

ing off UN aid money for his own personal use, all the while inflating 

his and Emin’s roles in resisting the Chinese Communists in 1949. He 

reminded everyone of how Isa and Emin had fled Xinjiang long before 

the arrival of Communist troops, and how he, his father, Yolbars, and 

Osman Batur had waged a bloody struggle long after their departure. 

Fluent in Kazak, Turkish, Chinese, Urdu, and English, Delilhan wasted 

no time in contacting Turkish authorities and lobbying for better living 

conditions for the Kazak community.55
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Delilhan was a cosmopolitan, experienced politician with an estab-

lished reputation among Kazak youth. They had grown up hearing tall 

tales about the brave struggles of men like Delilhan, Osman, and Yol-

bars Khan. Isa, a complete stranger to the battlefield, had no rhetori-

cal antidote to such a man. After Delilhan’s arrival in Istanbul, a new 

rift emerged within the exile community in Turkey, made possible in no 

small part by Yolbars’s efforts from Taiwan. Delilhan described Yolbars 

and the Nationalist government in Taiwan in glowing terms and contin-

ued to sponsor student exchanges into the 1980s. When I met Delilhan 

in Istanbul in 2008, he was eighty-seven years old and basking in the 

reverent respect of the younger Kazak generations. (He has since passed 

away.) The parents of these young Kazaks had moved from rural Anatolia 

to urban Istanbul under his auspices, eventually striking it rich via the 

manufacture of thermoplastic polymers. Now grossly outnumbering the 

Uighur expatriate community in Istanbul and infinitely wealthier, these 

third-generation Kazaks have elevated Delilhan and the long-departed 

Osman Batur into a new pantheon of Xinjiang historical icons. They have 

also gutted the East Turkestan Refugee Association of almost any asso-

ciation with its founder, who passed away in 1995. By and large, this 

third generation of Kazak youth seemed unaware of the considerable 

diplomatic legwork bequeathed their new patriarch by Yolbars Khan on 

his island of exile.56

one china, indivisible

On the morning of July 27, 1971, at Taipei’s Veterans General Hospi-

tal, Yolbars Khan passed away in his sleep. He was eighty-three years 

old. Chiang Kai-shek wrote an inscription for his tomb lauding his many 

decades of loyalty and service to the central government. Yet his ser-

vices after the fall of the mainland were probably of greater import to 

the Chinese state than anything he did before 1949. By the time of his 

death, Isa’s political ambitions had largely been frustrated, and the East 

Turkestan Refugee Association could not claim anything close to an eth-
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nopolitical monopoly over Xinjiang expatriate communities outside the 

Communist bloc. By maintaining a vigorous base of operations on Tai-

wan, Yolbars emitted a viable gravitational pull for anyone willing to pay 

lip service to the Nationalist ethnopolitical platform. That declarations 

of loyalty among the refugees were likely motivated more by poverty than 

by ideology is beside the point. Though Isa enjoyed a considerable head 

start in cultivating refugee loyalties and funded his activities with money 

from the United Nations, he proved unable to insulate his constituency 

from the overtures of two powerful and influential Chinese metropoles. 

In the end, Yolbars effectively denied a steady stream of impression-

able migrants to Turkey, retained crucial loyalties in Afghanistan and 

Kashmir, and when the time was ripe, even infiltrated Isa’s own de facto 

jurisdiction via proxy assault (Delilhan). Indeed, just two months before 

his death, the fruits of Yolbars’s final labors were put on full display in 

the Nationalist press: Pakistan refugee Seyit Abdullah and his family of 

eight arrived in Taiwan to take up permanent residence on the island. 

Their portraits were splashed about in the newspapers.57

After the death of its chairman, the Office of the Chairman of the 

Xinjiang Provincial Government quickly withered away. Under Yao 

Daohong, Yolbars’s eldest son, the office signed off on a letter to U.S. 

president Jimmy Carter in 1977 urging him not to normalize relations 

with the mainland government. Other than that, however, the archival 

record runs dry, and rumor has it that the bulk of the files were burned 

to avoid investigations of financial malfeasance. Then, in 1988, Yao sub-

mitted a routine application for a new government car, as permitted once 

every ten years. The proposed price tag of ¥600,000 attracted ministerial 

attention, and it was decided to shut down the office within a year. By 

this time the Xinjiang office was little more than a quaint curiosity of the 

Cold War, and several articles appeared in the newly democratic press 

poking fun at its past activities.58 But it had been no laughing matter for 

the Generalissimo. During the twenty-two years that the Nationalist gov-

ernment on Taiwan had held the “China seat” in the United Nations, its 

“governor” of Xinjiang had played a crucial role in upholding Chiang’s 

“one China” policy. Just as the Generalissimo’s continued survival on 
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Taiwan guaranteed that the island would not fall victim to Washington’s 

preferred “two Chinas” policy, so too did the Xinjiang government-in-

exile help secure Chinese sovereignty—both Nationalist and Commu-

nist—over a historically non-Han, weakly integrated region. 

In the form of Isa and Emin, the Nationalist Party encountered a cred-

ible threat to its narrative of Chinese political legitimacy in Xinjiang. 

It was all the more credible owing to the fact that Isa and Emin had 

originally developed their ethnopopulist platform under the auspices 

of the Nationalist government. No longer inhibited by the glass ceiling 

imposed by their Han patrons, Isa and Emin lacked only an ethnopo-

litical constituency in whose name they could speak. This they found 

in the first few years after the Communist takeover, shepherding some 

two thousand Uighurs and Kazaks to Turkey and establishing organiza-

tional linkages among the many more thousands of Xinjiang refugees 

scattered throughout the Middle East. Before long, the Nationalist gov-

ernment in Taiwan deemed Isa and Emin’s political outfits in Istanbul to 

be a greater threat to China’s territorial integrity than the Chinese Com-

munists themselves, a judgment they also levied at Xinjiang expatriates 

receiving Soviet support in Tashkent.

Once it became evident that Isa and Emin would never relocate to 

Taiwan, Yolbars set out to sabotage their alternative narratives of eth-

nopolitical legitimacy. The consequences of Isa and Emin’s inability to 

withstand the relentless assault levied against them from Taiwan and 

its ideological proxies in South Asia stand in sharp contrast to the fate 

of ethnopolitics in Tibet. After the Tibetan uprising against Communist 

rule in 1959, approximately 80,000 Tibetans fled with the Dalai Lama to 

India, where they set up a government of Tibet in exile. Less well known 

than the uprising itself is that the Nationalist administration on Taiwan, 

acting through its Committee for Tibetan and Mongolian Affairs in Taipei, 

also made overtures to the Tibetan leadership and offered assistance to 

the refugee community in Dharamsala. By and large, their overtures were 

rebuffed, and it was not until the late 1960s that any Tibetan political 

figures or students traveled to Taiwan to meet with Nationalist represen-

tatives. Offers of financial assistance, the construction of refugee schools 
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in India, and invitations to travel to Taiwan were all declined. The Dalai 

Lama’s personal fortune, estimated at nearly four million U.S. dollars, 

proved more than enough to sustain the Tibetan exile community.59

The only other person even remotely qualified to challenge the Dalai 

Lama’s claim as spokesman for Tibet, the Panchen Lama, made the 

fateful decision to remain in China after 1959, where he publicly sup-

ported the Communist government. His subsequent persecution during 

the Cultural Revolution, combined with the failure of the Nationalists 

to recruit their own Tibetan eminence to Taiwan, meant that the Dalai 

Lama never had to endure a credible challenge to his leadership outside 

the communist bloc such as that experienced by Isa and Emin. Though 

the international reputation of prominent Xinjiang expatriates cannot be 

compared to someone of the Dalai Lama’s stature, and the Islamic faith 

has never captured the sympathy of the Western world in the manner of 

an ostensibly “pacifist” Buddhism, still the comparison is illuminating. 

With regard to Tibet, the international community recognizes one very 

powerful, sympathetic, and credible expatriate spokesman. He stands in 

opposition to two Chinese metropoles, neither of which can claim much 

pride in its historical handling of the Tibet issue. 

Regarding Xinjiang, however, neither the East Turkestan Refugee 

Association in Istanbul nor the legacy of the Xinjiang government in 

exile in Taiwan is widely known, if at all. And that is exactly how Chi-

nese officials in Beijing and Taipei prefer it. As political scientist David 

Bachman notes, there exists today “no unified opposition and no widely 

agreed upon leader who is seen internationally (and even in China) as 

speaking for Uygurs or Xinjiang in the way that the Dalai Lama speaks 

for Tibet.”60 And yet, as the previous chapter demonstrated, the Chinese 

Communists failed utterly during the 1950s to implement a convincing 

discourse of ethnopopulism or to create the requisite non-Han ethno-

populist constituency in Xinjiang. So why did Isa and Emin prove unable 

to capitalize upon Beijing’s systematic missteps in their homeland? As 

this chapter has shown, the answer lies not in Xinjiang or mainland 

China. Instead, we must look to Beijing’s longtime island rival and a 

one-time major-domo of the Hami khanate to understand why the failure 
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of ethnopopulism in early Communist Xinjiang did not capture global 

attention then as it does today. In this as in so many other matters of 

ethnopolitical import, the voices of Communist China and “free China” 

were curiously aligned. 
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CONCLUSION

W
e end our story with a statue. a bronze statue, to be 

exact. For about a decade from the mid-1920s, it stood in a hand-

some two-story pavilion in Urumchi’s West Park, a monument to 

traditional Chinese architecture. Standing on the second floor was a 

metallic bust of Governor Yang Zengxin, visible to all passersby. 

In 1927, Nicholas Roerich, the peripatetic Russian philosopher and 

painter, passed through Xinjiang and recorded a dim view of its aesthetic 

qualities. “The collection of funds for the erection of the monument was 

conducted throughout the whole district by forced subscriptions,” he 

observed. “And as a gift ‘from the grateful population’ appeared an ugly 

copper figure with gilded epaulettes and stars.” Han visitors from outside 

the province were hardly more charitable. In the words of Xu Bingxu, the 

Chinese codirector of the Sino-Swedish Scientific Expedition, “The dress 

and appearance of the statue do not resemble the governor, and gold foil 

has been plastered all over the face. What a truly odd sight. Though the 

governor has many merits to his name as a result of his lengthy tenure 

in Xinjiang, a gesture such as this, which exults in a vain celebration of 

his achievements, seems most unnecessary.”1

After Sheng Shicai rose to power, he removed the statue from the park 

and placed it in a locked storage closet in the Bureau of Transportation. 

Ten years later, Nationalist governor Wu Zhongxin stumbled upon it by 

accident. “I unlocked the door and went in to take a look. Inside I found 

a bronze statue of Yang Zengxin, about the height of a man. It exudes a 

majestic air. Gazing upon the statue, I was moved to reflect upon how 

Yang governed Xinjiang for seventeen years, keeping our borders peace-

ful and secure. His achievements cannot be denied. Therefore, I knelt 



figure c.1. Chinese Pavilion with Bronze Statue of Governor Yang Zengxin in West Park, 
Urumchi, c. 1927. Photograph by Owen Lattimore © President and Fellows of Harvard Col-
lege, Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, PM no. 2010.5.35197 (digital file 
no. 136590092). 
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and bowed three times, to show my respect.”2 The trail of documenta-

tion peters out after 1944. One suspects the statue remained in the same 

storage closet during the early Communist years, gathering dust much as 

it had during the era of Sheng Shicai. In all likelihood, it probably met 

with an ignominious end during a Maoist campaign: if not melted down 

to forge useless pig iron during the Great Leap Forward, it was probably 

trotted out for a public inferno during the Cultural Revolution, when so 

many other symbols of the imperial and republican past were destroyed. 

Much like the legacy and fate of the Qing empire during the twentieth 

century, the bronze statue of Governor Yang Zengxin has long constituted 

an enigma. Historians know what distant observers have said about it—

almost all of it negative—but we do not know much about its underlying 

substance. The reason men like Nicholas Roerich and Xu Bingxu, both 

outsiders to Xinjiang and its political scene, could not withhold criticism 

of Yang’s statue was because they both expected something else. When 

the former deplored its gilded epaulettes and stars and the latter fixated 

on the vain indulgences of an acting official, they were comparing the 

statue unfavorably with idealized Western and Chinese aesthetic sensi-

bilities. For Roerich, the addition of European military insignia on Yang’s 

chest and shoulders sullied the architectural grandeur of the traditional 

Chinese pavilion in which the statue stood. For Xu, the very notion that 

an official should consent to the erection of a “living shrine” while occu-

pying the office celebrated by that shrine smacked of cronyism and cor-

ruption. In traditional Chinese political culture, a renowned official may 

live to see the commissioning of a shrine celebrating his achievements 

after his departure from the jurisdiction in which it is built, or he may 

become a highly stylized and fabled “city-god” several centuries after his 

death. But he is not supposed to occupy the same office for seventeen 

years and then oversee the construction of his own living shrine while 

still holding that post.3

Yang’s statue did not conform to either man’s ideal. Instead, it was an 

amalgam of two political and cultural traditions fused into a Sino-West-

ern hybrid whose true utility could be comprehended only by someone 

familiar with the politics of difference in Xinjiang. To put it another way, 
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we might say that Governor Yang’s statue was the physical embodiment 

of the historical argument this book has set forth: that is, the legacy 

of the Qing empire in twentieth-century Xinjiang obliged Han rulers in 

Urumchi to forge a new foundation of political difference. Drawing upon 

domestic precedents and foreign models, this new approach transformed 

modern China into a community of anxious administrators forced to deal 

with the legacy of multiethnic states in an era of national determination 

and decolonization. In crossing the 1911 and 1949 divides, we have 

identified important continuities in Chinese rule in Xinjiang. The strate-

gies used by Han officials in Urumchi were neither especially Manchu 

nor Nationalist nor Communist, but were instead techniques drawn from 

the imperial repertoires of finance, defense, administration, and ideol-

ogy that circulated freely among China’s contemporary imperial rivals. 

Even when developments on the ground lagged far behind political dis-

course, Chinese officials still made it a point of pride to keep pace with 

the latest trends in ethnopolitical posturing. 

The foregoing chapters have presented a narrative of modern China 

as an empire in transition whose political elites were obliged to meet 

similarly evolving threats with similarly evolving imperial repertoires. 

We began with Governor Yang and his selective revival of key conserva-

tive platforms from the high Qing era. Yang’s revival of the discourse and 

structures of ethno-elitism, in which local Turkic begs and Chinggisid 

Muslim and Mongol princes retained their hereditary or divine rights to 

rule parts of Xinjiang, was a repudiation of premature attempts by the 

late Qing state to integrate Xinjiang into the rest of the country. When 

the Western discourse of the nation-state infiltrated Xinjiang during the 

Russian civil war and eventually served as the pretext to establish Outer 

Mongolia as an independent state, Yang’s response was twofold. First, 

he developed a unique strain within the discourse of national humilia-

tion to suggest that anyone who failed to treat Xinjiang differently from 

the rest of China would bear responsibility for its becoming “the next 

Outer Mongolia.” Next, he responded to the collapse and reconstitution 

of imperial authority throughout Eurasia by attempting to insulate Xin-

jiang from any and all nationalist platforms, both those from the inner 
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provinces, which valorized the “Yellow Race,” and those from Soviet 

Central Asia, which promised to enfranchise the non-Han commoners 

of Xinjiang. He did this by refashioning the diplomatic institution of the 

Western consulate in his own image, directing his hard-won consulates 

in Soviet Central Asia to ensure that anyone inspired by Soviet affirma-

tive action be barred reentry to the province. 

When the continued inability of inner Chinese warlords to reunite 

the country led to a geopolitical crisis in Xinjiang—the assassination of 

Governor Yang in 1928 by agents of another warlord—Yang’s succes-

sor, Jin Shuren, embarked on a wholesale repudiation of the politics of 

difference. His centralization and modernization initiatives very much 

resembled the late Qing drive to integrate the non-Han borderlands, 

a prolonged campaign again carried out in response to a geopolitical 

crisis. In Jin’s case, however, the main difference was his entire lack of 

financial, political, or military support from the Chinese metropole. The 

late Qing state, however weak it may have seemed in the face of foreign 

aggression, had once supplied such support to its borderland officials, 

albeit in ever decreasing amounts. In quick succession, Jin managed to 

alienate the Incarnate Lama of Karashahr, the Soviets, and the Turkic 

peoples of Hami, both noble and commoner. When former retainers of 

Shah Maqsut rallied Turkic peasants against Jin’s administration, they 

did so by invoking the idea of a “Chanto”—that is, Uighur—nation-state, 

borrowing this name from Chinese descriptions of the turbans some men 

wore on their heads. Soon the entire province was at war, with a bewil-

dering array of national platforms on the lips of every belligerent. 

In 1934, a Han warlord by the name of Sheng Shicai emerged tri-

umphant from the wreckage of Yang and Jin. To gain the support of his 

non-Han subjects, many of whom had shed their blood to prevent the 

rise of another Han like him, Sheng had to meet demands within his 

province for demonstrations of support for national determination. In 

response, Sheng adapted the Soviet discourse and institutional struc-

tures of ethnopopulism, in which progressive and ostensibly elected 

representatives of the masses are placed into positions of government 

and expected to mobilize their constituents toward a more equitable 

and prosperous future. Chinese Comintern agent Yu Xiusong described 
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Sheng as having learned from the “only country in the entire world to 

have completely and correctly solved its nationality problems.” From a 

somewhat broader historical perspective, Sheng was simply continuing 

under newly ascendant Han stewardship the millennia-long tradition of 

ethnopolitical engineering and posturing typical of China’s many non-

Han ruling elites in dynasties past.4 Sheng’s gambit worked, in spite 

of—or perhaps because of—his simultaneous importation of Stalinist 

police state tactics. These were eventually deployed to purge his admin-

istration of nearly all the non-Han peoples he had only so recently 

elevated into prominent positions of authority. Ultimately, however, 

Sheng’s “purchase” of Soviet affirmative action blueprints saddled him 

with massive debts that neither he nor his Chinese Communist adviser 

Mao Zemin could ever fully repay. After Sheng took advantage of the 

siege of Stalingrad to shirk his obligations to the Soviets and return 

to the Nationalist fold, Moscow decided to reclaim its debts by direct-

ing an ethnopopulist Uighur and Kazak “national” insurgency against 

the new Chinese administration in the province. Not surprisingly, this 

insurgency, later glossed as the East Turkestan Republic, took as its stra-

tegic targets only those three districts in which the Soviets had once 

maintained heavy interests in industrial minerals (Altay), pastoral stock 

(Tacheng), and oil (Ili).

The Nationalist response was to raise the stakes of ethnopolitical 

patronage in wartime and postwar Xinjiang. Those within the party 

who admired an ethnopopulist approach—a camp that included Chiang 

Kai-shek—decided to meet Soviet sponsorship of Uighurs and Kazaks 

by elevating their own Uighur and Kazak figures to positions of visible 

authority in Xinjiang. Combined with the fruits of those who champi-

oned an ethno-elitist approach—chief among which was Governor Wu 

Zhongxin (1944–46)—the Nationalist cabinet of non-Han personages 

in Xinjiang during the 1940s effectively negated the novelty of Soviet-

sponsored figures such as Ali Han Tore and Ahmetjan Qasimi. Never 

again would so much political agency be granted to the prince of the 

Kazaks (Ailin), the khan-wang of the Torgut Mongols (Manchuqjab), a 

Kazak batur (Osman), or ethnopopulists such as Masud Sabri, Moham-

med Emin Bugra, Isa Yusuf Alptekin, and Burhan Shahidi. And it goes 
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without saying that never again would the Chinese central government 

suffer Uighur officials in its political wing to publish journals that criti-

cized the “tyrannical Chinese butchers” or advertised Xinjiang as the 

home of the “Turkestan nation,” as General Zhang Zhizhong had once 

allowed. The reason for these bold Nationalist innovations was simple: 

in the postwar atmosphere of increasing demands for decolonization, 

the Nationalists had to prove their commitment to the emerging global 

discourse of “development” and “nurturing” of subaltern peoples the 

world over or risk tarnishing their narrative of ethnopolitical legitimacy 

in Xinjiang. 

After 1949, it fell to the Chinese Communists to deal with this legacy 

of ethnopolitical “inflation” in Xinjiang. They did so by introducing one 

final adaptation to the Soviet affirmative action model: ethnocultural 

autonomy would be territorialized (unlike Sheng’s Austro-Marxist inter-

pretation), but it would not be institutionalized at the level of a republic, 

complete with the right of secession. The realpolitik calculus behind this 

innovation is evident in a speech given by Wang Enmao, party secre-

tary of Xinjiang during the 1950s, to newly arrived Han cadres. To judge 

from the content of his speech, these men were far more familiar with 

Soviet ethnopopulist discourse—and its institutional embodiments just 

across the border—than with Chinese Communist adaptations. Noting 

widespread unease among Han cadres over the stated goal of making 

Uighurs the “masters of their own house” (dangjia zuozhu), Wang put 

his colleagues at ease: “The [Han] mistakenly believe that after the 

implementation of ethnic regional autonomy, they can go back home to 

the inner provinces. Some think the implementation of ethnic regional 

autonomy means that the responsibilities of ethnic cadres will increase, 

while those of Han cadres will decrease. What none of them realizes is 

that even after ethnic regional autonomy is put into practice, Han cad-

res still will not be allowed to go home. Our job of assisting the various 

nationalities of Xinjiang is a long-term mission.”5

Elsewhere, Zhou Enlai justified the unprecedented waves of Han 

migration in the same language of “development” that the Nationalists 

before him had used. As for the Communist obligation to “nurture” the 

non-Han peoples of Xinjiang, Zhou could point to the institutionaliza-
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tion of ethnocultural and political privileges for fifty-five official non-

Han nationalities, about half of which had only been “identified” by 

Communist ethnographers during the first five years of the new state.6

As evidenced by ubiquitous reports of ethnic tension and conflict on 

the factory floors of Urumchi, the Chinese Communists failed miserably 

to deliver on the promises of ethnopopulist affirmative action. At best, 

we might say that they delivered an emasculated version of ethno-elit-

ism, one that masqueraded as ethnopopulism. That is to say, non-Han 

elites were still separated from “their” people and elevated into privi-

leged positions of authority, but now without even the ability to wield 

that authority. All that mattered was that they stand in as a symbolic 

representation of the will of “their” people. Initially, however, the Com-

munists had far less reason to worry about these ironic inversions than 

did the Nationalists. Unlike the Nationalists, they had both time and 

geopolitical circumstance on their side. They even had the assistance of 

a second Chinese metropole—the Nationalists in Taiwan—who assisted 

the mainland government in undermining any narrative of political 

legitimacy for Xinjiang that did not originate in Beijing or Taipei, both 

of which now evinced a more or less harmonious pursuit of common 

geopolitical and ethnopolitical goals. The end result was the creation of 

a “national empire” very similar to the state established by the Soviets 

just across the Eurasian border. Though no political elite or self-respect-

ing Chinese nationalist today would employ such a term, marred as it 

is by the revolutionary discourse of an authoritarian—and most deplor-

able—form of power, this is precisely what has arisen from the ashes of 

the old monarchical empires: a vast state whose territorial and human 

heterogeneity must be nationalized to conform to new narratives of post-

revolutionary political legitimacy. 

The idea that an imperial entity could be defined, not undermined, 

by nationalism would have been familiar to the intellectuals of the late 

Qing era with which we began our study. In 1906, Ye Shanrong, editor of 

a family genealogy, envisioned the creation of a state capable of meeting 

the “tides of nationalism” (minzu chaoliu) that defined his age. Believ-

ing that his generation had already begun this process, Ye called his era 

“an age in which a national empire [minzu diguo] is being created.”7 It is 
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not entirely clear what Ye meant by a “national empire,” a novel term in 

his day. It combines the word for “nationality” (minzu) with the charac-

ters for a “state” (guo) presided over by an “emperor” (di). In reference 

to a type of state, Ye was likely simply describing the political status 

quo of his day, in which a Manchu emperor sat on the throne. But his 

use of “nationality” (minzu) is more specific: it is the idea that people 

should be organized on the principle of the “nation-state” (guojia zhuyi 

de minzu) as a means to wealth and power in the twentieth century. For 

someone who did not exercise actual political control on the ground, 

this is probably about as far as the concept was liable to be explicated at 

the time. But for this study, concerned as it is with Han administrators 

responsible for preserving the heterogeneous human and geographical 

landscape of the former Qing empire, Ye’s formulation provides a strik-

ing premonition of just how the ideal of national determination would 

ultimately color the geopolitical calculus of Han administrators after 

the 1911 revolution. 

The lands and peoples that compose the entity known as “China” 

are not today, nor have they ever been, a “nation-state.” But they do con-

stitute a state of many nations, each of which, including the Han, bears 

the imprint of deliberate ethnic manufacture by the state. If we follow 

Frederick Cooper in ascribing to such polities the designation empire-

state—in lieu of nation-state—then we have already approximated what 

some Soviet scholars refer to as Moscow’s “empire of nations.”8 But if 

the Soviet Union was an “empire of nations,” composed of potentially 

detachable parts, then it makes sense to call the modern Chinese state 

a “national empire,” defined by—but not divisible into—its fifty-six 

national components. Though anthropologists and historians of China 

have long recognized the hybrid nature of the modern Chinese state, 

few have attempted to trace in precise chronological detail the temporal 

and methodological contours of the evolution of this state throughout 

the late Qing, republican, and early Communist eras.9 By telling just 

such a narrative here, we can attempt to situate the ethnopolitical his-

tory of China both within long-standing East Asian mainland traditions 

and within Eurasian and Euro-American innovations of much more 

recent vintage. 
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As a type of state, empires did not all disappear during the twenti-

eth century. Instead, as we have seen in Xinjiang, some of them simply 

redefined their institutional markers of difference from an ethno-elitist 

to an ethnopopulist model. In other words, they got a nationalist make-

over. Before taking that fateful step, however, each empire made a point 

of canvassing the imperial repertoires of every one of its rivals, select-

ing for modified deployment those tactics viewed as most suitable to 

the unique conditions of its own imperial landscape. We might even 

go so far as to say that the hallmark of a successful empire during the 

twentieth century was the ability to deploy sufficient resources—and 

imperial repertoires innovative enough—to maintain a monopoly on the 

definition and sponsorship of categories of human difference, be they 

in ethno-elitist or ethnopopulist guise. A state that could continue to 

control the recognition and definition of its many peoples in national-

ized forms was likely to subsist as some sort of a “national empire” or 

“empire of nations.” One that could not prevent its peoples from being 

recognized and defined in national terms by rival metropoles was likely 

to become a collection of putative “nation-states,” however imperfectly 

and artificially defined. 

With the waning of Nationalist influence in world politics, the Chi-

nese Communists have faced a host of new challenges in Xinjiang. After 

all, for nearly four decades, the Nationalists had managed from Taiwan 

to deflect foreign criticism of Chinese rule in Xinjiang by depriving dis-

senting Uighur ethnopopulists in Turkey of the support of “free China.” 

Beijing took full advantage of this extended reprieve, ensuring the com-

plete integration of Xinjiang into China before Taipei lost what little 

remained of its political clout in the United States and Europe. Ever since 

the reform era, however, Chinese Communists have come face-to-face 

with a delayed reckoning on the failure of their ethnopopulist platform 

in Xinjiang during their first decade of rule. They have met this unwel-

come increase in foreign scrutiny by once again adapting techniques 

of rule from other multiethnic states considered more “advanced” or 

“developed” than China, one of the few perks of a late-modernizing 

state. Hence, Beijing has learned from the United States the utility of 

discrediting non-Han dissent by suggesting transnational links to known 
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terrorist groups, while learning from France how to build upon the prec-

edent of banning Muslim veils. As with Nationalist and Qing officials 

before them, the Communists have justified such measures by pointing 

to similar conditions, experiences, and responses within those very mul-

tiethnic states that deign to criticize Beijing. Any further adaptations to 

the foreign model are then conveniently justified through the discourse 

of special “Chinese characteristics.” 

Despite Beijing’s opportunistic use of such tactics, it is likely that 

most future challenges to Chinese rule in Xinjiang will be forced to make 

creative use not of national discourses and structures but rather of those 

that are transnational in design and scope. The reason is simple. The 

twenty-first century was the golden age of nationalist discourses. As 

such, the conservative ethno-elitist empires in existence at the begin-

ning of the century have all been transformed by the use and abuse of 

the geopolitical tool of the nation-state. Whether they became national 

empires, disbanded empires, or dismembered empires, each state made 

its own contribution toward raising the stakes in a global ethnopoliti-

cal arms race. There are now few discourses derivative of the ideal of 

the nation-state for which a rhetorical and institutional antidote has 

not already been devised. It is thus difficult to imagine any successful 

challenge to Chinese rule along the non-Han borderlands based upon 

an ethnopopulist discourse, or indeed any discourse related to national 

determination. If political dissidents want to challenge Chinese control 

in Xinjiang, they will need to come up with an ideology for which Han 

officials do not already have an answer bred from a century of intimate 

experience on the Chinese borderlands. In practice, this may augur a 

return to transnational appeals of religion or hereditary descent charac-

teristic of the premodern era, but this time shorn of ethno-elitist preten-

sions and discourse. 

Regardless of what happens in the future, it is clear what happened 

in the twentieth century. Indeed, had Chinese administrators proven 

unable to keep pace with the evolution of imperial repertoires after 

1911, it is likely that every Han nationalist’s worst nightmare would 

have come true. That Xinjiang did not become “the next Outer Mongolia” 
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testifies to the pragmatic recognition of these administrators that China 

had not simply evolved—to paraphrase the words of intellectual histo-

rian Joseph Levenson—from a universal civilization to a nation in the 

world. If that had truly been the case, Han officials would not have been 

overly concerned with any part of the former empire outside of the inner 

provinces. On the contrary, even though most of them recognized that 

China was no longer the great “universal civilization” of yesteryear, they 

were far more bullish about what it had become than they are typically 

given credit for: an empire among empires, each of which was compelled 

to learn how to nationalize its empire before rival empires nationalized—

and reoriented—it for them. 
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